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THE

ELEMENTS OF
CHAPTER

I.

BANKING is a department of the great Science of ECONOMICS, which is the Science of Exchanges, or of Commerce in
1.

widoBt extent.

its

The word ECONOMICS
Is

is

derived from the Greek

the technical term in Attic law for Property of

descriptions,

the

whatever

its

nature be, and

I'D/JO?,

ol/coc,

which
and

all sorts

a law.

Hence

word I^ggg^^

which govern the relations o/ JKj3p(i)^
(j>uautitie,{^
TSrmtmgjjis will be explained more fuliy hereafter, is that
department of the Science of Economics which treats of the
exchanges of Money for Credit, and of Credit ib

On

is
is

the Definition of

WEALTH, or an ECONOMIC QUANTITY.

2. Aristotle nays;" We call WEALTH everything whose value
measured by Money/* or rather, we may say everything which
exchangeable, us Money itoelf ia an Exchangeable Quantity,
Aristotle's definition of Wealth is now generally accepted by

**
modern Economists* EB the true one, thus
Everything forms therefore a part of Wealth ^ which JhtuLpo^R.-.a..
In theae passages we find what the fundamental
purchasing
"*

B

,
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Wealth
conception of

general

is

it

is

anything

exchangeable which may
whatever
can be exchanged Bepawhich
and
be bought
soldeverything
else.
of
and
anything
independently
rately
The only criterion, then, of any thing being Wealth is can it
be valued? Can it be bought and sold ? Can it bo exchangee!
its

nature be, which

is

of

anything
separately and independently
This criterion may seem very simple,

else?

and

It Is

now

generally

but in fact to apply it properly, to
adopted as the true one ;
discern what is and what is not, separate and hulepozvlont
4

of
exchangeable property, requires a thorough knowledge
and
Commerce.
of
Law
branches
abstruse
most
of the

On

the Three

Spedes of WEALTH, or ECONOMIC
QUANTITIES.

3. Having, then, obtained a good general idea or fundamental conception of Wealth, or of an. Economic Quantity, we
have now to consider how many distinct orders of Quantities there
are which satisfy this definition.
! There are

1

fyV%W<^^f
Ok

m^fflMj^^

lik

land, houses, cattle, corn,r
'

i

timber, money, and innumerable other things of

i

that,

nature,

which everyone admits to be Wealth.

A

person may sell his JLabour or scrviccH in many capacia
as
ploughman, a bricklayer, artisan, advocate, physician,
^ ties,
engineer, professor, etc., and when a man sells his Labour for
2.

Money, its Value
corn or timber.
3.

There

bought and
.

I
t

*^

^ notes,
"the
lie

is,

is measured by
Money as precisely as if wore
Hence Labour is Wealth by Aristotle'H definition.
ifc

besides, a third order of Quantities

sold.

or if he had

which can be

If a person had 100,000/. of
a million of money, as is

Bank of Knjtkml
commonly naicl, In

Funds, or in shares of the London and Westminster Bank,
would be considered wealthy. These things,
aro a
therefore,

form of Wealth, distinct no doubt from the other
two, but yot
they are bought and sold for money; therefore thoy witinfy
Aristotle's definition of Wealth,
They are, however, moroly
are many other kind of
^iere
Righto whloi

TBTTEE SPECIES

may be bought and

sold,

of a business, an

will

WEALTH.

3

such as Copyrights, Patents, the GoodAdvowson, etc. All these are mere

abstract Rights, quite separate and distinct from
any particular
money, and yet they are all valuable Property they may all be

bought and

sold

and,

therefore,

all

they

satisfy

Aristotle's

definition of Wealth.

We have

therefore found three distinct orders, or species, oi
T

Quantities which satisfy Aristotle s definition of Wealth; and
reflection will show that there is nothing whatever which
may
be bought and sold which does not fall under one of these three
orders of Quantities

Labour or
:

it is

:

either

it is

material

an abstract Right.

:

or

it is

Hence there

some kind

of

are three ordera

of quantities, and only three, which satisfy Aristotle's definition
of Wealth, which may be symbolised by the words MONEY,

LABOUR, and CREDIT

MONEY

being

taken as the type ol

all

"material and corporeal things; LABOUR us the type of services of
all sorts ; and CREDIT as the
type of Rights of all sorts ; and all

exchanges,

that

is

all

commerce, consist of the exchanges

of

these three orders of Quantities.

That

now

all

material things which can bo bought and sold are
Wealth is so well known that we ixeed not

admitted, to be

waste time in proving it.
All modern Economists since

Adam

Smith admit that the

energy, capacity, character, and personal qualities
because they can buy and
of the people of a country are Wealth
abilities, skill,

neli

their use, and make an income by their exertion.
Smith enumerates as part of the Wealth or fixed Capital of a

a the
acquired and useful abilities of all the inhabitants
country,
or members of the society. The acquisition of such talents, by
the maintenance of the acquirer during his education, study, or

a Capital
apprenticeship, always costs a real expense, which is
These talents, aa
fixed and realised, as it were, in his person.
they make a part of his fortune, so do they likewise of that of
the society to which he belongs.'*
" Ho who has
So also Buy Bays :
acquired a talent at the price

of an annual sacrifice, enjoys an accumulated Capital, and this

Wealth, though immaterial, is nevertheless BO little fictitious,
that he daily exchanges thu exorcise of his art ibr gold aad
* 2

'
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-"Since

silver.'

it lias

been proved that hwiMtorial property Mich
abilities, form an integral part

as talents and acquired personal
of social Wealth."

Senior also

says:" If the

question whether personal qualiti?*

of Wealth had been proposed in classical limes

are articles

been too

would have

clear

for

dwcussioii.

.

-

.

Thoy

it

perish

and may be impaired or destroyed by
in the custom of
disease, or rendered valueless by any changes
the country which shall destroy the demand for lib nwviwa;
to these contingencies, they are Wealth, awl \Vi*alth
but

indeed

by

his death,

subject
of the most valuable kind.

The amount of revcmw! derived

from their exercise in England far exceeds the mital of all thr
lands in Great Britain,"
" Even in our
So also:
present state of civilisation, whic.h
it
appears by comparison, is far short of what may b
high as
easily conceived, or

the INTELLECTUAL

exceeds

all

even of what may be conf'utantly cxprctct!,
and MORAL CAPITAL of Grvat Britain far

the Material Capital, not only in importance** but in
The families that receive men* wa^ proluibly

productiveness.

do not form a fourth of the community; and tin',
companttiv!y
larger amount o the wages even of these is principally owing to
the capital and skill with which their eiforte urn asHtsta! iiiitl
directed by the more educated members of the
ThoHO
wctoiy.

who

receive

are

still

mere

rent, even using that word in it lnrgt mmm\
fewer; and the amount of rent, like that of wngw,

on the knowledge by which th giftn of
and employed. The bulk of the national
and of that profit the portion which is
moroly

principally depends
nature are directed

revenue

is profit,

interest

on Material Capital,
probably doea not amount to

third.

The

rest is the result of

PERSONAL CAPITAL,

turn-

or, in other

words, of education."

So Mill says :
The skill and the energy, and
verance of the artisans of a
country are reckoned

Wealth no
the skill

the perwpart, of it*

less than their tools and
And why not
machinery,*'
and energy and the
perseverance of other
an wi*ll

as artisans?

He

also

says:" Acquired capacity which exit*
only as a means, and have been called into existence
by labour,
fall
exactly as it seems to me within that designation."

U.*

^

V.4

ABEALTM,
Now

,

7

^J,^'^

the

skill,

of a country

may

K

A^

energy, character, and abilities of the
people^
be used as Wealth in two
ways, as we shall

<f
*

greater length hereafter : the one by their direct exerehow^at
else in rendering Borne service which is
termed Labour ; and

by purchasing commodities, with the view of selling
T0 PAT oiat *
fitt u"re
profits, which is termed CREDIT.
It is with the latter

secondly,

* CJL2^
the

meBiro^f-lttilising'" personal qualities that
cern cut in this work.

we

are chiefij con-

""""

"-'WrTOw <$ome to the third
!

species of

Economic Quantities

namely, RIGHTS.

down as a fundamental definition in li^^ttJay
Under the name of Wealth (Pecunia) not only ready money,

It Is laid,

"

everything both immovable and movable, both corporeal
and RIGHTS (Jura), are included.'*
And there are several other passages expressly declaring that

btifc

Rights are included under the term
ant! chattels;

u

We

certain

arc accustomed

to

Res

buy and

day or at a certain event.

1
may bo bought and sold.*
So Sir Patrick Colqxihoun,

Civil

*

'

and

*

Bonn? or goods

we may quote one from Ulpian:

Law," says

"The

sell

DEBTS payable on a

For that

in his

"

is

WEALTH which

Summary

of the

Koman

requisite of the consensual contract
Manx or object to be transferred by

first

of emptio et venditw in a
the wllor to the buyer, and the firt great requirement is that it
should bo in commereio, that is, capable of being freely bought

and

>hl.
Supposing wuch to be the case, it matters not whether
be an immovable or a movable, corporeal or incorporeal,
existent; or non-cxwtont, certain or uncertain, the property of
thus a horse, a EIGHT OF ACTION, servithe vcmdor 01 another
it

:

tude, or thing to be acquired, or the acquisition

whereof depends

on chunco.
"

A

may buy of a farmer the future crop of a
Wine which may grow the next year in a certain
may be bought at BO much a pipe, or a certain price

purchaser

certain Held.

vineyard

irrespective of quantity or quality, and the price
would be due though nothing grew, or for whatever did grow,
la the awmd case the bargain, is termed emptio apef, and in the

may be paid
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rirst

last

rei sperata,

mptio

winch

all

wwh

bargains art

be in cases of doubt
presumed
"The cession of a RIGHT OF ACTION Iwing U'gal in tin* Roman
to receive a debt duo by H may bo Hold
the EIGHT of
to

A

law,

to C."
?*
wo
RIGHT OF ACTION which JH,
is termed a CREDIT or a Dunr in Law,
Commerce, and Economics- is exprowly included umtar tin* title
in Koman Law*
"Wealth, Goods, and Merchandise,
It is ono of
the same in erery By atom of Law*
It is

Thus we

shall

show

see that a

hereafter,

what

exactly
the elementary principles of law that a Kioirr or
Thus Mr. Williama wiy:
species of Property.
action having

now become

assignable,

ACTION
**

w

a

Gho*rA-in

became an important kind

A

a
of personal Property.""
legal cho86*m-adwu cofmtitutfrn
valuable personal Property."
So also Mr, Junt-icn By Ion, ttt

speaking of Bills and Notes, which are liighte of action rnxmlcnl
on paper, says:
"This species of PKOPEKTY in now in iiggn^pitc*
value inferior only to the land or Funded Debt of thu kingdom."
This sentence was written more than forty ytmw nm, and wt

may

safely assert that the

masa of CREDIT

in circulation at thr

Ho also a EICHIT
present time greatly exceeds the Funded Debt.
n
OF ACTION is included under the term *'
chntti'In
or
and
goods
"

effects

"

in

an Act^ofJParliament,

We

have said enough now to show that a Riant OK ACTION,
or a Credit, or a Debt, is included under tho title of Wwitth,

Goods and

Chattels, Property, or Merchandiso,

bought and

hcoauo

it

may

IMJ

every system of law. As wo shall havs to
explain the nature of this species of property at greator length
hereafter, we shall say no more about it hero, so as not to
sold, in

my

the same things twice over.
All that we want to
impress upon
the reader at present is, that BIGHTS of all norta are a
distinct

order of Wealth or
Exchangeable Quantities*
4. Hence there are
distinct orders
of
"
as it is
technicaliy"termed,
by the terms
and
^

KxchangonMu

which may
Ougiaxir and

all
WoOTT, LABO^,,
Commerce, consist in the oxdiangea of thaw*
orders of Economic Quantities. Hence it in
that
earfly

Exchanges, that
tihree

is, all

there are Six different kinds of

Exchange or Commerce

MEANING OF PROPERTY.
1.

7

The exchange of a material product for a material product
much money for so much corn, timber, books, furni:

such as so
ture, etc.
2.

labour

The exchange of a material product
aa when a person's labour is paid for
:

for

in

a service or

money

or any

other material product.
3. The exchange of one kind of service or labour for another

kind of service or labour.
4.

The exchange
a Credit

action, or

Cheques,

:

much labour or service for a Right of
when labour is paid for in Bank Notes,

of so
as

etc.

The exchange of a material product for a right of action,
or credit as when money or merchandise is exchanged for a
bank note, cheque, or any form of credit.
such as
6. The exchange of one Right for another Right
when a "banker buys one Right of action, Buch as a Bill of Ex5.

:

:

by creating another Right of action, either in the form of
Notes or by means of a Credit in his books*
These Six species o exchange comprehend all commerce in
and they
widest extent, and in all forms and varieties

change,

MB own
its

;

constitute the groat Science of Economics, or the Science
treatH of the exchanges of property*

Out of

all

which

thcHG Six npeeics of exchange in their different

varieties, the business of
arc included under the twoTae^^

^an^^^^S^*^^^^^*^^^
It

the exchange of I. Money for RIGHTS of ACTION, or CREDIT, or DEBTS.
2 One RIGHT of ACTION or another RIGHT of ACTION, or of
one kind of CRKIHT, or DKBT, for another kind of CREDIT, or DEBT.

coiiHiHta in

And it is this department of the
which

is

the mibjuct

On

the

complete science of Economics

matte of thin work.

Mammf?

of the

Word PKOFKRT*.

of
5. Having thus found that there are three distinct species

Exchangeable or Economic Quantities, typified by MONEY, LABOUR,
and CREDIT, our next object is to find a general term which will

k

|
,

',
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them

include

find in the
and this general term we
And when we undrrHtand tht meaning; of the
we shall find that it will throw a flood of light

all,

word PROPERTY.

word PROPERTY,
over the whole of Economic Science and
the science of
impossible to understand

Most persons

modern

in

timea,

in fuel

il

in

wholly

Banking without

it*

when they pt.k or
money t

material things, mich AH
Property, think of some
But that In not
etc.
cattle,
timber,
lands, corn,

the*

of
house*,

true

3

!

mean-

W

an< *
8
P
ing of the word Property.
sense is not a material thiiig, but tho J^KIHT tn HnmniTimg.
th almnluto

**

*TnT!^

in anything, as well as the thing itwif, w;ii called

because
hand, and

if

was supposed

it

to

Iw acquired hj

*""**

wnc*r-

Mjw*/-

tho

tit

rang

not kept with a very firm gravp, would probably

bit

lost again.

As

civilisation,

advanced, the ownership of things waw l.4cl

t

centred in the family or Domu$ ; but tho head of the
alone exercised all Mights over it ; h&xcc this Right WIIH

Dominium^ no other member of the family could have any
individual Eight.
Domniwn was then adopted in Kottmti law iw
the term for the absolute ownership of
*

anything.
Afterwards, in the days of the early emporora, the tjxtrmm*
individual
rigour of the patria potestas was relaxed, and th
members of the family were allowed to have exclusive* Higlitii U>
things

was

;

and then

this right

was

called PHOPIUKTA^ hucavm; it
aud excluded civery one lo.
says Neratiuu, a jtiriit of tho g

restricted to the individual,

"Dominium

id est Proprietas,"
of Trajan and Hadrian.
',

therefore,

of any one

\h

not believe that the

word Proprtotas

m

Ionian law wait

vr

^

applied to the things themselves.

word Property was
always used exclusively in this
by early English writers. Thus grand old
Ij^yj^f layit
"
They made Pr P erty of Costly goods, where no
tt

sense

:

Property my
have no
Property in worldly goods, when
alone Property is lawfol." So
fia^ invariably usii Property to
tl10
of lit
-?MU^3J^?g. He says one of the

be

;

and professed

to

mm

PBOPBRTT
law,

"

IS

9

goods and lands.
He
"
in goods and
which
Property
by
"
So he epeaks of the
Interest 01
1'

to dispose of the Property of their

is

explains the various methods
chattels

may be acquired."
Property of a timber tree."
And we might

multiply examples to any extent, which,

ever, would be superfluous.
^ra^liy> therefore, in its true

tTungftPr^ojp^rty is
Interest, or

To

A BI0HT*

how-

sense,

consequently to call goods or material^
as great an absurdity as to call them Right,
*

Ownership.

the goods themselves Property is comparatively speakwhen it began.
a
modern
ing
corruption, and we cannot say
are
law
which
words
in
unually supposed to
Many
English

mean
in

call

mean Rights to things. Thus an ^Lnnwtfa
money paid, but the Riyht to demand a series of

things, in reality

not the actual

payments, and is quite separate from the money itself; the
Funds are Rights in the persona of the creditors of the nation to
Tithes are
omuancl a wjrioaof payments from the government.
not the actual
of the earth rendered, but the Right to

produce

not the sum actually paid for the use of
the
but
laufta, houses, etc.,
Right to demand a payment for their
A Debt IB not the money owed by the debtor, but the
uwi.
Right tTclSraand it from him, and HO on in many other cases.

demand them.

Thim when we spoak
real

ho vine Property,
Property, funded Pro-

of landed Property,

Property, personal Property, literary
wo mean Rights to land. Rights to houses, Eights to realty,

perty,

Rights to personally, Rights to payments from the nation, Rights

and BO on,
have observed that

to the profits of literary works,

6.

Many eminent

jurists

jun^rudenc^

nothing to do with the things themselves, but only with.. ..the
Tims when a person has damaged any goods
Rights to them.
to" ivnothflr person, it is not for the actual damage done
belonging
to the goods that an action .liw; but for the injury done to the

Inns

that is for the infringement of his legal Right (tnjuria),
porani
If
to the enjoyment and use of the goods.
1^ c
anc
no
*
8
re
no
^
^%^ ?^ uc^l!Si*
J0PJ&JHX
;

S^JL^2

It

w

'precisely the

,

,

EconomicB; it lias nothing to do
but only with the Righta to them, and

aamo

with amteriiii aubBtaneeci,

in

<

"?*
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with the

Exchanges of those Eights.

science of Economics
the proportions in

is

to investigate

which these Rights

And the object of the,
the laws which govern
will

for

exchange

each

other.

7. Property.,, then, being clearly understood to be a Right,
** 8a ^
1Q^ are *^ e 8U Ui <iCt
there are
'

tsSL^i^^^^^^^3^^

or exchange with

oajusk-

l

which we are concerned in thin work

:

There may be Property in some material physical substance which is already in existence, and which has already come
into the possession of the proprietor, such aa Ian da, houses,
1.

furniture,

money,

etc.

These things are in a complcito state of

This species of Property is called in English arid
Roman law Corporeal Property, because it is the Property, or
Eight in some specific matter. Hence this species of Property i*
existence.

usually called Corporeal, or Material Property, or Corporeal, or

af Material Wealth.
2. We may have

a Property or Right wholly severed aiul
from
separated
any specific corpus or matter in possession. It may

not even be in existence at the present time; or it
may h
else's Property at the present time, and
only coiwi

some one
into

our possession at some future time.

those who possess lands, cattle, fruit, trees, <to., liavc
the Property in their future produce.
Now though the produce
itself will
only come into existence at a future time, the

Thus

Property

or Right to

it,

when

it

does

come

into

existence, ia praxont, auci
material Property,

may be bought and sold like any
So we may have the Eight or
Property to demand a awn of
Money from some person at a future time. That num of Momy
may no doubt be in existence, but it is not in our powoHnion It
may not even be in the possession of the person bound to pay
it.
It may
pass through any number of hands, and effect uny
number of exchanges before it ia
But yH our
paid to us.
;

Property to receive it is present and existing, and \vt> may noli
and transfer that
Property to any one else for Money,
landlord lets a house to a tenant.
In exabange for th
Right to use the house the tenant gives the landlord the
Right to
demand a series of payments
Thin Eight u
every three months.
the Rent.
Now though the tenant will only make time'

A

pay

11

OF VALUE,
mints
actual

nnd no

at definite future* interval**,

money

is

which

will

one*

ran

Ml

ivhow

thfl

how mmty handa It may
landlord's Kijrhf to dcnmmi

he paid, or

through before it in paid, yet tho
thorn Is present, and lie may wll and fransfer that Kight
one else.
past*

to

any

Bo if a merchant sollrt goods to a trader in txdhnttg for hi*
Promina to pay three months after dato, that Prom inn to pity
a Right or Property which nuiy he bought and wold, though m*
one can toll whore the money IB which will pay the dchf,
i

requires a sum of money for cornet public purjMw:
exchange for a sum of mozu?y paid down, it agrc'i?^ to
give its creditors a perpetii.nl Annuity, or Right to dmnitm! a

The

state.

in

certain

sum

Now

at fixed times for ever.

no one can

tell

whom

money in which the state will pay at tho.Ho future tinier.
may not o,vo.n bo in exlstenrc- at tin* present time, it may hn

the

in the

mine.

But the

'Right;',

of the credit urn

It,

ntill

iemaiid thrni*

t<>

f
and may h* bought and ^ohJ
paymentn are |>rcsent and exi.stin
like any other material property, Then- lii| r lit.<.jn*calledthe Kund.
,

"

l^hwj^im^^^
from

Kjj;lit tj

CW/UM

Hpeeitic

liny

or matt<

in

i

r,

>\

ll^llj

Homutt

an*!

h

1

TftWf |Vrea! Propertvl
jFTuTT'iif'tl
*$|nVron of T?n|>ertv

l;iW*&1irnu!

ferntd or exchanged,
Mc,rx.

he htu uht and Hold,

may

and therefore

i**

t

ciillrcl

./Vri/iV/ t /to, /itiwt t

8, There iuv many kintlH of Corporeal Proprrty and many
kimls of Ine<it'poreal I'ropiTty, hut the only hind *!" Corporeal
in tlda w< iK u Mnuiy
l*nperty with which we urr eoneerne
tlie
of
kind
<tnly
Incorporeal Propi-ity we stre cnncerucd with
t

and

!H the
Eight to demand a MUM of money from MWW pir. <M* Tlil>
kind of Inot>rpor<al Property in, a:i \\c jihall aff<T\\urdi f4iow,

termed OUKIHT or DKIIT^
^"^ himinj^jul^^

iu

I'^iw

rown'm, ,d

f

of

-****"^/^
lor

Money

/.*

,.

,

,

tfeiiif^aiwj gl tryiiu

i

~^*m^*fimm.

m

Keontintlrft

the vxcliiiim
v,

fmt

kr

of

9. If At any tinio nny Kcormrnic Qunntityi
ed !<ir any othi,f .MtJonotnic Quantity, B, tlieit

A
tht*

n

lie

Quantity

**

A
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termed the VALUE of

termed the VALUE of B, and B is similarly
of Economic Quantities may
A. Now as each of the three species
havr, value
be exchanged for either of the others, any Quantity may
1 02. of gold
time
at
that
any
in terms of the others.
Suppose
it is mild 1 oz. of gold ia
will exchange for 15 oz. of silver, then
is

of the

VALUE of 15

oz.

which

of silver,

1 oz,

is

simply tins equation

:

15 oz. silver.

gold-

Hence Valuejn^^
any two Ecoliom^^

sign

of equality Imtwera

says:* hnw
4

EXTERNAL GOODS,"
Roman law: - u The VALUK of a tiling

tl\t

to

So
it

it is

said in

M

what

can be sold for"

We have then
2%J^i^

this definition

Quantity for which

$??#//&.& ^ n

tf*

,ft.

*&s u

co3e -tixchmiff&d*

*^n^nce*any Economic Quantity has as many Yakut*
ties it

can

tw Quantt -

can be exchanged for and of
<xdwngdi
has no Value. This shows that them* can tm no
course*, if it

:

hi*

for nothing, it

tlwrti in
such thing as absolute Value, or nnivewal Vahu% hocaw
can
be
which
throughout
exchanged
universally
nothing probably
the world.

Value, therefore, by the very definition,
equation, requires two objects.
intrinsic distance, or equality.

or be equal.

likes

dishmr

or an

We

A

cannot ipeak of ahrtolutn OT
ainglo object cauuot IK* diHtatit

t

we

are told that an object is distant, or t*|tml
we immediately ask' Distant from what ? or equal to what ?
So it is equally clear, that a single object cannot have valuta

We

If

must always ask

f

Value in what?

And

it is

clear that, im

speak of a single object having ahsoluta or m*
trinsic distance, or having absolute or mtrmBte
it
equality;
is equally absurd to
speak of an object having abaohtto or
intrinsic Value.

it is

absurd

to

m

This must suffice here for the definition of Valu
we niml!
;
have to enter somewhat more fully into the
theory of v*lut) ir
the next chapter.

OH MONEY AND CKBDIT.

On MONET and

IS

CREDIT.
,

/"

10. In the primitive ages of the world we J*0ftro abundant
evidence that there was no such thing as Money, i When persona
traded, they exchanged the products directly with one another.
Thus we have in Iliad, vii. 468 :
'

Prom Lemnos'

Isle a

....

numerous

^Freighted with wine.

fleet

had come

All the other Greeks
Hastened to purchase, some with brass, and some
With gleaming iron : some with hides,
Cattle, or slaves."

This exchange of
Brodgcte^

and the inconveniences of this mode of trading are palpable.
What haggling and bargaining it would require to determine
how much leather should be given for how much wine, how
Some ingenious person would
many oxen, or how many slaves
then discover that it would greatly facilitate traffic, if the things
to be exchanged were referred to some common measure.
There
are several passages in the Iliad and Odyssey which show that
even while traffic had not advanced beyond barter, such a standard of reference was used. We find that various things were
Thus in
frequently estimated as being worth so many oxm.
Iliad, ii. 448, Pallas's shield, the JSgis, had 100 tassels, each of
!

In Iliad vi. 234, Homer laughs at the
Glaucus, who exchanged his golden armour, worth
100 oxen, for the bronze armour of Diomede, worth nine oxen.

the value of 100 oxen.
folly of

703, Achilles offers as a prize to the conqueror
games in honour of Patroclus, a large tripod,
which the Greeks valued among themselves at twelve oxen, and

In

Iliad, xxiii.

in the funeral

which they valued at four oxen. But
must be observed that these oxen did not pass from hand to
hand like Money. The state of barter still continued, as it is

to the loser a female slave,
it

common at the present day when the precious metals are
used as Money, to exchange goods according to their Value in

quite
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Money.

Such a

state of things In

no way implied Mono.y, or

Medium.
Currency, or Circulating

The

arises from a wrnip.what diifcivnt
necessity for Money
wore equal In value
the
as
things exchanged
long

cause. (jo.

happened tli&i the
or services among persons were equal,
exchanges of products
But it would often happen
there would be an end of the matter.
some
that when one
product or service from lite

there

would be no need

for

Money.

If

it

person required
would not require an equal mrnnmf, of
neighbour, that neighbour
at the same time, or, perhaps, evon none at all.
service
or
product
If then a transaction took place

with such an unequal result,

there would remain a certain amount or difference of product
due from the one to the other, and this would constitute a DKIIT
that is to say, a Right or Property would be created in t,h
this balance of product at som
person of the creditor to demand
future time, and at the same time a Duty is created in the purson of the debtor to pay the product, or perform th
Hervice,

when

required.

Now among

all

nations

who exchange,

inevitably happen : persons want something
those other persons want nothing from them.

tlim rujmlt muni
from others when

And

if;

w

easy to

imagine the inconveniences which would arise if persons nrvor
could get anything they wanted, unless tho personn who could
supply these things wanted something in return at tho

amu

time.

II. In process of time all nations hit upon thw plan ; tlwy
on some material substance which they agreed to make
always exchangeable among themselves to represent tha amount

fixed

of Debt.

That is, that if an unequal exchange took place among persons with a balance due from one to the other, then an amount
of this universally exchangeable merchandise waa given to ftiako

up the balance, so that the person to whom the balance wan due
might get an equivalent from some other person.
Suppose a wine-dealer wants a quantity of bread from a
baker;

but

the

baker

wants only one half the oquivatmit

quantity of wine from the wine-dealer, or, perhaps,
at all

cvu

none

NATURE OF MONEY.
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The wine- dealer takes the bread from the baker and gives him
exchange as much wino as lie wantu, and makes up the balance

by giving an amount of

this generally exchangeable merchandise;

all tho wine-dealer gives him the full
Value, or equivalent of the bread in this merchandise.
Tho baker perhaps wants shoos srul meat but not wine.

or

ho wants no wine at

if

Having received this merchandise from tlio wine-dealer, l\o goes
shoemaker and butcher, and obtains tho equivalent of
tho product ho Hold to the wino- deal IT in tho form of shoes and
to tho

meat.
Thu.H

is

fundamental

soon tho

nattiro

universally exchangeable merchandise
particular purpose

to represent

Is

IB

of

called:

tho Debts

Money

,

an

this

especial and
that arise from
its

unequal exchanges among men,, and to enable persons to obtain
the equivalent of the service they have done to one person from

ome

oiH5 else.

of merchandise have been used by difhowever different m their form, this is the
And the true nature
universal want which they supplied.
of Money is to bo m Eight, or Title, to demand something from

12* Many

apeo.ies

ferent nations, but

others.

I

That

this

the true nature of

is

thus Aristotle says :
;
many
*'
But with regard to a future exchange

MONEY
ho who

in,

as

it

brings

it

(if

we wnnt nothing

take place when wo do want something)
For it is necessary that
were, our HKCUIUTY.
should be able to get what he? wants.'*

it

may

So an old pamphleteer in 1710 HHW the samo truth. He
" Trade
found itself unsuilerably straightened and persays:
plfXiui for want of a general sptjcie of a coiupleto intrinsic wortli

m the
good

medium
tho

of exchanging, and to make
a
where
balance,
nation, or a market, or a merchant
to mtpplt/ tkG defect

demands ot another a greater quantity of goods than either the
buyer had goods to answer, or the Heller, had occamon to take
back,"

So Baudwu,

one,

of the moat eminent of tho Physiocrates, or

school of Economists, wys:- *
*'
Thk coined Money In circulation

flrnt

is

I*

s

writers

at present, that

^

MONEY, has been seen by*.

nothing^ an

I

have said

is

|
<*

!
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on the general
elsewhere, but effective Titles

mass of useful

ant!

which cause the well being and propagm*
agreeable enjoyments
tion of the

"

It is

human

race.

a kind of a

Bill of

Exchange, or Order payable at the

will of the bearer.

" Instead of
kind of all matters of subtaking his share in
the sovereign
raw
all
and
produce annually growing,
sistence,
the effective Title, the Order, the Bill of
demands it in

Money,

Exchange."
So Smith says

I

i

"
as a Bill for a
:
guinea may be considered
conveniences
and
of
necessaries
certain quantity
upon all the
tradesmen in the neighbourhood.'*
"
So Henry Thornton says :
Money of every kind is an Ordor
It is so considered by the labourer when ho rcceivcn
for goods.

A

It Is
is almost instantly turned into money'** worth.
atock
of
the
which
the
instrument
the
purchasable
by
merely
and
convenience
with
distributed
is
advantage*, among
country
it,

and

the several

members of the community."

This great fundamental truth was also vwy clearly expounded
"
This is now the time to analyse tho true
by Bastiat ; he says
function of Money, leaving out of consideration th miners and
importation.

"You have
hands

?

It

is,

a crown piece. What does it moan in ytwr
as it were, the witness and tho proof, that
you

have at some time done some work which instead of profiting by r
youhave allowed society to enjoy,in the person of your client;, Tht&

crown piece witnesses that you have rendered a service to Hoeit'ty,
states the Value of it.
It witnesses bcwidiw that

and moreover

you have not received back from society a real equivalent service
as was your right.
To put; it in your power to exercise tills
Right when and how you please, society by the hand* of your
client has given you an
ACKNOWLEDGMENT, a TITLK, an QRDKR
of the state, a TOKEN, a CROWN-PIECE, in short, which does nofc
differ
itself

from TITLES of CREDIT, except that it carries its Value in
(?) and if you can read with the eye of the mind, the in-

scription

it

bears

you can

distinctly Bee these wortlH $

which he has
"

toti&y.

NATURE OF MONET*
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After that yon cede your

a present, or

Crown

piece to me.

17
Either

it ia

exchange for something else. If you give
it to me as the
price of a service, see what follows : your account
as regards the real satisfaction with society is satisfied, balanced,
closed.

it is

in

You rendered
you now restore

piece,
service

:

now just

it
it

a service in exchange for a Crown
the Crown piece in exchange for a

so far as regards you the account is settled.
in the position you were before.
It is I now

done a service

become

its

But I am
who have
who have

to society in your person.
It is I
Creditor for the value of the work which I have done

and which I could devote to myself. It is into my
hands, therefore, that this TITLE OF CREDIT should pass, the
witness and the proof of this social Debt."
" It is
enough for a man to have rendered services, and so to

for you,

have the

.Right to

draw upon

society

by the means of an ex-

That which I call the means of
change for equivalent services.
exchange is MONEY, BILLS OF EXCHANGE, BANK NOTES, and also
Bankers. Whoever has rendered a .service, and has not received
an equal

satisfaction is the bearer of a WARRANT, either possessed
of Value, like Money, or of CREDIT, like Bank Notes, which gives
him the Right to draw from society when he likes, where he
likes,

and under what form he

So Mill says

will,

an equivalent service."

The pounds or shillings which a person
yearly, are not what constitute Ins income

4'

receives weekly, or
they are a sort of TICKET or

;

ORDER, which he can present for
at
he
and which entitle him to receive
shop
pleases,
payment
any
The
a certain value of any commodity that he makes choice of.
farmer pays his labourers, and the landlord In these TICKETS an
the most convenient plan for himself."

Thus

all

these writers are absolutely agreed as to the funda:
and thia may b stated as the funda-

mental nature of MONEY

mental axiom of Monetary Science

The Quantity

of

money

in

any cotxntry represents the amount of DEBT which there would
be if there wan no MONEY ; and consequently WHERE THERE IB
NO DEBT THERE CAN BE NO MONEY. We have shown elsewhere
that the greatest monetary disasters the world ever saw liave
been produced by violating thena fundamental axioms*
13. Different nations have adopted different substances
3

to
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this universal want.

represent

The Hebrews we know

was used at the period of tha
although no money
Homeric poems, copper skewers were some time afterwards
in Greece, which were MipcTstuied by
employed as money
The Ethiopian* uaul carved
of
Pheidon.
the silver
silver:

coinage

and the Carthaginians leather discs, with .some myuterioua
substance sewed up in them.
Throughout the i*!and of tho
Eastern Ocean, and many parts of Africa and India Hliolln ur5

pebbles,

In Thibet, and some parts of China little hioekn of
and
is used in Abyssinia
compressed tea serve as money. Salt
in the oasis of Africa a certain measure of dates, calkul a hatia,
still

used.

:

In the last century dried cod wan uod in
serves as money.
Newfoundland sugar in the West Indies and tobacco in VirSmith says that in his day a village in Scotland
ginia.
in
In some of the American colonies powder and whot
nails.
:

:

ud
;

Campeachy logwood
belts of

in

wampum

;

and among the North American Indium*

served the purpose of Money.

1867 the proprietors

sity as to

in Virginia

were reduced

use dried squirrel skins as money.

It is

mid

that

to HUC!* IHKWH-

And no doubt

other things have been used by other nations.
But when we consider the purposes for which

many

Money

in

no substance pow,gHOH HO many
The use of Money being to pr<mervo
advantages as a METAL.
the record of services being due to the owner of it for
any future

intended,

time,

it

it is

is

easily seen that

clear that

it

should not be liable to alter by time.

A

of dried cod would not be
likely to keep very long, nor
would it be very easily divisible.
One of the lirat ruquinitou of

Money

that

it should be divisible into
very small fragmenta,
owner should be able to get any amount of norvieeti tit
any time he pleases. Taking these requisites into consideration,
it is manifest that there is no substance which
combines
It is uniform in ito
qualifications so well as METAL.
and

Money

is

so that its

texturu,

can be divided into any number of
fragment^ each of which
shall be equal in value to another
fragment of equal weight ;
and if required, these fragments can
always be reunited, and form
a whole again of the
aggregate value of all its parts. All civilised

it

nations, therefore,

have agreed to adopt a Metal as
Money, and
and Copper, have been
chiefly usti

metals, Gold, Silver

of

DEFINITION OF CREDIT.
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Now when

19

persons take a piece of money in exchange
they can neither eat it, nor drink it,

for nervices or products,

uor clothe themselves with

The only reason why they take

it.

we have

seen, because they believe they can
is,
away again whenever they please for other things
do require. It is therefore what is called CREDIT*.

as

Burke says

Silver" The two

Gold and

of

exchange

it
it

which they

As Edmund

great recp

species that represent the lasting
"^" con;venti(MgC'C2w^i?--of
"
" ""

"

JESET^"'''''
Hence we obtain

the fundamental conception of CREDIT
no direct
but which

Credit A& ami thing which is
taken
exchan^^rsomemnui

m

tnaTwr/iave

*r *

ttie

,.>.

Tuaufjto
*

*

.

*

use^

oj*

f

Js^

in tJie beii&f or confidence
" j?* ^mm ^-~^r
*else*
'<" *
Jfr

rename

it

awayaaain.

,*~*H^*iuiN**,,>
,,*
i
YII***^.
Creufff is therefore the right or property of
!

thing else

.

when wo

it.

require

It is the

demanding HOmeRIGHT to a future

it must be
particularly observed that Credit is not
TRANSFER oE something, but it is the NAME of a certain
species of RIGHT or PROPERTY.
15. Ho long us nations continue in a low state of civilisation
But
aJl tluH Credit, or Money, in of some material substance.

payment,: and
the

when they advance in civilisation they use Credit in another
form. To revert to the case from which we whewed how the necesoriginated, that of UNEQUAL exchange, suppose
Debtor instead of the general merchandise called Money,
gives the Creditor a simple Promise to render the balance of
Then the Creditor has the RIGHT to
service when required.
But it IB only a Right against
in
future.
an
demand
equivalent
a particular person. Suppose for instance that a person holds a

sity for

Money

that the

tea

merchant^ promise

to

pay

five

pounds of

tea.

The

Creditor

or transfer that Right to any one else*
Suppose he
happened to want bread, and the baker happened to want tea,

may

sell

the Creditor might

change for so

much

soil

the Eight to

broad,

Now

demand

that Right

so
is

much

only to

tea in ex-

demand

a

from a particular person: and tihat
particular thing; and only
or
become
insolvent;, and may not be able to
die,
may
person
falfil

his promiwe.
the Value .ofjb.a

Hence
But if the

tea

merchant can

Promise
fulfil

fa^riiculttr.. ajnclf r^aiiata,
his Promise, that Promise in ol
,
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The tea is the VALUE of
the VALUE of the tea.
And to any one who wants tea, the Promise is of

tlift

Promiae,

exactly

ftcjiial

any ono wants anything, an Oimi-R fur
that thing is of the same Value iw Monry with rv; inl u flmt
worth of brtw!,
If a person wants a t*lillfing*
thing.
So

Value with Money,

if

r

particular

an Order for that amount of bread is of t.h
if a pumm
bread
shilling with respect to
:

wuim
wiiiifai

Vitiut*

us a

u MhiHmg'H

worth of milk, an Order for that amount of* milk i:i of tlicj mmv
of uvcrything
shilling with respect to milk: and sto on
The only difference is that tuch of thrw Ordr,t only *nelse.

Value as a

titles

a person to that particular thing T whuroiiH with n hbilling

shilling's worth of bread, or a HhUHngV wiirllt of
or
Hnnot* "irh of
wine, or anything else ho plnawH.
milk,
these Orders has only got one Value, Imt M<mny ha a muitittt<i<*
of Values.
Again if the person who hiw m;u!t* tho Pr* !? can-

he can buy a

not perform it, the Promise has lost itn Vulmi; but if a
(icrmm
has Money he can always find some pemm to giv
him f-h
equivalent he wants for

it.

Hence

suclijin^^C^^r !uw only

sjj^d^^l^^^w^^u^but
TROMISE

is

what

is

UHtmlly cnlhu! Cui;t>tT

;

iwtd

clearly seen that

though it is of a lowir and infurior Ibrm,
it is of the same
An*! hw.atiH<
yet
general nature
Money,
such Orders, or Promises, can be
excliangwl ot bought an*l
it is

m

any material chattel they are
i ii.r
r\
T
and Merx in Roman Law

like

called l^cuniti,
*******
**%^*-^^^
-* *

Aw.

1

this it will be seen that it is
pwfi-ctly pnmtblit to
on
the
carry
exchanges of society without material Money,

During the

war in America gold and m!v*r
nwwy
from circulation, and
private tbknte of tlu*

late civil

entirely disappeared

nature described above, took

its
Instead of
place.
Mcnuiy, f wpfn
their pockets filled with bread
tiekete, milk tiokotw, railroad
If a man had his hair cut and
tickets, &c.
tmutarod a dollar in

had

payment he could not get change ia money, but be recmvod

many

tickets

a case in an

promising to cut his hair so

many

time*.

American paper where
payment was made In
promising to pay strawberries when tfhe season came on,
17, This Paper Credit which we have

d0ribi

nc*

Wo aw
tioki'tt

would

In

OH SALE OK

CIBC1JLA.TIOH.

its
simplest form have the particular service or product, it
intended to command stated on the face of it, as we have
3
seen was done in the American war. This however

manifestly limit its utility, so by universal consent it is
invariably the custom to make the Paper Credit of a coixntry
Promise to pay in Metallic Money, which is the generally recerv
-

power of commanding all services and products. Paper Ore<3-it,
modern practice instead of Promising that the
any amount of particular service, almost
Promises that he will give a certain amount of Metallic
either on
demand, or at some fixed time.

therefore, in
will render

What we

have said now

sufficient to explain the
The fundamental conception
Money is that it represents Debt or Services due but of coi
the value of the material which it is
composed of with respect

Nature of Money and

is

Credit.

:

other things

is governed by the general laws of Value :
however are not necessary for the purpose of this work, in
we have only to do with the exchange of Money for Credit, or
Promises to pay Money. It is now clearly shewn that Moo-^y
and
-

2f^!i^^

On

SALE or CIRCULATION.

18. When commodities
another

it is

called

BARTER

are interchanged directly
or

EXCHANGE.

for

one

When commodities

are interchanged for Money, that Money is only taken in
that it may be interchanged again for something else.

orclor

Henoe

said that when Money is used the transaction is hctlfan- exchange which is true. It is also called a SALE. A. Sale
always denotes a transaction in which one of the quantities

Say aptly

,

changed
Money or Credit; that is when one quantity
useful commodity, and the other only the Eight to demand
is

x

is

a,

on

when the interchange is of things of an unlike
An EXCHANGE is always an interchange of things of a
Tims "we speak of the Foreign Exchanges, or the Value of
Money of one country in terms of the Money of another ; or "w
that is

5
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or exchange) of a 51* Not o, a
(i.e. the 'change
we
So
a
or
speak of exchanging a picture
Sovereign.
Cheque,
When the intt'rchtuigcj
for a statue, or one book for another.
ask for the change

Money or Credit, the one who givH
BUT the commodity; and the <w
Thus wt buy a
is
aid to SELL it.
commodity

of commodities

is

for

Credit, ia said to

Money, or

who

gives the
horse or a house with Money.
Formerly an oflioor btmght a
commission in the army, hut ho ejwhaflrffid from on ri'ghwnt

So in Lear when Albany thrown

to another.

the

to

Edmund,

traitor

"There's

says

the

latter,

throwing

exchange"- meaning like

my

down
dmvn

l\h glove
hi**

lor like.

own
So

in

Hamlet Laertes says
"

A

Exchange forgiveness with mo, nohlo .Hum lot."

these

is,

as

Sales

is

single piece of
for
is

which Money or Credit is gi?cn for comTim wim totul of
said, termed a SALE.
Ilunoo H
properly termed the CIRCULATION,

transaction in

modities

just

Money may add

considerably to the Girc.uintion,

It
every time it ia transferred it adds to the Circulation.
to be observed that the word Circulation 5*
oftim
uwl
wry

in a very corrupt sense to mean Money and Bank Notcn t inon*
But to call the Note winch cinwlnte,
particularly the latter.

a confusion of

the Circulation, is as great
Circulation to

evidently

On

]{

is

the

mean

ideaa n

accordingly IUMT um
the issues of a bank; the correct

"We

wheel a rotation.

shall

t> cnll A
tln-

word

to say the Notes in Circulation.

Terms CURBBNOT mid CxnctTLATiNa

i

'!

as
,|

19- The terms CURRENCY and CIRCULATING MEDIUM are
synonymous by aU writers, and we must now explain tiuw

'

meaning.
Circulating

i;

last

The

Medium

decade of the
first

instance

last

is

a term which

century.

It

cam into uia in the
does not occur in Smith.

we have been able to discover of its UMO in in
who complained of it as a novel term. But

a speech of Mr. Fox,
as

we have

defined Circulation to be the
exchange, or

ml*

01
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commodities

for Money or Credit, it is evident that the CirculaMedium
k the Medium by which Circulation is effected
ting
and that Medium is simply Money and Credit in all its ibrms and
:

varieties.

This is HO plain as to require no more explanation but an
immense amount of controversy has been waged about the word
:

CURRENCY.

20* "We

not notice here any of these controversies.
is a term of pure Mercantile Law
arid we

shall

The word CURRENCY
shall

;

simply explain "what

it

really means.

To call Money by the name of CURRENCY is a strange abuae
of language.
In old times men used to speak of Money being
u current " as it
Hence arose the expassed from hand to hand.
Lord Mansfield, in Aliller v.
preRHion the Currency of Money.
Race in 1750, says of Money that it cannot be recovered after it
has passed "in Currency" but before Money has passed "tn
"
Currency an action might bo brought for it. He says the same
of a Bank Note

:

wan paid a way u

an action could not be brought for
in

Currency."

Hence

it

after it

word Currency was
But about the begin-

the

applied to a certain peculiarity of Money.
ing oi: the last century, by a most extraordinary confusion of
id can, and as far an we have been able to discover, it arose in our

American colonies, the Money itself was called CURRENCY,
To show the extreme absurdity of this name, we have only to
consider a few Bimilar cases.
Nothing is more common than to
or
a report in current: and we
such
such
an
that,
opinion
Bay
speak oft.hu Currency of such an opinion, or Biieh a report. Tom
" I have
Pairio said
gone into coffee houses and places where I
was unknown on purpose to learn the currency of opinion
think a fair way of collecting the natural currency of
"
But who ever* dreamt of calling the opinion, or the
opinion.

this

I

1

It is very common to speak of the
itself, currency?
currency of the Session of Parliament---- but who ever dreamt of

report

calling

the*.

Session itself currency ?
can it be more rational in a scientific sense to call

Now how

to call a report or an opinion, or the
Session of Parliament, Currency ?
Such as it is however, this Yankeeism is far too firmly fixed

Money, Currency, than

in

OF

THE
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common

use to be abolished, and hence

we mnni

ascertain
really mean% and

The following
"

It is

u <*I-KHI
the meaning of the word*

is

*'

and

KI*

"

in English Law.
a general role of English

CURRENCY

accept it, and
a m'it'iitine

wlrit, in

explain what
sense it includes.
it

Law

transmit to another any
It is also a rule of
self.

better title to

from the finder or

but even

that n

cannot

j>rrx>n

a thing thnn

has him-

!it

Law that if a ponton u<K*idfmlaUy lor n
not tltwthy lout hi*
it stolen from him, he d(K
or
has
thing
can
not only receiver it
he
it.
in
or
Consequently
Eight
Property
thief,

if

the finder or

thwf bis

Hold

it

who

has given a full price for it, niici ttdttgltt it
without
knowing that it \vm not th Profwrty of
quite honestly
The only exception to thi was if tin* llticlfir or thief
the seller.
" market overt'*
sold the goods in
If the good* wure bought
market overt the buyer may retain them ftg&iimt th Iriifi ownor^

to

some one

else

m

even though they were stolen.
But to this rule of English Law M<m*y wiw nlway^ mi exIf the true owner of
ception.
Money which Inn been xtolrn fiudi
it

in the

hands of the thief he may reoovor

has purchased things in a shop with

it,

in

it

:

hut

the thief

if

the imiml

way

of

and the shopkeeper takes it
honestly in flt<* wuy of liw
and
without knowing it haa been stolen, h
trade,
limy rt^fAin it
against the original owner from whom it him Imm utoton.
That

business,

is

the Property in

And

it is

it

this

passes by delivery,

pe<mliajd^Jajiu\X4aw aflieting
ift

And when
as Bills of
for

dsJftfttod.by'tiu*

tli

ProjHjtty

word u

the substitutea and
rppri^ntativiM of

Momy mtch

Exchange, Bank Notc, (5hoqwn and othwr

S<H!nrititH

Money came

into use, tlto Lex
Mercatoria, or mmimi of irr
**
chants, applied the same doctrine or principle of 4I
Curn^nry f,n
them.
were
treated
like
in o far OK thin, tlutt tlw
They

Money

Property in them passed like that of Money.
stolen, though the real owner might recover ihani
the hands of the thief,
yet if the thief had

Thw

m

Value in the ordinary course of trade

to

cwan and

enibrce

t%

wi*r

found ttw*i

tlmm

m iimooe&t holder,IIWAJ
that

aoc^tkolteacrriwdto
gainst the true

if

if tie

payment

&a

all

tb*

far
in*
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Thus

Bank Notes, Cheques, &c., were
in this important respect, that, even though
" in
stolen, when they had once been passed away
Currency," the
in
who
had
them
to
the
Property
belonged
person
innocently

liable.

assimilated to

Bills of Exchange,

Money

and as Lord Mansfield said, no action would
"
they had once been paid away in Currency."
This principle of Currency is also called NEGOTIABILITY ; a

purchased them
lie

for

them

after

document, of

That

known

this is the true

whijeh,.the--

Property

meaning of the term Currency

Mercantile Lawyer; and
series of decisions in the Courts of Law.
to every

suitable to the limits of this

work

to

is

well

by a
would not be
quote these here, we must
is

As

established
it

any of our readers who wish to follow the subject farther,
to our " Principles of Economical Philosophy," chap. xviL, where
we have given full extracts from the decisions of the Courts of
Law.
It will be seen then that in strict legal phraseology the word
CURRENCY can only be applied to those Bights which are recorded
on some material. An abstract Right cannot be lost, mislaid, or
But if it be recorded on
stolen, and passed away in commerce.
some material substance it may then be lost, or stolen, and sold
and the word Currency simply refers to
like any other chattel

refer

:

some

legal rules relating to the transfer of the Property in
the case of its being stolen and passed away in commerce.

it,

in

For
must

an Obligation to be capable of being CURRENCY in law, it
be recorded on some material so as to be capable of being carried
in the hand, or put away in a drawer, or dropped in the street,
and stolen from the drawer, or from a man's pocket, and carried
off by the finder or thief and sold like a piece of goods.
The
word CURRENCY has no reference whatever to any property it
has of paying, Discharging, and closing debts.
then, in point of Law there is not the slightest diffithe
meaning of the word is perfectly plain. But if t;he
culty ;
force of public usage is too strong, and the word CURRENCY is tool

So

far,

firmly established as the designation of a certain class of Ecoto be rejected, a difficulty arises, and more
it 'is used as synonymous with. Circulating Medium,
if
especially

nomic Quantities

Of BANKING.

THE
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of Credit which hna produced
IB an immense
be
which
and
bought and Hold, which in not
may
exchanges,
recorded on any material substance, so that it ran be lout or
stolen, and pass by manual delivery.
Thus the gigantic mass of Bank Ora!it and houk dehtft of
traders have effected a sale or circulation of com* nodi tins, and

because there

therefore they are all Circulating Medium, but they are not CURRENCY in a legal aenna, bucaune they cannot lx ru inlaid, loaf, or

But though in point
"
Credits are not
Currency, tlwy tnimt ho included
under that word used as a scientific term In Koonomk*,* hmiuHci
stolen,

of

and passed away by manual delivery,
1 *

Law these

:

thi-ir naturo and
111
these Eights of action are exactly the mti
effects whether they are recorded on pupt-r or licit.

21. Adopting

thin definition

wv may mim#rut<* th
Medium, m foHow-

diflVtvnt

species of Currency, or Circulating

and copjw.

i

1.

Coined

I

2.

The Paper Currency: Promissory Nnttw, BilU

bhange with

Money

:

gold, diver,

Kx-

of

all their varieties.

Simple Debts of ail sorfH not wcordud cm Circulating
such as Credits in Bankers' bcx>kn culled DejM4iM, Book
|>aper:
pebts of traders, and private Debts botwoon individunl^
3.

It is

obvious that there

the two latter species.

is

no distinction in principle hntw^n
that a trannfiff of w>m

They each denote

sort has taken place, arid are a Title

to future
jwiymont.

matter of convenience some of

are rttcctrdod on

thcjne

AH a

pii* of

It i
paper, but that does not alter their naturu,
cortninly tru
that some of these descriptions of
Ciurrcjncy are more !igtblt itrid

secure than others, and perform the name dutum with tiillontnt
The Metallic Currency
degrees of advantage.
thn

upon

credit of the State, that it is of the
proper weight and fint*nenH,
and the universal readiness of people to receive it in return fi*r

and products.

services

Paper Currency in thin country nt

ti'iihf,

rests entirely

upon private Credit, and is of all dogreei* of uratrity
from a Bank of England Note down to a
Tlujnw
private! I. (X U.
different

of

species
Currency, therefore, though they
different degrees of
circulating power, though they may hcj more
or less eligible or secure,
represent but one fundamental 5dw

DEBT.

From

these considerations

it

fellows that the

amount

<

PEIOI f DISCOUNT, AND IHTBRXHT.
Circulating

Dtht*

all the

IE

Medium,

any country
#~thftt Is

to every* individual in

V?t/

"
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IH

the

all

the

sum of
Money

r

*

and Credit* in it.
Thin truth was wo 11 expressed by the Marquis of Titch field

House of Commons** Economy of Money was, by con-

in tho

trivances to

1

apart'

,

the uses of

it,

according to the description of

his right honourable, friend, by substitutions for the precious
metalH in the shajK' of voluntary Credit. Every new contrivance

and every oiu improved had that tendency*
wan considered to how great an extent then contrivance-is had been practised in the various modes of VERBAL, BOOK,
and CIRCULATING CKKDITS, it was easy to ee that the country had
kind

of tins

When

it

a great addition to
CtiKKKNOY would) of course^
received

been itweasett frotn

On

its

CUKKRNCT.

ham

the,

PUIOK, DISCOUNT

and

22. When one Economic Quantity
each

la

This addition to the

same e/eat as if gold had

the

is

termed the VALUK of the other.

FNTKKKST.

exchanged for another,
But when one of the

Quantities exchanged is Money, or Credit, the sum of Money, or
Jt is called the PEIOK of the
Credit, receives a peculiar name,
other.
in

Pjajscu^h^R)/*^ simply ito Value of

Money

But

or

m

it

is

invariably the

custom In

moS'ern tunes toewtiinate tho Value of every commodity by
Value in Money or Credit only, or its Price, and not by

its
ita

Value in any other commodities, the words Value and Price
have become almost identical and interchangeable expressions,
though no doubt we must remember the technical difference
between them*
Now aa the Value of the Money is the Commodity received
in

exchange

for

it,

it is

manifest that the greater the quantity of

Commodity received for it, the greater is the Value of
Money, Or if the quantity of the Commodity be taken as feed,
the

the Value of

Money

is

Commodity.

Hence

it

greater aw less Money is given, for the
that th^^^^-..,gf^^^/_ tfonitf

is clear

"

*

C l-witl,*'

'

INVERSELY.

O9.

Price*

**

*.^v*,u

I'

v

OF

ran
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The Value of Money howavtr, with
Commodity called Debt, or Credit,

to th

?

Property

rati mated

Is

or the

in a

or Credit, being an Exchangeable Quantity t
peculiar way. Debt,
Merchandise, or a Commodity, must be divided into cf'rtmn
Coala are moanured by
units in commerce, like other goods,

other tilings by the ounce.
the ton; other things by the pound
The unit of Debt is the Eight to demand 1001, to ho. paid one
;

A

Debt, then, of 1 ()()/* payable on* your hence
year hence.
<
r<rn, the num
being a saleable commodity, like a quarter
given for

it is its

we speak

Price, junt as

ol'thn Prici* of anything

and the Value of Money increaHeH an tht Price* gsv^n for a
Debt diminishes. But in the commerce of I)ht it in not the

else

"

:

custom to estimate the Value of Money by th
Price of the Debt must of coumt be

Prim*

The

-e^^
and

thft

f

IViot)

<if tliu

hbt.

than thn I).bt:

Doht and fte

th
Tlii

that

tip*

Price of

Debt together with the
of tho
Diopunt equnln th< Amount
Debt: and as the Price decreaww the Discount tncr^amtH.
lit
the language of the Money Market it i
th
to
cnHtom
alwayH
estimate the Value of Money by the Dlseotint. or Profit it
yild,
To buy or purchase a Debt is alwayii iu ootumt m(n t*ntM*l to
the

k

Discount

it.

Hence the reader must observe that in eomraerc*** th oxpnw*
"Value of Money " has two meaningu, according us it in

sion

applied to the purchase of Commodities, or
^
^?mnlo<i^%% it

*2jS^2I^2S

in
to

I)bt

mmm

exehaiap

"SepS^GSe'liF'bebts

it is

jEbx

tho

Uonoy

applied to the

in fKis latter case tfo Fa/u^
o/

;

th^
:

wh<*n np|Ito<i
of tl>4>

whn

applitnl

/^i/Rlind

Afomy

by

mnm

as the Discount or Profit.
And we have this rule
iWn.m.nvvow.*.

^^^^m^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^fm^^l^^^^^^^f^^^^^^mjMamameiaai>lA,M9
l

l

a Bill of
Exchange at 5 per cent mentis to giv
a Price for the Debt in the
proportion of 951. for every 1001. of
its amount
payable one year Kanca
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OR MONEY.

When a person advances money to another and agrees to
defer receiving the Profit till the end of the year, the Profit is
termed INTEREST. If he lends, as it is called, 100Z. for a year at

5 per cent, interest, it is in fact an exchange, or sale, in which.
he pays IDOL down to buy a Debt of 105Z. payable at the end of
the year

and the

:

52. is

the Interest.

This method of making Profits, though not uncommon, is
never used in banking, except in charging interest ibr overdrafts.

Bankers invariably subtract the Profit agreed upon at the time
of the advance. Thus they always make Profits in advance and
in this case the Profit is termed DISCOUNT. Thus if a banker
;

discounts a

bill of 100Z. for a customer at 5 per cent, he places
95Z. to his credit, and retains the 5Z. at the time of the advance.
In reality he gives Credit for 95L to buy a Debt of 100Z. payable
a year after date : and the 5Z. or the difference between the

Debt and

is the Discount and his Profit.
method of trading is the more
profitable, because in the former case he makes 5Z. profit on the
actual advance of 1002. in the latter case he makes 5Z. profit on
the actual advance of 95. and besides that, he has the 5Z. in
his hands to trade with immediately, instead of waiting till the
end of the year. In the large amounts of money which banks
deal with this makes a very sensible difference in their profits,

-Price of the

its

amount,

clear that this latter

It is

:

:

when the Kate of Discount is high.
The Rate of Interest or Discount is the amount

especially

Discount paid for some given
O*n, SECURITIES FOB

28.

MONET and CONVERTIBLE

We must now explain the

for Money and

of Interest or

time, as a year.

difference

SECUBITIES*

between Securities

Convertible Securities.

A

SECURITY FOE MONEY always means an Obligation, or
Security, for the payment o a definite sum of Money from a
definite person at a definite time. There is, therefore, always

some

Obligor, or Debtor or some person who is bound to pay it.
Tliere are different forms of such Securities, such as Bank Notes,

Promissory Notes, Bills of Exchange, Exchequer Bills, Navy Bilk,
and Debts of all sorts.

30
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rare

CONVERTIBLE SECURITIES are w*mtritie which no pnrttcnlai
to pay, but for which un<l-r imml circuinfttAnce*
person Is bound
the open market,
Thu any
can
a
readily be found in

purchaser
bo Hold In eii'llel ji Convrrtihle
Property which can readily
Thin
it can bo readily converted into Mon y.
because
Security,
of Property includes th Public Funds*, 81 res in all
i

species

of Commercial Companion, nnd all title dt>dH to Property of a
movable description of which the Property |>;ISSI.>H by simpk

Dock Warrants and Hills of
delivery, such as
fundamental distinction between these latter and
Credit will be clearly explained in ft future
Convertible Securities mean Property which
ble into

There

The
Lading.
Instruments of

Now

chapter.
i

an

readily converti-

Money, of course there are all degrees of convertibility.
no absolute distinction in principle bf'twwii thcuHifrn.'iit
But of all HJKJCI of Property tlm Pundit
of Property.

is

species

are the most readily convertible

:

and tho Ljind or

Hw!

Pro-

perty, the least readily convertible, mainly in conwjtiutjnco of th
difficulty in its transfer.

T^ua *^S2S3Bilifi9iuj9r

MRl

fifW rn>nMt'nt any Mprc,*i|jq
are always ft claim on tin* person,
ConvortihUt
Securities" are "never"' a" clana oh the |wmm, nnd crrtnin kin*l
f
,,

t

Money: but

them are always a

title to certain
specific good*.
Security for "Money niay bo changed into a Convertible

done in what is technically called /iirli>i// the nnfuntirti
The Government often raises money on UK Inlk like an
individual, and is of course bound to pay them lit maturity, Thfwti

This

is

debt.

Exchequer

Bills, therefore, as

they are called, are, like any oilier

Sometime whn
Exchange, Securities for Money.
tbese bills amount to a large
sum, it is vry inconvnint for the
Exchequer to pay them in full, and it gets its Creditor* to agree

Bill* nf

not to

demand repayment

of the whole debt, but to rcsetwe
only
in perpetuity.
When, this is done, the Creditor
loses the right to demand the
principal sum from the Govern-

the interest on

it

ment, but he may seU the Right to reeei? the
Annuity to any
one else in the open market. It then becomes a
Convertible
Security, and is called the Public Funds, or Stock.
This operation is

termed funding

the unfunded debt
In a similar nromwr.
Railway companies have been allowed to borrow
money

m
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But finding it inconvenient to repny
sums they have formed them into Debenture Stock
upon which they are only bound to pay the interest, like the

bondo, termed Debentures.
these large

s

Public Funds.

Definition of CAPITA L-

we have seen, of three
by MONEY, LABOUR, and CREDIT,
Now any of these Quantities .may bo used in two different
The proprietor may UHO it for his own use or enjoyment:
ways.
or ho may employ it so as to produce a Profit
that is he may
24* Economic

QuantitieB are, as

distinct species, typified

:

trade with

When

it.

&JixJlk^^
used BO an to produce a .Profit, or as

with

;

or

termed

in

Economics,

employed productively,
Stephens in his Thenaurus defines Capital thus

"

Gaput unde

fructUH et redituH
or

manat- Capital-

tl

it is

-uourott

.w-Uuuuc-,^^Ii^fiU

Revenue Hows."

'*

"So saye Senior" Economists are agreed that whatever givea
a Profit is properly termed CAPITAL."

says" Whenever there

So M. do Fontonay
pored

w CAPITAL.**

The

definition of CAPITAL,

therefore,

is

which

a Revenue you

we adopt

ia

fchia

If a parson has a

Bum

of Money,

lie

may expend

it

on Bis

houHuhold roquirumentt); or in gratifying his personal tastes by
buying books, or statues, or pictures, &e. Money spent in this

way in not Capitol.
But if he buys goods of any
thorn

again

with a Profit

:

sort for the purpose of selling
money so employed is

then the

CAPITAL, and the goods HO purchased are alno CAPITAL, because
to bo sold with a Profit
fehey are intended

So Money

lent out. at interest IB CAPITAL.

In a similar way any material thing may be used as Capital.
If a landlord lets out his land for the purpose of Profit, it ia
Capital Some great noblemen possess tracts o land upon which

THE ELBH1KTS OF BANKING.
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great part of
And so on in

London

is

built; that land

is

them

Capital to

numerous
25. All modern Economists claH personal skill, abilities
as Wealth becmwe persons can make a
energies, and character,
other caees.

by their use.
Hence they may be used

Profit

as Capital an

as any material

we'll

objects.

man

If a

Labour

is

digs in his garden for his own amunftment, such
or if he singH, or acts, or givrs graMiitmitt
:

not Capital

on any subject

lectures

to

his

friends,

Labour

HUoh

not

Is

Capital.

But

he

if

sells his

Labour

in

any capacity

for

Thus ITuskijwm
Capital to him.
had always maintained that Labour is the poor
So Mr, Cardwell addressing his constituents,
snch Labour

is

Mon<y

Bald"
manV

:

thon

that

lu-

Cap! la I"

waid" Labour

ii

And

a writer in a daily pap.r, Kjwakuig
" The
of agricultural labourers justly Haid
only Onpitiil they
possess is their Labour, which they must bring into the market
the poor man's Capital."

to supply their daily wants."

So

if

man expends Money

a

in learning

a profession mtch an

that of an advocate, physician, engineer, or
sort

which he practises

for

Profit,

a profoHHioa <f any
the Mony laid out in actjuir*

Capital: and his skill, abilttuw, atul
lie makoa an income) which in
knowledge are also Capital
measurable and taxable just in the same way an if ho hwl made

ing such

Profits

which

knowledge

by

is

Now any exertion of human abilities
Labour, with which we are not conettrndl in

selling gooda.

paid for
this work.
is

is

26. But a man may use

his

Energy, and Probity

personal

Character, Skill,

purpose of Profit in
another way besides the direct
exchange of hia Labour for
Abilities,

for the

Proat.

He may

use them for the
purpose of purchafting goods,
by giving a Promise to pay iu ftitura mttttwi of

materials, &c.,

actual
Profit.

payment

in

Money, and

soiling theme

In popular
language this

goods again with a

Chamotcr

And
;

precisely in the

same way

m if he feuded with Moiwy.
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" Trade can he extended
as stock increases,
and the CREDIT of a frugal and thriving man increases much

Thus Smith

says

than his stock.
His trade is extended in proportion to the
amount of both, and the sum or amount of his Profits is in proand his annual accumulation
portion to the extent of his trade

faster

:

in proportion to the

amount

of his Profits."

So Mill, who says that Wealth is anything which has Purchasing Power, says a multitude of times that Credit is PurBut as human abilities, skill, and energy do not
chasing Power.

come within the domain of Economics until some exercise of them
is made which is
paid for; so a merchant's general Credit, or
Purchasing Power, does not corne within the domain of Econo*
mics until he actually makes some purchase with it; and then
he gives his Promise to pay in exchange for the goods instead of
actual money.
Now this PROMISE to pay, this DEBT, or RIGHT to

demand payment
it

is

the

mny be bought and

Economic Quantity

sold like

any material

called CREDIT;

and

Chattel.

Suppose that u person buys, or discounts a Commercial
he gives a less Price for it than the amount hence the

Debt
Debt
is

;

;

always increasing in value every day
Capital to him.
is

and therefore

;

it

So any other Economic Quantities of the third order, or
Rights, may be Capital. If an author writes a successful Work,
the Copyright of it is Capital to him : or if he sells it to a pubto the publisher.
If a man buys into the
are Capital to him. There is a class of traders whose
buHinesH is to buy and sell the Funds and Shares in Commercial

lisher it is Capital

Funds they
Companies.

They

arc called Stock Jobbers: and they keep a

stock of this Property on hand, just aH other traders keep a stock
of material goods.

27 Now there are two fundamentally distinct ways in
which Capital may increase
1
By direct and actual increase of quantity thus flocksj and
herds, corn, and all the fruits of the earth increase by adding to
.

their

;

number or

quantity.

exchange : that is by exchanging something which has
a low value in a place, for something which has a higher value.
Now it is clear that Money produces a Profit, and therefore
2.

By

D
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methods.

becomes Capital, by the second of

Money

in

used

or labour, the produce
by exchanging it for some goods
for
a greater sum than
of which may be sold or exchanged again

as Capital

cost.

they

And

whatever which

it

is

is

also clear that

any Economic Quantity

used as a substitute for

Monoy

to

purchase

is Capitol as woll iw Mnnoy, by th
purpose of Profit
goods
that all Kconodefinition which Senior say
the
of
force
very
mists are agreed upon.

for the

*

Capital by being employed to
And if a man can
a Profit,
at
sold
be
to
again
purchase things
that is if ho can fmrchaMo
his
of
means
Credit,
purchase things by
them by giving his Promise to pay at a future timi*, and by o

Money becomes Productive

doing can

sell

the goods at a higher price*

and HO ban u

Profit

paying and discharging his Debt, it m quite* clear that litsi
Credit has been Capital to him in exactly the mmo way thai
Money would have been.

after-

Let us take a very simple example to illuntrnto thin.
SuppoBo
make clothes for a cuatomer. He payn ny i()/.

a tailor wants to
in

money

to the cloth merchant,

and after making up the c!oth f

the clothes perhaps for ISL
Then ho 'has nmd his
Money as Capital. He has 10L at the beginning of the operation,
and 15Z. at the end of it : or he has made a profit of ft/,

he

if

sells

Suppose the tailor has no money to boy the cloth with, then
he cannot buy it on Credit^ he cannot make the clothe**, and he

cannot have any Profit
Suppose, 'however, that the cloth merchant twlieving in hii
honesty and capacity to pay, sells him tho cloth in t'Xt'hiiiigti for

Promise to pay money three months alter tho time.
As tho
payment is deferred, and as of course there is Homo rink of l*.w
he will by way of insurance,
charge the tailor a nomewhat higher
price in Credit, than in Money,
Suppose he Bells hi* cloth in

his

f

exchange for the tailor's promise to pay 11L three month** alter
the time.
This is as much a Sale as if the Price bail been
pi-titl

Money. The Property in the cloth 3ms gone to the tailor,
and what the cloth merchant has received in
exchange for it i%
the Right or
Property, to demand lit three months" attar dato.
And this Property is called a Credit or a Debt

in
/

The

tailor

having purchased the cloth by creating a Dibl
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against himself of 117., payable in three months' time, makes up
the clothes as before, and is paid 15Z. by his customer. At the

end of the three months he pays 11L out of this to the cloth
merchant, and has of course remaining for himself a Profit of 4.
Now by the Cash operation he is better off at the end by 5Z. :
and by the Credit operation he is better off by &L than he was at

he has not made so great a Profit by
he has made a Profit by his Credit,
which he could not have made without It. Hence by the very
definition his Credit has been Capital to him, and has produced
exactly the same circulation of commodities, and given employment to the same quantity of labour that Cash would have done,
Hence we see that Credit is Productive Capital in exactly the
same way, and in the same sense that Money is.

the beginning.
It
Credit as by Cash.

is true,

But

still
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CHAPTER

II.

OH VALUE,
1. IT lias been seen in the preceding chaptnr that

there an:

Exchangeable, or Eoonnmi<% Quantities
the terms MONET, LABOUR, and CRKDIT, tlw varioun

three distinct species of

symbolised

by

kinds of Kxrhangi*.
interchanges of which give HBO to Six diflfemit
These constitute the science of Economics, or Political Keowutiy,
in its

most modern

VALUE

definition.

It

of any Economic Quantity

hna also
is

bfuist

any other

Haul

that /&

Economic Quan-

To cxaiuinu theme nix npociog
for which it can be exchanged,
of exchange with all their ramificationH, would be a complete*
In the present work wo have only to <k>
treatise on Economics.

tity

with two out of the six species ofcxchango, vb n th<! jxchaug of
Money for Credit, or Debts, and the exchange of Credit, or I)cbtH
for Credit, or Debts,

We

must now

which wnstitutOH

the*

businnHH of

investigate tho Theory of Valuc^ whic.h
equally applicable to all Economic QuantitioB, and to all

Banking,
wu*t h
tho

ix

species of exchange.

The complete Theory of Value comprises the following:
1. The Definition of Value,
2. The Origin, Source, or Cause of Value,
3. The General Law of Value.
"We must now examine each of these
separately, and though
we wish to avoid controversy as much as
possible, w oanriot
avoid noticing some
misconceptions which are still very prevalent,
as they have done so much to obscure the
Theory o Credit inrecent times.

DEFINITION OF VALUE.

On
2. Value in
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the Definition of VALUE.

its

original sense Is a quality or desire of the

means esteem or estimation as we speak of a highly
valued friend but such Value is not an Economic phenomenon.
To bring Value into Economics it must be manifested in some
tangible form just as in the same way, human abilities do not
enter into Economics unless they are exercised in exchange for
something olae nor does a merchant's Credit enter into Economics until he actually effects a purchase with it, and gives &
Promise to pay in exchange for some merchandise. So Value
does not enter into Economics until a person manifests his desire,
estimation, or Value for something by giving something in Exmind

:

it

:

:

:

:

change for

it to

acquire possession of

it.

But as one person cannot gain possession of what another
person possesses without giving him something in exchange for
it, which that person
desires, demands, or Values, it is evident
that for an exchange to take place requires the concurrence of two
If a person brought a cargo of wine to a nation of teetominds.

no one would buy it such a product would have no
Value among such a community. So a cargo of tobacco wottld
have no Value among a nation of non-smokers. The Value of a
:

tallers,

does not depend solely upon the person who offers it for
but upon the desire of the purchaser. However much n
person may wish to soil any product of his own, yet if no one
If an exchange takes place it can
will buy it it has no Value*..

tiling
sale,

only

ho.

from the reciprocal doairc of two persons, each for the

goods of

tho.

othur.

3. When, therefore, two porsons agroe to exchange their
products, each product may bo considered as tho Measure of the
desire of its possessor to obtain the product of the other person.

The two productH, therefore, reciprocally mnasuro the desire of
their possessors to obtain tho product of the other : and when
the respective persons have agreed upon the quantities o their
products which are to be exchanged, the two products are said
b of equal Value. Each product is said to bo the VALUE of

to

the other: and this is the only kind of

nomics

ia

concerned.

Value with which Eco-
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Thus
are

let

A and B

exchanged at

A

A

or

is

B

B

valet

of the Value of

B

AB

or

Then

which

be any two Economic Qnantiti<
then we may nay
moment;
any

VALUE

is tlie

of A, in terms of

of B, in terms of A.
Thus, as the Physiocrates

B

Aw

and

:

said** Value consists

tfa

VAMII

in tlut relation

of exchange which takes place between such and such a product:
between such a Quantity of one product and Buch a Quantity of
another.'*

4. Hence

clear that

distance:

like

It is

it is

it

Value

a Ratio, or an Equation.

is

necessarily require*

two

The

objcnjtH.

H m
always something external to Itsdf,
IIIIH
that
to
Value*,
Quantity
any
predicate
absolutely impossible
without at the same time implying that it can bt exchanged for

Value of a thing

is

something: and of course everything
is its

Value

in that

commodity.

It

i

it

can bo exchanged fur

impcmsibk to

that any

my

Quantity has Value, without at the mmiB timo ettating Value in
what whether bread, or shoes, or cloth, or money, or anything
So it is impossible to say that a town has dintnnce unlcwM
else.

We

can no moro nay that
we state the place it is distant from.
a Quantity is worth, than we can say that London IB dixtunt.
And as any place is o different distance** from othw plau*, HO

any Quantity has as many Values as
exchanged

Now

otiiar

it

can be

thon A.

may b
It way

Quantities

for.

suppose

B

as above is ten guineas

either of the other three species of

:

Economic Quantities,

be a material product like a watch : or it may be an immatarial
product, such as so much instruction in science or literature, or
so

much amusement

kbour

:

or

the form of

as so much acting, or
any other gorvico or
may be an incorporeal product as a Debt, under
a Bank Note, or a Bill of
Exchange or m much

it

;

Public Stock, or any other species of
Incorporeal property.
of tiiese species of
Property is of iihe Value of tea
therefore

it

manifestly follows that each of

Bach

and
them must be equal to
:

ON VALUB.
each other: for
equal

to

But
tities as

Things which are equal

39
to

the

same thing are

one another.

B may

be either o tho three species of Economic QuanTherefore any Economic Quantity may have

well as A.

Value in terms of any of the others.
The Value of the goods in the merchants' and traders warehouses is the Money in the pockets of their customers.
The
7

Value of the money in the pockets of the public is the various
The Value of a Proproducts and services it can purchase.
fessor's lecturer is the fees paid to him by his students.
The
Value of the Lawycr'H, Physician's, Surgeon's talents is the income he can earn.
The Value of an Incorporeal Eight, or Promise, is the thing
which may be demanded or promised.
The Value of a 5Z. note is five sovereigns. The Value of a
The Value of a ProPostage Stamp is the carriage of a letter.
mise, or Pledge, to cut a man's hair ia the cutting of the hair.
The Value of a Railway Ticket is tho journey. Tho Value of an
order to see the Zoological Gardens is being admitted to see them.
The Value of an order to see the play is seeing the play.
Suppose the price of getting one's hair cut is a shilling : suppose I want my hair cut; what difference doea it make to me
whether I have a shilling in my pocket, or the pledge of the hair-

drenaer to cut

it ?

Is it

not clear that in this case the Shilling

and tho Promise are of exactly the same Value to me ?
Suppose I want a loaf of bread which costs a shilling what
difference does it make tc mo whether I have a Hhilling in my
Are not
pocket, or a Promise of a baker to give me the 'bread ?
tho Shilling and the Promise of exactly t-he sjimci Value to mo in
:

thin c-aae
Iti

what

my

?

.short,

mippone that I want any product or service aft Jill,
it make to mo whether 1 have the Money in

difference dooa

pocket to purchase

it>

me

or a Promise from nome one to rendo r

the product or service ?
of exactly the same Value to

Are not the Money and tho Promise

mo

in each separate case

?

Each separate tradesman only, of course, promises to render
and as this product is not demandable
Borne particular product
:

from any one but the person who has given the pledge,
oaurse, only particular Value.

it

has, of
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Now what

is

It is

Money?

Right, or Power, to

nothing

but tho generalise^

demand whichever of these products or

ser-

Is it not clour, therefore,
vices we may require at any time.
that Money is a General Right, while each of them. Plccigcm IB a
1

Particular Eight

?

Is'Tf not* clear, therefore, that each of

thw wpumto

Rights

ie

And that
of the same nature as Money, only inferior in <lrgrc<> '?
ttio
for
or
Economic
are
Wealth,
Quantities,
vnry amt
they
Arid that Money ifi nothing hut a Htoml up
is ?
reason that
Money

or accumulated general

Power or Right, of demanding nil products
man had hi pocket full

Is it not clear that, if a

and services?

of Promises or Pledges by solvent persons to render him all the
products and services he wanted, he would be just as wealthy

m

if

he had

so

much Money

theEoman Law
,

***4iW*-*iV

Hence wo

?

" Under the

'***.-,,,.,,,,,,.,.,.

,.-..

-"

title

of

HCO the perfect justice of

WEALTH

or

MONKV, RIGHTO

a^^Iuded.
These Rights, then, being clearly shewn

to have.

Value, and

be Wealth, like any material products, they may
and sold and exchanged like any material product**,

to

to

demand a

to

have one's hair

,,

loaf of bread

may

cut.

And

Quantities, or Wealth, as

much

ij

hi,

1

bought

A

Right
be exchanged agaitiKt u Eight
all these Righto are Economic

as any material product**.

are the most colossal species of property in
articles of the most gigantic commerce, whcmo

They

thw country,
mechanism m

find
tin*

subject matter of this work.

HM

As

mm

the Value of anything is noldy <tni/thint/
it
l>
for, it is manifest that if it can bo twcchangud for
No matter what qualitum It
nothing, it "has no Value.

exchanged

may

possess, if

no one

else

wants

and

will gi?6

nothing for it, itlm
no more Value for its owner, than if he were in the ct'ntr of tb
Desert of Sahara. Many persons have almost a
difficulty in believing that Money could have no Value : but Smith himnolf
ay
that if a guinea could not be
exchanged for anything it would be
no more Value than a bill
upon a bankrupt. Bay miyts that
of^
things can only be Valued by an exchange.
This is strictly in
accordance with the doctrine of all ancient writes and
of the
Physiocrates,
Thus a recent writer

it,

describing the splendour of the houiet
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01 INTRINSIC! VALUE.

some of the remote country districts of Spain says " Houses
and splendid furniture in auch places are nearly Valueless, because there is no one to hire the former, or to buy the latter."
5. Having thus enforced the doctrine that tlie Value of any
Economic Quantity is any other Economic Quantity for which it
can be exchanged, there is only one further thing which need be
noticed here: Price is the Value of a Quantity in Money 01
Now if Money or Credit be excessively abundant,
Credit only.

In

the Prices of

all

things will

rise,

but they will

still

preserve their

Values among themselves. For if a loaf of bread and a
of
meat each cost sixpence and if in consequence of the
pound
excessive abundance of Money or Credit, they each rise to a
relative

;

pound of meat is still of the Value of a loaf of bread.
Hence there may be a general rise or a general fall of Prices.
But there can be no such thing as- a general rise or a general
fall of Values.
Everything can no more rise or fall with respect

shilling, the

to everything else, than, as Mill says, a dozen runnera can each
outrun all the rest, or a hundred trees can all overtop one
all things could rise relatively to each
other would be to realise Pat's idea of society, where every man

another ; to suppose that
is

ae good as hie neighbour, and a great deal better too.

On

the

Error of the Expression INTRINSIC VALUE*

We

must now say something about an expression which
6.
has been the source of enormous confusion in MoonomicH, and
has especially obscured the Theory of Credit.
All ancient writers kept their mixidn firmly fixed on the tiling
which anything could bo exchanged for as its Value? 5 or something external to itself: and wo have not found in them tiny trace
of such a confusion of ideas as the expression Intrinsic Valu.
But their writings on the subject seem to have boon totally for-

In modem times when men bogan to consider the subgotten.
ject of Wealth, gold and nilver were long hold to be the only

Wealth, because they outlasted everything else, which
wasted away while they remained. When men began to HOO the
absurdity of considering specie to be the only Wealth, they
species o
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looked to some quality of the thing itself, as constituting a thing
Bo
Wealth, and then they began to speak of Intrinsic. Value,
out
the
able
an
conas
Barbon,
writer,
pointed
1696,
long ago
fusion

which had arisen from mistaking thf absolute) qualities of
lie ways
it would exchange for.

a thing for the thing

" There is
nothing that troubles this controversy more than
want of distinguishing between Value and Virtue
" Yalue is
that can never be certain,
only the Price of things
because it must be there at all times, and in all places, of; the
same Value; therefore nothing can ham an INTRINSIC VALUK.
"But things have an intrinsic virtue In themselves, winch in
as the loadstone to attract iron,
all places have the same virtue
and the several qualities that belong to herbs, and clnign, some
But theme things, though they
purgative, some diuretical, &c.
for

;

:

great virtue may be of small value, or no pri<u?, according to the place where they are plenty or scarce, as tht rod
nettle, though, it be of excellent virtue to stop blooding, yctt hro

may have

And 80 an? spiers and
its plenty.
native soil of no value, but an common nhrubs
or weeds, but with us of great value, and yet in both
places! of

it is

a weed of no value from

drugs in their

own

the same excellent intrinsic virtue."

Again "For things have no value in themsfllvoH : it In
opinion and fashion bringa them into use and gives them a value."
Barbon thus puts his finger on the very thing which in the
bane of Economics at this very day, the expression Intrinsic
Value, which is confounding an intrinsic quality with an external
relation.

When men

in modem times began to see the
absurdity of
term Wealth to gold and silver, they first oxttmded
to mean the annual
products of the earth which nr unoEui to

restricting the
it

men. Thus Cantillon Bay
"The earth is the HWW,<! or matter
from whence all riches are produced." The
Physiocrats tbiiiird
Wealth to be all the material prodxicts of the earth which are
brought into commerce. Smith began his work by Baying that
"
the real wealth of a
country is the annual produce of land and
"
labour but in the course of it he enumerates the abilities of
as fixed Capital and
Paper Credit as circulating Capital
Economists then confined their attention
to
of
solely

things

BREOB OF
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INTRINSIC) VALUE.

Value, the produce of Labour, including no doubt the principle
of exchangeability as appertaining to Wealth, but only as a secondary and subordinate one, not aB the sole and exclusive one, as it

was by ancient writers. Then they began to consider that things
would exchange in proportion to the Labour employed in producing them. Thus the Value of a thing was considered to
depend on the quantity of Labour employed to produce it. Thus
the Quantity of Labour embodied as it were in the thing came to
be counted as its Value and Value thus came to be called InThis unhappy phrase Intrinsic Value meets us at every
trinsic.
turn in modern Economics and yet the slightest reflection will
shew that to define Value to be something JSscternal, and then to
;

;

be constantly speaking of Intrinsic Value, are utterly self-contradictory and inconsistent ideas.
ThiiB over and over again it is repeated in Economical works
that Money haw Intrinsic Value, but that a Bank Note, or a Bill

Exchange is only the .Representative of Value.
Money no doubt is the produce of Labour; but, as Smith
observes, if it would exchange for nothing it would have no
So that after all Smith comes to exchangeability as the
Value.
How then can its Value be Intrinsic'!
principle of Value.
How can anything have Intrinsic Value, unless it has the things

of

it

will

exchange for inside

itself ?

Money

will

exchange

for

any-

thing, corn, houses, lands, horses, carriages, books, etc., and each
of these is the Value of the Money with respect to that com-

modity, but which of these
It is

quite clear that

Value, because
country.
its

But

it

place

is
it

is its

Money

Intrinsic

Value

?

haw not Intrinsic but General

generally exchangeable
among a race of savages,

throughout the

and where would

Value be ?

Persons throughout a country will always be ready to give
things in exchange for tho Money of the country, hence Money
has General aud Permanent Value, but manifestly not Intrinsic
Value.
All Economists admit that a

of the Value of Money,

Bank Note payable on demand

And why

so

?

exchangeable for Money. A
merchant has Value, simply because at a certain time,

is

is

Simply because it
Bill of Exchange on a solvent
in it

it will

be
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it is clear that Bank Notes and
exchanged for Money. Hence
for
Value
have
Bills of Exchange
precisely the same reason that
viz. that they are exchangeable for
no
and
other,
Money has,
can be exchangee! it has Value
something else. When Money
when it cannot be exchanged it has no Value when a Bill or
Note can be exchanged it has Value; when it cannot bo exchanged it has no Value.
Hence we see that the Value of Mono.y and Credit of all kinda
of the same nature, though there may bo different
is
;

;

essentially

degrees of
all

it.

Lawyers,

A
all

piece o

Credit by the

Economists, and

unanimous doctrine

Merchants,

all

is

an

merchandise, and an exchangeable commodity, just an
Money or any other goods.

of

article of

much

m

The expression Intrinsic Value w HO common that porKonH are
but if wo UHU wordn of
:
apt to overlook its incongruity of idea
similar import whose meaning has not been ao corrupted, tho
absurdity will be at once apparent.
Intrinsic Distance, or
is

phrases

apparent at once

Intrinsic Value.

Thu who

an Intrinsic Ratio t
:

but they arc

evor hoard of an

The absurdity of thcwi
not more absurd than

To say that Money because it is material, and

the

produce of land and labour haa Intrin&io Valuo, and that a Bill
or Note is only the Representative of Value, is as absurd HH to
say that a wooden yard measure is Intrinsic, Distance, and that
the space between two points one yard apart
of Distance.

i

the Iteprwidtitw*

Other writers indeed consider the Value of a thing to bo the?
which makes it desired but this also i an crrror. Tho

quality

;

Value of a thing is any other thing for which it can bo cixohungwL
Economics has nothing to do with the agreeable or useful qualities of things, but only with their external relations to other
and it must always be remembered that KCOUOUUOH ia a
things
:

pike science of Ratios.

On

the Distinction between

DBPRHOUTION and

DIMINUTION IN VALUE.
7.
Bions,

We

must now observe the difference between two
exproawhich, though often used indiscriminately, are euumtullj

DEPHEGIATION AND DIMINUTION OF VALUE.
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Diminution in Value and Depreciation. An AlteraValue of any commodity means that the
quantity of it
which was considered as an equivalent for a certain amount of
distinct, viz.

tion in

some other commodity with which
a change.

it is

compared, has undergone

not really o the Value
professes to be.
AUeT^w.n. in Value of & commodity is always
used in reference to some other commodity with which it is com-.

De^r^S^^m^nBjliB,t

it is

it

:

Thus if at any given
pared ; .Depreciation in reference to itself.
time an ounce of gold will exchange for fifteen ounces of silver,
and

to any great and sudden increase of the
quantity of
while the quantity of gold remains the same, one ounce of
gold becomes able to purchase twenty ounces of silver, then silver
is said to have sustained a Diminution
of Value with respect to
if

owing

silver,

gold

;

or

if,

while silver remained the same, gold became very
one ounce of gold would purchase twenty ounces

scarce, so that

of silver, then gold

would be

said to

have risen in Value with

But if a Bunk Note which professes to be of
respect to silver.
the Value of five sovereigns, will only purchase four sovereigns,
it is
Depreciated ; or if a guinea which professes to contain a
certain fixed weight of pure gold, does not contain that amount,
it is Depreciated. The
expression Diminution in Value is applied

both to commodities and
usually

i2^^ij^2^Btt

the word D^egio^a, is more
when an analogous change takes place

Money
r -

:

it is
usually called Detestation.
These distinctions are very necessary to be observed in all
discussions regarding the Value of Coins which retain the same

a^qmmG^ities

name during a long

series of ages.

The pound of money

in the

days of William the Conqueror really meant a pound weight of
silver bullion ; and silver wa
the only Money.
Since then,
diver has greatly increased in quantity, and other things are used

Money, which have greatly tended to diminish its Value. It
though o course all such statements are extremely difficult to verily, that silver has fallen to a twelfth of its Value in
those times.
Not only has, the Value of the metal greatly dimin-

as

is said,

but also the Coinage is greatly deteriorated. The shilling
was originally the 20th part of a pound weight of silver it is
now only the 02nd part. Hence it is said that a shilling will
But as
only command the 80th part of what it formerly would.
ished^

;
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m

have taken place in everything else
great changes
would be difficult to prove this.

well,

it

These causes affecting the Value of Coin* which retain their
names through long periods, may act in tho same or opposite
It is qtiite easy to imagine that a Coin, though
directions.
diminished from its original weight, may
greatly deteriorated, or
in consequence of the increased Value of the material of which it

much an it would have done
composed, be ahle to purchase an
It is sometimes alleged that thin happened at Home.
The first Coinage of Rome was copper, and this metal was found

is

originally.

in great

The

abundance

some timo after the foundation of tho city.
which wan a pound
The as was subwequently reduced to the

for

measure of Value was the

first

weight of copper.

,

twelfth part of its weight, and some writers say that in consequence of the great scarcity of the metal, it had increased so much

would purchase KM much aamay beo, or not, but it in
might very poflwibly have been so.

in value, that the deteriorated Coinage

the full

pound would

originally.

This

no way affects the argument. It
These considerations greatly affect the public in tho matter of
Public Debts. The State agrees at a particular time, to pay a
fixed quantity of Bullion, either for ever or for a long period to
the Public Creditors.

Now

even suppomng

all

other thitigH to

remain the same, the Value of the Money may vary greatly
during long periods, either from the increased scarcity, or the increased abundance of the metal
and either the State or ita
:

Creditors

may be grievously affected by these changes.

On
8.

the ORIGIN, SotmcE, or OAUHI of VALUE-

We have

seen that there are three species of

Quantities, each containing many varieties,
have seen that the Value of

which

Economic

have; Value.

We

any Quantity m any other
now come to tho
Quantity for which it can be exchanged.
second branch of our inquiry What is the
CAUSfc^Qg SOURCE, of

We

VALUE, and whence does
it

"

it

originate?
Now when we are to search for the Cause, or Sonrc of ^felne
may be as well to understand what it is we are searching for
.
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t

There

is

number of

a very great

things of several

different

have Value we must manifestly search for
some single cause which is common to them all which being
present, Value is present which when it increases, Value increases:
which when it decreases, Value decreases and which being absent,
Value is absent.
Now as we have defined the Value of a thing to be any other
Quantity for which it is exchanged, it is evident that there must
be at least two parties to Economic Value. And as Exchanges

natures which

all

:

:

:

:

are voluntary, each of the

and each must

Hence

desire, or

in

parties must have some product,
want of the product of the other.

Demand is the cause of Value. Aristotle
DEMAND which binds society together.

reciprocal

long ago that

two

be

said

it is

quite clear that we have got the true Source, or
of
CAUSE
Origin, or^
Valu^.__Jt^i^^^^ Value is not a
quality of an object, but an affection of the mind. The sole Origin,
When there is a
Source, or Cause of Value is HUMAN DESIRE.
Demand for things they have Value when the Demand increases
(the Supply being supposed the same), the Value increases
when the Demand decreases, the Value decreases and when the
Demand altogether ceases, the Value is altogether gone.
The whole body of ancient writers made DEMAND the sole
Origin of Value and they shewed that Demand or Value is the
inducement to Labour " Eo impendi laborem ac periculum

Here

it is

:

:

:

:

.... magna

prajmia proponantxir."
In modern, times, Boisguillebert saw this very clearly ; he
says" Consummation (Demand) is the principle of all Wealth"
u All the
revenues, or rather all the riches of the world both of
a prince and his subjects only consist in Consommation (De-

mand) : all the most exquisite fruits of the earth, and the most
procioun products would bo nothing but rubbish if they were
not Consommes (Demanded)"
"
aHume
Bo

only

say
Oujcjgasj^pns (desires or
causes of Labour."

The

Italian

Demand) ar^Jhe

Economists are very clear and consistent in

shewing that human wants or desires are tb cause of all Value.
Genovesi shews that the words used indiscriminately, Prezzo,
Valuta^ Valore^ are words of relation, and not absolute, and
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that they are not applied

Thai though

to intrinsic qualities.

the ultimate measure
Money is the apparent or proximate measure,
is reform! in man himtheir
but
price,
to which not only things,
has Value where there arc no men, and the very

Nothing
which have a low price where men are few, have a very
there are many people.
high price where
"Men however do not give Value to things or services,
Hence our wants are the first source of
unless they want them.
to satisfy our
the Value of all things, and Price is the power
wants." He says that the wants of men are the first Hourco of
and of all Labour and that Value is
the Value of

self.

things

:

everything,

the child of

Demand
says" Value

So Beccaria

estimation in which

men

is

a substance, which mejwurcs the

hold things."

Condillac is also very clear on this point" This uataem is
"
Since the Value of things in founded on
what is called Value."
the
or
the want of them,
Demand, it is natural that a want
more strongly felt gives things a greater value,; and a want lew
The Value of things increases with
felt gives them less Value.
It may
their scarcity, and decreases with their abundance,

on account of this abundance, decrease to nothing.
will be without Value whenever
superfluity, for example,

A

even,

can

make no use of it."
The Physiocrates, or

first

school of Economists,

we

made

all

Value proceed or arise from Demand and they Hhowod that
things which remain without Demand (Consommatlon) are with:

out Value.

Anything has Value when it is Exchangeable when it In not
Exchangeable it has no Value. It is often supposed that Smith
proved that Labour is the source of all Value and of all Wealth.
But Smith's doctrines are quite contradictory on this trnbjcjct, an
we have fully pointed out in our Principles of JKconomical
Philosophy, and Theory and Practice of Banking, and Smith
himself says that if a guinea would exchange) for nothing It
would have no Value. It is well known that a considerable
;

number of writers have asserted that Labour is the CAUSE of
But any one who reflects on this assertion xmist $ee
Value.
titter

fallacy.

The

simple observation that however

all
iti

much a
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a thing, if no one will buy it,
person may labour on producing
has no Value, must at once shew the fallacy of it. Moreover

it

there are abundance of things

which have Value upon which

no Labour was ever bestowed.

Labour is the CAUSE of all Value,
produced from the earth, which has done
so much to obscure and confuse the Theory of Credit.
Whereas
when we consider EXCHANGEABILITY as the sole essence and
principle of Value, the whole subject becomes perfectly clear
and simple. A Bank Note or a Bill of Exchange has Value
because it can be exchanged for Money
and Money has Value
It is this doctrine that

and that

all

Wealth

is

;

solely because

it

can be exchanged for other things.

"

An

order

or note of hand," says Mill, " or bill payable at sight for an ounce
of gold, while the credit of the giver is unimpaired, is worth

more nor less than the gold itself," i.e. of exactly the
same Value as gold. And it is for this reason that JURA Eights,
are termed Wealth in Roman Law.
They are Pecunia, Res,
Bona, MerXj because they can be bought and sold. And it ia
the commerce in this species of Merchandise which is the subject-

neither

S

matter of this work.

On

the G-ENEHAL

LAW

of VALUE

:

or the

GENEEAL

EQUATION of ECONOMICS.
9. Having in the preceding sections given the Definition of
Value, arid found that its Form or Cause resides exclusively in
the Human Mind, the last branch of our inquiry ia to determine
fch
General Law of Value : or the General Equation of Economics

:

that is to discover a single General

Law which

governs

the exchangeable relations of ALL Quantities, whatever their
nature, at all times, and under all circumstances.

The acknowledged principles of Inductive Science
that there can be but one General Law of Value.

shew us
have

We

seen in the preceding chapter that there are three distinct species
of Economic Quantities, and we have generalised the funda-

mental Conceptions of the science so as to grasp all these
Now these three species of Quantities can be exQuantities,
E
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Our present object Is to instichanged In Six different ways.
bo applicable to all the Six
shall
which
gate a General Equation

The Law which governH the
species of exchanges indifferently.
of material products, miwt equally govern
relations
exchangeable
the exchangeable relations of DEBTS.
the general symbol of an
Suppose we make
that

Quantity

is

to say

Economic

anything whatever whoso Value may

and representing these various spc-cieaof Quantities
:
under the general symbol , we may affirm that there can be
which we have Hhewn to
but one Cause of Value for them all
be DEMAND : and there can be but one General Law which

be measured

;

governs their exchangeable relations.

Wow let A and B be any two Economic Quantities of any
form whatever, then supposing that A remains the witno while? B
varies with respect to A -then B or the value of A, will vary
from four causes :
It will Increase
1.
2.
It
1.

2.

From a Diminution in Quantity*
From an Increase of Demand.
would DiminishFrom an Increase of Quantity.
.From* a Diminution of Demand,

Now

as the variations of

Value of the other Quantity are

exactly the same four causes, it is quite clear that
the variations of both Quantities will be influenced
by eu/ht inde-

influenced

by

pendent causes: and
braical

Equation,

if these

be connected in the form of uu Algemanifestly be the true General

that will

Equation of Economics,
The above is the full expression of what
the

Law

of

Supply and Demand.

means

i

commonly

called

no change
can take place in the Exchangeable relations of
any two Economic Quantities unless there is some change in the
of

Demand

It

this that

Intensity
or the Limitation of
Supply, of one, or both of the two

Quantities,
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IIL

ON THE COINAGE.

which

1. IN the first chapter we explained the circumstances
gave rise to the use of Money, and showed that many sul> stances

have been used to fulfil that function. But a metal of some sort
has been found to possess the greatest advantages
and of* these,
gold, silver, and copper have been chiefly preferred.
Gold and silver, however, in a perfectly pure state jaore too
:

soil to

be used for this purpose, and it is necessary to mlis:
them to harden them, which is called allcry.

other metal with

some

Ky

a chemical law, whenever two metals are mixed together, the
compound is harder than either of them in a pure state.

Gold and

silver in the

mass are

laws of all countries in which bullion

called BULLION,
is

coined into

and

as the
define

money

w^

the quantity of alloy to be mixed with the pure metal,
use the word Bullion to mean gold or silver in the mass,

with such a proportion of alloy as
fit

to

is

shall
naixcid

as

to be

money; but tlio
with,

them

ordered by law, so

be coined.

Some

nations have used Bullion as

chants of these nations were obliged to carry about
scales and weights, to weigh out the Bullion on each

mer-

occasion.

They
adopt a more convenient practice.
and
into
divide the bullion
pieces of a certain definite weiglat,
Other nations

some public stamp upon it to certify to the public that these
a certain weight and fineness, and they give them
pieces are of
These
certain names by which they are commonly known.
them
to
with a public stamp upon
certify* their
pieces of bullion,
a
called
and
and fineness,
publicly recognised name,
by

affi^

weight
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for the

and intended to be used

purposes of commerce without

further examination are called COINS.

This stamp, or certificate, of cotirse, in no way affects the
Value of the metal, or the quantity of things It will exchange for,
of weighing and assaying
Its
object is to save the trouble
only

the bullion in commercial transactions.

Nor can

tin*

.Name of

Values, it in true, are
the Coin in any way affect its Value.
estimated in the number of these pieces of bullion, or coins : but
it is necessarily implied in the bargain tJiat these coins contain a
certain definite quantity of bullion.
It is also perfectly evident

Bullion, and so turning
at the will

demand

to

it

that if thia process of stamping
is done free of all expense,

into Coin,

of any one who chooses to present bullion and
have it stamped, and also without any delay, the

value of the metal as bullion must be exactly the
value of the metal as Coin.

tax

trne as

the

K, however, a charge is made for the workmanship, or if any
is levied on changing the metal from one form into another,

or if a delay takes place in doing HO, there will be a diflbrerico
between the value of the metal as bullion and as coin, and thia
difference will manifestly be the charge for the workmanship, the
amount of the tax, and the amount of interest

accruing during

the period of delay.

These however are all fixed, or constant, quantities, which
ascertained, and they form the limits of the variation of
the metal in one form from its value in the other.
In the following remarks we shall assume that there is no
charge for the workmanship, no tax upon it, and no clolay in
doing it, no obstruction, in short, of any sort to changing the
metal from one form into the other.

may be

Upon

these assumptions, then,

we have

this

Jtonclamontal

principle of the Coinage

Any quantity of Metal in ths form of Bullion must ie of
exactly the same Value as the same quantity of Metal in the form
of Coin.
In the case of the
coinage of England no charge of any nort
for coining Gold Bullion
but as a considerable delay
may take place before any one who brings Bullion to the Mint

is

made

:
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eaa have

it coined, the 7 and 8 Viet.
4 enact
(1844) c. 32.
that every person may take bullion of the standard fineness to
the Bank of England, and that the Bank shall be obliged to give

him Notes

to the

amount of

Standard Bullion.

3 17s.

And as the

9(#.

holder of

for every

ounce of such

Bank Notes may demand

them at the rate of 3 17 s. IQ^d. per ounce: there
thus practically a difference of l^d. per ounce between Gold
Bullion and Gold Coin.

legal coin for
is

On

the

Meaning

Mint Price and Market Price
Gold and Silver.

of the

of

As

the very purpose of coining is to certify that the pieces
certain definite weight and fineness, it is
evident that a fixed quantity of bullion, as a pound weight, must

2.

of Bullion are of a

be divided into a fixed number of Coins.
The number of Coins into which a given quantity of Bullion is
divided, is called the MINT PRICE of that quantity of Bullion.
It is perfectly clear then that the Mint Price of Bullion is a
it can by no
fixed quantity
possibility vary until the same
;

quantity of bullion

is

coined into a different

number of

Coins.

^^^lM^,.til&^'^^^^ic& o/.^BuiliQ^jj^ merely an expression
which means an alteration^ in the standard weight <^f tfie jCf.Qwaffe.
To suppose that the Mint Price of Bullion could vary is
manifestly as great an error as to suppose that a hundredweight
of sugar can bo a different weight from 112 separate pounds'
weight of sugar: or that any quantity of wine in a hogshead
could differ in quantity from the same quantity of wine in
.

or that a loaf of bread could alter

bottles

:

cut

into slices.

up

its

weight by being

when more

attention, has been paid to the
Coins might circulate for a considerable time in a country, and lose a good deal of their weight,
without losing their Value. People were so accustomed to attach

Until recent times,

state of the Coinage, these

a certain Value to the sight of a particular Coin, that unless
they were money dealers they did not stop to inquire too
curiously whether

it

waa exactly of the proper weight or

not.
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when a coinage has been some time la uae, few people
know what the legal weight of the Going in. Many for instance

In fact

do not associate the idea of a pound with any particular weight
of bullion; and thus in exchange for commodities and services,

Coins
after

may

a ooiiHukrabh* time
pass at their nominal value for

they have

speare

lost

much o

their legal

weight.

Thus Shake-

says" 'Tween

man and man,

Though

When

light, lake

Coin has been

they weigh not vwf Htnmp,
piemi for the %URU* ako,"

some timo

for

in

circulation, it

must

a good deal of its weight from the wear and tear
of circulation, even if it be not Bubjoctod to any bad practices,
such as clipping, which iwod to be done to a great; <*xtt*nt in this
necessarily lose

country before the practice of milling the lgcft wan adopted. In
1816, when the last great reformation of the Coinage took placo
in England, the greater part of it was nothing but a thin wafer of
silver,

from which

vanished

and

;

it

all

traces of an

was reduced

to

iinprtttwion

scarcely

had long since

more than

half

its

legal weight.

Though Coins may
they have

lost

a good

circulate in a country fornom<,

deal of their weight,

time after

without any jwroopti-

ble change in their value with respect to
ordinary commerce,
when they are given in exchange for bullion tbo oano in difltn*nt.

As

the value of bullion

Coins,

it is

is

measured weight for weight with the
Coins have kmt weight, a greater

clear that if the

number of them must be given to purchase
any amount of
bullion than if they were of full
if the Mint
Tims
weight
Price of silver bullion be

5.

2rf.

silver bullion is cut into that

per ounce; or

if

that quantity of

number of

Going, them if the Coiroi
have lost their weight from
any cause, it is clear that more than
5*. 2d. must be given to
It
purchase an ounce of bullion.
may
require perhaps 65. or even more to
an ounce of bullion,

buy

The quantity

of Coin at

weight which is qua! to
a given weight of Bullion is called the Mint Price of
that quantity
of Bullion ; but the
quantity of the currant Coin which is equal
to it in weight is called the MARKET
PEIO.B ; and as, if the Comn
ure diminished in
weight, more of them must be
than if
its full

legal

gma

2USE

Otf

MABKBT
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they are of full weight, the Market Price will apparently be
higher than the Mint Price, and this is called a -Rise of the
Market Price of Bullion above the Mint Price.

The meaning of

this is that the current Coins are deficient iu

weight. If the Market Price of silver be 65. an ounce;
that six shillings contain only as much silver as 55. 2d.

fcheir legal
it

means

ought
legal

I

I

I

to do, or that fixe

weight.

Thus

it

Current Coins want one-sixth of their
is

perfectly clear that the rise of the

Market Price is due to the DEPRECIATION of the Coinage.
Hence we have this fundamental law of the Coinage
When the Market Price of Bullion rises above the Mint
Price , the excess

of

is the

proof and

the

measure of the Depreciation

the Coinage.

The Market Price of Bullion could never fail below the
Mint Price, unless there was more Bullion iu the Coins than
which of course would never be the case.
there ought to be
If such a case could happen the fall in the Market Price below
the Mint Price would be the proof and the measure of the excess
of the Coins above their legal, weight;.
;

3, If the Coinage of a country fall into a degraded state from
long wear and tear, or other causes, and a new Coinage of full
weight be issued, and allowed to circulate along with it, one of

two effects must inevitably follow. Either those persons who
have commodities to sell will make a difference in the nominal
or
prices of articles, according as they are paid in full weighted,
degraded, Coin ; that is the depreciated Coin will be at a discount

compared with the full weighted Coin ; or if there be a law to
prevent this, and to make both paws at the same value, bullion

as

dealers will immediately collect all the full weighted Coins they
can, and melt them down into bullion, or export them : so that

new Coinage will quickly disappear from circulation.
These considerations lead us to a fundamental and universal
law in Economics, which has been found to be true in all
Wai bad money drives out good money from
countries and ages
circulation or as it is expressed in an old pamphlet
" When two sorts
of coin are current in the same nation of
like value fy denomination, but not intrinsically* that which ha*

the
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U curwnt,

the least value will

will be

hoarded

"

or exported

and

the other as

we may

much

add,

good Coin in the prcsumcc of
bad Coin was noticed by Aristophanes, and was long th puzzle
of financiers and statesmen, who continued to issue good Coin

The

fact of the disappearance o

from the Mint while the old and degraded Coin was allowed to
its immediate discirculate, and they were greatly perplexed by
appearance,

we have

till

called

Sir

Thomas Gresham explained
Gresham's

it

Law

the caune, whence

of the Currency.

instance of its importance.
shortly see another
It is also from the same principle that a

We

whall

Paper Currency

is

of the *ume doinvariably found to expel a Metallic Currency
nomination from circulation. And to whew tho generality of th
it was found in America that when a depreciated
principle,

Paper Currency had driven Coin out of circulation, and a wtii!
more depreciated Paper Currency wa issued* the* more depreci-

|

f

I

j

ated Paper drove out the lens depreciated from circulation,
It may be worth while to notice an error which IH by no
means unfrequent. Some writers contend against ./ex*'/**/ the prktti
It is now acknowledged to tw a great
of gold as it is called.
Economical error to attempt to fix the price of any article.

Some

writers contend that

But

gold.

those

The word

ation.

it is

an equal error to Jix the price of

who do

so overlook a very important contudor"
"Price except in the, single instance ** Mint

ud

"

always denotes the quantity of one article, which in
a measure which is given for another article of a different
nature.
Thus we say that the price of a bushel of wlu-at in 0^

Price
as

when the

silver, the substance of which shillings are composted, in
a different nature from the wheat. But in the
csxprusHion
Mint Price of Bullion," it always means the value of Bullion
The Mint Price of Gold
expressed in Coin of the same metal
Bullion means its price expressed in Gold Coin the? Mint Price

of
"

:

of Silver Bullion

So

means

its

price expressed in Silver Coin.

long, therefore, as the Coins retain their full legal weight,

the Market Price of Bullion can

by no possibility vary from Its
law requires an ounce of
gold to b coined
into 81. 17s. 10dL, so
long as the Coins retain their full legal
weight, it can make no difference in the Market Price whether

Mint Price.

If the

WHAT
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,

gold becomes as plentiful as iron, or as scarce as diamonds ; for
the Money always continues at the same weight whatever be the

The value of gold may
vary with respect to other things it may purchase more or less
bread, or meat, or clothes, or anything else at one time than at
another : but it is absolutely impossible that its value in Bullion

abundance or the scarcity of the metal.
;

can differ from

its

value in Coin.

To suppose

that

it

could,

would be as irrational as to suppose that because bread became
very abundant or very scarce, a loaf of bread could differ from

Weight when cut. up into slices, or a cask of Wine differ
when drawn off into bottles,
The Mint Price of Gold, therefore, is nothing more than a
public declaration of the weight of metal which the law requires
to be in the Coin, which accidental circumstances have caused to

itself in

from

itself

be considered as the legal measure of value in this country and
an alteration of the Mint Price of Gold, would be simply an
alteration in the standard weight of the Coin
and would be the
;

:

name thing in principle as an alteration of the standard yard
measure, Those persons who ridicule the idea of having the
Mint Price of gold fixed, should, to be consistent, also ridicule
the idea of having the standard yard measure fixed.
Those who
wish to lot the Mint Price follow the Market Price should also
contend that every tradesman should have his yard measure of
as many inches an he pleases
because when the Market Price of
gold rises above the Mint Price, it is precisely analogous to cut:

ting so

many

inches off the yard.
This fraudulent curtailment
value has never been done since Parliament

of the measure o

has been the chief power in the Legislature.
But it was constantly done in former times when the Crown was more despotic
than

it iw

now.

The Pound

two thirds of what

it

at the present day is curtailed of
was in the time of William the Conqueror.

What
4.

We

Bullion has

The

is

a POUND?

must now explain how a
come in modern times to be

original

certain weight of
called a Pound,

Gold

measure of value in France, England, and
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No ooin
was the pound weight of silver bullion.
But the pound
this actual weight waa ever Htruck.
was cut into 240 pioctH callcxl pence,
weight of silver "bullion
were called a shilling or wolidus; and
Twelve of these
Scotland,

!

however of
1

pence

20

therefore

shillings,

or

solidi,

mack a Pound.

Thcac 240

of bullion,
pence actually weighed a pound
the
Now let us denote
pound weight of metal in the form of
of metal in thu
bullion by the symbol
lb., and the pound weight
form of Coin by the symbol- ,. Then we have -

j

I

i

I

240 pence

j

=

20

shillings

=

1

=

lib,

Now it is perfectly clear that, if the pound wuight of bullion
were divided into a greater number of pincoH than 240, that
to the pound wui^ht; and if
-greater number would atill be equal
240 pieces or pwico, irrespective of
we denoted by the symbol,

I

!

,

|

we

1
should have the lib. equal to
-(- tho
of pieces above 240.
Now this is what has been done in the Coinages cif

their weight,

|

|

^

three

1

countries

number
nil

tlio

The Sovereigns of those
want of money to pursue their
they could not make more money

above mentioned.

countries were frequently in
various extravagances; and as
t
they adopted the fraudulent and surreptitious plan of cutting th
pound weight of bullion Into a greater number of pieces, but, they

i

|
I

,>

called

still

them by the samo name.

an illusory augmentation of wealth.

By

thin

means they gained

AH they could

not multiply

the quantity of the metal, they at various
periods falsified tht
While they still called their Coins by the name name,
certificate.

I

I

they diminished the quantity of bullion in them : and HO coined
more than the original number of pence out of a
pound weight

;

!

of bullion.
I

The consequence

|

were

1

|

I

i

I

,

I

still

of this wan
As "240
very manifest.
in money, "whatever their

called a pound, or

,

pence
weight

was, and as more than 240 pence were coined out of a pound
weight of bullion, the , or pound of money in coin, began to
Var7 fr
tne lb., or pound
Edward I.
weight of bullion,

m

tok

began

evil Practice in

1300,

pound weight of bullion.
same evil example and
;

creased

till

when he coined 243 pence out of

the

Subsequent Sovereigns followed the
this falsification of the certificate in*

in the time of Elizabeth no leas than

744 peaot, or

MINT PBICE OF GOLD.
'
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shilling**,

Tlien

were coined out of the pound weight

we have

--

tli

ol bullion,

manifestly

744j>ence

As

<6fi

02 BhillingB ss^SSte. .ss-1

ere are 12 ounces in the

lb.,

pound weight of bullion

it

is

seen that each ounce was coined into 62 ponce, and hence as the
value of bullion is measured by the ounce, the Mint Price of

was said to be 5*. %d. the ounce.
Afterwards gold was coined as money concurrently with
silver
and gold pieces were struck and made to pass current as

silver

;

nearly as could be done at the value corresponding to the market
value of gold and silver. Thus there was for a considerable time

a double standard.

In the reign of Charles IL, the African
large quantity of gold from the Guinea

Company brought home a

lie had it coined into pieces called guineas, which were
But
or twenty shillings in silver.
intended to represent the
,
the Mint rating did riot agree with the relative value of gold and

coast,

bilver in the

market of the world, and consequently the value of

the guineas in the market never corresponded with their value as
Master of the
rated by the Mint.
lri4 7JJ|j^^
;

Mint reported

Parliament that the true value of the guinea
according to the relative market value of gold and silver at that
time was 20s. Bel.
Royal proclamation however was issued
to

A

declaring them to be current at 21$. ; and then in the language
of the Mint the price of gold was fixed at 8/. 17 s. 10|-r/. an ounce.
Gold and silver coin were then made unlimited legal tender

But

debts of any amount.

for

Law

as gold

was overrated by

4<i.

and silver was underrated by 4d. in the :6, Gresham's
acted, and in tho course of the century, merchants universally

in the

t

adopted the custom of paying their debts in gold as the cheapest

medium, and the
below

silver coinage was exported, as being depressed
true value in thin country,
Gold therefore gradually
to be considered as the measure, of value in England.

its

became

and gold was deIn
1$U> this.,., custom was adopted as law,
clared to be the only legal measure of value ; and the Pound, the
legal tender, or

of

20/r,

measure of value, became the equivalent

in.

gold

in silver.

^F&P

^^^.^??^^

*

^

^an<^ard

gold bullion by the regula-

tkyus of the finglish mint are cut into 1,869

Pounds or Sovereigns

j*

^, w

7^

.
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or the 1 Ib. weight of bullion

value of gold

is

is

cut into 46Z. 14 s. 6d.

:

or as the

by the ounce, the Mint Price of gold ia
an the Coinn are orper ounce, and, as long

estimated

17 s. Ityd.
dered to be coined of the same weight, the Mint Price cannot vary,
The legal weight of a Sovereign or Pound, is 5 <iwts. 3|| J grns,

fixed at SI.

^

Sovereigns which fall
grns. of fine gold.
containing 113 r
below 5 dwts. 2f grns. ; and hall* Sovereigns of leaa that 2 dwts.
13^ grns. cease to be legal tender.

money were equally legal
their relative valuta w<,ro fixed by

In former times Gold and Silver
tender to any

Law

:

amount

:

and

but Gold arid Silver vary in their value with rcMptxst to
:
and consequently even

each other in the market of the world

though they may be rated truly at one time by the Mint, yet in
course of time their value according to the Mint regulations in
sure to get out of adjustment with their value in the open

market

and by Gresharn's law, the one that in underrated with
from circulation, and given riso to

;

respect to the other disappears

Locke, therefore, in 161)4, pointed out that
great inconvenience.
a nation should adopt only one metal as the legal meuHuro of

and make any other that may be used subsidiary. Thia
was adopted as Law in 1816; gold com was declared
the only legal tender to an unlimited amount, and the silver and
copper coins were intended only as small change for the (told

value,

principle

Coin.
The coinage of Gold is free to the public ; but the
In
coinage of silver and bronze ia retained by the Government,
order to prevent the effect o Gresharn's Law, the valuw of the
silver coin is
artificially raised.

Instead of

^Jjj&Mwg 8

being

coined out of the
lings are

now

pound weight of silver as before iSt&jjGO ahilcoined out of it: but 4 of these are
for

the expenses of coinage.
The Sovereign however is declared to
be of the value of twenty of these
shillings, which are than artificially

increased in value about 6
per cent.

In order to prevent
tender for any

injustice being done, Silver Coins are not legal
*

having been intended to

make

the double

etary Unit.

The Bronze coins are only worth about one fourth of their
nominal value; and pence and half
pence are only legal tender
to the amount of
and
farthings to the amount of
4ahil^g,
<
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QBKDII*

IV.

THE THEORY OF CKBDIT.

A

1.
long series of illustrious Lawyers whose doctrines were
declared to be Law by the legislation of Justinian, had brought
the

Theory of Credit

to

a state of perfection at the beginning of

These were adopted and confirmed in the
the sixth century.
Reformed Code, called the BASILICA, promulgated by the BaDynaHty in the tenth century, which was the Codo of the
The
Byzantine Empire and of all Europe, except England.
Romans abandoned Britain at the end of the fifth century and

silian

;

the

as

Common Law

it

stands in

England on the subject of Credit was exactly
Gains, which was the text-book of Roman Law
of

throughout the Empire at the time when the Romans gave up
But on the 1st November, 1875, the Common Law of
Britain.

England relating to Credit was superseded by Equity, which IB
eimply the Law of the Pandects of Justinian.
The BtnpendoiiH system of Credit and Banking which exists

and some other countries

merely the practical exempliwhich were worked out by the
Roman Lawyers 1,300 years ago. But it is somewhat remarkable that while these doctrines may bo found in any of the great

in this

is

fication of the principles of Credit

continental Jurists, they have never yet found their way into any
This chapter is
legal work in this country in common use.

therefore devoted to explaining the complete Theory of Credit,
as developed in the Pandects of Justinian, and all the great
Civilians, and which has now at length become the Law of

England.
2.

We

shall consider the subject in the following

order
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1. Investigation of

2.
3.
4.

the Nature of Credit.

On the Transfer of Credit or Debts.
On Instruments o Credit or Debt
On the Limits and Extinction of Credit

The investigation of the subject, moreover, opens up another
most interesting branch of enquiry. For considerably more than
a century Mathematicians have been in the habit of calling Debts
"

But very few have given any explanation
mean
of what they
by calling a Debt a "Negative Quantity/ and
those who have attempted it have not succeeded, from a, want of
knowledge of the principles of Mercantile Law and the Facto of
Negative Quantities."

5

Commerce.

We

have shewn the real application of the alge-

braical signs in the

Theory of

Credit.

And when we have combined

these three things together -an
an exposition of the Law
Commerce
the
Facts
of
of
exposition
of CREDIT, and shewn the application of the Theory of Algebraical Signs to these facts, we shall find a most, beautiful exemplification of the use of these signs, Btrictly conformable to their

We

shall find that the* Doctrines of
use in Natural Philosophy.
the
of
Practice
Commercial
Law,
Men, and the Theory of Alge-

braical Signs perfectly agree with one another.

And though w

nothing but a simple exposition of the median iHm of
the actually existing system of Credit and Banking, we shall bo
shall give

able for the

first

time to bring Economic Theory to the level of

Commercial Practice, and present results which

may

mirpriHO our

readers.

Investigation of the Nature of Credit
On the Definition of Credit*
3.

We

have seen that

all

modern Economists admit that

human Abilities, Energy, Skill, and Character are Wealth, because men can make a Profit
by their employment. These Moral
Qualities and Character may be used for the
purpose of purchasing Merchandise with a Promise to pay instead of actual
money: and when they are so they are in popular language
termed CREDIT.

MUNITION OF

6S

CREDIT.

Thus Demosthenes says~ u There being two kinds of Property

s

Money and General CREDIT, our greatest Property IB CREDIT."
" If
And alBO
you were ignorant of this, that CREDIT is the
of all towards the acquisition of Wealth, you
CAPITAL
greatest
;

would be utterly ignorant."
So Melon says " To the calculation of Values in Money there
must bo added the current CREDIT of the merchant, and his possible CREDIT."

So also Dutot says " Since there has been regular commerce
among men, those who have need of Money, have made Bills, or
Promises to pay in Money. The firat use of Credit therefore is
to represent

Money by

want of it gave

rise to

when

Paper.
it.

This usage

It multiplies

is

very old

:

the

first

specie considerably,

it

wanting, and which would never be sufficient without this Credit : because there is not sufficient gold and

supplies

it

it is

silver to circulate all the products of nature and art.
So there is
in commerce a much larger amount in Bills, than there is specie

in the possession of the merchants.
u
well-managed credit amounts to tenfold the funds of a

A

merchant
times as

among
"

all

and

:

gains as

Money.

much by this credit as if he had ten
This maxim is generally received

merchants.

CREDIT

carrion

lie

much
in,

therefore, the greatest

WEALTH

to every

man who

on commerce,"

Now though in popular language the merchant's general
Purchasing Power is called his Credit, yet it does not enter into
Economics until he actually purchases something with it.
When such a sale on Credit takes place the Property in the
goods parses absolutely to the buyer as fully and completely as
But at the very same
if the Price had been paid in Money.
instant that the Property in the goods passes to the buyer, there
is

a Contract, Ncxutn, or OBLIGATION, created between the buyer
waller, winch consists of two parts

and the

The Eight to demand payment,
Tim Duty to pay, in the person

in the person of the seller.
of the buyer.
These two Quantities constitute the Contract, or the OBLIGATION, which is the bond of Law between these two persons.
1

.

2,

It

may

be necessary to observe that the word OBLIGATION

is
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But
to mean only the Duty to pay.
very often used erroneously
The
this error.
out
Obligation
has
Yon Savigny
clearly pointed
iafhebond between the two parties: it includes the Right .as
well asthe

Duty

:

it is

in fact

synonymous with Contract.

In" this" Contract, or Obligation, the Bight to demand payment residing in the person of the Creditor is termed CREDIT.

Thus CREDIT

the

NAME

of a kind of Incorporeal

Property
an Annuity of one
term an Annuity in general is the Right to demand a series of
to demand a single, payment.
payments : GREWT.IB thejfc&fa
and sold: and
is
this
Now
Eight Property it may be bought
Under the term WEALTH
hence we see the force of Roman
Is

the lowest form of an

it is

Annuity

:

it

:

is

:

:

Law"

....

RIGHTS are included."

Though

therefore in popular language a merchant's Credit

is

the general estimation ho is held in,
and the power of purchasing goods with hie Promise to pay instead of actual money, it must be tmderatood that tMa.,....Credit
often understood to

mean

of Economies tin til ho.exQrjaiaea
42SSLSSJ come wi%injhe science
t^ajgow^^and actually buys some goods with his Promise to
and when he does exercise this power, it ia the Promise to
jpay
j

which is created at the very hwtant
pay, or the RIGHT OP ACTION
of the transfer of the Property in the goods to him which in the
language of Law, Commerce, and Economics is termed CREDIT.
Thus a Credit in bank means a Right of action against; the
for a sum of money : a Letter of Credit is a lottor giving
holder a Right to demand a sum of Money
Paper Credit
means Rights of action recorded on paper, such as Bank Notes,
Bills of Exchange, &c.

bank
its

:

It is

sometimes supposed that the subject of Bunking and

peculiarly mysterious and difficult of comprehension.
in reality the whole difficulty connists in
grasping the conception that Credit, as an Economic Quantity, is a Hpeciea of

Credit

is

But

Property,

Merchandise,

or

Goods, or a Commodity

exactly

similar to a bale of cotton, a quarter of
corn, a tea of ooalu, a
horse, or a table, and may be bought and sold precisely like any
other goods.
Not only
Credit be

may
exchanged against goods,
but also one piece of Credit may be
exchanged against another
piece of Credit, just as one piece of goods may be exchanged

MKANINO OF DEBT*
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of goods: and every ptTtfon can rmiko a
against another piece
one elae, precisely
ctitalogue of hia Rights of action against every
as he win make a catalogue of his otlior goods
in the same

way

and

chattels.

hut now comes the first ambiguity in
:
which has given rifle to much misconception.
When an Obligation is created by the transfer of the Property in goocte ancl money, tho Kight to demand payment is the
CREDIT, and strictly speaking the .Duty to pay in the tor.
4. Bo

Ihr all is clear

the subject,

I

Here,

is

the

subtlety to

first

to

pay the

Is

very oftrn

i

^

who borrows Money on mortgage
SONAL OBLIGATION,

Now

It

Money owed by the Debtor: thin howThe Debt is never under any circumMoney owed by the Debtor: it is the PERSONAL DUTY
Money. Thus Mr. Williams says" Every person

supposed that a DEBT
ever is a great error.
stances, the

be remarked.

to

repay

it.

or not incurs a DKUT, or PERol' whatever
meun.s ho may

out

a point of th. great i-st. importance in the due
the Theory ol'CVodit, and ha;< led to groat error.
of
understanding
The common and wide-Hpreud fallacy that a Debt is Money owed
this

IH

by the Debtor, and belonging to the Creditor is expressly provided against in Rotnau Law-" The oiasunco of an
Obligation
does not coneiBt in this that

Property

;

but that

it

makes any

specific

goods

oiir

It

is to
say, that no particular money In the Debtor's possession belongH to the Creditor, which ho can sei^e upon : none

IHuit

Is

pledged

to

him

:

the

Money

continues the absolute Property

of the Debtor, which ho may spond or part with, until of hie
own free will he tranwiorH the Property in it to the Creditor,
the l)Ein^,or .the.. DUTY T0ji4i ? exists exactly a it was, no
matter whether the Uebtor haH any Money to pay It with or not.

But

The

difTerouoe

IB

clearly

marked

in

Koinan Law:

If

any one

had in his posseHHiou any goods or chattel which were the Prothat peraon had. a Jus in re, or a Real
perty of another person,
If he had only an abstract
Right: a Right to that very thing.

Right to demand Homething from a person, he had only a Jus ad
mw, which is a more Personal Right it wa alo called a Jus in
or u Eight against the person.
:

^

P

I* I
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that we shall
important to be understood
" Tho
.Pothier
the distinguished Jurist,
give an extract from
the Creditor of: proceeding to
Eight which this Obligation gives
obtain the payment of the thing, which the Debtor I'M obli^rd to
if; IB
/vj),
only a
him, is not a Eight in the tinny itself (Jn^

This subtlety

is so

M

give

the purp<>M> of comEight against the person of the Debtor for
The
it (Jus ad rem}.
him
to
thing whirls the
give
pelling
Debtor is obliged to give, continues then to belong t.o him, and
the Creditor cannot become the proprietor of it, except by the
delivery, real or fictitious, which
in performance of his Obligation.

is

made

to

him by the Debtor

" And till this
delivery is made, the Creditor has nothing
more than a Eight of demanding the thing, and he has only that

Eight against the person of the Debtor,

who has

contracted the

Obligation.

"Hence

it

follows that

if

my

Debtor, after contract.! ng nn

Obligation to give a thing to me, transfers it upon a particular
title to a third
citmiot
person, whether by sale or <lnn:ition,
I

demand

from the party who has so acquired it, but only from
my Debtor .... The reason in, as the Obligation doew not,
according to our principle, give the Creditor any Ui*!it in the
it

thing which

is due to him, I have not
any Rijj;!tt, in the thing
which was due to me, that I can pursue agnhiBt the
pen-sou hi
whose hands it may be found."

This distinction
portance in
specific

perfectly plain, and of* the highest imfor if the Creditor hud tlw
Right to any
in the Debtor's possession, that would Iw a dimiis

Economics:

money

nution of the Debtor's
property: he would have no ri^bt to pnrt
with, or sell it: and there would in fact only bet one Kconomio
Quantity in existence, i.e. the quantity of Money.
Brit tw a
matter of fact the whole of the
romairw tho Dt'btor'a Pro-

money

which he can

sell

or exchange as

lie
plwwos : ami (tlw
the Right or
Properly, in the poraon of the Cnuiitor,
which he can also sell or
exchange : and which may be gold tr
exchanged any number of times like money till it is paid offline!
Hence in this case there are two Economic
extinguished.
Quantities in existence, which
may each circulate ia comrnerofl
at the
time.

perty,

there

is

DOUBLE MEAHINQ OF
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,

this subtlety it might be
thought that
on the subject were cleared tip. But unfortunately
we have still more ambiguities to clear up
this is not the case
each of Which has been the cause of great misconception,

5.

Having explained

all difficulties

:

5

The word DEBT

evidently in strictness

means

the

DUTY

of the

'

pay the Money. But -unfortunately, the word DEBT
has long been transferred to mean the EIGHT OF ACTION in the
and tlniH it is used as .synonymous with
person of the Creditor

Debtor

to

:

CRWHT,
We. have not found in any ancient writer the word DKBITITM
mean the Right of Action but, this change in its mean-

lined to

i

ing had already come into use in the 12th century.
In 1194 liichard I. issued a Commission for a judicial visitation on financial matters in which it is said-" Let all the Debts
(Debita, 'Rights of action) of the Jews be scheduled, their lands,
bouses, rents and possessions.
.

" Also

lest

every

Jew swear

.

.

that he will

make a

true,

schedule

DKBTS (De.hitn, Rights of action) pledges, runts, and all
his 'property and possessions."
the moaning which the* word T>K,BT has long
Arid this
in
It means a Right of action, a Claim,
English Law.
acquired
or Demand.
Thus in tho Statute, of Acton TJumoll, 11 Edward 1. (1288;
" That
commonly called tho Sintuto of Merchants, it is iid~
of

all

his

i

Tho King by
merchants may quickly recover their Debt
his council has ordained and established that the merchant who
ft

would bo sure of his Dc.bt."
So the Act, >\(\ Ueo. IILe. 125,

Demand

"

s.

.

.

.

$ onaets that "one Debt or

Mr. Williams says
of chows- in~<iGtion was comprised a .Rir.HT of
growing importance, natnety, that of suing fur Money duo, which
"
have seen that a DEBT
RKJHT is all that is called a I)I.;T"" Within

may

be, Bet

off against; another.

the, class

Wo

waa anciently considered an a mere HIGUT to bring an action
u DEBTS
being formerly conuidorod as mcro
against tho Debtor"Rights of action."
So as may bo. seen in

any daily paper the executors of
deceased poraoiiH advi'ttiae for any persons who have
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claims, or
in

estates of the

demands/' against the

deceased to give

a statement of them.

the Court of tlie "goods,
appointed by
deceased."
of the
chattels, and CREDITS
Thus it is seen that the words CREDIT and DKIJT arc- used an-

An

administrator

synonymous

in

is

Law.

Law of Tills of Kxclian^o,
Accordingly in the Digest of the
for the Royal ComminsiowrB
Notes, &c. which we prepared
for the Digest of the Law we began with thu following fwn'ia!

Bank

mental Definition of the subject
a CREDIT or
DEBT, in Legal and Commercial [and /'.'<Y>language means a EIGHT OF ACTION again.nl a Person
nomical']

for a sum of Money."

On

the

Ambiguity in

the

Q We now
a

cause

of great

come

the word Loan
MUTUUM and OOMMCWATUM.

Meaning of

or the Distinction between

to the next

ambiguity which

confusion in the Theory of

liati

Credit

boon the
its

ront

times.

who wro chiefly nwri having a pracknowledge of business, seeing (hat Credit cauwn oxac.tly (ho
same circulation of commodities as Money, wild that C'mlit IB
All the older writers,

tical

Capital, without entering into wry very nice definition oilhm- of
Credit or Capital.
Smith expressly classes Paper Currency, such iw Batik NoU*,
Bills of

Exchange, &c.

which are CREDIT

under th

titlo

of

Circulating CAPITAL.
Since the time of the French Economist,
Say, however, this
doctrine has been the subject of much ridicule,
lie my
in

one passage which has been
repeated by a multitude of writer^
that those who say that Credit is
Capital, maintain that the namo
conceive that Credit
thing can be in two places at once.

They

the material thing lent, or the transfer of it
and fchcu tlioy
;
ask
How can the same thing be in two places at once, and lie
used by two persons at the same time?

is

The whole misconception

is

founded on an
ambigtrity In tht

AMBiaiTOUS MEANING OF LOAN*
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meaning of the words LOAN and LEND, which words are used, to
denote two operations of a perfectly distinct nature.
There are two kinds of Right- the Eight of Possession and
the Right of Property.

Suppose that I LKND my friend si Book or a Horse that Is
lii in to have a
Right of Possession and URG of them ibr a
:

1

allow

Then

certain time.

it;

is

clear that

I

and

my

irieud cannot both

have the Book, or the Horse, at the same time.

But though I
remain my PROI do not. transfer my
PERTY.
Property in them to my friend.
He is not my Debtor nor am I his Gmlitor, and if 1 wanted to
have them hack, and went ibr them, and found Lim not at home,
I should have no scruple in taking them
away.
But suppose that I had LENT my friend j5, and if as bivfore,
lend

him the Book

wanting them back,
if

I

happened

or the Horse, they

I

still

went and (bund him not at home, would I,
purse lying on the table, open it, and

to see his

:Sf> out of it?
I should, instinctively feel that 1 should do
no such thing. I should have no scruple "whatever in taking
back tho Book or the Horse I had LENT but I should never
droam of opening my friend's purso, and taking out j5 I had

take

:

LENT*

ThnH without giving any

particular thought to the subject,
every -OIK.! would instinctively fool that there is an essential distinction between tho cartes of LRNDING a Book or a Horse, and
Or if he were so obtuse on the subject, the Law
lending XT>

would point out tho diMtinntion. The Law would toll him that
ho might take away his own Book, or hm own Horse, if he
pleased; but; that if h opened his friend's purse, and took out
of theft: and (hat he must request his
5, he would bo, guilty
pay him, but that ho must not help himself,
a tmui pays in. money to his account at his banker's, i.e.
ho drew a cheque on bis bankor for ,20,
lev;//,*? him
money, and
would lie venture himself to take, 20 sovereigns off the banker's
friend to

So

if

if:

course ho would not.
Ho would request hin
ho
and
must
him
wait
until
his banker gives him
pay
If he ventured to take the
the money of hirt own free will.
money himself it would be larceny, and he might be givoa in

counter?

banker

to

Of:

;

charge to a policeman*
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In fact tliough both these operations, lending a Book or a
Horse, and lending Money f are called a LOAN, they are of an
When a rnan lends a book, or other
essentially distinct nature.

he does not part with, or dispossess himself
He is entitled to have that very Book, or
of the Property in it.
There is no Exchange, and no
the very Chattel, back again.
chattel, to his friend,

New

Property created.

And

only one person can have the use

of the book or the chattel.

But

in all cases whatever of a

LOAN of Money,

the

lender

absolutely cedes the Property in the money to tho Borrower, and
it becomes his absolute
What the lender docs acquire
Property.
1

;

the Eight, or Property, to demand back an equivalent amount
of money, but not the specific money.
loan of rnonoy is,
is

A

always an EXCHANGE, and in all such cases ther** IB of
a
NEW PROPERTY created and this NEW PROPERTY ia
necessity
termed CREDIT : and it may be sold and transferred like the
therefore,

:

Money itself.
The same

principle is true of the LOAN of many other things,
such as wine, bread, meat, oil, <fcc.
If I lend a loaf of bread,
or a bottle of wine, to a friend, the only
way he can use them is
Hence I miiBt of
by destroying them, or consuming them*
necessity transfer the Property in

them

to

him

:

and what

I

acquire in return, is the Right of demanding an equal
equal quality in return. Jt is the same with

amount of
Money. A man

can only use money by paying it
away : and all he can cio is to
give back to the lender at some future time an equal quantity of

money. In English Law the former kind of Loans (i.e. the loan
of a book or other
chattel) are said to be returnable in

specie,

that

the identical things are restored : in the latter kind of
Loan the things are said to be returnable
gentry or only
similar things are given back.
In the former kind of
the
is,

m

loan,

Debtor and Creditor is not created : in the
latter,
the relation of Debtor and Creditor is created
between the
Borrower and the Lender.
relation of

Precisely the same relation
Credit.

is

created

on the

The Property

buyer: and what

sale of

goods on

in the goods is cedea
absolutely to
the seller receives in
for the

exchange

the

goods

k
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the Eighty or Property, to Demand their Price in
money at a
future time and this Eight or Property, Is termed CREDIT.
:

Hence

must be observed that the Economic Quantity called
is the Right which is created on a LOAN of
money,
wine, bread, oil and things of that nature, to demand brick an
equal quantity to the tilings lent or the Eight which is created
on a SALE of goods on Credit to demand their Price in money at.
it

Credit or Debt,

:

a future time.

Thus the confusion has arisen from the English language
having but one word, LOAN, to denote two operations of an
the French language Is equally
essentially distinct nature
But the distinction is clearly pointed out in Roman
faulty.
:

Law, and the Latin language has a

distinct

word

for each opera-

tion.

paraphrase of TheophiluB of the Institutes of
which we prefer to quote, because it is more foil and
distinct than the Institutes, and it superseded them an the authorised text book of Roman Law
" A Heal
Obligation is contracted by an act, or by the manual
delivery of something counted out: and this includes the
It is said in tho

Justinian,

MUTUUM.
"

A

person

thing is a MUTUUM when the Property in it passes to the
receives it, but he is bound to restore to us, not the

who

identical

Quantity.
it,

thing delivered, but another of the same Quality and
1 said, so that the receiver becomes the Proprietor of

might exclude the COMMODATUH and the DEPOSITUM
But he
bitter the receiver acquires no Property.

that I

:

for in these

must be bound

to

to us,

exclude the DONATION, Ibr

lie

who

1
receives one acquires the Property, but he is not bound to us.
said that ho must restore not the identical things, but others of
similar Quality and Quantity, that I might not deprive him of

he
MOTUOTL For a person takes a MUTUUM,
use the things for his own purposes, and return others
For if he were obliged to give back tha
instead of thorn.
the use of tho

may

things

it

would be uselcBS

" But

which

all

to

borrow them.

taken as MOTUA, but only those
number, and measure, &e. In weight^
wax, pitch, tin in measure, such as oil,

things are not

m

consist in weight,

gold, ailvGt, lead, iron,

:
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And In short whaterer
wine, corn : in number, such as money.
we deliver with this intent, in number, measure, or weight, so as
us, not the same things, but others
same nature and quantity. Whence* also it is called
MUTUUM, because it is transferred by me to you with the Intent
that it should become your Property (ut do meo tnnmjlt),
" But the Real
Obligation includes GOMMODATUM HH if any one
were to ask me to lend him a book, and I lend it
But the
COHMODATUM differs widely from the MUTUUM, For the MUTUUM
to

bind the receiver to return

of the

:

.

the very thing lent,
So it is said in

tho

Digest-"

because from being rny

.

But,

it

Is

bound

is

l

it,

to restore-

called giving

a

becomes yours
Property
and therefore if it docs not become you*
it

(quod de meo tuumjlt)
Property no Obligation in created."
But on the contrary with respect to the COMMODATUM
;

l

.

but tho COMMODATUM does not transfer

transfers the Property,

and therefore the borrower (commodatanm)

MUTUUM

.

"

We

and Possession of tho thing lent (ret comone by lending (conwodcwdo) a thing, gives th.

retain the Property
"

modatai)

"No

to him he lends it to."
Modern scholars repudiate the fanciful etymology of mntunm
from (ex meo tuum fit\ though it held its
place HO long in legal
text books. Mntuus
evidently comes from mute, as decidtms from

Property in

it

and dividuus from divide. It is so called because thorn
was an exchange of Properties. But
though tho derivation ia
fanciful, it exactly expresses the fact.
Unless there was an exchange of Properties there was BO Mutuwn. All commercial buna
are MUTUA, and not COMMODATA.
Every loan of money is in
reality a sale, or an exchange, in which a NEW PROPERTY is
decide,

which
i
s

|!

.

eroatod,

is called

CREDIT or a DEBT

turned, or the loan repaid,

New

On

Property

is

it is

and when tho money is reanother exchange,
by which tlui
:

extinguished.

the Distinction between

the Distinction between

a DIET and a BAILMENT : or

a MUTUUM and a

7. We have now to trace the
consequences of this distirictioa
between the MUTUUM and the
DEPOSITOR, because they each girt

DEBT AND BAILMENT.
rise to

And

it
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a class of Paper Documents of a totally distinct nature,
has been the confusion between these two distinct classes

which has been

of Paper

moat of the

at the root of

false theories

of Credit and Currency which have produced such terrible cataRtrophos in the world.

There are two species of Paper Documents which are

in

general use in commerce, and which have Home superficial re-

semblancesthat is they both convey Rights to certain things and
are similarly transferable, and are, therefore, considered by many
to be of the same nature
but which are yet fundamentally distinct in their nature
and in this radical distinction is contained
;

:

the basis of the Theory of Credit.
These species of Paper Documents are-

and other forma

BANKjiojiv^

I.

BILLS OF LADING, DOCK WARRANTS, and

IT.

of

^^^i^^

CREDIT,

^^e^^^^.

all

othe^^CttPU

fc

In order to understand clearly the fundamental distinction
between these classes of Paper Documents, we will explain how

each of them

arises.

has already been shewn that in all Loans of the nature of
the JMutuwu, and in Sales of goods on Credit, the Property in
the money or the goods is transferred to the borrower or the
It

buyer, arid in exchange for it the lender or the seller receives the
Property or Right to demand a sum of money which Right
:

recorded on paper : and may be bought and sold like
any other goods or merchandise.
Now when a person pays in money to his account at his

may be

banker's

it is

to the

lutdy
the money

a

MUTUUM
Ho
:

Banker.

the Property in the money passes also>
is not the TRUSTEE or the
BAILEE, oi

becomes his Property, He is the OWNER of
it in
any way he pleases, for his own
In exchange for this money, he creates a CREDIT in
purposes.
his customer's favour, promising to deliver an equal amount of
money on demand. The transaction is an exchange or sale. The
Banker buys the money from his customer, and sells him in

it,

and

is

:

but

it

entitled to use

exchange for it, the Eight to demand an equal quantity of money
at any time he pleases, and it has VALUE, because the owner oi
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it

can exchange

it

money? or anything olae. The* Banker ia
Is
simply th DEBTOH t.o hia
should
he
happen to fhil, hia
unfortunately

for

not the Trustee of the money, but he

customer

:

and

If

customers or creditors are only entitled to hav
divided
their

among them, and they must

Debts paid

his property
take their ehanco of having

in full.

same in all cases of Mercantile* Orodit. The
merchant or trader who buys goods on Credit, is not the TRUSTEE
or BAILEE of the goods, but their PROPRIETOR.
The seller of the
It is exactly the

goods cedes the Property in them absolutely, and receives in exchange only the abstract Right to demand payment at; a future

Like the Banker, the buyer in simply the Debtor to the
In both cases there ia a New Property created, which
may be recorded on Paper, either in the form of a Bank Note, or
a Bill of Exchange, which may be bought and Hold
quite indetime.

seller.

pendently of any specific money.

Hence
ttn

the very reason

all

forms <>fjapftr

j H iw c i&> monoy,and

that

they are called CREDIT, bncauso iho holder
of them has nothing but a Right to demand
money from some

is

why

person.

But the

case is quite different with the other class of

When

Documents.

a

man

ships goods

on board a

vessel!,

Paper
ho re-

ceives from the captain a Paper

Document, acknowledging the
receipt of the goods, and promising to deliver them to whomsoever shall be the owner
^ip^J)ocumt called tluj HILL

The

shipper of the goods sends the Bill of Lading to the conwho, directly he receives it, may negotiate ifc, i.& transfer
it by indorsement to whomsoever he
pleases, in all roapect* like a
Bill of
Exchange, and it may pass through any number of hand*,
and whoever is the owner of it at
any time may go and demand
the goods from the
captain.
signee,

Similarly
toe

when goods

"^^fiLM^

are deposited in a

Dock Warohcmw,
for them of

or receipt

&1M

fc
a T><ek
^arrant. This is transferable in all rcwpoota like a Bill of
feding^or a Bill of Exchange, and whoever ia the owner ol the

BILLS OF LADING AND DOCK WARRANTS,

Dock Warrant,
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the owner of the goods described in it, and
receive them from the Dock Master.

is

demand and

entitled to

Now

it Is
especially to be observed that in these two casca,
althotigh the goods are delivered into the temporary custody of
the captain, or dock master, they have no Property in them.

The Property
wid

ie

The goo^sjire^what IB called in lioman Law, a mere
The captain or the dock master is the mere BAILEE

Warrant.
or

goods remains with the shipper, or depositor,
by him along with the Bill of Lading or Dock

in the

transferred

TRUSTEE of the goods, and not the OWNER, as in the case of the
He has no right to convert them to hie own use, and
he did so, it would bo a robbery, and he would be liable to be

MUTUUM.
if

punished as a

thief.

ThuH

in these cases the

goods are merely

delivered into the temporary custody of the captain, or dock
master, for a certain defined purpoHQ, and no New Property ii
created.
The Bill of Lading and the Dock Warrant form OKI

Property with the goods, and cannot be separated from them.
The goods travel with the Paper Document. Thus it may be

Paper Documents represent goods. In
no exchange and these documents have no

said in this case that the
this case

there

is

they are not exchangeable separately.
They are not
for
to certain
but
TITLES
are
exchangeable
goods generally,

VALUE,

i.e.

No one ever spoke of the Value
specific goods, and no others.
of a Bill of Lading or a Dock Warrant.
Such Documents are
not CREDIT, because the owner of them does not nirnply believe
that he can obtain goods in exchange for them, but he knows
that he has become the owner of certain specific goods.
Suqh a
transaction IB not

an Exchange, but what

man

it^

call ad

in

T^vj/^.A

to his banker, and
and
money,
give it back to
him, or to any one eke he may name, on demand, no Property in
the money would pass to the banker.
It would not be a
MUTUUM, but a DEPOSITUM or BAILMKNT. The banker would have
no Eight to use the money for his own purposes: and if he did
If he gave a receipt for it
so he would be guilty of theft.
promising to deliver the money to whomsoever the receipt might

So

asks

atao if

him

a

takes a bag of

to take care of that specific

money
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be transferred, the receipt would be one property with the nioney
The
as in the case of Bills of Lading and Dock Warrants.
3

be, separated, aad the
Prowould
with
the
always pasn along
very money
in such a case would bo merely the
Banker
The
receipt.
In the
BAILEE or TRUSTEE of the money and not its OWNER.
case of the captain, the dock master, and the banker, just
described, the relation of Debtor and Creditor does not

money and the

receipt could not.

perty in that

between them, and the owners of the Paper Documents.
Hence we see the radical and fundamental distinction bcitwcm
Bills of Lading, Dock Warrants and all other Tit lea to specific
goods on the one hand, .and

all

forms of Paper Credit cm the

other.

Dock Warrants, and other Titles to goods,
bound down to these specific goods, and cannot, be
separated from them, and therefore they form only one ProThey always arise out of a BAILMENT arid
perty with them.
never out of an EXCHANGE
and they may justly bo wild to
in
themselves
are nothing, and are no
represent goods.
They
Bills of Lading,

are absolutely

;

addition to the mass o

On

the other

hand

other exchangeable Proporty.
the fundamental legal rcquiRito of

it is

all

kinds of PAPER CREDIT, that thoy shall bo
absolutely savored
from any specific sum of money. They are even forbidden to

made payable out of any particular fund.
They tuimfc
be nothing but abstract Rights agairmt the PKKSON, and that w
the very circumstance from which
they take their name : bebe

cause they must be received on the
simple Mitf that tho ponton
can pay them. If any specific sum of
money wwo appropriated
to theirpayment they would not be CREDIT. Paper Credit

always

arises

out 'of

^JExp^^^^aM^^ntf^j^ut/if a. BAILMKNT,
LaSGogaSd Dock Warrants always go along with good*

Bills of

t

;

Bank

Notes and Bills of Exchange are
always exchanged for money,
Bills of
goods, &c.
Lading represent goods, but arc not o the
Value of goods, because there ia no
exchange, and there oaa be
no Value without an
Bank
exchange,
Notes, <fco M do not represent money, but
they are of the Value of Money, because In
case there Is
always an exchange. And Credit in, ail ite forms ii
-an-

addition to the mass of other
exchangeable property: SB, in-
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by every Lawyer, every Merchant, and every

dead, is admitted

EcoxiomiHt.

From this it clearly follows that Bills of Lading and Dock
Warrants can never exceed In quantity the goods they represent.
If any one wore to negotiate such document** without any goods
But
being attached to them, it would be an indictable fraud.
Paper Credit of nil Borta immensely exceeds in quantity the
Money in tho con n try on the lowest calculation, tenfold. Credit
It
Itself In merchandise, and the subject of a gigantic commerce.
may bo wutl that all commercial orison arise out of the excessive

What are the
creation of that species of Property called CREDIT.
duo limits of Credit, is a question of the most momentous coniiequenco,

which

be cl early shewn hereafter.
that in Roman Law all Rights,
arc included under the terms Pecunia,
will

Wt have shewn
j

.

among them,

Mtr&

;

Credit
is

Bona,

/tea,

English Law a Debt, or choBe-in-aGtion, or
"
included under the terms " Gooda and " Chattels." It

HO atao
IH

and Credit

in

an nrticlo of Morchundiflo, or a Saleable Commodity.
TIuiH Hlw|pard Fays under Chattels*

"All kimta of
pluto,

motiey,
DP,BTH,

wood

tjinblemcntH, sown,

gold,

silver,

and growing grass cut:

jewels,

out, wares in a

ittcmsik,

household

all

stuff,

shop, tools and instruments

for

and

worky warun, incrchundise^ carts, ploughs, coaches, saddles,
all
kinds of cattle, as horses, oxen, kine, bullocks,
the liku
Hhorp,
pign, and all tame fowl and birds, as swans,
goat*,
;

turkoyn, gtMwi*, capons, liens, ducks, poxiltry,

and the

like.!,

are

to bft iwircninti'd C'IIATTKI.S.*'

"Alt Obligations, Bilk, Btatutos, Kocogni winces, and Judgnhnll b HH u CHATTEL in the Executor*
11

All Might of nction to any personal action is a CHATTEL."
n^<lvd by POWIAM, Chief JuHtico of England, and
It
"
as well included
JuMtict^, that
piirsorial actions are

So

thi

wrtl

ite In iirioiliC'r

w
wilt

I

tli

guvtls in an

Act

of*

Parliament,

m

goods in

Lord Chancellor HARDWIOKB mid a And
the meaning of thti Act, and would pans in a

cn<^
in

If iriiMET

J, Biiid

So PAUKBK L.C.B.

"

wild

A

bond-debt

:" But

is

certainly a

and ohatteh
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DEBTS

"

"

I

agree

things in action are considered as goods and
LEE, C. J. said" The inquiry on the second point in,
whether choses-in-action are not included under goods and
include

chattels."

and

chattels?

....

this is

now out

of question, chores-

Fulwood's aim 4 Co. 65
an obligation) in a CHATTEL,

in-action will be included therein.

proves that a chose-m- action (as

16 says that Chattels comprehend
c.
And
of
to
action
HARDWICKE C., said " ChosesEight
goods."
in-action are properly within the description, of goods and

So Staunf. Prerog. 65,

chattels."

So Blackstone says " For it is to bo understood that in our
law, chattels (or goods and chattels) is a term UHed to express any
kind of Property which, having regard either to subject
matter,
or the quantity of interest therein, in not freehold."
"Property or Chattels personal may bo either in possession,
or else in action
.
Property- in -action is where a man has not
.

,

the enjoyment (either actual or constructive) of the
thing In
question, but merely a Eight to recover it by a .suit or action at
law."

We need not give

any more quotations

;

in fact, those

winch

we have given are only intended for the benefit of
lay readers.
Every person who has studied the most elementary principles of
Law, knows perfectly well that a Bight of Action or a cho*e-i reaction is a personal chattel like
any other species of property
:

but

just on this point that the greatest difficulty IB felt
by
lay readers to understand how a mere Right of .Action is gainable Property, just like so much
iron, corn, gold, lead, coal, or
it is

anything

else.

On

sortie

Erroneous Ideas as

to the

NATUM

of CREDIT.
8.

We

have

another erroneous view of the nature of
have seen that the
preceding errom
observing the distinction between MUTOTUH and
COMMODATUM and DEPOSITUM. From the first error
proceeded the
erroneous notion that those who
say that Credit is Capital nay
still

Credit to clear
away.
arose from not

We

7H

ERRONEOUS IDEAS ON CREDIT-

that the same thing can be in two places at once : from the
second that Bills of Lading and Dock Warrants are of the same

nature,

and are

Credit, as well as Bills of

form of error which we have

now

Exchange.

nothing to the resources of the world, because

by something

The

third

to dissipate is that Credit adda
it

is

neutralised

else.

Any person practically conversant with commerce, and seeing
the immensely greater portion of commercial operations effected
by means of Credit, would smile at the notion that Credit adds
nothing to the resources of a nation : but some have been misled
by a very palpable error. Henry Thornton, an able man, a
banker, and one of the authors of the Bullion Keport, says
"
constitutes it is true an article on the Credit side of the

Paper
books of some men, but it forms an exactly equal item on the
Debit side of the books of others. It constitutes on the whole
neither a Debit nor a Credit."

" The
says
balance sheet of every individual contains three accounts
existBut if we collected into one all
ing goods, Credits, and Debts.

So another

eminent

banker

M.

Cermischi

:

the balance sheets of every one in the world, the Debts and the
Credits mutually neutralise each other, and there remains but a
single account

a

The

:

existing goods.
of the goods,

therefore, forms the general
There is the first matter of exchange. The Debts
inventory.
Debts and Credits are
and Credits are subsidiary matters.
reciprocally transmitted as goods are transmitted : but however
totality

great or small they may be, and through whatever hands they
for some, Debts for others, they add nothing to,
pass, Croilita

they take away nothing from, the general inventory."
The argument of Thornton arid M. Cernuschi is simply this

A

to have
Suppose
50 on B.
monthn' bill of

money, and also a three
Suppose B to have ^100 but at the
same time to have accepted a bill of ^50 at three months to A.
Then A's property would be stated thus ifil004-^50; B's pro100

in

Now the argument of
:850,
perty would be stated thus jfilOO
that the 4-^50 and the
^50 balance each
these writers IB this
:
which according to them is the
other, 'and the result is
thing as saying that these Quantities do not exist at all

same
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view might perhaps seem at first sight aoxnexvhat
a very little reflection will shew that it is quite
but
specious,

TMs

erroneous.
In exchange
a house to a tenant
Suppose that a landlord lets
use of the house the landlord receives the Right to demand
a certain sum, three months after date, we will suppose. The
The .Right to durmmd the money
transaction is an Exchange.
it is his
is an actually existing 'Right in the Landlord
Property,

for the

;

It is, therefore,
or transfer to any one else.
his other Property.
The
pte,4-, to him, and an addition to
tenant is bound to pay this Rent but does that cruwe any diminu-

which he may

sell

:

tion of his present Property
money at his banker's pans

Hence
time

is

Does th

?

to

Property in any of the

the landlord

?
Certainly not,
quite clear that this obligation to pay at a future
no diminution whatever of his present Property. In fact
all until h$ has had the nut* of the*
it is

the day of pay wtmtJuvH
a
merchant
buys goods and glvm n bill at three
similarly
months in payment of them, the transaction is an exchange. The

for three

monj^, 9X&
if

Eight to demand payment is plm to the Belter of the goods ;
it is his
Property, which he may sell and dispowo of like money.

But the goods remain the
he

may

sell

or dispose of:

entire Property of the

merchant, which

ar^J^^jMLM..JMl

......

<tL<*!li.tilt ,1/ii
.....

that the landlord, or the seller of the
goods, were to bring an action for the Rent, or the Price, before
the end of the three months, the tenant, or the merchant, would

Tho well known
reply that they were not in debt at all.
o Law is that Cre^LMnmp^d.may, ,be pleaded witter the
:

maxim
gentry I

^^^^yhich means that if a man sues another for an obligation
not yet due, he may simply
reply that he in not in dobt at all,
" In addition
Pitt Taylor
to thoHu
says
oxamplw,
observed that, whenever the defendant can show that

Thus Mr.
it

may be

m

no Debt ever existed before action
brought, he may do
under the plea of never indebted. For instance if the action be
ior goods sold and
delivered, he may defend himself under thii
that
piea by proving
they were sold on Credit, which wai tinin fact

expired

when

the action was

oomm^ced,"

Hence we st

DEBTS AS NEGATIVE QUANTITIES.
in this case,

the

i50

does not

from his present Property.
This then is the paradox.

Kent

mean

that

The Eight

it is

But though the tenant

is

:

and therefore

bound

to him, it is not to

therefore

be subtracted

to

to receive the future

the absolute Property of the landlord
in this case -f- means addition.
is

1

to pay the Rent, and it is
be subtracted from his present

Property, and is no diminution of
What then does it mean ?

it.

Mathematicians have since the time of Maclaurin given Debts
an example of " Negative Quantities, but they have never
given any satisfactory explanation of what is meant by this order
7

as

'

of Negative Quantities,

The explanation usually given is this a man's Property
may be considered as positive, and his Debts as negative subtract
hk Debts from his Property, and the remainder if any is his
And as the national Capital is the aggregate Capital of
Capital.
:

all the

individuals in

it,

according to this doctrine, in order to

find the quantity of property in the country, all the floating debts
in it would have to be subtracted from all the Property in

and the remainder would be the amount of national Capital.
So Peacock, the distinguished Algebraist, says- " If property
possessed or due could be denoted by a number or symbol with
a positive sign, a debt would be indicated by a number or
it,

sign, or conversely : such affections of
and
since
are
,
correctly symbolised by the signs
property
they possess the inverse relation to each other, which these signs

symbol with a negative

+

A

there be given a certain property
require : for if to a person
or sum of money combined or added to a debt of equal amount,
his wealth or property remains the same as before."

Now
call

in a certain sense those

modes of atatement may be

man were

going to retire from business, he would
in and discharge his liabilities, and the remainder, if any,

correct.

If a

would be his fortune.
But such a mode

of

statement

is

quite unsuitable for

Debts are a species of Property of the most colossal
are the subject of commerce, as much as any
and
magnitude,

Economics.
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Economic lias
other merchandise, until they are extinguished.
only to do with them while they exist^ and are the nubject of
commerce,

The

fallacy

of the

mode

of statement

of the writers we

have just quoted is evident, and is precisely tho one which we
have already pointed out was carefully provided against in the

For they evidently consider a Debfc to hi* i-ome of tho
Debtor's property Bet apart and pledged to the Creditor, and
therefore a diminution of the Debtor's
But this is
property.

Digest*

a most grievous error : a Debt is not part of th Debtor 'H
or goods affected with the Negative nign, but the

money

personal
DUTY of the Debtor to pay : and until the time of payment has
Hence while the
arrived, there is no BUTT and no DEBT.

Right

created on the exchange of the goods is an Economic
Quantity
which may be exchanged and aold any number of
times, an
indeed these writers admit, the Debt or
Duty is NON-EXISTENT

and lias no effect at all : hence tho
goods and the
Credit given in exchange for them, are two Economic
Quantities,
and may both be sold and transferred
any number of times.
or LATENT,

And

in Economics we have
only to consider tho number of
Economic QuantltieB, and their relations of
exchange.
We will give a very simple example to shew how
very
erroneous the method of stating the
question by Thornton {tnd
Cenraschi is.
Suppose a banker holds a merchant's acceptance
not yet due.
Suppose at the same time the merchant holds an
equal amount of the banker's notes.
Aceording to the method
of statement of these
writers, the mutual debts cancel each
other, and the result is
But this is

nothing.

erroneous

:

because

the

manifestly

banker may

ha pleaxoB put the
and the merchant

if

merchant's acceptance into
circulation,
put the banker's notes into circulation.
be two Economic Quantities in

same

effects as so

may

Hence thoro would
circulation, and producing the
much money. Hence in Economics thone

Quantities are not to be considered as
extinguished until they
are so in
But the name
reality.
may be eaid of
Economic

my

Quantity

:

when it is destroyed it is no
longer an Economic
The same principle is true with
or
regard to

Quantity.
Debt, as with

any other Quantity

:

m

loag

M

Credit,

it

md m
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it

is

it

is

extinguished, and only then

On

the

Meaning of
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an Economic Quantity
it ceases to be one.

the POSITIVE

:

when

and NEGATIVE

SIGNS in ECONOMICS.
9. We have now to explain the meaning of the Negative
Sign in the Theory of Credit, or Debt.

Two

Algebraists of the highest eminence have attempted to
the
explain
application of the Negative Sign to the subject of
Debts, or Credit, but they have fallen into exactly the same error
as Thornton and Cernuschi.
*'

The manner in which we generally calculate a
person's property is an apt illustration of what has just been said.
denote what a man really possesses by positive numbers, using
or understanding the sign
whereas his debts are represented
Euler says

We

+

by negative numbers,

or

,

by using

the sign

.

Thus when

it is

any one that he has 100 crowns but owes 50, this means
that his real possessions amount to 100
50, that is to say 50,
" As
numbers
be
as debts, because
considered
negative
may
positive numbers represent real possessions we may say that
Thus when a man has
negative numbers are less than nothing.
said of

nothing in the world, and even owes 50 crowns, it is certain that
he has 50 crowns less than nothing for if any one were to make
him a present of 50 crowns to pay his debts, he would still
:

be only at the point nothing, though really richer than before."
It is quite evident that Eiiler has, in this passage, fallen
into exactly the same error as Thornton and Gernuschi : namely
that of considering a Debt to be money pledged to the Creditor :

and so

affected with the

tinctly

shewn

that a

Negative

sign.

But

as

we have

dis-

D^^

that

"^Tt is quite easy to shew that the first paragraph is not a suitmode of stating the question in Economics. For suppose

able

man has 100 crowns, and that he is bound to pay 50
crowns one year hence: it would be quite inaccurate to say
For he
that his property is only 50 crowns, or (100
50).

that a

has the 100 crowns to

trade

witib

a 8

in

the

meanwhile, as his
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absolute property: and all that lie is bound to do is to
on a certain day at the end of the year 50 crowns to discharge

of the Debt may put it into circumay produce all the effects of money till it k
that there may be the 100 crowns and tho debt, of

But the owner

his debt.
lation,

and

paid.

So

50 crowns

And

it

as

simultaneously in

well, circulating

commerce.

be

correctly stated (100 7- 50)
it is quite clear that the 50 crowns are not to bo
subtracted from his present property.
by the Law of Conhis property

yet
crowns. Here

might

Now

must be true if we diminish the period of payment gradually from one year by small gradations of a day at a
time, till we reduce it to 0, or make the debt payable on demand.
The fact is that the expression is to be read this way- -he possesses
tinuity,

the same

100 crowns as his property, but coupled with tho DUTY of paying
50 crowns at some given time.
So in the second paragraph, when he posHCHSOB no crowns,

and owes 50 crowns, he

is said to have less than
This
nothing,
means that he is under the DUTY, or OBLIGATION, to pay
50 crowns, and has nothing to pay them with. Now let us
suppose that being in this position, as Euier says, some one makes
him a present of 50 crowns to pay his debt, he is clearly 50 crowns
richer than before, and yet his property is now
0.
This
only

clearly

=

an example of + X + giving +. Thus Euler is
right BO far
as he goes
but he ha manifestly stated only one half of the case,
Because there is another combination of
algebraical symbols
which gives +, namely
x
and there is another method
is

:

:

commerce of arriving at the same practical rewilt.
Suppose
his Creditor Releases him from his
debt, his property would then
also
and as in the former case, he would be 50 crowns better
in

=

off

:

than before.

Thus Releasing a debtor from the
Duty to
exactly equivalent to making him a present of
shews that the Eelease ( ) of a Debt
(
) is the
an Increase ( ) of Wealth (
x
), or that

+

-

+

pay money, is
money* This
samo thing aa

-

=

+

x

"-J-

;

a principle of the most momentous
consequence in modern

commerce.

Peacock has fallen into
exactly the same error
a Debt as Money or
Property owed which

siders

;

;

is

for he con-

exactly

tihtt
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error which the
pointed

Digest, Pothier, and other Civilians have so careout.
Peacock considers that the subtraction of a

is the change of the character or affection of
money
**xoney possessed : in which he is quite mistaken, for

owed

to

the sub-

traction of a debt

tKe

is not
changing the Eight in the money from.
Creditor (which does not exist) to the Debtor, but
simply

extinguishing the Debtor's Duty

1O. The

to

pay it.
Theory of Credit can only be
modern Algebraical doctrine of the

perplexities of the

"unravelled by the great
Separation of the Signs of Affection or Position and Operation.
"Writers who are not versed in Natural Philosophy have no
meaning anything but addition
conception of the signs + and
and subtraction, whereas the symbols -f s 0, and
have an
immense variety of meanings in Natural Philosophy, according
to the particular circumstances under which they occur : and

1

meaning, until we
of which they arise.
is founded on some single idea, or conscience
Every great
ception, or quality, which must be of the most general nature,
and every Quantity whatever in which that quality is found is an
element in that science no matter what other qualities are found
in it. Quantities therefore utterly dissimilar in every other respect

it

is

wholly impossible

to determine their

know the particular state of circumstances out

are elements

in that science, so long as the single

fundamental

found in them.
quality
Now as Economics is the science of Exchanges, or Vaii2.es, it
is
necessarily follows that every Quantity whatever, which
capable of being exchanged or valued, must be an Economic
no matter what its nature is, enduring or evanescent,
is

Quantity,
corporeal or

incorporeal.

But these
with opposite

Quantities in the various sciences may be endowed
and when they are so, it is universally
qualities,

tlie custom in Natural Philosophy to distinguish

them

kj the

.
signs 4" and
They are then called Signs of AFFECTION or POSITION
The instances of this which might be quoted from the various

Natural Philosophy are innumerable, and we will
and furnish analogies
a
only quote few to illustrate our meaning,
the
of
to guide us to the solution
perplexities of Economics.

branches of
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Geometry, in which it is necessary
to fix the position of lines, it is usual to take Bomo lixod point
called the Origin, and then lines drawn in opposite directions

Thus

fa Algebraical

from that point are distinguished by opposite wigns.
lines to the right of it are

called

Po&itivc,

Thus

if

and difltinguiBhed by

the sign +, then lines drawn to the left, of it are, called Negative^
If lines drawn up from it are
.
and are denoted by the sign
then lines drawn down from
the
-f
Positive and denoted
,
sign
it

by
and denoted by the sign

are Negative

two mechanical forces act
Positive and the other Negative.
If

So
called

one

Parliament the supporter** of Government

in

+, and

its

Now in many

opponents
of these canes

endowed with these opposite
but
and the result may be

effects^ that

is

the

called

may be

may happen that the, QuantitioB
qualities may balance each other,
it

it

:

is

.

would manifestly bo an error of
became under Homo circum-

the greatest magnitude to say that
stances these Opposite Quantities

at

.

in opposite, direction.s

may

notitraiino

each othor'H

same thing as saying that they do not oxint

all.

Suppose that on a division the numbers for Government were
and the numbers against Government #00. Then for

340,

purposes

practical

Government was 40
the

-\~

it
:

might be said that the strength of the
800 ncutraline the effect of

because the

But it would be clearly an enormous error to wiy
absolutely the same thing as saying that thefto 600
do not exist at all. It is perfectly clear that there are

300.

that that

members

is

640 Parliamentary units.
nuTnT)S^

It is

units

quite clear that to find the total
we must add the opposition to

the ministerialists, and not subtract them.
It is

cause a
"bill

an error of precisely the same nature to nay that, be100, and at the same time has accepted a
possesses

man

for j650 payable three months after date, there are
only j850
Economic Quantities. No doubt it might be said

in existence as

that for practical purposes the man's fortune was
only
the
100 and the
50 bill may loth circulate

50.

But

independently in

commerce
the

same time and hence while they do o, and
50 bill is. paid and extinguished tbe&eare j]5Q of

at the

:
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Economic Quantities. When the bill is paid and extinguished,
ceases to exist as an Economic Quantity.

it

Now this idea of Opposition is applied to a continuous
If any point be taken
or to motion in a continuous line.

11,
line

:

as 0, then the part of the line on one side
and the part on the other side by

may be

denoted by

-+

,

.

Thus in a thermometer some fixed point is taken as 0, arid
degrees above that point are called -f and degrees below
Wow if the mercury, passes from u certain number of degrees
.

on either aide of

0, to

any number of degrees on the other

side,

quite clear that in order to find the total number of degrees
pansed over, the degrees on both sides must be added together.
it is

is the Negative degrees must be added to the Positive
degrees and not subtracted from them.
The same idea is applied to TIME in Natural Philosophy,
which may be considered as motion in a continuous line. If any

That

Time bo taken, such as the prenent moment, or any fixed
then this point is denoted by 0, and Time on opposite sadas
Thus if we cal?
of this point will be denoted by opposite signs.
Time, wucli as years, before thin era -f or Positive, them Time
point in

era,

,

or Negative:
after this point will be
,
tervals will bo expressed thus-

....

and the success! Y

in-

+ 5, + 4,4-8, + 2,4-l,0,-l,-2, -3,-4,-5,..

where the sign 4- merely means that the years it is affixed to
means that the years
were before the given era; and the sign
it is affixed to wore after a given era.
It ia quite clear that if wo want to find the number of yearn
between any event which happened some time before this era, and
another event which happened some time after' it we must add
the number of years on both sides of 0.
Thus if the birth of Christ be the given era, or 0, the years
before Christ will be Positive and the years after Christ. Megatwe*
To find the number of years from the foundation of Roma to the
1875 years, or
add together -f 758 and
present time we must

2628 years altogether
12. As an illustration of the application of the Positive and
which will be
Negative signs to Time, let us take an example
*

very useful in Economics.
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A

father's age is 40,

twice the age

and

Jus son's 15,

when WAS

the father

of the sonl

Let x be the number of years before the present time, when
the father

was twice the age of the son
Then,
or,

Now what

40

- =2
a?

-

(15
10

a'=

does this Negative answer

a-)

mean ?

means that the father never was twice the age of the son
in Time past, which we have taken as Positive in the question.
The epoch of his being twice the age of his HOH is to be found in
It

Time opposite to the past : namely in Tim future. He was not
twice the age of his son 10 years ago : but he will be BO 10 years
hence as is very clear : for in 10 years the father will be 50
:

,

and his son 25.

Hence

if

any event be Positive which has happened

the same event

is

Negative

if it

is

to

happen

in
in

Time
Time

re.

13, These

illustrations, which might be Immensely extended
by examples taken from every branch of Natural Philosophy, are
sufficient to exemplify the doctrine which we have endeavoured

to explain that universally in Natural

Philosophy

the.

Negative

mean Negation or non-existence, but OPPOSITION,
sign
or CONTRARIETY, and that Negative Quantities have as real and
independent an existence as Positive onea, and are to be enu,

does not

merated separately and
independently, as Quantities in that
In fact absolute
science, to find the totality of Quantities.
Quantities have no sign at all : the Positive and Negative signs
are only introduced when some idea of
Opposition Contrariety,
,

or Inverseness occurs.

14. But moreover Inverse or Opposite Operations
may be
performed on these Quantities which are already affected with
these opposite signs.
And these Inverse or Opposite Operations
are also denoted
and
.
And the comby the same signs
bination of these opposite
with the
signs of opposite

+

operations

signs of opposite qualities affecting these Quantities, that is the

combination of the signs of Affection and
Operation give rUe to
the well-known
Algebraical rules
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^
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M
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These laws, which are universally applicable in Natural
Philosophy, are equally applicable to Economics, and are alone
capable of giving the solution of the Theory of Credit, which
has hitherto been the opprobrium of the science.
It will be found that there are Economic Quantities of Inverse or Opposite properties, and therefore, following the strictest
analogy with Physical Science, we shall denote them by opposite
signs

:

and

also opposite Operations

may be performed on

these

Opposite Quantities bringing into play the well known Algebraical rules, which will lead to consequences which may sur-

some of our readers.
Hence Algebra in general, and Commercial Algebra with
which we are at present concerned deals with QUANTITIES and
OPERATIONS, And whenever any of these Quantities, whatever

prise

their nature be, possesa any Qualities whatever, or are affected
by any relations of an opposite nature, they are distinguished by

+ and
Thus Time Past and Time Future; and

the opposite signs

.

therefore Product
which have been produced in Time Past, and Products which are
to be
produced in Time Future and consequently the EIGHTS to
these Products respectively : Active and Passive : RIGHTS and
DUTIES may all be distinguished by the signs + and
So among Operations Adding and Subtracting CREATING
and DESTROYING Receiving and Paying may be denoted by
the same signs + and
Hence if the RIGHT to DEMAND 100 be denoted by -f- jfilOO:
100 without any
the DUTY to PAY J100 will be denoted by
:

:

.

:

:

:

:

.

:

reference to any specific JlOO.
15. The use of the terms Positive
opposition

is

and Negative to denote
very commonly used by Jurists as well as by

mathematicians.

Thus Ortolan uses the terms Positive and Negative Rights to
denote Rights to acts and Rights to forbearances.
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But Duties
In its relation to a Right a Duty is Negative.
themselves are termed Positive and Negative: an there is the
to do something and the Duty to abstain from doing Bowie-

Duty

we have a Negative
say that in this case
shall
we
aa
presently find will he
sign within a Negative sign,
the case in Economics.
Hence we may

thing.

Arguing from these analogies in MalhenwticH and L,*iw, we
Economics to apply the terras Powitiva

are quite at liberty in

and Negative to Quantities and Operatic rw of oppoHitn qualities.
16. We shall now shew the application of thiwo principle h
lo Economics.
We have shewn that Property is u Right residing in the

^*

Now a man may have a Eight to some, Hpucific actually
existing thing, the produce of theps; and he may also have
the Eight to receive things which will only come into his possession at a future time, and some of* which may not oven coma
person.

into existence

some future time.

till

But each of tlieae

liights

in

Property, and they may each be bought and sold : and therefore
they are each Wealth.
Consequently the totality of a inanVt
Wealth is the SUM of the two kinds of Property. Now Inflowing
the ordinary analogy of Natural Philosophy, if wo denote* the
accumulated products of his industry already ivaltBwl by the

them

we may

sign

+, and

will

only come into his possession at a future

,

and
If

call

call

the prod note which
time*, by the
nigu

them Negative.

call

we have some

of products

Positive,

:

and

if

quantity like land which produces a nerioa
we take the present time as the given era,

which we denote by
then all the products which the land
has produced in time past may be called Positive
and all the
products it will produce in time future will be Negative.
:

:

But although these products will only come into existence at
& future time, yet the
Property or Right, to receive them whim
Hence the total amount
they do come into existence is PRESENT.
of Property in land comprehends the
Right to the produce of the
past, TOGETHER WITH the Right to the produce of the future : and
as the Property in the
produce of the past is INVERSE, or OPPOSITE, to

the Property in the produce of the
future,

if

we

call tht
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former POSITIVE, the latter will be NEGATIVE, strictly in accordance with the principles of Natural Philosophy,
Now suppose that we purchase an estate in land for .100,000:

where is the Value of our money ? Does it consist in things
which have a present existence? The veriest tyro would answer
certainly

not

Where then

is

the equivalent for the piirchase

money ?

When we

purchase an Estate in Jand we purchase the Right
produce of land arid labour, such as the

to the actually existing

houses, the timber trees, the crops on the ground, TOGETHER WITH
the Right to receive its annual produce for ever : a series of

products which will only come into existence at definite intervals
of time for ever.
Thus Property in land consists of two perdistinct
parts Property in the products of the past, and
fectly
:

Property in a series of products of the future, say
for ever, which may be represented thusExisting produce of land (

+)

.3,000 a year

TOGKTHKK WITH

,3,000,

8,000, <fcc. for ever.
Where the Negative Sign means that the products will only
come into existence at future definite intervals of time.

jB8,000-

But though the yearly produce of the land

come

will only

into existence at future intervals of time, the Property, or Right,
to receive them when they do come into existence is present, and

may be bought and

sold like a horse or

a

table.

That

is

to say,

each of these annual profits for ever has a PRESENT VALUE and
the purchase money of the land is niinply the sum of the PRESENT
:

VALUES of this

Now
profits is

aeries of future

payments

for ever.

the Right to receive any, or any number, of these future
an Estate in land and as the entirety of these Estates
:

belong to a number of different persons, we have the whole
legal doctrines of Estates in remainder, in fee, in tail, in reversion,
&c., with all their complications.

may

Again although this series of future payments is infinite, a
simple Algebraical formula shews that it has a finite limit.
When the usual Rate of Interest is 8 per cent., the total Property
in land is worth about 38 times its annual profit.
Consequently

we buy

the existing crop on the ground, only one part
the
remaining 32 are Incorporeal.
poreal,
if

is

Cor-
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Now when a purchaser has- bought laud, it rimy bo paid, without any very great metaphor, that it OWES him a series of payments
for ever : for he bought it merely in the belief of ite capacity
to

produce future

Hence we may

profits.

call

this

Right to

receive the future produce of the land, the CREDIT of the land
and of course by the notation we have adopted, it i NEGATIVE.

Now a

merchant, or trader of any

sort,

:

carrying on a profit-

an Economic Quantity which bears in many
a
strong
analogy to land. He may have aectimulated a
respects
but over and
quantity of money, the fruits of his past indiiHtry
able business, is

:

above his accumulated money, he posnesses his abilities, his skill,
and experience, his character, his capacity in short, or expectation
of earning Profits in the future, as he has already done in the
Thus the Value of a man aa an Economic Quantity, just
as the Value of land, consists in the Property in the productH of

past.

his past industry, together with the Property in the
his future industry, which of course, are INVERSE or

each other.

product*) of

OPPOSITE, to
chouse for the

And

as in the previous case if wo
designate the one, Money, as Positive,
the sake of: distinction designate the other aa

sake of convenience to

we may

for

Negative.

And
he

there are two

ways

in

which the merchant

may

trade

may buy goods by exchanging some

or the fruits of his past
industry
giving in exchange for them the'

money

at a future time

which

:

;

of his Property in money
or he may buy goods by
>

Eight, or Property to
be earned

demand

his industry.
This Purchasing Power of buying with a Promise to
pay instead
of with actual
money, is, as we have seen in popular language,

And

termed CREDIT.
chasing Power,

it

as

is to

Wealth

ie

by

anything which

evidently follows that

Money and

hat*

Pur-

Credit are

equally Wealth.

But as we have already seen that
Capital
Economic Quantity, used for the
of
purpose

is

any Wealth, or
Mxmuy and

Profit,

may be equally used as Capital.
as we have
already seen that Money and Credit are
INVERSE or OPPOSITE to each other,
Money may be called POSITIVE
CAPITAL, and Credit may be called NEGATIVE CAPITAL in strict
Credit

But

conformity with the analogy of Natural Philosophy.

A DUTY

A NEGATIVE BIOTT.

IS
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Now as far as we have gone, we have found the adapta
of the Negative Sign sufficient to explain the classification
of Property.
No one who has studied the Theory of the
17.

don

Negative Sign as developed by mathematicians within the last
century, can fail to see that the designation of Property in the
proceeds of the future by the Negative Sign, for the purpose of
contra-distinguishing it from Property in the proceeds of the
is strictly

past

analogous to

its

use in Physical and Mathematical

A man's

Property in the future earnings of his own
industry is as clearly a part of his Property, as his right to reap
And he may sell and transfer
the produce of his own land.
Science.

or trade with, and make a Profit by, or
as well as the other.

make

Capital

the one

of,

But as we have observed this general Purchasing Power, or
CKEDIT, of the merchant does not enter into Economics until he
actually does make a purchase, or effect an exchange with it ;
and when he does so considerations of a somewhat complex
nature arise and we nmst describe the facts in. order to see
how they are to be classified.
:

When a trader purchases goods with his Credit, or his
Promise to pay, the goods become his absolute Property, just as
if he had bought them with money.
But exactly at the same
instant that the Property in the goods is transferred to him, an
Obligation, or Nescum, or Contract is created between the two
parties, the

buyer and the

There

seller.

is

created in the person

seller, or the Creditor, the BIGHT to DEMAND
the goods at the agreed upon time and also there

of the

;

the person of the buyer or the Debtor, the
at the fixed time.

This Contract, or Obligation,
itself

the EIGHT to DEMAND and the

payment
is

DUTY TO PAY

therefore,

for

created in
for

contains

DUTY TO PAY: and

them

within
as these

two are manifestly INVERSE or OPPOSITE to each other, if the
For
Right to demand is POSITIVE, the Duty to pay is NEGATIVE.
a DUTY may manifestly be called a NEGATIVE EIGHT, just as a
Retarding force may be called a Negative Accelerating force

And

here at last we have found the true meaning of the expression
used by Mathematicians that Debts axe Negative Quantities
Contract, therefor*^
Property is a EIGHT, "but Debt is a DUTY.

A
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contains two opposite Quantities, the Eight to demand and the
Duty to pay : and as these are crested simultaneously, can only
exist simultaneously, and can only be extinguished simultaneously,
to Polar Forces.
they are closely analogous
of
the
error
Now
Thornton, Cernuschi, Euler, Peacock and
in
consists
this, that they consider the Debt to be
others,

many

of the Debtor's Money, or Goods,
specific portion
and pleuged to the Creditor,
separated from his other property,
error.
fundamental
The Debt
and
But this is a most important

an actual

already has been clearly pointed out in Roman
Law, by Pothier, and many others, is the PERSONAL DUTY to
to pay at a future time is
pay money and no doubt the Duty
as

wehaye shewn
:

created

futuro

:

it is not a Debt in prcscnti : it is only a Debt in
not a Debt or due until the period fixed for payment
And therefore until that period has conic, it may be

but

:

it is

has come.

And even supposing
treated as absolutely latent, or non-existent.
that the Debt is payable on demand like a banker's Notes, it

may

be treated exactly in the same way, until the Notes nro actually
But the Eight to demand, or the Credit,
presented for payment.
is the present Eight, or Property, of the Creditor, which may be
sold
fore

and transferred
it

is

"Res"

like

any other goods arid chattels, and there" Pecvnia " and "
A/ersc," and

Bonum"

forms the subject of a colossal commerce. And this Credit or
Right can only be extinguished by being reveHted in the peraon
of the Debtor from whom it originally emanated,

Hence the true definition of Credit

as an Economic Quantity, or
the Prjssent Rfyhjitoa Future Payment.
shall now see the importance of the error we have
just
If a Debt were Money, or Goods, in the. Debtor's
noticed.

an

article of

commerce,

is

We

possession, affected with the Negative Sign, arid

Creditor, of course if a

man had no money

Pledged to the

or goods, he could

not be in Debt, and insolvent, because he would have no
Monoy
or Goods that could be affected with the Negative
Sign, or be

But the Credit and the Debt are
nothing but a legal Bond between the two parties,, and are
nothing more than a PERSONAL RIGHT to demand and a PERSONAL

pledged to the Creditor.

DUTY to pay

:

a man may have no Money and yet be in Debt a6 100.

CREDIT

The
not.

may

Creditor's Right to

IS

WEALTH,

demand and
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the Debtor's

Duty

to

pay

quite irrespective of the fact that he has any money or
If the Debtor cannot pay Ms Debt the Creditor's
Eight
lose its

more than a

Value

but that does not destroy its existence, any
Money would be annihilated, if placed in a
could not be exchanged, and therefore, where it
:

piece of

where it
would have no Value. Smith himself says that if a guinea could be
exchanged for nothing, it would have no more Value than a bill
upon a bankrupt but that would not destroy its existence as a
So also in like manner, the Debtor's inability
material substance.

situation

:

to

pay does not in any way destroy

his

DUTY

to pay.

This Credit then being Property may be sold, exchanged,
bequeathed, or presented as a Donation to any one, precisely like

any other merchandise or like Money.
Hence by our very definition a Credit is Wealth.
But
the Debt is not Wealth, for it cannot be sold.
Many persons
would buy the Rujht to demand jfilOO, but no person would ever

dream of buying a Duty

to pay jfilOO.
So far as regards
Economics, or the Science of Exchanges, the Duty to pay is an
it is not a subject of sale or
absolute nullity
exchange. It in
:

no way impedes the Debtor's Right to sell any money or goods
he may possesn; and it in no way prevents the Creditor from
hence it is to be entirely neglected as an
selling MB Eight
:

Economic Quantity

Now

let

insolvent.

DUTY

to

by +

what

its

real effect is

we

shall see presently.

100, and

is
utterly
his Property is represented by
100 i.e. the
Tho Creditor's Right is of course represented
100.

Then

pay

100.

:

us suppose that a Debtor owes

Suppose that the Creditor presentw the Debtor with

demand as a Donation, as he may do to anyone else
Then the Debtor has now in, his own person both
or to him.
the Duty to pay .100 or
$100, and the Right to demand 100,
$100 +100 these two
or -f 100: his Property is then

his Right to

;

like -fa and
a
opposite Quantities, of course, cancel each other
on the same side of an Equation ; the Contract or the Obligation

He
extinguished : and the Debtor is now freed from his Debt.
0.
100 richer than before, though his Property is now
And it Is quite cleat that this result has been obtained,, not by

is

w now

=
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as Peacock
says,
changing Money owed into Money possessed,
because there has been no Money at all in the case bnt by th
Gift or addition of a Positive Quantity which cancelled the

the existence of loth
Quantity, and annihilated
Like Polar Forces they were created together and
they vanish together.
18, Hence -it must be carefully observed that in Economics

Negative

Quantities.

Money and Credit, both the possession of actual Money and
to demand Money from some one else are denoted by
100 means solely theZ)ty to pay money and of
but
-f ^100
The
course it is only the Eight which can cancel the Duty.

both

the Right

:

:

possession of

Money can never

cancel the

Duty

to

pay

it

:

for

then, of course, no Debtor would ever be bound to pay his Debts.
Hence it must be carefully observed in what caso 4- 1 00 will

cancel

^100

does so when 4-56100
do so when the +^100
any other person than the Debtor

in Economics.

denotes actual

Money: nor

denotes a Eight against
himself: because a person

It

never

will

may hold

it

another person's acceptance,

and yet be under an Obligation on his own acceptance.
It is
only in the case in which his own Creditor transfers to him the
Eight of action against /mnseZ/* that -f~;6 100 can cancel the
dSlOO,
and simultaneously annihilate the existence of BOTH Quantities.
This consideration which the slightest reflection on the
ordinary
facts of the

system of Credit will shew to bo obviously true,

of the greatest practical importance.
Hence we see that the Release of a
to

is

Debt is exactly equivalent

a Gift of Money, or to Payment.

This doctrine, which
and

is

enforced by

expressly laid down in Roman Law,
of the greatest importance in
must reserve its fuller consideration until we
is

all Jurists, is

commerce but we
come to the extinction of Obligations, or Credit.
10. We shall now shew the strict propriety of calling Money
:

and Credit Positive and Negative Capital.
We have already shewn that the true character of Money is
that it is a Eight to a future
payment and numerous Eco;

nomists have said the same thing.

u

a Duty.

And

this

a Right, but Debt
with
the commoja
exactly corresponds

Money

is

Algebraical doctrine that Quantities passing through 0, change

OUBBIT
flieir sign.

NEGATIVE CAPITAL.

IS

Because when a

man

has spent

all

97
his

Money,

his

and then runs into Debt, he has exProperty being then
hausted all his Right to demand ( 4- ) and has incurred a Duty to
?

pay (-).

Now
AND

a merchant's Purchasing Power consists of his Money
But he cannot purchase with his Credit without

his Credit.

inciimng a Debt that is without Incurring the Duty to pay for
the goods he buys with his Credit.
If he buys goods with Money and sells them again with a
:

Profit,

he

first

replaces the

Money he

laid out,

and the surplus

is

his Profit.
If he buys goodn with his Credit, and sells them as before,
with a Profit, he discharges the Debt he has incurred, and the

surplus is his Profit.
In either case his Profit consists in the excess of his Property
at the end of the operation above what it was at the beginning.
If

he trades with Mongj^J^
if he trades with
,

(^di^^Qjml^^j^^^

In boffi cases he

makes Pro-

hence by our definition both Money and Credit are Capital:
but as they are INVERSE and OPPOSITE to each

fits

:

coincidence of thought the early
not
comprehending the meaning of Negative roots of
Algebraists,

Thus in the problem we
equations, called them fictitious roots.
gave of the father's and son's ages, the answer came out Negative,
which merely shewed that the question should have been stated
and it should have
in the opposite way to which it was done
asked, when the father's age would be twice that of his son, inand therefore as the Positive sign in
stead of when it had been
that problem meant past time the Negative sign meant future
:

:

"But this root though Negative is equally a real root of
So also many writers seeing
the equation as the Positive one.
the effects of Credit, call it fictitious Capital, and Money real

time.

Capital.

But

the fact

root of the equation, it
inverse or opposite to it,

is

that, like the Negative,

is

equally real as the Positive root, only
CrjeditjQQiordj;

makes

ox*

fictitious,

Capital.,:of,
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It is

a matter of considerable interest to discover what i
which Money and Credit bear to each other In

the proportion

The

modern commerce.

however, which prevent
any reliable information are

difficulties,

private inquirers from
very great, and those opportunities

arriving at

which are presented by Par-

Crises are very rarely made
liamentary inquiries into Commercial
In the Iteport of
use of for any but their immediate purpose.

the Committee, however, of the House of Commons on the mnia
of 1857, there occurs an interesting statement by Mr. Robert
Slater.

Having analysed the operations of bin house

for

1856

he gave in the following statement as shewing the proportions in
which each million of payments arid receipts were made in
money, bank notes, and other Instruments of Credit
RECEIPTS.

.....
__
......

In Bankers' Drafts and Mercantile Bilk of Exchange
payable after date

In Cheques on Bankers, &c., payable on demand
.
In Country Bankers' Notes
In Bank of England Notes
In Gold
In Silver and Copper
In Post Office Orders

.

,

.*

R

633,f>06

357,7 5
1

9,627

000,938

08,564

.

28,089

.

.

1,4.8 (I

,

933
..__..

,

l)9,06tt

1,000,000

PAYMENTS,
Bills of

payable after date

By
Exchange
By Cheques on London Bankers
By Bank
By Gold
By

Silver

of

.

,

.

802,

.

.

(J03/J72

......

England Notes

and Copper

.

,

.

.

.

*

7- 1

22,743

0,427
1,484

88,654
1.000,000

Here we have
no reason

it

shewn

that in this grout house

which thor

suppose we may not consider a fair representative
of commerce in
general, gold' and silver only entered into the

ig

to
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DEBTfc*

to the extent of 3 per cent, and Bank of
England Notes
Jreceipts
to the amount of about 7 per cent. ; the
remaining 90 per cent.

I

I

|

I

K

*i

Of the payments, gold and silver were
only 1 per cent, and bank notes 2 per cent. : the remaining 97
In Scotland specie
per cent, being effected by mere Credit.

being entirely in Credit.

enters even in a far less degree into payments.
This may give
some idea of the stupendous power of Credit in this country.

On

the

TRANSFER of CREDIT or DEBTS.

21. Many persons when they see that a Bank note is transferred
from hand to hand like a piece of money, might think that any
Dther

Debt might be

Nevertheless there

sold or transferred with equal facility.
considerable subtlety about the sale o

is

Debts, or Rights of action, and it was only on November 1,
1875, that it became legal, in England for a Creditor to sell his
Debt without the consent of his Debtor, so as to enable the

Transferee to sue in his

We

own name.

of the rise and progress of the
Property is of two kinds-

power of

will give

a short sketch

selling Debts.

Property In a specific chattel (jus in r&) without being
any one else, called also Dovninium. When a person
such a sole and exclusive Right in a thing he may sell or

1.

related to
.has

any way he pleases. Money is
and hence a man may freely
sell arid transfer his own money, or any other chattel.
2. Property held in Contract or Obligation (jus in personam)
where a person has a llighfe, but in connection, with, or relation
transfer

it

to

any one

subject to this sort

else, in

of Property

:

;

to,

Home one. else.
But Property held in Contract
(a.)

is

of two kinds

Where
:

each party has Rights to receive and Duties to
such as the Nexum, or Obligation, between Lord and

perform
Vassal in feudal law
present time.
Contract.

This

:

or that between Master and Servant at the
is

termed a BILATERAL, or SYNALLAGMATIC,

and
(b,) Where there is only a Right to receive on one aid
a Duty to perform on the other : such as the relation between
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and Debtor, or Landlord and Tenant in modern times,
This is called a UNILATERAL Contract.
Now, formerly it was held universally that wherever ProCreditor

.

of either sort, neither party could
perty was held in Contract
substitute another person for himself, at his own will and
pleasure,
contract.

and without the consent of the other party to the

This rule must manifestly hold good in all Bilateral Conbecause, as each side has a Duty to perform, of course

tracts

:

the person who has that Duty to perform, camiot substitute any
one else to perform it, without the consent of the other party,
Thus so long as the feudal law retained its pristine rigour,
neither the Lord nor the Vassal could substitute any one else for

So in the case
himself without the consent of the other party.
a master cannot
of Master and Servant at the present clay
:

transfer his household to
as if they
stitute

were

any one

any one

else

cattle or slaves.

else in his place

without their

consent,

without hie master's consent.

The same
was

own

Neither can a Her van t sub-

principle originally held good
unilateral, as in the case of Creditor

when

the Contract

and Debtor.

The

Creditor could not transfer his Right of action against the Dob tor,
because the Debtor never agreed to pay any one except his own
Creditor.

It is

can contract

for

a rule of law and of

common

another without his consent

sense, that

no

man

Unless, therefore,

the Debtor had agreed with the Creditor that he might transfer
his Eight, the Creditor had no
power to guarantee his Transferee that the Debtor would pay him.

But, nevertheless, though this may be true in theory, the
party in an Obligation of this form who ha* the Right to demand
soon begins to insist upon the power of
transferring thia

Right,

like
this.

any other Property. And there is a very good reason for
For in the Obligation, or Contract, of Debt, there is mani-

festly

a strong distinction between the two
parties, the Creditor
The Debtor cannot substitute another Debtor

and the Debtor.

for himself, because the Creditor

may not have the means of
knowing the solvency of the substituted Debtor. Therefore by
the very nature of
things, the consent of the Creditor is indispensable to the substitution of a new Debtor,
As for inata&o*
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no one can compel his Creditor to take payment of a Debt in the
But the case of the Creditor is
notes of a country banker.
different.
If a person really owes a debt and has the means oi
paying it, it cannot make the slightest difference to him, whether
he pays it to A or to B, provided he can get a discharge for it,
and is not called upon to pay it twice over. Hence it is evident
that whilst the assignment of a new Debtor might seriously prejudice the Creditor, the assignment of a
real prejudice to the Debtor.

new

Creditor can be no

The Komans did not till a very late period adopt the practice
of recording the evidence of Debts in written documents, the
delivery of which is equivalent to the delivery or transfer of the
Credit

itself.

if the transfer of a Debt was to take place it
was necessary for the three parties the Creditor, the Debtor and
the Transferee to meet together, and then they agreed before

Accordingly

witnesses that the Creditor might transfer his Right against the
Debtor to the Transferee. When this was done the Creditor
was discharged from his Debt to the Transferee, and at the same
time he divscharged the Debtor from his debt to him. The contract established between the Transferee and the original Debtor

was termed a Novatio, and the assignment of the Debtor to the
When this
Transferee as a new Creditor was termed Delegatio.
transaction was completed the Transferee might sue the Debtor
in his own name, as there was now a privity of contract between
them.

But the Creditor could not

transfer his

Debt

to

any one

else

without the consent of the Debtor, because he could not undertake that the Debtor shoiild pay it.
In early Roman times no one could sue as attorney for
But in process o time thin rule was relaxed, and
another.

The Transparties were allowed to be represented by attorneys.
feree of a Debt was then allowed to sue as the attorney of the
Transferor.

But

in

by

""a

^

e necessity for this formality was
Constitution of the Emperor Alexander

t^6jroar22jt-

abolished and

SeveruB, the absolute freedom of the sale of
and consent of tibe Debtor was

recognised and
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And

allowed.

since that time a

Debt was

as freely saleable as

Law of all Europe.
any other chattel by the general Mercantile
an obscurity about the law of Bills of ExThis clears
up

It

change.

has sometimes been doubted when Bills of Exchange

were made transferable, as there are no words of transferability
But the fact is
in the earliest specimens of bills which remain.
of
words
no
that they required
transferability ; they were so by
the general law of the Roman Empire.
The rule of the Common Law of England with respect to
the transfer of Debts was exactly the same as that of Koine.

A

Creditor could not transfer his Right to any one el so BO a to
enable the Transferee to sue the Debtor in his own name, without the consent of the Debtor. But if the parties met and

agreed to the transfer of the Debt, then the Transferee* might sue
the Debtor because there was a privity of contract between

them.

It

was

the reign of

also held in

Edward

a

series of decisions

III. to

William 111 that

extending from
a Debtor, or

if

Obligor, gave a written instrument made; transferable to assignees,
then that the Creditor might transfer this instrument to any one
else,

and that the Assignee might sue the Debtor

in his

own

name.
If,

however, the Creditor transferred

MB Right

without the

consent of the Debtor the Transferee could not sue in hiu

own

name, but he might sue in the name of the Transferor,
Equity however adopting the law of the Pandects of Juntiniaii
always allowed the. Creditor to transfer his Right to any one else,
and would compel the Transferor to allow tho Transferee to sue

own name ; or if that was not possible for any reason, it
would allow the Transferee to sue in his own name*
Such was the state of the Law until the
of the

in his

passing
enacted that

Supreme Court of Judi<mtra
from the date of the Act teki^^Sc^e^uIei of

^^^^^^which

prevail over the Rules of

Equity should

Common Law wherever

they conflict,
This Act came into operation on
^g^^^Jmia^J87'5 ; on
which day the sale of Debts became
absolutely

and thus the

Law
in

of

224

all

AJ>.

Law

free^Enpand,

of England is now the same aa has been the
Europe since the Constitution of Alexander

'
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CBEDI'I.

of CBEDIT.

22* Credit, or Debt, 'then being 'an Exchangeable Right, 01An Economic Quantity, a Commodity or Merchandise, which may
be bought and sold, cannot of course, in that form, be the subject
.

The Greeks hit upon the plan of recording
a
material, and when this was done the Right
Right upon
itself was capable of manual delivery, like any other Chattel.

of

manual

delivery.

_

this

?

When the Right is recorded on paper, this paper is in English
Law termed an INSTRUMENT, and it must be observed that in this
case the

word Instrument bears a

technical

meaning which

is

often overlooked.

The word Instrument has two meanings which
distinguished.

Sometimes

by which something

it

means a

effected.

is

are often not

or means, or implement
Thus, Smith speaks of money
"
or " instrument of comtool,

" the
great instrument of exchange
merce." But also Bilk and Notes are often spoken of as " In" Instruments of
" Instruments of
struments," or as
Credit/' or

as

Debt."

Now it must be carefully observed that in the expressions,
" Instruments of Credit " and " Instruments of
exchange," the
word Instrument has two

distinct

meanings which are often

overlooked.
"
it signifi.es the moans by
In " Instruments of Exchange
which circulation or exchange is effected. In " Instruments of
"

means a Record, or Document, of the Debt.
the word Instrwnentum moans any evidence,
whether oral, or writ-ten, by which the Coiirt or a Judge is in-

Credit

In

it

Roman Law

Btructed as to the merits of the case, or informed of a fact.

Law however

it

is

restricted to written

In

vidence ? and

English
thus it is exactly equivalent to the word Document, which is any
It means
writing which teaches or informs the Court of a fact.

simply a written record.
This meaning is very

numerable examples we
manifest

by

common in English
may quote from Hallam
:

the instruments of both the kings

thus out of in" is
"

"

abundantly
by mutual
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instruments executed at Calais."

Thus

in these cases the

word

or Record.

means a Document,
Hence an Instrument of Credit or Debt, means any written
evidence of a Debt and in Courts of Law and legal treatises

instrument

:

these documents are invariably termed instruments.
Instruments of Credit are of lour forms.
1.

2.
3.

4.

Orders to pay money.
Promises to pay money.
Credits in banks, termed Deposits.
mere acknowledgment of a Debt usually called an

A

I.O.U.
persons feel a difficulty in admitting such things as
Bills of Exchange to be Wealth, seeing that they
But it must be observed that
are but so many pieces of paper.

Many

Bank Notes and

that is
not exactly the Paper Document which Is Wealth
is the Right
only the evidence or the Eecord of the Right it
itself which is the Economic Quantity or Wealth : it subsists

it is

;

and may be exchanged quite independently of any paper, and
even if the paper is destroyed, the Right is not destroyed : it
may be written on a fresh piece of paper, So many persons arc

many figures in a banker's ledger
figures are merely the evidence of the Rights

somewhat

startled at calling BO

Wealth.

But these

which exist in the persons o the customers of the banker, and
they may be put into circulation at any moment by means of
These Deposits, therefore, or Credits in bankers'
Cheques.
books, are in real effect so many Bank Notes, and if one be admitted to be Wealth the other must be eo too.
They are each of

them nothing but Transferable Rights of action.
These written Documents of Debt are often termed Instraments of Credit, and also Negotiable Paper but the former term
is far preferable because, since Bills of
Lading and Dock Warrants
have been made negotiable like Bills of Exchange they are
:

We

included in the

title of Negotiable
have pointed out
Paper.
the fundamental distinction between these two classes of
paper

documents, which is of the greatest consequence in Economies :
and it can only lead to confusion to class under one denomina-*
tion

documents of such

distinct natures

:

for us

we have shewn

BILLS OF EXCHANGE.
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Lading and Dock Warrants are not o

Bills of

Credit at

the nature of

all.

Instruments of Credit are in two forms. When a Creditor has
a Right of action against a Debtor it may be recorded in two
ways. I. It may be in the Ibrm of an ORDER from the Creditor
to the Debtor to pay him, or

any one else he may name. 2. It
a
PROMISE
be
from
the Debtor to pay his Creditor
may
emanating
or any one else he may name.

On

and PROMISSORY

BILLS of EXCHANGE

NOTES.

23. In its most general form a Bill of Exchange is a letter
from a Creditor to his Debtor, ordering him to pay (1st) a cer-

sum

tain

of money

(2nd) to a certain person

:

:

(3rd) at a certain

event.

The

definition of

a Bill of Exchange usually given

is essentially

A

to B
usually said to be an Order from
to pay C, or order, a sum of money.
Now it is true that all
Bills of Exchange are Orders to pay money, but all Orders to

defective

because

:

pay money are not

it is

Bills of

Exchange.

nature of a Bill of Exchange that it
should be addressed to the person who OWES the money as a
It is essential to the

be addressed to a person who merely holds
a BAILEE, TRUSTEE, AGENT, or
SERVANT of the writer, it is not a Bill but a DRAFT and there

DEBTOR.
the

If the order

money

as a DEPOSITUM, as

:

are most important
struments.

The

Economic

usual ibrm of a Bill of

distinctions

Exchange

287 15. 8.

between the two In

is

as follows-

London,

May

4,

1875.

Three months after date pay to myself (or A. JB.) or order,
the sum of Two hundred and eighty seven pounds fifteen shilling*

and

eight-pence JOT value received.

WILLIAM SMITE.
To Mr. John

Cox,

Liaendraper,
Siraiid,

Londoa.

1

J
I
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The

Creditor

the Debtor to

who

addresses the letter Is termed the

whom it is addressed
whom it is to be paid

is

Drawer:
and

termed the Drawee

:

is termed the Payee.
the person to
It is the payee's business on the first convenient opportunity
v

he has received the

after

to

it

the

Drawee

to

he will pay it. If he agrees to do so it in usual for him
"
"
across the face of
write his name with the word
accepted

know
to

letter to present

if

the Bill

he

:

is

then termed the Acceptor.

The drawer may make the

bill

payable either to himself or

If it were
or to a third person or to his order.
made payable to the drawer only, or to a third person only, with" or
out inserting the words
order," the bill before the recent
to

his order

:

could only be paid to the person named, and could not
else so as to enable him to sue in his

statute,

be transferred to any one

own name

that is it could not be NEGOTIATED, us it IB termed,
Such Instruments were said to be NON-NEGOTIABLE: whereas
Instruments made payable to the Payee, or order, wore said

to

be NEGOTIABLE, becaiise they might be transferred to any one

else.

But

this distinction is

now

abolished

:

any

Bill,

whether made

payable to order or not, may be freely transferred, and the
presentation of the Bill to the acceptor for payment is a sufficient

him of the

transfer of the Debt.
"
the words " or order
were inserted after the Payee's
he was obliged to signify this order by writing htB name on

notice to

When
name

the back of the Bill

person

whom

who does
it is

The
else

:

hence

it

is

called the

it is

called

an INDORSKMENT

INDORSEE

:

the

and the person

tc

delivered is called the INDORSEE.

Indorsee may, if he pleases, indorse

and

:

if

he makes

it

again to Rome one

to that

it

payable
person only, it is called
a special indorsement, and can only be paid to him : but if he
delivers it over to the Indorsee
simply with his name written on
the back, it is called a general indorsement, or an indorsement
in

;

Hank.

Its

effect is

to

make the

bill transferable

by mere

delivery, without any further indorsement, exactly like a bank
note or money, and the bill is then payable to Nearer like a
bank note.

Formerly indorsement was in aU cases necessary

to traogfer

EFFECT

<OT

INDORSEMENT,
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the property in a Bill or Note : but this has long ceased to be
the case in English Law.
It became the custom of merchants
in England, which lias long acquired the force of Law, that
any
Instrument of Credit indorsed in blank may be transferred by

simple delivery without any further indorsement.
It is however still the custom to indorse them on a transfer

few persons who would take them without
the effect of the indorsement is this that if

at least there are very

And

indorsement.
the bill

is

not paid by the acceptor at maturity, and if the owner
it
gives immediate notice to any or all of the pre-

or holder of

ceding parties to

it,

he has the right to enforce payment of

it

from them.

demand

payment must be made without delay,
24 hours after the fact of non-payment is known to the holder. If delay be made in notifying
the fact and demanding payment from the parties liable, they
are absolved, and the holder's remedy is gone.
Thus in modern practice, the indorsement is merely a limited
There is no other difference between

But

this

for

in almost all cases within

buying goods or money with a bill, with or without indorsement,
than between buying any other such article as a horse, a watch,
It is in all
or a carriage, with or without a limited warranty.
In the case of a bill taken without an indorsement,
cases a Sale.

or a horse bought without a warranty, the sale is final and
conclusive : in the case of a bill taken with an indorsement, or

a hors bought with a warranty, the sale may be cancelled if the
defect be discovered, and the demand made within the time
limited, otherwise it is also final and conclusive.

The general

rule of English

law

ment of Credit whatever, whether

it

now is that if any Instrube a Bank Note or a Bill of

Exchange, be taken in exchange for goods or money in any
transaction without indorsement: or if the period allowed for
making the claim in the case of an unpaid bill be suffered to
elapse, it is

a

final closing

of that transaction, and the receiver

has no remedy against the transferor, if the instrument is not
The payment w, in fact, in all respect* as valid and final
paid.
it
were
if
money.

m

Except only in the case of fraud, where the payer knew that
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the banker, or person,
bankrupt or insolvent.

whose Note or Bill he tendered was

" for
value
usual in English bills to insert the words
it
case
was said
In a recent
received," but it is not necessary.
"
"
that they have no more meaning than
your obedient servant
at the end of a letter.
It is

A
certain

Promissory Note

sum

of

certain event.

It is

is

an "absolute Promise to pay

(2ndly) to a certain person
usually expressed thus

money

:

:

(1st) a

(8dly) at a

London May 4th 1875.

:gl43,/4,,9.

Three months after date I promise

to

pay John

Stiles,

the

sum of one hundred and forty three pounds four

and

ninepence, for value received.

or order,
shillings

TIMOTHY GIBBONS.
In this case Timothy Gibbons

Note and John

Stiles the

is called

the

Maker

of the

Payee.

promissory Notes were in reality by the Common Law of
England as valid as Bills of Exchange, in fact formerly it wae
quite as usual to draw Bilk of Exchange in the form of Promises
pay as in that of Orders to pay. Thin however escaped

to

observation, and a strange idea took possession of Lord Holt and
the Court of King's Beach in 1691-1704 that Promissory Notes

were not recognised by the

Law

Law Merchant and

in consequence of these decisions

the

Common

the Act,

Statute 1704,
c. 8, was passed
placing Promissory Notes exactly on the same
footing as inland bills of exchange, that is making them transier:

by indorsement on each separate transfer.
In the case however of Bank Notes (by which in

able

Law

is

always meant Bank of England Notes), as these were always
payable on demand, and the payment was quite secure, the
practice of indorsement soon fell into disuse, and they passed from

hand to hand like money. In the case of private bankers of
good credit the indorsement was often omitted. But though
the ceremony of indorsement was omitted as
superfluous, that in
no way altered the character of the Instrument, and tht
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receiver of the Note took it entirely at his own peril, and ran
exactly the same risk as if he took any other Instrument of

Credit without indorsement.

On Banking
24. The
described

Instruments of Credit

of Exchange and Promissory Notes just
be called Commercial Instruments of Credit,

Bills

may

because they arose out of the transactions of merchants.

The

introduction of Banking into England gave rise to two new forms
of Paper, which may be called Banking Instruments of Credit.
The essential nature of " banking " is, as we shall shew here-

buy Money and Commercial Debts by creating Credit,
Debt payable on demand. When a customer had so much
Credit at his account, the Banker would if he wished it give him
a Promissory Note payable to bearer on demand, or at such
other time as might be desired this is called a Banker's Note.
Or the customer might write a note to his banker desiring
him to pay any sum at his Credit to any one or to bearer on
demand or at such other time as he named. This was formerly

after, to

or

;

called a Cash Note,

On

but

is

is

called a CHEQUE.

the LIMITS "and EXTINCTION of CREDIT.

25. In the preceding
Credit

now

sections

we have

clearly

shewn that

name

of a certain species of Incorporeal Property,
of tho same nature as, but inferior in degree to, Money :
the

which is
and that it fulfil H exactly the same functions as Money as a
Medium, of Exchange, or Circulation also that it is Property
cumulative to Money that is, it is over and above, or additional
:

:

to,

the quantity of

Money

shall exhibit the actual

in use.

In the following chapters

mechanism of the System of

Credit,

we
and

show how it is the great productive or circulating power of
modern times. Credit in fact is to Money what Steam is to
water and like that power, while its use within proper limits
is one of the most beneficial inventions ever devised by the
:

ingenuity of man,

its

minuso by unskilful hands leads to the
Credit like steam has its limits ; and

fearful calamities.
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we have now

to Investigate the proper Limits of Credit,

various methods

by which

and the

may be

It is
extinguished.
those
terrible
which
CREDIT
UNEXTINGUISHED
produces
monetary
and desolation among natiotm. It
cataclysms which scatter ruin
is

by the

it

excessive creation

of Credit that over-production

is

brought about, which causes those terrible catastrophes^ called
Commercial Crises and the inability of Credit-nhopa to extinguish
the Credit they have created
commonly called the failures of
Banks is the cause of the most terrible social calamities of
:

modern times.

The

true Limits of Credit

Because

o the word.

And

future.

all

may be

Credit

ia

seen

from tho etymology

a Promise

that "something," whatever

to

it.

pay something

be, is the

in

VALUE

That something need not bo Money. It may
The practice o interest, or usury, was in force
It may be a promise to do Homebefore the invention of Money,
As an example of this we may take a postage, stamp, which
thing.
And this service is the
is a promise by the State to carry a letter.

of the promise.

be anything

else.

Value of the stamp. Now every one known that a pontage stump is
a valuable thing.
It passes currently as email change.
People
take postage stamps as equivalent to pence, hocautio they often
wish to send letters by the post. Postage stamps arc Credit and
the regulation that they may be converted into money at any post
:

office

makes them

country.

in all respects part of the
in fact Id. notes,

Currency of the

They are

The only real difficulty in the case IB to comprehend that
"Promise to pay" is independent exchangeable pro-

the abstract

perty, quite distinct from the thing itself; and
commerce, just the same as the thing itself.

it

may

circulate in

Every one can see
the truth of this by his own experience who sees Bank
Notes,
Cheques, Bills of Exchange &c. circulating to tho amount of
hundreds of millions, and performing the functions of
Monty.
But of course, it is manifest that the VALUJB of tho Promise
is the THING itself: and
consequently if the thing itself fails, the
Promise has lost its VALUE. This
at
consideration, therefore,

once indicates the Limit of Credit.

what

it is

in its best

pay money,

it

is

Assuming Credit to be,
in this country, tho Promise to
clear that every future
payment liaa

known form

quite

THE LIMITS OF OREBIT.
a.

Ill

Value,
Consequently whenever the possession of
a future time is actually certain, the Right to receive

Present

Money

at

.

an exchangeable Property, which may be bought and sold.
Commercial Credit, however, does not rest upon so solid a

it is

basis as the certainty of being in possession of Money, for then it
would be as safe as Money itself, and losses would be unknown.

based upon the expectation of receiving

It is

time,

A

trader

upon the reasonable expectation
for

Money

Money

buys goods, and gives his Promise

before the

bill

to

that he will be able

becomes due

:

at

a certain

pay money,
to sell them

or at least that he will

That is he produces^
or brings arid offers them for sale, in the hope that they will be
consumed or bought. If he brings forward for sale more of
any species of goods than is suitable to the circumstances of the
be in possession of Money before that time.

time, BO that they cannot be sold at all, or if they are obliged
to be sold at a lower price than they cost, that is over-production.

He must
poHsess,

then pay his Bills out of any other means that he
if he has no other means he is ruined,

may

and

In times of great speculation, and great fluctuation of prices,
is an exceeding danger of over-production by means of

there

Credit, especially

by that abuse of

it

called

Accommodation

A

new channel of
Paper, which we shall describe hereafter.
trade ia opened perhaps, and the first to take advantage of it
make great profits. Multitudes of others, hearing of these
all dealing on Credit.
The market is overand prices tumble down, and the Credit created to
Not only are
carry on these operations cannot be redeemed.
the .speculators ruined, but also frequently the Banks which

great profits, rush in,
stocked,

by discounting those bills.
Bunks and Bankers who create Currency
by means of their Credit, either in the form of Notes, or

created Credit

The

institution of

Deposits, gives a great extension to the Limits of Credit.
nevertheless the Principle of the Limit remains the same.

But,

The

increased quantity of Currency they can issue by means of their
These
Credit, enables them to lower the Rate of Discount.

Bank

Credits take the place of Money, and serve the purposes
When a banker has
all internal transactions.

of Money, for

created theso Credits, or Debts,

by buying Commercial Debts

s
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those

who

are indebted to the banker

must obtain a

sufficiency

7

of Money, or of other bankers notes, or of the Banker's own
If this be done the
Notes, or Credit, to discharge their Debt.
Credit has been sound: payment in all these forma being
absolutely
excessive,

always returns into

On
26.

Hence we

equivalent.

no matter what

its

see

that

Credit

absolute quantity

is,

is

never

so long as

it

itself.

the EXTINCTION of CREDIT or DEBTS.

We have now to consider the various methods by which
Credit being the Right to
extinguished.
be paid or done, of course the Payment or the

or Debt, is

Credit,

to

something
Performance of the thing promised extinguishes the Credit, or
Commercial Credit in this country is always expressed
Debt.
and it is often supposed that Bills of
to be payable in money
:

Exchange are always paid in money. But there are several
methods by which Credit is extinguished besides payment in
money. And in this country the quantity of Bills of Exchange
which are paid in money is infinitesimal compared to those paid
in other ways.
We have now to examine the various methods
of extinguishing Obligations
1.

2.

3.
4.

:

these are

Release, or Acceptilation.

By
By Payment in Money.
By Renewal, Transfer, or Novation,
By Set off, or Compensation.

On

RELEASE or AOOBPTXLATIOW.

27. Euler, as have seen above, says that if a man has
nothing in the world and even owes 50 crowns it ii certain that
he has 50 crowns less than nothing. He also says that if
one

any

makes the Debtor a present of 50 crowns to pay his Debt, he
would still be only at the point 0, though really 50 crowns richer
than before.

Euler is right so far
half the case : because
another

way %

$

but as
the

we observed he has only

same

result

may be

stated

attained

in

THE RELEASE OF

DEBT

A

IS

A GIFT.
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Suppose his Creditor Eeleases him -from Ms Debt, his Property
would then
0, and he would also be 50 crowns richer than

=

before.

Hence this example shews that the Release of a Debt is exA principle of great
actly the same thing as a Gift of Money.
*

importance in commerce.
So it is said in the Digest " He gives a profit to another who
frees him from an obligation
he who is freed is made richer,
:

although nothing is truly added to him
that nothing is taken away from him.""

And

"

also

He who

is

freed

have gained something."
So Pothier says " A Release

is

:

yet he

richer in this

from an obligation seems

Von Savigny " A simple contract or
Debt may be the subject of a Donation."
u The increase of Wealth
may result from

is

always classed

the Release of a
a Credit given to

the Debtor, or the Release of a Debt."
"
Every Release of a Debt enriches the Debtor.
of the Donation

the Debtor

is

to

a Donation."

So also Ortolan " The Release from a Debt
as a Donation in Roman Law."
So

is

The amount

always equal to that of the Debt, even though
insolvent.
Although the Release from a Debt
is

destined never to be paid seems a thing of no consequence, the
augmentation of Property does not the ]ess exist. In effect not

only does Property represent a quantity always indeterminate,
but its total Value also can either be Positive, or Negative,

[Negative Property is a Negative Right i.e. a DUTY or DEBT].
the diminution
If, then, Property is reduced to a Negative Value,
of minus is, in Law, a change identical with the increase of plus
for a Positive Value."
"
of a

the

Debt always constitutes a Gift equal
The Release
amount of the Debt, even though the Debtor is insolvent."

to

This vesting of the Might to tf^wjjtfj^^
the same person was .^Udj5gg/?mo in Roman Law.
<

extinguishes aTDebt has given rise to much
subtle speculation, and for centuries has puzzled Divines and
For the Divines alleged that a Right once created canJurists.

not be destroyed

;

and the Jurists said that the Right being transsI
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ferred to the Debtor, lie cannot sue himself,

Debt

is

an i, therefore,

thf

extinguished.

This explanation, however, is
many cases a man can sue himself.

not;

satisfactory,

He may

becauae

in

two characters;

fulfil

and in one character he may sue himself in another character.
And moreover, this would shew only that the I light was in abeyance not that it was extinguished. And Jurists have shewn that
there are cases in which the Eight and the Duty have afterwards

The
separated, although they have vested in the same person.
considerations however we have presented will give a complete
solution of the -case.

The Eelease

of a

Debt may take

effect in

two ways

:

either

as the Creditor agreeing to destroy his Right; in which ease the*
Duty is destroyed with it : or else as the Grift or Transfer of his

The practical result, of
the same either way, and the operations may be ex-

Eight by the Creditor to the Debtor.
is

course,
hibited thus.

Of course Creating and Destroying being
Hence to
may be represented by + and
.

Inverse Operations
Create a Debt may

be denoted by + (
50).
Debts are always created by an exchange.
Suppose that a
man incurs a Debt of 50, by borrowing 50. As it IH a
Mutuum, the 50 become his Property but at the
same

very

;

time is created the

Duty to pay them: consequently his Property

be represented thus
50 + ( - 50), or 50
50, i.e. he
50, but also coupled with the Duty to
&Q.
pay
50 : he will then be in Debt
Suppose he wastes or spends the

-

will

possesses

50, or his

50,
Property will be
Create a Debt be denoted
by -f (
50) then of
course to Destroy or Cancel a Debt will be
denoted by
f
^
J

Now

if to

50).

But -(-50)
as

-

=+

50.

Which shews that to Cancel
to make a Gift of so much

a Debt is
exactly the

same thing

money.

If therefore the

Creditor releases or cancels the Debt of
then the Debtor's
Property is
50.
(
That is he
50) or
is now
50 richer than he was
before, though Ms Property
it
**

- -

+

WHEN + 50 CANCELS
Let us now take

it

the other way*

action, being a Chattel, Goods, or
ject

~50.
The
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Credit or Right of
may be the sub

a Commodity,

of a Donation, or Gift, exactly like any other Chattel, or

Goods, 'or Commodity. The Creditor may present his Right of
50, as a Donation to his Debtor as well as to any one
Action,

+

the Debtor's Property will be
50 + 50.
These two Quantities cancel each other exactly like-f a and a
on the same side of. an equation, and they vanish together.

Then

else.

The Right

not in abeyance,

is

the 4-

50 ceases

the

50, or the

to exist as

Debt

:

and
absolutely extinguished
an Economic Quantity as well as

it is

:

and thus the Obligation

is

absolutely

extinguished.
to

But it is only in the case in which the person has the Eight
demand from himself as well as the Duty to pay to himself}

that the Contract

may be

is

represented

=

extinguished.

50

by

+

Because a man's Property
50,

and

therefore, for practical

0, and yet these two Quantities will not expurposes, only
or
each other.
cancel
tinguish

50, and at the same time holds
Suppose a person owes A
50 of a banker's Notes. In such a case Ms Property is 50
50
but in this case the
and
50, and in substance=0
do not cancel each other, and the + 50 is not extinguished as an
Economic Quantity. For he may pay them away in commerce.
100 of another banker B's
Suppose a Banker A holds
Notes: and B also holds 100 of A's Notes. Then the Property
of each banker is + 100
100 : but in such a case the+lOO
and the
100 do not cancel each other: and though it may be

+50

:

said that tho Property of each banker, so far as these Notes are
concerned is
200 of Economic
0, yet there are in existence

=

Quantities.
it must be carefully observed that it is only when the
and
Right
Duty emanate from the same source, and when they
are again revested in the same source from which they emanated,

Hence

that they are extinguished arid cancelled as Economic Quantities,
will only mention another case in which the Release of a

We

Debt

is

equivalent to a

issues Notes

which

Bank proposes

Payment in Money. Suppose a Bank
among the public. Suppose the

circulate

to increase its Capital ,
i 2

and

invites subscriptions,
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Then

if

the holders of

its

Notes wish to subscribe, they

may

pay

own Notes to it as their subscription. That is they
and this is increase of
the Bank from its Debt to them

the Bank's

Release

:

Capital to the

Or

i

Bank.

a customer of the

Bank wishes

to subscribe

he simply

that is he Releases
gives the Bank a Cheque on his account :
the Bank from its Debt to him and that is increase of Capital
:

payment of so much Money.
"Release has the same effect as Payment/'

to the Bank, exactly as the

Digest says

On PAYMENT

As

the

in MONEY.

28. The preceding considerations will easily explain how a
Debt is extinguished by a Payment in Money : which very few
persons have ever thought of.
Suppose a person possesses ^100, but owes

50

:

then his

Property will be represented by j2100jfi50.
His Creditor's Right to demand will be represented
f>0
by
When the Creditor demands payment o the Debt, an ex-

+

The Creditor transfers to the Debtor Iris
demand +50, and the Debtor gives the Creditor 50

change takes place.

Eight
in

to

money.

-50

The Debtor's Property is then
50
+ 50 : or 50 in
Money, together with the Right to demand 50 from himself and
the Duty to pay
50 to himself. These two Quantities cancel
and extinguish each other as before the
Right to demand, -f
50, is now extinguished as an Economic Quantity, and the
:

Debtor's Property is
The transaction

now
is,

50.
therefore,

shewn

to

be a Salo or an

Exchange.

Thus as the Obligation, or Contract, was
originally created
by the Loan, or Sale, of the Mutuum, it is annihilated by the
Sale or Exchange called
Payment. Hence the Obligation wan
created by one
Exchange, and is annihilated by another.

ON NOVATION*

On RENEWAL
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or TRANSFER, or

29- The term Novation, in Roman

Law was

stituting a new Obligation for the former one.

applied to sub-

But

this

took

two ways
1. When the Debtor himself gave a new Obligation, which
the Creditor accepted in lieu of the former one, which was thereby

place in

This

cancelled.

is

by us Renewal.

called

When the Debtor transferred to

the Creditor an Obligation,
or Debt, or Credit, which was due to him from some one else :
if the Creditor agreed to receive this, he
thereby discharged his
2.

own Debtor, and agreed to
and then

take the Debtor's Debtor as his Debtor :
Debtor was discharged -unless he retained his Bight

his

against him as a surety.
familiar instance of this

A

is

where a person pays his Creditor

by giving him a banker's Notes.

If the Creditor consents to re-

ceive them, his Debtor is discharged,
Debtor to the new Creditor.

Or suppose
of the

on his

account.

account to another.

from his Debt

When
Debt,

it

is

now

the

that a Debtor and his Creditor are both customers

same bank.

Transferee,
Transferee.

and the banker

The Debtor gives his Creditor a Cheque
The banker transfers the Credit from one
That is a Novatio. The banker is freed

to the

Transferor, and becomes Debtor to the
is freed Irom his Debt to the

and the Transferor

the Debtor expressly consented to the transfer of the
called a Delegatio, and the Debtor was said to be

was

Delegatus.

The Novatio was also called Tramfusio.
The Novatio was the same thing as a Payment in Money.
As is said in the Digest " The term Payment includes
only Payment in Money, but also the Transfer of a Credit."
This kind of Novatio
merce, when

effected

by

is also

termed an " Exchange

"

not

in com*-

persons living in different places.

A

person living in one place may be Debtor to one person living in
another place and Creditor to another person living in the same
place.

If these

Debts were to be

settled

by Payments

m Money,
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.THE

OF

it would
require two transmissions at considerTh matter may evidently be Bottled by the
expense.
Creditor living in the first place giving his Creditor living in the
other place an order upon his Debtor living in the same place.
It is

evident that

able

same thing in principle as a person paying a
Cheque on his banker. The mass
of reciprocal transactions of this nature which takes place between
different countries is called the Foreign Exchanges, a subject we
shall have to investigate fully in a future chapter.
It is exactly the

Debt by giving

his Creditor a

On

SET-OFF, or

80

If two persons are
mutually indebted, each may claim
Debt he has against the other shall be taken in payment
of the Debt he has to pay.
If the mutual Debts are equal, ouch
is payment of the other, and the
parties are released by Bet Oil* or
Compensation. If one Debt is greater than the other, a payment
that the

Money of the balance only is necessary.
We will now give a few examples of the operation o
pensation in the modern system of Credit,
in

Com-

Suppose that two bankers issue Notes, and each banker gets

an equal quantity of the other's Notes. Then of
course each has a Eight of Action,
1 00,
my, against the
other, on the other's NoteB, and each has a
Duty to pay,
-100, his own Notes. While the Notes o each are in the
hands of the other, &ere are of course 200 of
Rights of Action,
or Credit, or Debts, or Economic Quantities in
existence.
But
when they meet to adjust the payment, each transfers to the

possession of

+

other the Eight of Action he has
against him,
and payment of the Debt due from himself.

in satisfaction

By

this

means

each has the Eight of Action
against himself, and the Duty to
pay himself. And thus as we have seen already both
Contracts,
or Obligations, are
200 cease to exist as
extinguished; and the

Economic Quantities*
So as another
example, we may take the case of a banker
discounting a merchant's Acceptance, and
toning Notes, Suppose that when the merchant's Acceptance feUs due he has
goi

ON COMPENSATION.
into
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an equal amount of the banker's Notes*
the banker demands payment of the merchant's Accep-

bis possession

When

merchant tenders him an equal amount of his own
Each, then, has now got the Right of Action and the
Duty to pay himself, vested in himself: and consequently the
two Contracts or Obligations are annihilated.
tance, the

Notes.

Or suppose

two merchants have given Acceptances to an
and
equal amount,
payable on the same day, and that each
falls
into
the hands of the other merchant.
Then on
Acceptance
that

the day of payment each tenders to the other his own Acceptance
in payment of the Debt due from himself.
Each has then the

Eight to demand from himself and the Duty to pay hiznsel ?
vested in himself: these two Quantities cancel each other as

and the two Contracts or Obligations are extinguished.
that a banker discounts the Acceptance of one of
his customers
on the day it falls due he simply writes off from
before,

Or suppose
:

his customer's account the

amount of

his

Acceptance.

these two Debts mutually cancel each other as before.
The earliest instance of which we are aware of the

of Compensation being carried out on a great seal

is

Thus
Theory

mentioned

niorning star of modern Economic science.
nature
and use of Money lie shews how
PointmgouTiEeTarue
Credit supplies its place, and describes the fairs at Lyons where

by

%i^2^^^

^ne

The merchants inmaking their bills payable every three months or so, by
which they would have had to keep a large stock of bullion unemployed ready to meet them, made them payable only at tho
The bills circulated throughout the country, and
fair of Lyons.
the merchants used to balance their Debts.
stead of

At a certain period
got perhaps covered with indorsements.
fair
the
met
for
a
the
merchants
general settlement of
during
accounts : and Boisguillebert saya that by this means transactions to the

amount of 80 millions were

settled

by simple Com-

pensation, without requiring a sou in money.
Thus we see what a prodigious extension of the system of
Credit, the means of extinguishing Credit by other methods than

payment in money
created,

gives.

exchanged or

And

sold,

and

having explained how Credit
ejctinguiahed,

we

shall in

Is

the
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two following chapters exhibit the mechanism of the great System
of Credit.

The System of Credit is divided into two groat branches,
Commercial Credit and Banking Credit. In the first, merchants
buy commodities by means of Credit, payable at a certain time

The second

where bankers buy these Commercial
or
Credits, by creating Credits of their own payable on
Debts,
demand. Commercial Credit is always created terminable at a
fixed time, and is always intended to be extinguished at that

after date.

is

Banking Credit is usually created payable on demand,
But it is not
must be capable of being paid, if demanded.
on the contrary it is created with
intended to be extinguished
the hope and expectation that it will not bo extinguished, but
that it will continue in existence and do duty as Money.
There
is no
It may be
necessity that it ever should be extinguished.

;

;.

,';

^

[time.

'and

:

from one account to another in the same bank, and
from one bank to another to the end of time.
It ia
perfectly
transferred

possible that

present day,

much of the Banking Credit which
may have been originally created by

it

this country, and there is
should not continue to the end of time.

expensive machine to purchase and keep
Credits cost nothing to create,
destructible.

>!

,1

'j

{
I

\

tho very first
no need-wary reason

banks founded in

why

exists at the

i

]

up

is a very
but Banking

Money
:

and they may be absolutely

f

inj

<

OH COMMERCIAL CREDIT.

CHAPTBK

V,

ON COMMERCIAL CREDIT.

GOODS or commodities

in the ordinary course of business paw
the
hands
1st the foreign importer: 2dly
through
following
the wholesale dealer: Sdly the retail dealer: 4thly the customer or consumer. To the first three of these persona these
1.

goods are CAPITAL

them

lor the

because they import, manufacture, or
purpose of selling them again with a profit

buy

;

:

the

The price
fourth buys them for the sake of use or enjoyment.
the ultimate consumer pays for them, must evidently be sufficient
reimburse the original expense of production, together with
the profits of the three succeeding operations.
Now leaving out of the question at present how the importer
to

of the goods gains possession of them, which concerns the foreign
if he
trade of the country, which we do not touch upon here
sells the goods to the wholesale dealer for ready money, he can
of course immediately import or produce a further supply of
goods in the room of those he has disposed of. In a similar way

the wholesale dealer sells to the retail dealer, arid if he were paid
in ready money, he might immediately effect further purchases

from the merchant to supply the place of the goods he had sold.
So also if the retail dealer were always paid in ready money by

might replace the part of his stock that was sold:
everybody had always ready money at command, the
atream of Circulation or Production, might go on uninterruptedly

his customer he

and

so if

Consumption or Demand, might allow.
This however is not the case. Few or no persons have

as fast as

always ready money at command for what they require. Very
few traders can commence with enough ready money to pay for
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all

their purchases ; and If tlie stream of circulation or prod-acwere to stop until the consumer had paid for the goods in

tion

money,

it

Now
r

f
tf

would be

let

vastly diminished.

us suppose that the merchant, having confidence in

y,/^**the character of the wholesale dealer, agrees to sell the goods to
him, but not to demand the money for them till some fcime after-

<

'fct^;
1

He accordingly parts with the Property in the goods
to the wholesale dealer, exactly as if he had boon paid in money,

wards.

and receives in return the Right to demand payment at some
Now the very same circulation of goods has

I

time after date.

^
*".

(Ji

i
*%

^

The only
taken place as would have been caused by Money.
difference is that the actual payment is postponed,, and for thip
the merchant charges a certain price.
Thin Debt may be
recorded in two ways: it may be simply recorded in the
merchant's books, or else in a Bill of Exchange*,.
But it is quite
clear that the Property is absolutely the sumo in whichever form
it is,

though one form

may have more

conveniences than the other.

In a similar manner the wholesale dealer
to

the retail

dealer,

forms, like the

and

first,

this

either

as

may

sell for

Debt may be recorded
a Book-debt, or in a

Credit

in
Bill

two
of

Exchange. As in the former case, the same Circulation, or
Production has been caused by Credit aa by Money.
Lastly

may sell to his customer on Credit, and this
be recorded in two forms, cither as a Book-debt,
or as a Bill of Exchange.
In this latter case the Debt is very
seldom embodied in a Bill of Exchange ; it most
frequently rests
the retail dealer

Debt may

also

as a Book-debt.

But

in this case as well as in the

Credit has had precisely the

the goods.

same

Hence we

effect as

same

effect as

see that Credit

Money

former ones,
in circulating

has had precisely the

in circulating the goods from the merchant
Moreover we see that the passage of the

Money

to the consumer.

goods through these various hands lim generated a Debt at each
transfer.
Supposing the merchant sold the goods for a Debt of

100 to the wholesale dealer, the wholesale dealer would
140 to the retail dealer, and
probably sell them for a Debt of
the retail dealer would sell them to different customers for Debts
not less probably in the whole than ^200. Hence we see thaft
the successive transfers of the same
goods

have generated Debts
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thereby exemplifying the distinction
out
between Credit and Bills of Lading :
pointed
the goods had passed through twenty hands, the same
:

we have already
because

if

Lading would always have accompanied them.
2. Now the Debt for which the merchant sold the goods to
the wholesale dealer is no doubt valuable Property to him,
because he known that it will be paid in due time. It may
moreover be exchangee! for anything else, like any other proBut it is of no immediate use for
perty, if any one will take it.
what the merchant 01 manufacturer probably wants at the time,
namely, Money to buy more goods, or to pay wages &c. Moreover though he may be quite satisfied as to the safety of the
Debt, from his knowledge of his customer, it does not follow that
others who don't know him will.
Consequently such a Debt
would not be well adapted for general circulation, and therefore
In a similar
it would be of no use towards further Productionway the Debt for which the wholesale dealer sold the goods to
the retail dealer, would not bo well adapted for general circulation and therefore could not conduce further to Production.
The Debts due by customers to retail dealers seldom do conduce
to further production, because they are most frequently merely
in the form of Book debts.
Now the merchant would probably sell to a great number
of wholesale dealers whose Debts would fall due at different
times, and therefore a certain stream of money would always

Bill of

be coming in to enable him to continue Production.
Similarly
sell to a great variety of retail dealers

the wholesale dealer would

whose Debts would fall due at various periods, and so a certain
stream of money would always be coming in to enable him to
continue Production.

Similarly the

retail

dealer sells to

a

great variety of customers, a great many of whom pay him ready
money at the time of the purchase, as casual buyers, and his

customers too pay him money, by which he can continue to
make purchases and keep up the stream of Production. And
therefore this would greatly facilitate Circulation or Production.
Credit so far even as this would be of great assistance to Production, and the vast amount of it generated in this manner

would be valuable Property

to its

owners.

But

it

is

manifest
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would be of no further immediate use to them. It
much dead Htock.
might therefore be aptly compared to so
The next grand improvement would be to make this dead stock

that

it

The next great step is to make
or exchangeable.
the Debts themselves saleable commodities : to sell them either

negotiable,

money, or for other Debts of more convenient amount,
and immediately exchangeable for Money on demand, and therefore equivalent to Money.
3. There are two clashes of traders whoso especial business
is to buy these commercial Debts, and so to give activity arid
to this enormous mass of valuable property, and to
^circulation
for ready

convert
first

it

from dead stock into further Productive power. Tho
BIIL DISCOUNTERS i.e. luii&rs

class of these traders an? called

*w

vi ,>!-

'

'

-"

Tho second class
of Debts, they buy those Debts with money
are called BANKERS; arid they buy thoso commercial DcbtH, by
.

creating other Debts payable on demand.
Banks, then, as far as regards our present subject, are uhopa
opened for the purpose o buying these commercial Debts. The
bill upon the wholesale dealer, who accepts it,
and thus becomes the principal debtor on the bill. The merchant

merchant draws a
then takes the

bill for sale, or discount, as it is technically
It is usual to make bills payable to
termed, to his banker.
the drawer, or his order, which is signified by his writing his
name on the back of the bill. The merchant, therefore writes

his

name on

the back of the

this operation is

bill,

and

sells it to

termed INDORSING the

ment has another

effect besides

bill.

the banker, and
indorse-

But the

merely assigning over the Debt

to the banker, for unless specially guarded against, it
a surety for the payment of the bill, in case the

makes him

acceptor does
effect therefore of the Indorsement, is u SALE

not pay it. The
of the Debt, with a warranty of its soundness.
But this warranty
is not an absolute one, but
a
limited
one, as has been
only
The banker, therefore, buys this Debt with
explained above.
a limited warranty of soundness
by creating another Credit, by
writing down the amount to the credit of his account, which
Credit is called a DEPOSIT ; at the same time
charging him with
the discount, and gives the merchant power to draw
upon him
st pleasure and at demand.
Tims we see that the Baiikar bar
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bought one Debt, which is valuable Property, by creating another
Debt, which is also valuable Property, and is equivalent to
ready money to the merchant. And it must be observed that
this is not a cancelment of Debts, as many suppose, but an
exchange of valuable Properties.

4. The merchant has, however, a great many similar Debts,
because he has sold to a great many wholesale dealers, and he
will probably want to sell these in a similar way to his banker.

The merchant

will therefore indorse each of

them over

to his

banker, thereby making each of the acceptors the principal debtor
to the banker, but at the same time becoming himself responsible

any of them

pay his Debt, If therefore the banker
acceptors, he will have 20 principal
debtors, who are each of them bound under the penalty of
commercial ruin, to pay their debts when they are due. The
merchant however, is surety for each of them, and as it may
happen that out of so many, some may make default, the banker
usually stipulates that the merchant shall leave a certain amount
of Deposit on his account by way of additional security.
If any
acceptor then makes default the banker immediately debits the
account of the customer with the amount, and gives him back
Thus to a certain extent the banker always keeps the
the bill.
means of paying himself in his own hands, besides having his
customer's name on the bill, which makes his whole estate liable ;
and even should his customer fail, he retains the right to have
his Debt paid out of the estates of both the principal and surety.

if

fail

to

discounts the bills of

20

The

wholesale dealer haa given his acceptance for the goods,
them to the retail dealer and takes his acceptance
In a similar manner he wishes to sell thin Debt to
for them.

and ho

sells

A

banker, and so convert it into Productive Capital.
in the former case.
similar transaction takes place
The wholesale dealer sells the Debt of the retail dealer and becomes him-

his

m

payment to his banker. The banker also buys
Debt by creating another Debt payable on demand, which
equivalent to ready money.
The retail dealer may also draw upon hie customers, though

self surety for its

thin
is

this

ia

comparatively rare,

because

beyond the pale of commercial law.

customers are generally
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these

means we
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see that the

dead stock of commercial

and

The merchant
converted into Productive Capital.
the wholesale dealer have now the
command of ready money
for any purchases
continue the stream of
they require, and can
bills fall due, all they
their
as
and
without
production
interruption,

Debts

is

Ml

have

to do

give an order on their banker.
are the fewest number of hands that

is to

goods in the
clear that in
it
is
and
ordinary course of business pass through,
their passage from the manufacturer to the customer they will
give rise to at least two bills, sometimes to three. They are

5. These

all regular business
bills, they originate

from real transactions,

and they

what

are what are called Keal or Value Bills, and they are
arise out of the
regular and legitimate course of business,

and are

the great staple of what bankers purchase.
It is a very
prevalent belief among commercial men, that business bills are
essentially safe* because they are based upon real transactions

and always

But the foregoing considerations
represent property.
will dispel at once a considerable amount of the
security supposed
to' reside in commercial bills on that
account, because we have
in the
legitimate course of business, there will

be two

bills afloat,
originating

amount
as

many

generally

out of the transfers of

of property, so that in the
ordinary
bills afloat as there is
property to

way there

any given
will be twice

which they refer.
next chapter for an exposition of
the mechanism of
banking, shewing how the creation and exof Debts is made in modern commerce to
the

6, We must

of money.

refer to the

We

perform

observe here, that the manuthe wholesale dealer, and the retail
dealer, may all foe
of the same bank, and if
they all have their bills
by it, it wttt purchase a whole series of Debts arising
out of the
of the same
property.
it

liands
bill

may

be

wad the
of Mils being
In

will only

are only what arise in the
ordinary
that property

maj sometimes happen

may

more frequently, and at
every transfer a
Hence when the Credits are
very long,
numerous, it is easy to imagine any number
by repeated transfers of the same proof speculation this is
particakrly the case-
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Mils are technically Commercial or Eeal Bills, but
evidently a delusion to suppose that there is any security in
them on that account. The fact Is that the whole misconception

it

all these

is

from an error in the meaning of the word " represent.*
A Bill of Lading does, as we have said above, represent Property, and whoever has the Bill of Lading, actually has so
much property. But a Bill of Exchange does not represent

arises

goods at

It

to transfer Property,

than

Money

nothing but Debtj not even any

It represents

all.

money.

specific

created as a

is

but

represents

it.

substitute

for

Money,

does not represent it any more
This was long ago pointed out by

it

Mr. Thornton in his Essay on Paper Credit

"In order

to

justify the supposition that a real bill, as it is called, represents
actual property, there ought to be some power in the bill-holder
to prevent the property which the bill represents from being
turned to other purposes than that of paying the bill in question.
No such power exists; neither the man who holds the bill, nor

the

man who

discounted

it,

has any property in the specific

goods for which it was given." This is perfectly manifest. It
is both contrary to the law and the nature of Bills that
they
should be tied down to any specific goods.

And

it

shows that

the real security of the bill consists in the general ability of the
to meet their engagements, and not in
any specific
supposed to represent, the value of which is vague
or illusory, and impossible to be ascertained by any one who

parties to

goods
holds

7.

it

it is

it

or discounts

The

it.

distinction

between Bills o

Lading and

Bills

of

of so subtle a nature, but is of such momentous
The preceding
consequence, that we may illustrate it further.
sections shew that any given amount of property may, by

Exchange

is

repeated transfers, give rise to any amount of bills, which are
all bond fide, just for the same reason that every transfer would
require a quantity of

Money equal to the Property itself to
even
Then,
aupposing the price remained the same
20 to circulate
each transfer, it would require twenty times

transfer
at

it.

20 twenty times. But also
20 by
twenty transfers may circulate property to the value of twenty
So also a Bill of Exchange may represent th*
20
times)

property to the value of
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transfers of

ace of

many
This

it.

times the amount of property expressed on the
the case whenever a Bill is indorsed or passed

is

away for value: and the bill represents as many additional
values expressed on the face of it as there are indorsements.
and B.
Thus let us suppose a real transaction between
draws upon B.

That shews that the

But

A

A

has

effected one

A

transfer of property.
clear that C might draw

upon B.

bill

then buys something from C.
upon A, in a similar way that

It is

A

instead of that

A may transfer the bill

|

drew
]

on B, by

has now effected two transfers of property.
C
way
may buy from D, and in payment of the
The bill then reover the bill to D.
indorse
property may
In a similar way it may
presents three transfers of property.
pass through an unlimited number of hands, and will denote
as many transfers of property.
When C indorsed over the bill
to D, he merely sold him the debt which A had
previously sold
indorsement.

It

In a similar

Now that might be done either by drawing a fresh
on B, cancelling the first, or simply indorsing over the bill
he received from A. Hence we see that every indorsement is

to him.
bill

equivalent to a fresh drawing.
it

B,

will represent nothing

But

if

he draws a fresh

but B's debt to him

;

bill

whereas

if

on
he

indorses over the bill he received, it will represent B's debt to
A, A's debt to C, and C's debt to D, and consequently it will
be much more desirable for D to receive a bill which represents

the

sum

of so

of which so

many previous transactions, and for the payment
many parties are bound to the whole extent of their

estates.

Some sixty years ago, almost the entire circulating medium
of Lancashire consisted of Bills of
Exchange, and they sometimes
had as many as 150 indorsements upon them before
they came to
From this also, we see that no true estimate can be
maturity.
formed of the effect of the Bills of
Exchange in circulation, by
the returns from the
Stamp OfBce, as has sometimes been
attempted to be done, as every fresh indorsement is in effect a
new bill. So that the useful effect of a Bill of
is

Exchange
by the number of indorsements "upon it, supposing
every transfer is accompanied by an indorsement, which

indicated
that
is

not always the case.

We

see

he

the ftmdamental difference

\

j

i

j
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between Bills of Lading and Bills of Exchange, because the indorsements on the former denote the number of transfers of the

same property

the indorsements on the latter denote the number
of transfers of different property.
Ten indorsements on a Bill of
Lading shew that the same property has been transferred ten
times, but ten indorsements on a Bill of Exchange shew that
:

amount of property has been transferred once.
have shewn that the prices of all commodities are
universally governed by the Law of Supply and Demand at all
times.
If the supply be excessive, nothing can
prevent the
price from falling to any state of depression, until it becomes
eleven times the

8.

We

The commodity, therefore, will not pay
absolutely unsaleable.
the cost of its production, and unless those concerned in producing it have independent capital to enable them to hold on until
the excessive supply is taken off, and save them from
selling
the price is ruinously depressed, or to stand the losses,

when

they will

all fail.

Almost

all

men

in

commerce are under Obligations

:

that is

they accept Bills of Exchange which must be paid at a fixed
To meet these
time, under the penalty of commercial ruin.
Obligations due by them, they have property of two sorts
Debts or Obligations due to them ; and secondly Commodities.
To meet their own Obligations, they must sell one or other of

They must

Debts to
Commodities in the
market. While Credit is good that is while bankers buy
Debts freely they can retain their Commodities from the
market, and watch their own opportunity of selling at a favourAs their own Obligation falls due, they sell to
able moment.
Thus if Credit
their bankers some of the Debts due to them.
was always good, they might go on for ever, without the
necessity of ever having a single piece of money paid into their
these kinds of Property.
their banker, or they

must

either sell their

their

sell

beyond what is necessary
But if Credit receives a
check, and the banker refuses to buy their Debts, they must
still meet their own Obligations under penalty of ruin.
They
are consequently obliged to throw their Commodities on the
market, and sell them at all hazards the supply of them becomes
account, or having any money at all
for their daily petty transactions.

:

ELEMENTS OF BACKING.
Traders who have
excessive and inevitably depresses the price.
their
to
meet
of their own
engagements without
Capital enough
back from the
their
Commodities
to
able
keep
discounting, are
market until, the extra supply being exhausted, prices rise
from the natural operation of the demand. Bankers, we
have shewn, always buy the Debts of traders by creating Debts
"
Issues," and when bankers
of their own, which are called their
" contract
traders
of
the
Debts
to
refuse
they are said to
buy

again,

their Issues."

discounts, is
fall in

"
Issues," or of
Consequently a contraction of
a fall of prices. And this
generally followed by

prices happening

Issues, is frequently

amount

diminished

coincidentally with

supposed
of

to

a contraction of

be caused directly by the

Currency compared to

Commodities,

a great extent erroneous, because it is in reality
caused by the extra quantity of Commodities, which a refusal
to discount Debts causes to bo thrown upon the market.

which

is to

We

see then how utterly impossible it is to ascertain
9.
the precise effect of the contraction of Issues of banks upon
prices, because the change is principally produced by the
quantity of produce which traders are compelled to sell to meet
their engagements, when the negotiability of their Debts receives
a check and, of course, similar circumstances not only compel
;

traders to

the

sell,

supply

but prevent others from buying.

is

greatly

increased,

and

the

Consequently

demand

greatly

however the holders of one commodity are
of
much
possessed
independent capital, and are not compelled to
realise to meet their engagements, a contraction of issues would
not affect them much. On the other hand, if the holders of
another commodity were in general men who
depended chiefly
on Credit, and were compelled to sell at a sacrifice to meet their
engagements, a sudden refusal to discount for them would cause
diminished.

If

an extraordinary quantity of their produce to be thrown on the
market, and cause a ruinous depression of price*
is the sudden failure of confidence and extinction of
which produces what is called in commercial
language a
"
pressure on the money market," and which causes money to
be "tight." When money is said to be
it does not

It

Credit

scarce,

mean

that there is

a smaller quantity of money
actually

in
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before:

there may be more, or there may be
country : no one can tell what the amount of money
is
but a great amount of CREDIT which serves as a
^existence
substitute, and was an
for
is either

less in the

:

equivalent

Money,

destroyed

altogether, or is suddenly struck with
paralysis, as it were, and
deprived of its negotiable power, and, therefore, practically
vast amount of
useless.
from circulais

A

Property

expelled

and Money is suddenly called
When
upon to fill the void.
a new field of commercial adventure is found
by sagacious discoverers, or a new market is suddenly thrown open by a change
in the commercial
policy of foreign nations the first adventurers
As soon as this becomes
usually reap enormous profits.
known a multitude of other speculators rush into the same

tion,

excited by the profits
reaped by the first. Numbers of
merchants and traders purchase commodities on Credit, that is
they incur Obligations which they must discharge at a future
day, in the hope that the returns will conie in before the day of
field,

But the immense quantity of goods poured in
usually gluts the market in a short time, and, from the excess
of supply prices tumble down often to nothing, so that the goodn
become unsaleable and either no returns at all come in, or such

payment.

meet the outlay. When this occurs
and when this has been extensively
practised, it is necessarily and inevitably followed by a great
Thus
destruction of Credit, and a great demand for Cash.

as are quite inadequate to
is called over-trading,

it

destroyed faster than operations can be reduced in
Those traders who have not received the returns
proportion.
Credit

is

they counted upon to meet their engagements, must raise money
on any terms, and perhaps sell what property they have, at any
The effect of this -will
sacrifice, to save themselves from ruin.

be that Money, for which there is an intense demand, will rise
But as a
that is discount will rise very high.
greatly in value,
a
of
state
such
a
of
things,
great quantity
necessary consequence
their price will be
goods will be thrown on the market, and
will therefore procircumstances
These
enormously depressed.
duce a very high rate of discount, and ruinously low piicee,

of

which will continue until the excessive supply of goods is
In such cases as these,
exhausted and confidence revives.
-&

2
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who have not

traders

sufficient

Capital of their

own

to

meet

u&til prices rise, will
engagements, and hold on their goods
Under these circumstances the Bate of
infallibly be ruined.
their

Discount bears no relation to the Eate of Profit.
ready

money

to persons

who have

over-traded,

is

The use

of

of infinitely

more consequence than the price they have to pay for it. It
may be well worth their while to pay 15, or 20, or even 50
of money for a temporary emergency,
per cent, for the use
which may save them from ruin, and enable them to maintain
their position.
It is therefore

not the scarcity of money, but the extinction

of confidence, which produces a pressure on the money market ;
and an examination of all the great commercial crises in this
country, will shew that they have always been preceded and

produced by a destruction of Credit, which has usually been
brought about by extravagant overtrading.

10. The principle that the relation between supply and demand is the sole regulator of value, combined "with the action of
'

Credit system, will explain all the
during a pressure on the money market.

the

phenomena witnessed

The

failure of Credit
one
of
branch
will
business
its
full effect; on the
any
produce
general market rate of interest, because that is regulated by the

in

intensity

comes

of the

but

demand

for

money from whatever quarter

will not necessarily follow that the
of all commodities will be depressed. The market
:

commodity

it

it

market prices

price for each
be governed entirely by its own peculiar cirIf the holders of one commodity have
indepen-

will

cumstances.

dent capital, and have prudently abstained from
overtrading, the
price of such a commodity will not suffer much, because the
ratio of supply and demand will not be altered to
any great extent, but it cannot help sympathising to a certain extent with
Dther commodities.
But if the holders of another species of
commodity have overtraded, and depended too much on credit,

without sufficient means they will
necessarily be obliged to throw
a great quantity of their produce on the market to
and
realise,

supply will depress the price. And this effect will
be increased because such are the
very times when persons who
have ready money are
particularly cautious in buying, partly lathis excessive
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cause they always hope the market will

hope

buy cheaper when

to

prices

have

fall still

and they
minimum, and

lower,

fallen to a

they certainly will not buy more of any commodity than they
can help, which is diminishing in value : and partly because
they must keep their ready money to maintain their own position.

From

these causes not only is the supply increased, but
that the fall is doubly aggravated.
falling market will always be well

demand is diminished, so
Thus we see at once that a

the

supplied, because people

who must

the price

and buyers hold

falls still

lower

:

sell

hasten to do so before
aloof,

waiting as long

as they can to see the lowest.
On the other hand, when markets are rising, the case is reversed.
The sellers hold aloof,

hoping the price will be

still

higher,

and buyers crowd in hasten-

A

market which is
ing to purchase before the price rises more.
desponding and inactive will usually continue so until people are
persuaded that things are at the lowest, and are at the turn.

It

evident that these considerations and observations apply to
home produce, or at least to produce which is already in this
is

Country, and which can be thrown on the market immediately.
In order to attract foreign produce, the market must rise high
for a considerable time, with the appearance of continuing so.
11. Considering

that

any

bill

whatever which

is

drawn

against bond jfafe produce is in commerce technically a Real biU,
it will be seen at once that their supposed security is greatly
exaggerated, because any operation, however foolish and absurd,

In times of rapid changes in
a good basis for a Real bill.
will
be
of
multitudes
bills
generated by speculative purprice,

is

and when the price

chasers,

falls

as rapidly

as

it

rose, as

it

Hence losses,
usually does, it is simply occupat extremum scabies.
and very severe ones too, are sure to happen in such times. But

When
always this security at least with Keal bills.
and
lost their fortunes they
have
unluckily
speculated
persons
When a man has ruined himself by
are brought to a standstill.
of
Bedlam would advance him more
out
banker
speculation, no
there

is

money

to speculate with.

Hence

ill-judged speculation

must

career in a comparatively short space
stop a man's mischievous
of time, that is whenever he has lost toe value of the goods he

has been speculating with.

We

shall find in the

next chapter,
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.

unfortunately, that traders "have devised a method to extract
from bankers to speculate with, by which they can go on
Urag after they have lost all they ever

had

many times over,

mid adding loss to loss, until, perhaps, they may bring down
bankers, whom they duped and defrauded, as well as themWe have shewn in the next chapter, that there are
symptoms which will often indicate a commercial crisis.

On

Credit employed for the purpose of forming
PRODUCT.

a

12. Iti operations on Credit, which we have hitherto been
considering, were all based on an anterior operation, or one in
which an exchange of commodities was effected by the creation
of the

and

which Credit was afterwards sold or exSuch Credit is therefore manifestly

Credit,

for another Credit.

by

operations which have been made, and by commercial
The number of bills created could by no possibility

the number of

be

transfers of commodities,

although they

because, as we have seen, a single bill might
to effect many transfers of
be
In all these cases,
property.
a Debt has been created which was
expected to be paid out of
the proceeds of the sale of
existing property.
But
Credit is, as we have
shewn,
greatly

less,

exchangeable Property
Money, it is clear that it may be applied as
we! us Money to bring new products into existence.
The
of it in this case will be
exactly the same as those in the
namely, the power of the proceeds of the work to

md a substitute

for

Credit.

As an example of such a creation or formation of a
product
we may take such a case as the
Mowing Suppose the Corporation

of a town
to

mn
nd &e

buy the

to build a market
hall, but

has .not the

mid pay the builder's and workIt may be a matter of
certainty, that if the market
the sfels in it would be taken
up immediately,
rents received ton them would
liquidate the debt
In erecting it. But as ^workmen
cannot wait
materials,

^

CREDIT USED FOB IORMIN&

NEW

PRODUCTS.

that period, but
require immediate cash to purchase necessaries,
is clear
that, unless there is some method of providing ready

it

*

money they cannot be employed. In such a case, they might
borrow money on their bonds repayable at a future time. Now
here

we

observe that these bonds are the creation of Property.
are the Eight to demand a future payment, and are
valuable exchangeable property, which may be bought and sold
like
anything else. In this case we observe there is an exchange.

They

But the Corporation need not borrow money.

They might make

Obligations payable at a future date. And if these
were made small enough, and were readily received by the
dealers in the town, they might be used in the payment of the

their

own

workmen's wages, and perform all the functions of a Currency,
and be equivalent to Money. Each of them is a new EIGHT
created^ and valuable Property which is exchangeable, and, therefore, WEALTH by the definition.
They would be quite as efficacious in producing, or forming, the market hall as real Capital.
And the market hall itself would be Capital, because it produces
a profit.
As the stalls were let and rent received for them, the

bonds might be redeemed, and the Debt cleared off. It is said
that many market places have been built by adopting such a
This case shews the utter futility of the notion that Credit
plan.
to the formation of products, and here we see
cannot be
applied

was not based on any anterior operation.
13. This is an instance of the creation of a product by
The
of an existing product.
Credit, and not merely the transfer

it

result to the Corporation would be precisely the same, whether
real Capital and paying
they accomplish their object by borrowing
interest for it, or by issuing bonds, bearing interest, payable at
fixed periods. In the one case they would be liable to the full
extent of their property to the persons from whom they had
in the other to those who held their bonds,
borrowed the

money

;

the operation was successful, its profits would in the first case
had lent the money ; in the second, the
pay the persons who
and extinguish
the
would
persons who held the notes,

I

profits

pay

If the operation were unsucthe liability of the Corporation.
would equally have to make good the
cessful, the Corporation
to the lenders of the money.
loss out of their general effects, either
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or to

the

holders of the

notes.

It

would therefore be a

matter of no consequence whatever to the Corporation which
way they adopted to accomplish the work : but it would be a

matter of importance to

the

town

at large, because,

if

they

borrowed real Capital to do it, that would by so much diminish
the fund of moving power applicable to other species of industry,
and raise its price. It is clear, therefore, that the second method

would be so much clear addition to the Capital of the community,
and would therefore be most advantageous for them.
This second method of utilising Credit, from not being
based upon real Capital, is an instance of what is usually called
fictitious Capital, a name of extreme inaccuracy, which too many
persons are in the habit of using, from the hasty assumption
what is not real must necessarily \>B fictitious, and are more

that

away by a jingling antithesis of words than an accurate perIf the bonds issued by the Corporation were
ception of ideas.

led

not redeemable, and represented nothing, the epithet fictitious
would be accurate. But such is far from being the case. In
both cases it resolves itself into the PRESENT VALUE of a future
In the first instance, the Obligation incurred by the
Corporation to the lenders of the money would not be limited
to the Specific Capital they advanced, but would be a
general
The bonds
charge on the whole property of the Corporation.
issued in either case would be
precisely the same ; they would

payment.

confer upon the holders of them a
general charge upon all the
The security to the holder of the
property of the Corporation.
Corporation's Obligations would be absolutely identical in either
case.

If the Corporation

spend the money, it is absolutely gone
and is no more a security to the
holders of their notes than if it had never existed.
In either case,

away from them

for

ever,

then, it is the permanent Property of the Corporation
the real security of the holders of their notes: and

which

is

they have the

same general charge over it in both cases. It
is, therefore, to
the last degree inaccurate and untrue to
distinguish one case by
the term Real Capital, and to brand the other as fictitious.
There is absolutely no distinction at all between the
tvte*ca0S8, as
far as regards the
Corporation, and the holders of its Obligations ;
the profits and the losses are identical in their effects in
eithat

NEW

CREDIT USED FOE FORMING- A

The

case.

true difference

is to

tlie
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community at large and the
its uee, and its only effect is
?

general fund of Capital available for

make Capital somewhat cheaper than it would otherwiBe be
and a judicious and successful employment of it eminently con-

:

to

duces to the national prosperity.
The advantage of the second method

is

that

it

makes Capital

more abundant, and sometimes might provide it when not otherIf it were scarce, or otherwise occupied, it
wise obtainable.
If nobody had money
be
not
possible to obtain it.
always
might
to lend, the second method might supply the want, and BO long
it is practised by judicious peron, and used in promoting
But it is just on this
successful operations it is a great blessing,
If the
is liable to the most dangerous abuse.
it,
that
very point

as

Corporation were limited to the use of real Capital advanced by
some independent person, he would probably take into consideration the purpose to which it was to be applied, as well as the
solvency of the Corporation, and if ho thought it injudicious, he
would probably not advance it. There would therefore bo. HC> far
a check upon them but if they were totally destitute of control,
and could embark in any operation, by simply writing a fow
;

"
" Promises to
pay upon bits of paper, they may be led away
and dangerous speculations, deceived by falno expecta-

into wild

tions of profit,

ruinous

losses.

and involve themselves and all who trust them in
Because, though these Promises to pay did not

represent real advances,

and are

therefore inaccurately called

Capital, if they get into circulation, and people give
value for them in commodities or services, a disastrous operation
fictitious

based upon them is just as
been real advances.

much

loss of Capital as if

they had

14. We have thus shewn that in the production of commowhich term by the unanimous consent of all modern
Economists includes both the formation and the transfer of
commodities, Credit performs exactly the same functions tm
Money So far therefore as production goes, Credit is in all

dities,

:

And
respects equivalent to Money,
are successful, everything goes well
:

laid

down

so long as the operations
an we have

Money being

the representative of the fruits of a man's past
industry,
of Ma future industry,
It ii curtain that

and Credit a pledge
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"Money" many times in this country, for
not
whereas it
supposed that the actual Money exceeds
in Bills of Exchange, wltich is only one
the
Credit
80,000,000,
form of it, taking a very low estimate exceeds 400,000,000

"Credit" exceeds
is

:

the people of this country have always pledged their
future industry to the extent of four hundred millions of money.
that

is

And

this
400,000,000 is equally Capital, it is equally a Real
No doubt it is of a different deValue as the ^80,000,000.
But it
it is more perilous, a portion of it may perish.
scription;
is an undeniable fact that it has performed the game functions,
It is a distinct and
so far as regards Production, as Money.
and
above
Value
over
article
of
commodities, totally
separate

Lading, which merely represent particular
Exchange are not a lien upon Property,
but upon industry, and any property a man possesses is only a
kind of collateral security to make good his engagements in case
different

from

commodities.

his industry

Bills of

Bills

is

of

unsuccessful.

15. In the case we examined of a bank discounting the bill
of the manufacturer A, upon the dealer B, the transaction was
A had rendered
already effected upon which it was founded.
the service to B, for which he was to be paid at a future clay,
"before he drew the bill upon him, and originally all Bills of Ex-

change represented previously existing Debts, and they bore on
"
the face of them the words "for value received
to testify the

A

discounts the bill founded upon that
Consequently when
transaction, with the bank, it muwt be carofully observed that

fact.

he

is

simply selling a Debt which

so long as Bills of
transactions, their

Exchange are

And
is his existing proj>erty.
restricted to representing past

negotiation is not borrowing money, as is
But the sharpness of traders discovered

commonly understood.
that they

might be applied to future transactions.

bill was given by B, who
had got the goods, to A, who had given them, and A had got the
money that would be payable to him at the maturity of the Bill,
advanced to him by the bank on the credit of B's reputation, as
well as his own.
If B, however, boa person of wealth and
reputation, he may lend the use of his name to A without any real

In the case of a past transaction, the

transaction having taken place

between them.

Thus he may
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and A on the strength of his name, goes to
and gets the money, with which he performs soxaae

accept a bill of A's,
his

banker,

operation, sucli as manufacturing goods, and, having done so,
may sell them to C, and take C's bill in payment of them,
latter is

a real transaction.
of

Now

the whole of

name: it is not based upon anyBJS
or
conseservice
real,
thing
upon any
Jpreviously rendered
quently it is in itself a completelyfnew transaction. Such a TbiH
:

between AjmdJ3 is called an AccBSiMODATipN BILL. This name
however not confined to cases where the acceptor lends Ills

is

for the accommodation of the drawer, though that is tne
most usual form, but wherever an acceptor, drawer, or indorse
puts his name upon the bill, and therefore, renders himself liable

name

value to discharge it, without, as the legal exconsideration moving to him, it is an Accommodation

to the holder for

pression

is,

Bill, and the party for whose accommodation it is negotiated is
bound by law to provide funds to discharge it at maturity, and
also to indemnify
the accommodation acceptor, drawer, or

indorser, as

the case

may

be, against the consequences

of

non-

payment.

B

The

stands
practical effect of this transaction is simply that
to
the
for
the
to
and
advanced
tb.exe
bank
;
security
money

A

or
nothing in the nature of such a transaction worse than
one man to stand security for another in any other commercial

is

In some respects it is much fairer to the person
who runs the risk as security, because in the ordinary course,
when one person becomes security for another, he does not

transaction.

receive any pecuniary recompense for the risk he runs, to which
he was most certainly fairly entitled whereas if it be done "by
way of Accommodation Bill, he generally receives some qtiid
pro quo, and when a bank performs an operation of exactly -the
same nature, it always receives a high interest for the risk it
runs, and, when judiciously done, is a very profitable source oi
income. From the extravagant abuse, however, of such modes
of raising Capital, Accommodation Bills have acquired a most
discreditable reputation, and there is nothing which requlxes
more vigilance in a bank than to guard against being entrapj>d
:

into

making unwary purchases of such

securities.
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A great deal

Las been said and written about the different
between Beal and Accommodation Bills, and while no terms
of admiration are too strong for the first, no terms of vitupera-

Thus Mr. Bell says" The
between a genuine commercial bill and an accommodation one is something similar to the difference between
"
as if the act of negotiating
a genuine coin, and a counterfeit
an Accommodation Bill were in itself an act of moral turpitude.
It is also generally assumed that Keal Bills possess some sort of

tion are too severe for the latter.

difference

;

additional security because it is supposed that there ia property
have already seen, however, the entire
to represent them.

We

delusion of such an idea, and that

it is

a great mistake to suppose

Commercial Bills have any specific relation to the ProIn
perty from the transfer of which they originally sprang.
truth, both Keal and Accommodation Bills have precisely the
that

they constitute a general charge upon the whole
upon them. The^jt3Mfi3aa,fe? Accom-

same security

estates of all the obligants

modation

Bills, therefore,
* **~*'~*~n
i

^*f*~~'~^

The
Bills

is,

i

on that ground are perfectly
futile*
&
and Accommodation

*~~*ii~'*^*~*.^

that

a Keal

Bill

this is

ference of one over the other.

has

may

to be

be just as wild,

.................

*

.......

-..._

is,

profit.

A

foolish,

andjbho .other a..
no ground for any pre-

transaction which has been
and absurd as the one that

The

intention of engaging in any mercantile
that the result of it should repay all the outlay
There is no other test of its propriety but this,

done.

transaction

with a

.........

represents a past,

But even
done

........

essential distinction bet ween' Real

Such things have been heard of in the
mercantile world as consignments of skates to tropical countries,
Now, a Bill drawn against such a shipment as this would pass

in a mercantile sense.

muster, in technical language as a Heal Bill, while one drawn
to forward some other operation, however sound and judicious
it might be, if it were not
yet accomplished, would be an
Accommodation Bill, and be branded as fictitious, Mr. Bell
would call the former genuine coin, the latter counterfeit.

We see therefore that

the

common

objections urged against

Accommodation Bills are perfectly futile, and quite wide of the
mark. Whether a Bill be a good and safe one, has no reference
to whether it represents a Past or a Future
transaction, but

ACCOMMODATION

BILLS.

it is a safe and judicious one itself, and the parties ix> it
a"ble to meet their liabilities. The whole Cash Credit systerja of
Scotland, which has conduced so eminently to the p*sp^:rity
of that country, is a
system of Accommodation Paper, wliioli is
sufficient to disprove in the mind of any dispassionate person,

that

but

the system
is proof

is

in itself necessarily dangerous

enough

that, if it is judiciously

and pernioioiis,

managed, it

may

be

of great advantage.

The true objection to Accommodation Paper is of a diffosrent
nature. When the Credit system is carried on duly and properly, and within legitimate limits, it is the most ingenious meffcliocL
devised for promoting commerce, and where it has toeen
H"u_t it
cautiously used, has marvellously succeeded in so doing.
is a,
when
trite
that
best
the
corrtrpted,
remark,
very
things

ever

become
*

the worst.

This

is

eminently true of Paper Cr-eclit.
there is nothing so dangerous
to Lave an undue facility for

Universal experience proves that
and. pernicious as for individuals

When

obtaining Credit

Capital is to be had on too

fosters to an extravagant extent, the fatal
embarking in all sorts of wild speculations, and

it

far "beyond the

The
ideas of

easy terms,
o*
propensity
pushing tztra.de

possibility of being remunerative.

we presented shewed the exaggeirated
the security of Real Bills. But there is at least -this
se<rurity in Real Bilk, that as they only arise out of real transfers
considerations

of Property, their number must be limited in the very n atrure
of tilings. However bad or worthless they may be individ"o^Jly,
tbey cannot be multiplied beyond a certain extent. Tlieare is
therefore a

limit

to

the

Accommodation Paper

calamities

there

is

no

they

limit.

But

-with.

A beggar may
"

-write

cause.

" Promises to
bits of paper a million
pay
Rothschild : and it is far more probable that

upon

as easily as
he will do so ;

man without a farthing is proverbially the most reckless,
wlien

a
a

"becaxise

a matter of no consequence to Isiim ;
he lias nothing to lose : the misery and the ruin fall upon. Ill's
man of real Capital will be csmtioTis in
unfortunate dupes.
loss to him "will be real, but a man wlio is not
his operations.
OJT
worth a sixpence is indifferent whether he loses
the bubble bursts,

it-is

A

A

,1,000

^1,000,000.
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This system of Accommodation Paper of different descrip*
one of immense importance in modern commerce, and its

tions is

abuse has led to some of the most terrible mercantile cataIt is, however, so intimately interwoven
strophes on record.
with banking, that we shall defer any more mention of it till the

next chapter, which treats of the operations of Banking.
16. We have observed that so far as regards Production,
which in a scientific sense includes the Formation and Transfer
of products, Credit, whenever
the same function as Money.

is applied, performs
exactly
All commercial transactions on

it

Credit are SALES.
The absolute Property of the article passes
'from the vendor to the purchaser just exactly as if the price had
been paid in Money.
The only difference to the purchaser is
that his profits are less, because the Credit price is
higher than
the Money price.
So long as matters proceed smoothly, and
transactions are profitable, the Bills generated
commerce are

by

The difference arises when the
equivalent to so much Money.
sales are unprofitable and losses ensue.
If the wholesale dealer
buys from the manufacturer with ready money, and the speculation is unfortunate, the whole loss falls
upon the dealer, the
manufacturer does not lose he has got his money.
But if the
manufacturer sells for Credit and the speculation la unfortunate,
and a loss ensues, or if the wholesale dealer fails from other
;

may fall upon him. When he has sold on
Credit to the dealer his power over the
goods is absolutely gone ;
and if the bill is unpaid he cannot reclaim the
goods, even if
they are still in the possession of the purchaser : he has no more

reasons, the loss

claim to them than any other creditor.
Consequently if the
dealer has not sufficient funds to
pay his debts, the loss falls upon
the original manufacturer.
In this then consists the whole
difference
losses

between

ensue, they

sales

on Credit and sales for Money, that i
No doubt
differently distributed.

may be

the

manufacturer finds that a Bill of
Exchange is not so
Bank Note or Money, but it is of the same
nature, and must be placed in the same
The
negotiable as a

Money

category.

nothing but a Bill upon the whole community. Good
to a considerable extent, circulate in commerce like

is

bills do,

money

the manufacturer

generally finds

it

more convenient

;

but

to sell tht

*

MERCANTILE CREDIT
bill to his

banker, and

how

IS

MERCANTILE CAPITAL.

the banker buys

it
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will 'be explained

'

in the next chapter.

is

Now wo have shewn that Capital, in its most general sense
not any particular thing, but simply an Economic Quantity, be

Currency or anything else, employed in reproductive operaIn its general sense it is the Purchasing Power of the
merchant, or it is the moving power at his command to generate
a circulation of commodities, out of which he reaps his profits.

it

tions.

The Money he has

is the fruit o
the services he has formerly
community. Credit is also the power he has of
drawing the goods from the possession o the manufacturer, and

done

is

to the

the pledge of his

skill

rendering future services to tha

in

community, by discerning their wants and supplying them. The
effect upon the market and upon prices is exactly the same
whether purchases, i.e. circulation of commodities, be generated
.by Credit or by Eeal Capital, and the profits and losses are
exactly the same to the community, whether the operation be
effected

by Credit

or

MERCANTILE CREDIT
It

have

is

by Heal Capital. Hence
MERCANTILE CAPITAL.

it

is

seen

how

has frequently been observed that all great inventions
:
the invention of gunpowder

an equalising tendency

-*

*

^

equalised the condition of the poorest foot soldier and the
wealthiest knight, and it destroyed the supremacy of the knights
the invention of printing opened up the paths of knowledge to
:

m

well as to the rich, and destroyed the supremacy
the poorest
of wealth in the acquisition of science: the invention of steam
and railroads has equalised the means of locomotion to the

humble and

to the

wealthy

;

so the

invention of Credit has

destroyed the supremacy of Money, and has provided the means
for the most humble to place his foot on the ladder of opulence.
It is a matter of common observation that nothing is so difficult
first step to wealth : that many men could get on if they
could only make a beginning. Now Credit supplies the means
Credit is a mighty power, and
of attaining that first step to all.
no doubt, like other great engines, is liable to be abused : but it

as the

is entitled

among

to take

rank with gunpowder, printing, and steam,
human ingenuity and it has been th$

the marvels of

cbief cause of the magnitude of

;

modern commerce*

f\ j|,f
,

?
r
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CHAPTER VL
THE THEORY OF BANKING.

On

the

Meaning of the word

BANK..

THE word BANK originated in this way. In the year 1171
the City of Venice was at war with both the eastern and western
The finances were in a state of great disorder ; and
Empires.
1.

the Great Council ordered a forced loan of 1 per cent, from every
cent.
Commiscitizen, upon payment of interest at five per

9

were appointed to manage the payment of the interest to
Such, a loan has
several names in Italian, such as Compera, MutuOj but the moat
The citizens received Stock
usual is Monte, a joint stock fund.

sioners

the fund holders and the transfers of the Stock.

certificates in exchange for the sums they paid, bearing interest,
which they might sell or transfer to any one else. The original
afterwards two other similar
loan was called the Monte Vecchio
:

Loans were contracted which were called the Monte Nuovo and

Monte Nuovissimo.

At

Germans were masters of a great part of
and
the
word BANOK came to be used as well an
German
Italy
its Italian equivalent MONTE
and was Italianised into BANCO ;
and the loans, or Public Debts, were called indifferently MONTI or
this period the

;

:

BANCHI.

Thus an English writer Benbrigge in 1646 speaks of the
BANKES of Venice " meaning the three public loans, or

" three

Monti.

"

So a recent eminent Italian writer, Count Cibrario, says
Regarding the Theory of Credit which I have said was in-

vented by the Italian cities, it is known that the first BANK
In the
(banco) or Public Debt was erected at Venice in 1171.

MEANING- 0* BANK,

14&

13th century Paper

was paid

off.

A

Money is mentioned at Milan the credit
MONTE or Public Debt was established at
:

Florence in 1336.
"

At Genoa, during

the wars of the 14th century, the Bank of
established, formed of the creditors of the State.'*

St.

George was

"

SoinFlorio and Torriano's Italian Dictionary 1659, it says
a standing Bank or Mount of money, as they have

MONTE

in divers cities of Italy,

namely

in

Borne or Genoa."

The BANK

of Venice then was in reality the origin of the
Funding System ; or the system of Public Debts : it did not for
many centuries do any of what we call banking business.

2. The meaning of the word Bank was the same in English
when it was first introduced.
Thus Bacon says " Let it be no BANK or common stock,
but every man master of his own money."

So Gerard Malynes, a Mercantile writer in 1622, says " In
Italy there are Monies Pietatis, that is to say MOUNTS or BANKS
o

Charity."
" Usura Accommodata "
in 1646 says
Benbrigge in his
may be collected MONS Pietatis sive Charitatis

" For their rescue
or

BANKE

Again

for

of Piety or Charity, as they of Trent fitly call it.
borrowers in trade for their supply as their occasion

shall require

;

may be

erected

MONS

Negotiationis

or

BANKE of

Traded
In

Banks
is

fche

in

time of Cromwell

London.

many

proposals were

A merchant writing

a number of sufficient

men

in

made

1658 says

u

to erect

A

Bank

of estates and credit joined together
were the general cash keepers, or

in Joint Stock, being as it
treasurers of that place where they settled, letting out imaginaj^y
B per cent, fco tradesmoney (i.e. Credit) at interest at ty or

men, or others that agree with them for the same, and making
payment thereof by assignation, and passing each man's account
from one to another with much facility and ease."

So Blackstone says " At Florence in 1344, Government
owed ^60,000, and being unable to pay it, formed the principal
into an aggregate sum, called metaphorically, a MOUNT or BANK."
The essential feature of all these " BANKS " was that a number
of persons pkced their money in them and received in exchange
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lor

it,

Promise to pay

Credit, or a

transfer to

any one

:

which Credit they might

else.

of England was formed in a similar mariner of a
a sum of money to Governof
persons who advanced
company
This was
for it an Annuity.
in
and
received
exchange
ment,
to
the
:
and
Debt
present
the foundation of our regular National
" Bank Annuities."
day the Funds are Legally called

The Bank

On
3.

and
is

the Definition of

The Nature

issue Credit in

of a

Bank

exchange

a BANKER.

therefore being to receive Money
a " Banker "
it, the business of

for

exactly the same.

The Romans invented the business of banking. Roman
bankers were called Argentarii: they received the money of their
clients, who could give tfyeir creditors cheques on their bankers,

We

have already seen that they inis the modern custom.
vented Bills of Exchange, and to send a draft or bill for money
was called permutare. But about the first century A.D. a pro-

RB

word cambio (-ara or -iare) began to be lined instead
ofpermutare and eventually entirely superseded it. And those
vincial Latin

:

persons who followed the business of the Roman Argentarii came
in the course of the middle ages fco be called Cambitorts, or

As Commerce increased in the prosperity of the
Cambiatores.
eleventh century, they established correspondents in various parts
of Europe and drew bills upon them called Litttirm Gambitorim
or Bills of Exchange.

Afterwards when the word Banco

came into use, as their
nature, they came to be called Banchieri, and the drafts they issued Litterm bancales.
" The
first Banks were in the
Galiani, an Italian writer, says
hands of private persons with whom people

business was similar in

its

deposited Money,
they received Bills of Credit, and who were
governed by the same xules as the public Banks are now. And
thus the Italians have not only been the fathers, and the
masters,
and the arbiters of commerce : so that in all
Europe they have
been the depositaries of money and are called BANKERS."
Gsaovesi says " These Monti were at first administered witib

and from

whom
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/scrupulous fidelity, as are all human institutions made in the
heat of virtue.
From which it came to pass that many placed

money in deposit, and as a security received Paper which
was called and is still called Bills of Credit. Thus private banks
were established among us, whose Bills of Credit acquired gradually a great circulation and increased the quantity of signs
and the velocity of Commerce,"

their

"

The Bill of Exchange is called drawn by him who
and is called remitted on the part of the correspondent
who must pay it. Those who make this their special business
are called Cambists, and BANKERS in the language of the great
commerce of Europe."
Also

sells it,

The

essential feature of a

" Banker "

is

that

when

his cus-

tomers place money with him, it becomes his absolute property
to deal with as he pleases, and he is in no way accountable to

them

for the purposes he applies the money to.
The customers
"
of a " banker
cede to him absolutely the property in their
money ; and receive in exchange for it the Eight to have an

A

banker, therefore, is not
equal sum paid back on demand.
the Trustee of his customers, but simply their Debtor.
And this was always regarded as the essential feature of a
'
" And
*
" banker."
Marquardus says
by banking is meant a
certain species of trading in money, under the sanction of public
authority, in which money is placed with bankers (who are also
called Cashiers and Depositaries of money), for the security of
Creditors and the convenience of Debtors, in such a way that
the

Property in the money passes
any one

condition, understood, that

to

them

who

:

but always on

places his

this

money with

them may have it back whenever he pleases."
"
Thus a " Banker always buys money with his CREDIT and
moreover when he buys Commercial Debts, he always does it
with his CREDIT also and not with cash. This is the essential
" Banker " and a bill
distinction between a
discounter, that a
banker always buys Bills with his Credit, and a bill discounter
with cash. Hence when a Bill discounter haa invested all the
cash in his possession, either his own, or what others have placed
with him, in this way, he is at the end of his resources. But a
Banker always buys Commercial Debts with his own Credit, 01
:
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with his promise to pay : and experience shews that his Credit
How many
several times the casli in his possession.

may exceed

times his Credit

may

safely

exceed his cash,

may

differ in differ-

and in different methods of doing business but
Tims the essence of the
at all events it may do so several times.
This Credit is of
business of banking is to CREATE CREDIT.
ent localities

:

:

made payable

in money, but in practice it is very rarely
have shewn above that a mutual
in
money.
actually paid
release of debts is absolutely equivalent to a reciprocal payment

course

We

of debts

;

and by the modern banking system, the enormously
by mutual

greater proportion of banking Credit is extinguished
releases of debts.

This

is

"
the true definition of a

A BANKER

is

Banker"

a Trader who buys Money, or

Money and Debt$,

by creating other Debts.
r

i. banker, then, is a trader who keeps an open shop for
the sale of CREDIT : he may, it is true, add other species of
money dealing to his business : but the above is the essential

definition of
to lend

"

money

Banking."
to others,

On

the

The
but to

first

business of a banker

collect

money from

is

not

others.

CUKRENCY PRINCIPLE.

4. The express function of a Bank then being to create
we must now explain a phrase which has been frequently
used in recent times, and which must be fully understood before
we come to the exposition of the system which the Bank Charter
Act of 1844 is designed to carry out.
Many writers have maintained that a Bank should only be
Credit,

allowed to create exactly as much Credit as the
specie paid in,
and that its sole function should be to exchange Credit for

specie,

and specie for Credit and that the quantity of
always be exactly the same as the specie it
:

its

Credit should

This
displaces.
"
CURRENCY PRINCIPLE : "
principle is called by its advocates the
and they assert that any creation of Credit in excess of the
specie

it

displaces causes a depreciation of the Currency.

Many Banks have been

constructed

on

this

principl,

THE CURRENCY PRINCIPLE.
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Amsterdam, Hamburg, and several

These places, small in themselves, were the centres of a great
and as a natural consequence, an immense
foreign commerce
;

quantity of coin of all sorts, of different countries and denominations, was brought by the foreigners who resorted to them.

These coins were moreover greatly clipped, worn, and diminished.
This degraded state of the current coin produced intolerable inconvenience,

disorder,

when they had

to

and confusion

make

or

receive

had

to offer or receive

a bagful of

The

settlement of these

bills,

among merchants, who
payment of

all sorts

their

bills,

of different coins.

therefore, involved perpetual dis-

putes which coins were to be received, and which were not,
and how much each was to count for. In order to remedy this
it became
absolutely necessary that some fixed uniform standard
of payment should be devised, to insure regularity and a just
discharge of debts.

In order to do this the Magistrates of these

a Bank of Deposit, in which every merchant
placed aH his coins of different kinds and nations. These were
all weighed, and the Bank gave him Credit, either in the form of
Notes, or a Credit in their books, exactly corresponding to the
cities instituted

real

was

amount of the bullion deposited. The owner of this Credit
have it paid in full weighted coin on demand.

entitled to

These Credits, therefore, always insured a uniform standard of
payment and it was enacted that all bills upon these respective
cities, above a certain amount, should be paid in these Bank
The consequence was
Credits, which were called Bunk Money.
evident ; as this Bank Credit, or Bank Money, was always exchangeable for money of full weight on demand, it was always
at a premium, or agio, as compared with the worn, clipped, and
degraded money in circulation. The difference was usually from
:

5 to 9 per cent, in the different cities.
is likely to mislead, because

premium,

The expression
it is clear

that

it

agio or

was the

Bank Money which was the true standard, and the current
Money which was at a discount. These Banks professed to keep
all the" coin and bullion deposited with them in their vaults.
They made no use of it in the way of business, as by discountThus the Credit created was exactly equal to the
ing bilk.
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to

exchange specie
specie deposited; and. their sole function was
for Credit^ and Credit for specie.
These Banks were examples of the CURRENCY PRINCIPLE.

served

They were of no further use to commerce than, that they
as a safe place to keep money in; and they oasnred a uniform
their
standard of payment for Debts. They made no profit by
certhem
with
business ; but those who kept their accounts
paid,
to defray the expenses of the establish :ment.

tain

We do not in any
ciple

way

our only object

:

On

the

discuss the

is to state clearly

this prinis.

Mechanism of

Banks of the nature o

5..

soundness of

what titie principle

those of Venice,

Amsterdam, and

we

must now exHamburg, never existed in this country anct
plain the mechanism, of that great system of commerce in Debts,
" as it has been
"
Credits, or Eights of action, called
Banking
;

carried,

It

on in this country.

was during the

civil

war, as

sliewn elsewhere,

we have

that the Goldsmiths of London began to receivo the cash of the
merchants in deposit. They not only agreed, to repay it on
deniand? but to pay 6 per cent, per annum for fclie use of it. Con-

sequently in order to enable them to do that, it; necessarily became their Property to trade with as they thoT3.ght best. They
were not the TRUSTEES of the money, but its PROPRIETORS ; and
it was not placed with them as a
D&positum "fco be restored in
; but it became theirs as a Mutnnm to be zrostored in genere ;

and

therefore they reoeiyed.it

-as.

a bankers."''

When therefore these (Mdsmiih-Bankers received this mon ey
in defxwt,

'

gave in exchange

for

it,

customers* a Credit, or Right of action, to

of money back on demand.
this banker's Credit,

guage

is

And

or

** issued " to their

have an equal amount

must be observed that it is
or Eight of action,. whicH in banking lan-

termed a DEPOSIT.

it

The Money rteself

is

called

an

Asset,

6* Let us

for the present leave out

o

consideration any
the sake
Suppose the

property the goldsmiths may have had, suid for
f convenience let us deal with small figures.
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has
as

lie

10,000 deposited with him by his customers ;
lias created an equal amount of ^Credit, Debt, or

of action
against himself, which in banking language are
Deposits, in exchange for this money his accounts would
thus
Assets.

-Deposits

.

.

10,000

I

Gash

.

.

.

10,000

Now

experience would soon shew him that if some of his
elastomers demanded payment of their
Deposits, or Credits, from

day

to day, others would
probably pay in about an equal sum,
at the end o the day there would
not be much

so that

probably
In practice it will be found that in ordibanker's balance in cash will seldom differ by more

Difference in his cash.

times, a
tlian one 36th part from day to day. So that if he retains one
t&nth part of his cash to meet any demands for payment that
may be made, that is ample and sufficient in ordinary times.

nary

The goldsmith, then, in the above
eash might trade with the remainder

pay

interest

upon the

case, if

he kept

1000 in

so as to produce profits to

whole.

They found that the most
"buy, or discount Commercial

mode of trading was to
Debts, in the form of Bills of

eligible

Exchange.
Now we have observed above that

" bankers "
invariably buy,
or discount, Commercial Bills, with their own Credit in the first
instance. The banker, therefore, would see that if an amount

of cash was

sufficient to support the Credit of ten times that
of liabilities, he might safely buy Debts to several times
amount of cash in Ms hands. With such an amount of cash

amount

the
as ^9000, he might

40,000 of Commercial Bills.
safely buy
supposing the Rate of Discount was 8 per cent, per ann.,
tnd the bills at three months, the discount on this sum would be

Now

jffSOO.

Consequently in exchange

for

a,moamt of 40,000, he would create
But the
the amount o
39,200.

Commercial Debts to the
Credit against himself to
Credit he places to the

a,coounts of his customers, or the Liabilities he creates against
is called a DEPOSIT, equally as the Credit created in

hdrnself,

exchange

for cash.
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Hence

BANKING

01

these Bills his accounts
just after purchasing

would

stand thus
Assets.

Liabilities.
.

Deposits

49,200

.

Cash

.

.

Bills of Exchange

.

10,000

.

40,000
50,000.

Now by

this process the

"

banker

"

39,200 of Credit

has added

to the previously existing Cash ; and his Profit is clear, he gains
8 per cent, on the
40,000 and he pays 6 per cent, on the

Deposits, or Credit left unclaimed.
"
Now this is what the business of " banking consists in

;

and

" banker "
hence the correctness of the definition of a
given above

is

manifest

A

:

is a Trader whose business consists in buying Money
and Debts, by creating other Debts.
Thus it is seen that the essential and distinctive feature of a
" bank " and a " banker " is to issue Credit
payable on demand,

Banker

may be put into circulation, as we shall see
as Money.
and
serve
presently,
The banker, then, having created these Credits or Rights of

and

this

Credit

action, or Deposits,

his customers

might

utilise

them

in.

three

ways
1.

They might demand payment

in

cash

:

if

they did so the

banker's liability was extinguished.

The

banker, if his customers wished it, gave thorn his
to pay them, or tihe bearer, such sum as they
Note
Promissory
demand
on
this neither created nor extinguished a
might wish,
liability, it merely recorded it on paper, for the convenience of
This Promise to pay was at
transferring it to some one else.
first called a Goldsmith's note, and is now called a Bank Note.
3dly. If the customer wished to make a payment he might
2.

:

write a note to his banker desiring him to pay the money to
some particular person, or to his order, or to bearer. These

formerly called Cash Notes, but are now called
CHEQUES.
Like a Bank Note, a Cheque does not create any new Eight,

notes were
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and it
merely records on paper a Right which already exists,
used for the purpose of transferring that Right to some one else.
It is to be observed that all Banks whatever are Banks of
"
" Issue."
The very meaning of the word to " Bank is to
" issue " a
for
in
action
or
Credit,
exchange
Money or
Right of
" issued " this
other Debts and when once the banker has

it

is

;

Right of action
Credit, it

customer by writing

to his

makes not the

it

difference in

slightest

down

to

his

his liability

whether he delivers his own Promissory Notes to hi a customer,
or whether he merely creates the Credit, and gives him the
Right to transfer it to some one eke by moans of a CHEQUE.
7. The preceding considerations shew what a complete
mistake it is of the nature of a banking," to say that bankers
are merely agents between persons who want to lend and persona

who wish

This

borrow.

to

of the words

sense

ordinary case

lending

entirely untrue in the ordinary
and borrowing
because in the

is

:

of "lending," the lender deprives

himndf of the

But when a person, pays in money
use of the capital he lends.
to his banker's, it is not hie intention to deprive himself of the
on the contrary he means to have as free ue of it as
it
were in his own purse. The customer, therefore, lends his
money to his banker, but yet at the same time has the free use
of it -the banker employs that money in promoting trade ; upon
the strength of its being deposited with him, he buys debts with
his Promises to pay, several times exceeding the amount of the
cash placed with him, and the persons who mil him their debts
use of

:

if it

have the

free use of the

very same coin which the lender hap

the same right to demand.
Thus the hinder and the borrower
have the same right at the sumo time to the free TWO of the same

money

:

and

all

banking depends on the calculation that only a

certain small portion of each sot of customers will demand the
actual cash, but that the majority will be Batinfied with the mere

"promise," or the Credit.
Banking in a species of insurance
that a banker

may be

called

upon

:

to

it is

pay

theoretically possible
all his liabilities at

once just as it is theoretically possible that all the lives izLsured
in an office may drop at the same instant : or it is theoretically
possible that all the houses insured in an office might b$ burnt
:
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But all insurance and banking is based .upon
these contingencies will not happen,
that
expectation
banker multiplies his liabilities to pay on demand, and keeps by
same time.

at the

A

the

amount of cash to insure the immediate payment
If
are likely to be demanded at one time.
which
of all claims
a pressure comes upon him he must sell some of the securities he
has bought, or borrow money on them.
When the customer discounts the bill with his banker he
in it just as when he sells any other
parts with the property

him a

sufficient

article.

The

bill

becomes the absolute property of the banker,

again, or pledge, or deal with in any way that
may
own interest best. The banker does not get payment
from his own customer but from the acceptor of the bill. He
buys the bill from, his own customer, and sells it to the acceptor
merely retaining his own customer as a security in case the bill
The bills in the portfolio of a banker are exactly
is not paid.
The retail
similar to the goods- in the ahop of a retail dealer.

which he

sell

suits his

:

buys the goods from the wholesale deal or, and sells them
a higher price to his customers and as he makes a profit by
Bills are goods, or
so doing, the goods are CAPITAL to him.
merchandise, which the banker buys from his own customers at
dealer

at

:

a discount and
as he

precisely
dealer.

them

sells

at a higher price to the acceptors

:

and

by so doing, the bills are CAPITAL to him
in the same way as the goods in the shop of any retail

makes a

profit

8. London bankers continued to issue their

own

notes

till

nearly the end of the last century ; the last London banker's
note we have seen is dated 1798 : but they never were forbidden

notes till the Bank Act of 1844.
Consequently if a
customer has a Credit in a bank at the present day he can only
draw out the cash or give a cheque for it to some one else.
It is sometimes supposed from this that the London banks are

to issue

;

Banks of Deposit like those of Venice, Amsterdam, and Hamburg,
This however is a very great error. All banks purchase Money
and

Bills

themselves

"
Credit, or Rights of action, against
issuing
they create Credit exactly as they have always done :

by
:

"

the only difference is that they have discontinued one of the
niethods in which they formerly allowed their customers to put

COMMON ERROR AS TO THE NATURE OF
it

into circulation

can only

now

:

DEPOSITS.

but they continue the other.

Bank

circulate

Cheques or Bank Notes

;

Credits
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Customers

by Cheques, and not by

but the Credit created

is

exactly the

same.
is necessary to advert to an error which is very
and
to warn the reader against.
common,
Many persons not
" DEPOSIT " in
being aware that the word
banking language
means the CREDIT CREATED in exchange for Money and Bills,
when they hear or read that a Bank has such an amount of

9.

It

Deposits, conceive that the Bank has that amount of cash to trade
with.
When it is said that a great London Joint Stock Bank
"
has perhaps tf 25,000,000 of " Deposits
it is almost
universally
that
it
believed
has 25 millions of actual money to " lend out,"
.

it is
erroneously called. And every half year we see summaries in the newspapers shewing that tho Joint Stock Banks

as

have in the aggregate perhaps
200,000,000 of Deposits, and it
is supposed that they have that quantity of money to trade with.
But it is a complete and entires delusion. These 200 millions
"
"
in cash at all
of a deposits
are not " deposits
they are pure
Credit, and are exactly equivalent to so many Bank Notes.
They are nothing but an enormous superstructure of CREDIT,
:

up on a comparatively small basis of bullion, exactly like
the note circulation.
These figures do not shew the quantity
of cash at the command of the banks to trade with : but they

built

shew the quantity of Business they have done, and the liabilities
These apparent Deposits, then, which so
they have created.
many writers think are Cash, are nothing but the CREDIT the
banks have created in exchange for the Cash and Bills which
figure on the other side of the balance sheet as Assets.
These considerations give an explanation of some very well
known phenomena respecting Joint Stock Banks which publish
"
their accounts, and give interest on
Deposits," according to
the rate of discount.
When the Eate of discount rises very

"
"
in
high it is universally observed that the apparent
deposits
and
is
it
banks decline,
very commonly explained by saying that
when interest rises very high people take their money out of

banks to invest

it

in other ways.

paradoxical on the face of

it.

Banks

But such an explanation

is

raise the rate of interest to
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attract

money not

to drive

it

away.

Besides if one asks con-

they will say that work is
their
money into banks for the sake
stopped because people put
Thus we meet with two diametrically
of the high interest.
tractors, or builders at sucli periods,

contrary assertions as to the flow of money at such periods ; but
"
"
if we understand the real nature of these so called
deposits
is plain : because when the rate
of discount rises very high, it stops the discount of bills, it stops
the creation of CREDIT ; in fact it is not a diminution of Deposits

the reason of their diminution

in cash, but

it is

a CONTRACTION OF CREDIT.

This erroneous notion of the real meaning and nature of
"
"
in banking language may lead to great mistakes
deposits
of a bank.
That depends on a due
the
between
Deposits or the liabilities
proportion being kept
and the cash and it may very well happen that while the
in estimating the stability

:

were apparently mounting up, and

"deposits"

might

lead

persons to believe that the actual quantity of caali was
increased, it might be nothing, perhaps, but a dangerous extension

many

And if this were carried to too great a length, the
bank might be in the most dangerous position just when it was
A private banker on a largo scale
apparently most flourishing.
may have an application to place 10,000 to the credit of a
"
customer if he does so it immediately counts as a " Deposit in
of Credit.

:

A

banking accounts.
railway company may request their
banker to place *6lOO,000 to their credit.
If the bank does this
such a transaction goes to swell up the figures of the " Deposits "
in their published accounts, which may lead to
very erroneous
inferences by the public who do not know the mode in which

banking accounts are made up.
" banker " then
10.
having purchased either money or
Securities from his customers by creating or issuing Eights of
action, or Deposits, we have now to consider how the customer

A

operate upon these Credits.
Every banker does business
exactly in the same way, and when their respective customers
different
begin to operate by means of Cheques, the

may

following

results
I.

may
The

ensue

actual

money may be drawn

out.
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The

may be

Credit
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transferred to the account of another

customer of the same bank.
3. It

may be an

case if the

Bank

chances are that

amount.

A

B

is

order to pay another bank.
But in this
ordered to pay the Bank B so much, the

will

be ordered to pay A very much the same
two banks on each other are

If the claims of the

exactly equal, the respective Cheques, or orders, are interchanged^
and the Credits readjusted to the different customers' accounts
If it should happen
accordingly, without any payment in money.
that the claims of all banks against each other exactly balanced,
any amount of business might be carried on without requiring

a single coin.
If the mutual claims of the different banks against
each other do not exactly balance, it is only necessary to pay the
differences in coin.

We have seen

that the transfer of a Credit

of one customer to that of another in a
to a

payment

in

money.

There

is

Bank
an

is

from the account

exactly equivalent
the express

office for

purpose of effecting these transfers of Credit from one bank to
This office is called the Clearing House, and we have
another.
given an account of

it

in a subsequent chapter.

Banks which make use of

By

its

means

are practically united into
one huge Bank for the purpose of transferring Credits from one
to another. * During the course of the year 1874 upwards of

all

the

it

6,000,000,000 of Credits, or Debts, were interchanged, 01
transferred from different banks to each other, by means of the

And just as Banks are brought into a closer
Clearing House.
degree of relationship with each other by such means, the less
the quantity o coin required to carry on the business of the
country : or rather the more gigantic is the superstructure of

is

and
Credit which may be reared up on a given basis of specie
in fact the stupendous amount o Liabilities, or Credit, which
the perfection of the present banking system of London has
:

permitted to be erected on a small basis of specie, has already
begun to inspire tineasiness among well-informed persons.

From
deals with

the foregoing considerations we see that a merchant
Credit ; but a banker is a dealer in Credit.

A

merchant brings his Debts payable some time after date, for sale,
and by a flourish of his pen, the banker buys them in exchange
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for

Debts payable instantly, which have precisely the

effect in

commerce as

so

many

sovereigns.

He

reaps exactly the

same profit by creating a Credit in favour of his customer, as il
he gave him the actual cash. And the Cheques drawn against these
Credits so created by the banker circulate commodities exactly
in the same way that Bank Notes do, which circulate commodities
that gold coin does.
Consequently
exactly in the same way
these Bank Credits, so created by the banker, are exactly equal in
their practical effects to the creation of so much gold.
II. As we have seen that the nature of discounting bills of
is buying Debts, which are to be considered just like
articles of commerce, it follows that the same laws
other
any
their exchangeable relations as those of any other

exchange
govern

The first duty of a banker is to maintain his own
which he can only do by maintaining a certain proportion
between his cash and his promises to pay, or his liabilities and
that proportion must vary from time to time, according to
In time of a general failure of Credit, he must
circumstances.
maintain a very much larger portion of Cash compared to
quantities.

position,

:

liabilities

Under such

than in times of general confidence.

which he
must do either by refusing to buy Debts altogether, or else by
giving a lower price for them i.e. raising the Rate ef Discount.
And a general rise of the Rate of Discount has a tendency to
discourage the offering of Debts for sale, just as a low price of
circumstances, his duty is to contract his liabilities,

anything else discourages

its

being offered for

sale,

except by

who

positively require the cash.
On the other hand this lowering of the price of Debts, i.e. this
increase of the Value of Money, or the raising of the Rate of

those

Discount, has an inevitable tendency to attract bullion from
where it is more abundant, i.e. where the Rate of Discount is
lower.

Wherever Debts are to be bought cheap
buy them ; wherever Debts are Bold

bullion fly to

thither will
dear, that is

wherever Money is to be bought cheap, thither will Debts fly
to be sold, and there will competitors be to buy money.
Consequently it is an infallible law of nature that whenever tike
price of Debts differs in two markets by more tlian sufficient to
defray the expenses of sending bullion, it will cause an immediate
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flow of bullion to that market where Debts are to be
bought
That is to
cheapest, i.e. where the Eate of Discount is highest.
say, if the

Rate o Discount

by more than
from London

at Paris is greater

than at London

sufficient to cover the

expense of sending bulhon
to Paris, Debts will fly from Paris to London to
buy bullion, and Bullion will fly from London to Paris to buy
Debfcs.

The exchangeable
exactly the same Laws

relations of

Money and Debts

will

as the exchangeable relations of

obey

money

and wheat. Consequently if left free and uncontrolled the price
of Debts has a natural tendency towards equilibrium in different
markets,

On

CASH CBEDITS.

12. The Credit created by the Bankers in the operations jast
described was employed to buy Commercial Bills, which arose
out of the transfer of Commodities, and we have seen that they
Credit to

create

several times

the amount of cash in their

We

have now to describe a species of Credit of a
possession.
in Scotland, and to which the
totally different sort, invented
marvellous progress and prosperity of that country is mainly due.

The Bank

of Scotland began to issue

beginning of the last century.
founded named the Eoyal Bank.

1 notes about the

In 1727 another

Bank was

In the very contracted sphere
of Scottish commerce at that time, there were not sufficient
Commercial Bills to exhaust the Credit of the Banks, They

had as

Bank
Ifc

it

were a superfluity of Credit on hand, and the Royal

devised a

new means

agreed on receiving

of getting

it

into circulation.

sufficient guarantees to

open or create

Credits in favour of respectable and trustworthy persons.
Cash Credit is therefore simply a drawing account, created

A

upon which he may operate in precisely
the same manner, as on a common drawing account.
The only
difference being that instead of receiving interest upon the daily
in favour of a customer,

balance to his Credit, as is very commonly the custom in Scotland,
he pays interest on the daily balance at his debit. It is thus an
inverse drawing account.
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made exclusively In the Bank's own
and they are not made on the basis of any previoiiR trans-

All these advances are
notes,

action.

13. Cash Credits are applicable to a totally different class of
which give rise to Bills of Exchange, and

transactions from those

we

now explain their nature more folly.
Every man in business, however humble or however

will

extensive,

must necessarily keep a certain portion of ready money by him
to answer immediate demands for small daily expenses, wages,
and other things. This would of course be much more proit might produce a
fitably employed in his business, where
But unless the
of
15
20
cent,
instead
of
or
lying idle.
per
profit
trader knew that he could command it at a moment's notice, he
would always be obliged to keep a certain portion of ready
money in his own till, or he must be able to command the use
of some one else's till.
Now one object of a Cash Credit is to
supply this convenience to the trader, to enable

him

to invest th

whole of his capital in trade, and upon proper security being
given, to furnish him with the accommodation of a mil at a

moment's

notice, in such small

sums

as he

may

require,

on his

paying a moderate interest for the accommodation.
Almost every young man commencing business in Scotland
it by means of a Cash Credit.
A young solicitor for inbtance
England must have a very considerable amount of ready
money to begin business with any ease to himself, as he ip
expected to make disbursements before he can get in payments
from his clients. But in Scotland this is done by means of a
Cash Credit which is guaranteed by his friends.
14. These Credits are granted to all classes of society, to the

does

hi

poor as freely as to the rich. Everything depends upon character.
Young men in the humblest walks of life inspire their friends with

and they become
exactly the same
thing as money to them, and then they have the means placed
within their reach of rising to any extent to which their abilities
and industry permit them. Multitudes of men who have raised
themselves to enormous wealth, began life with nothing but a
Cash Credit. As one example among thousands, Mr. Montelthj

confidence in their steadiness and judgment,
sureties for

them on a Cash

Credit.

This

is
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M.P. told the Committee of the House of Commons IB 1826
was a manufacturer, employing at that time 4,000 hands,
and that with the exception of the merest trifle of capital, lent
to him, and which he very soon paid off, he began the world
with nothing but a Cash Credit.
The banks usually limit their advance to a certain moderate
amount varying from
100 to
1,000 in general, and they
that he

always take several sureties in each

case,

never

less

than two,

and frequently many more, to cover any possible losses that may
These cautioners, as they are termed in Scotch Law, keep
arise.
a watchful eye on the proceedings of the customer, and have
always the right of inspecting his account with the bank and of
These Credits are not
stopping it at any time, if irregular.
meant to degenerate into dead loans, but they are required to
be constantly operated upon by paying in and drawing out.
The enormous amount of transactions carried on by this
kind of accounts may be judged of by the evidence given before
It was stated that
the Committee of the Commons in 1826.
on a Credit of 1,000, operations to the extent of 50,000 took
Its effects therefore were exactly the
place in a single week.
same as if there had been 1,000 sovereigns. Others stated that
on a Cash Credit of
500 operations to the amount of 70,000
book place in a year.
One witness stated that during 21 years
in a very moderately sized country bank, operations had taken
90,000,000, and that there never
place to the amount of nearly
had been but one loss of 200 on one account and that the whole
losses of the bank during that period did not exceed
1,200.
Now this immense mass of transactions was effected by creations
At that time it was conjectured that there
of pure Credit.
were about 12,000 Cash Credits guaranteed to persons in
Scotland, and that there were about 40,000 persons as sureties,
who were interested in the integrity, prudence, and success of
The witnesses before the Lords declared that the
the others.
effects of these were most remarkable on the morals of the
;

people.

15. But the operation of these Cash Credits is immensely
extended beyond Commerce, and their advantages are more
openly and strikingly displayed in the prodigious stimulus thej
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have given to the agriculture of Scotland. They have indeed
been the principal means of making it what it is. In the
Scottish system of farming, leases almost universally prevail, and
a farm is not entrusted to a man who is not educated to his
business.
or

where

He usually enjoys nineteen years' security of tenure ;
leases are granted for the purpose of reclaiming land ?

Now suppose a farmer is known to be
and industrious, and obtains a farm upon lease,
which is capable of great improvement, he goes to the bank, and
upon the security of the lease and some friends who become
With this
sureties for him, the Bank grants him a Cash Credit,
advance pure Credit he reclaims the land, employs the

for

much

longer periods.

active, skilful,

people, reaps the harvest, and,

when

it is

gathered, pays back the

loan.

was in this manner that the prodigious progresa in agriwas made in Scotland. There were immense quantities
of reclaim-able land, and abundance of unemployed people, but
It

culture

no Capital, or Money, to

set their industry in motion.
Seeing
matters the Banks opened branches in numerous
l notes, and
parts of the country and sent down boxes of
to
the
Credits
farmers.
Cash
These
notes
were
granted
universally
this state of

The farmers made their purchases
and paid wages with them and immense tracts of barren land
were changed into fertile corn fields. Now these l notes were
not a substitute for any specie, they did not
supersede or dis-

received as readily as Coin.

:

place any previously existing money, they were a pure ADDITION
to the existing money ; they were in fact
to
exactly

equivalent

the creation of so

much

gold.

Commerce and agriculture, therefore, received" their
proBut they were of
digious stimulus from these Cash Credits.
Almost all the great public;
equal use in a public point of view.
works of every description were created by means of these Cash
Credits.
One witness stated that the Forth and
Clyde Canal
was executed by means of a Cadi Credit of
40,000 granted by
the Royal Bank.
And in exactly a similar way whenever
any
other great public works are to be
done, such as roads, bridges,
canals, railways, docks, &c.

the invariable course ia to obtoitt a

large Cash Credit at 0110 of the Banks,
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The advantage to tlie person who has tlie Cash Credit is that
he only pays interest from day to day on the sum he actually
has at his Debit, whereas in discounting a Bill of Exchange, he
pays interest on the whole amount of his Credit, whether he uses
it or not, and discount is a trifle more
expensive than interest

The Bank would
sources

therefore naturally prefer to employ its reif it could, rather than Cash Credits.

by way of discount

There

is also a further disadvantage
attending them, that they
cannot be called up on a sudden emergency : and if there should
be a run upon the bank the security cannot be negotiated like a

only where a Bank has a
cannot employ profitably, that itwould resort to Cash Credits, and also when there is but a slight
chance of a run upon it.

Bill of

Exchange.

It is, therefore,

superfluity of Credit which

it

For these reasons Cash Credits have always been looked upon
with very unfavourable eyes by London bankers, and for very
good reasons. In the first place their Credit, until recently, was
not so solid and well established as that of the principal Scotch
Banks. These originated Cash Credits in consequence of their

power of issuing

1 notes

;

and London bankers do not issue

circulating Credit in the form of notes
they can always find
for
their
cash
and
are
more
liable to runs.
employment
they

All these marvellous results, which have raised Scotland from
up to her present proud position in

the lowest state of barbarism

the space of 150 years, are the children of pure CBEDIT.
It is no
but
a
that
at the
whatever,
truth,
melancholy
exaggeration

period of the Revolution of 1688 and the establishment of the
of Scotland, that country, partly owing to such a series of

Bank

be paralleled in the history of any other inand
partly owing to its position in the very
dependent nation,
outskirts of the civilised world, and far removed from the
humanising influence of Commerce, divided in fact into two
nations, aliens in blood and language, was the most utterly barAnd it is
barous, savage, and lawless kingdom in Europe.
equally undeniable that the two great causes of her rapid rise
in civilisation and wealth have been her systems of national
Her system of banking has been of
education and banking.
her than mines of gold and silver.
to
service
infinitely greater
disasters as "cannot
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Mines of the precious metals would probably have demoralised
But her banking system has tended immensely to
In the character of her own
call forth every manly virtue.
her people.

their integrity, their honour, Scotland
people, in their steadiness,
has found wealth infinitely more beneficial to her than the mines
of Mexico and Peru.

Now we observe that these Cash Credits which have produced
such marvellous results are purely of the nature of Accommodation Paper in England.
They are not based upon any previous
of commodities already in
operations, nor upon the transfer
existence.
They are created for the express purpose of creating
or forming future products, which would either have had no
existence at all but for them, or, at all events, it would have been
deferred for a very long period, until solid money could have
been obtained to produce them. Thus we have an enormous

mass of exchangeable property, created by the mere will of the
bank and its customers, which produces all the effects of
solid gold and silver, and when it has done its work it vanishes
again into nothing, at the will of the same persons who called
ifc

into existence.

Hence we

see that the

mere

will of

man

has created vast

masses of wealth out of Nothing, and then DECEEATED them
into Nothing, which having served their purpose after a time

were
" Melted
into air, into thin air."

But

their solid results

have by no means faded like the base-

of a vision, leaving not a rack behind.
On the contrary their solid results have been her far famed agriculture the
manufactures of Glasgow and Paisley ; the unrivalled steam ships

less fabric

;

of the Clyde ; great public works of all sorts, canals,
railroads, roads,
bridges ; and poor young men converted into princely merchants

On
16-

We

ACCOMMODATION BILLS.

now come

to a species of Credit,

great attention, because

which

will

demand

the curse and plague spot of Comhas been the great cause of those frightful comit is

merce, and it
mercial crises, which seem to recur
and yet though
periodically
there can be no doubt that it is in
cases
many
essentially fraudu;
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.

lent, yet it is of so subtle a nature as to defy all powars of
Legislation to cope with it,
have shewn by the exposition of the system of Cash
Ci edits, that there is nothing essentially dangerous or fraudulent

We

in a Credit being created for the purpose of promoting future
On the contrary, such Credits have been one of the
operations.

most powerful weapons ever devised by the ingenuity of man to
promote the prosperity of the country. A certain species of this
Credit, however, having been grossly misused for fraudulent purposes, and having produced great calamities, we must now

examine wherein the danger and the fraud of this particular form
of Credit

lie.

When

a

Bill of

Exchange

is

given in exchange for goods

actually purchased at the time, it is called a Real Bill,

supposed by

many

writers,

and

it is

and even by many commercial men,

is something essentially safe in it
because as the
been
it
is
have
for
received
it,
goods
supposed that they are
to
there
for
the
always
provide
payment of it ; and that only

that there

so

much

;

Credit

is

created as there are goods to redeem

it.

A

But such

Bill of Exchange,
ideas are highly erroneous.
it is true, -only arises out of a transfer of goods : but then a fresh
In the ordinary course of busibill is created at each transfer.
ness, there will always be in general, at least twice the amount
of bills to what there are goods. But if twenty transfers took

place,

twenty

bills

would be

created.

If goods to the

amount

of

sSlOO were transferred twenty times, supposing even that the
price of the goods did not change, which it most assuredly would,

would be Credit created to the amount of 5^2,000. And
would only be the last holder of the goods who would have
them, and be enabled to devote the proceeds to the payment of
The remaining nineteen bills must evidently
the last bill only.

there
it

depend upon other sources

for

payment.

The

security, therefore, which is supposed to reside in Real
Bills, on account of their being founded on the transfer of goods,

be to a great extent imaginary. Suppose however
The Bank
operation may be done.
will not, as traders do, make him an advance on Ms own name
A therefore goes to B
It must have at least two names.
alone.

is

shewn

that

to

A sees that a profitable
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and gets

Mm to join him as security to

find the

funds to meet the

B,

who

Bill is

bill

when

the bank, on engaging to

due.

accommodate A, as
accepts
called an Accommodation Bill.
it

The

Bill

to

thus created without any

termed in legal language, or in
transfer of goods, may be taken

A then
it

draws a bill 011
and such a

is called,

consideration, as

it

i@

common language without any
to

a banker to be discounted

any other bill an operation may be performed, and if
successful the bill may be paid with the proceeds.
Stated therefore in this way, there is nothing more objection-

like

:

an Accommodation Bill than in any ordinary Real
security is just the same in one case as in the other;
In the one case goods have been purchased, which will pay the

able in such

The

Bill.

bill

:

are to

in the other case goods are to be purchased, whose proceeds
pay the Bill. In fact we may say that all Commercial

Credit is of this nature, because a Credit is created to purchase
whose proceeds are to pay it. There is, therefore,

the goods

this paper worse than in the
and when carefully used, nothing more dangerous. Canh
Credits, which have been one of the safest and most profitable

clearly nothing in the nature o
other,

parts of Scotch banking, and have done so much for the country,
all of this nature.
They were created without any anterior

are

operation, for the express purpose of stinrnlating future operations out of which the Credit was to be redeemed.
There IB,
therefore, not any thing more criminal, atrocious, and vicious in
the one system rather than in the other.
Or if there be, the
criminality and atrocity must lie in the difference between have

been

and

is to be.

17. Nevertheless as it is indubitably certain that most of
those terrible commercial crises which have so
frequently convulsed the nation have sprung out of this
species of paper, it does
merit a very considerable portion of the
obloquy and vituperation
heaped upon it. It is therefore now our duty to investigate the

method

in

danger

lies.

The

which

it is

applied,

and

to point

out wherein

its

true

security supposed to reside in Beal Bills, as such, is as
But there is at least this in them,

we have seen exaggerated.

that as they only arise out of the real transfers of
property, theix

*
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number must be

limited by the nature of things.
However bad
and worthless they may be individually, they cannot be multiThere is, therefore, a limit to the
plied beyond a certain limit.
calamities they cause.
But it will be seen that with Accommodation Bills, the limits of disaster are immensely and indefinitely
extended, frequently involving in utter ruin all who are brought

within their vortex*

We

now endeavour to explain to our readers wherein the
between Eeal and Accommodation Paper consists, and
wherein the true danger lies.
Let us suppose that a manufacturer, or wholesale dealer, has
shall

difference

and received ten bond fide trade

sold goods to ten customers,
for

He

them.

then discounts these ten

bills

bills

with his banker.

The ten acceptors to the bills, having received value for them,
are the principal debtors to the bank, and are bound to meet
them at maturity, under the penalty of commercial ruin. The
Bank, however, has not only their names on the bills, but
own customer as security. It, moreover, genea
certain
balance of its customer's in its own hands,
rally keeps
also that of its

the amount of the limit of discount allowed.
even under the best circumstances, an acceptor may fail to
meet his bill. The Bank then immediately debits its customer's
account with the amount of the bill, and gives it to him back.

proportional to

Now

If there should not

up the

difference.

customer

fails,

the

be enough the customer is called upon to pay
If the worst comes to the worst, and its

Bank can pursue

its legal

remedy against the

estates of both parties to the bill,

without in any way affecting
the position of the remaining nine acceptors, who, of course, are

bound to meet their own bills. Even supposing however it
only the acceptor who fails to meet his bill, the Bank would
not probably take a second bill upon him, nor would a dealer

still

is

sell his goods again to him, after giving him the annoyance of
having to take up his bill.
In the case of Accommodation Paper there are very material

differences.

To the eye

no visible difAccommodation Bills. They are
and it is in these differences that the

of the banker there is

ference between Real and
nevertheless very different,

danger consists.
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In Accommodation Paper, the person for whose accommodais done is bound to
tion, the drawing, indorsing, or accepting,
the person
provide the funds to meet the bill, or to indemnify
who gives his name. In the most usual form of Accommodation
Paper, that of an acceptance, the acceptor
drawer is the real principal debtor.

Now

suppose as before, that

A

is

a mere surety, the

gets ten of his friends to

and discounts these bills at
his banker's, it is A's duty to provide funds to meet every one of
There is in fact only one real principal
these bills at maturity.
Now these ten accommodation acceptors
debtor and ten sureties.
accommodate him with

their names,

are probably ignorant of each other's proceedings.
They only
names on the express understanding that they are not

give their

and accordingly they make
to be called upon to meet the bill
no provision to do so. If any one of them is called upon to
meet his bill, he immediately has a legal remedy against the
drawer. In the case of Beal Bills then, the Bank would have
:

ten persons, who would each take care to be in a position to
meet his own engagement : in the case of Accommodation Paper

there

is

more,

only one person to meet the engagements of ten. Furtherone of ten real acceptors fails in his engagement, the

if

bank can safely press the drawer : but if the drawer of the accommodation bill fails to meet one of the ten acceptances, and
the bank suddenly discovers that it is an accommodation bill, and
they are under large advances to the drawer they dare not for

own safety press the acceptor, because he will, of course,
have immediate recourse against his debtor, and the whole fabric
will probably tumble down like a house of cards.
Hence the

their

chances of disaster are

many

meet

much

greater

when

many engagements, than
each bound to meet his own.

person to

We

so

see, then,

into discounting

there

when

is
only one
there are so

that the real danger to a bank in
being led
is, that the position of

Accommodation Paper

principal and surety is reversed.
They are deceived as to who
the real debtor is, and who the real
surety is, being precisely the
reverse to what they appear to be, which makes a
difference

great

in the security to the holder of the bills.

way

of Cash Credit, or

by loan with

To advance money by

security, is quite a different
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because tlie bank then knows exactly what It is doing,
and as soon as anything occurs amiss, it knows the remedy to
be adopted. Moreover it never permits the advance to exceed

affair;

but it never can tell to what length it
definite limit
be
into
inveigled
may
discounting Accommodation Paper until
some commercial reverse happens, when it may discover that its
customer has been carrying oia some great speculative operation,
with capital borrowed from it alone.
Such appears to us to be the true explanation of the real

& certain

;

danger of accommodation paper, which we gave in the first
edition of the Theory and Practice of Banking, and we may
say that in his long and elaborate judgment in the case of the
great leather frauds, Laurence,

Mortimer,

and Schrader, Mr.

Commissioner Holroyd quoted

this explanation, thereby giving
his high authority to its correctness.
In order to explain how such things are possible, it will be

as well to notice a delusion

which

informed writers, namely that

money.

It is

true that Bills

is

very prevalent among un-

Bills of
01

Exchange are paid in
Exchange must always be

expressed to be payable in money, but as the reader may see in
the preceding chapter, very few bills are really ever paid in
money. When a customer has a banking account, the banker
discounts his bills by writing down the amount to his Credit, and
this Credit is called
bills

a Deposit.

by drawing upon

practice is for

him

The customer always pays his
and when it gets low the usual
a fresh batch of bills. Thus in

this Credit,

to discount

ordinary times, the previous Debts are always paid by creating
new Debts. No doubt if the banker refuses to discount, the
customer must meet his bill in money, but then no trader ever
If his character be good, he counts upon
expects to do so.
discounts with his banker almost as a matter of right : and there-

upon him to meet his bills in money may oblige him to
goods, &c., at a great sacrifice, or may cause his ruin.
However it is always supposed that the bills discounted are

fore to call
sell

good ones, that is, they could be paid in money if required.
Thus though in common practice very few bills are really paid
in money, it is manifest that the whole stability of the Bank
iepends upon the last bills discounted being good ones.
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Now

let

bills to

us suppose that for some time a customer brings
the bank, and acquires a good character, and thus

good
throws the banker off his guard : meeting some temporary
embarrassment, perhaps, he is in difficulty to meet his bills. In
order to get over this difficulty, perhaps he goes to some man
of straw, and perhaps for a trifling consideration, gets

him

to

without having any property to meet it. He then
Thrown off his guard,
takes this fraudulent bill to his banker.

accept a

bill

by his previous regularity, the unsuspicious banker, buys
and gives him a Deposit for it. This Deposit goes to
In the meantime the rotten bill is falling
bills.
the
former
pay
met.
The acceptor has manifestly no moans
must
be
and
due,
to meet it, and the only way to do so, is to create some more of
perhaps,

this bill,

Now

these rotten bills.

the drawer

may be

speculating in trade

and losing money every day : but his bills must be met, and
there is no other way of doing so but by constantly creating
fresh rotten bills to meet the former ones.
By this means the
customer may extract indefinite sums of money from his banker,
and give him in return so many pieces of paper
Now when
times are prosperous and discounts are low, thia ay stem may go
on for many years. If traders are in a considerable way of
!

business, they

may

actually establish a

number

of

sham houser

doing a fictitious business for the very purpose of creating these
accommodation bills. But at last a commercial crisis comes.

The money market becomes "tight."

Bankers not only

raise

the Hate of Discount, but they refuse to discount as
freely as
"
issues."
All these rotten bills
formerly ; they contract their

bank and must be met, but if the banker refuses to
discount they must be met with Money.
But all the property
which the conspirators ever had may have been lost
times
are in the

twenty
and consequently, when the crisis conxee, they have nothing
to convert into money.
Then comes the crash
Directly the
banker refuses to discount any more bills he finds that he has
been paying all his customer's biUs for
many years with his own
over,

1

money

1

This

is

how

entirely

Accommodation Paper ; and her* we
from Seal Paper. Because with Eeal
Paper, and bond fide customers, though losses may com, vtill

see

the rationale of
it

differs

OH ACCOMMODATION BILLg.
directly the loss occurs there is

an end of

it,
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But with Accom-

modation Paper, the prospect of a loss is the very cause of a
greater one being made, and so perpetually in an ever-widening
circle, till at last

the canker

may

eat into a banker's assets to

any amount almost. It is also clear that if a man, having got a
good character, may sometimes do so much mischief to a single
banker, the capacity for mischief is vastly increased, if from a
high position and old standing, he is able to discount with
several banks, for he is then able to diminish greatly the chances
of detection. It would not bo suitable to the limits of this work
enter into particular details of these cases, but those who
to have more information we may refer to our Theory and

to

wish

Practice of Banking.
18. From these

but one

Accommodation
but a thin

Bills to forged bills there

between drawupon a mcin who is notoriously utterly unable to pay, and
drawing upon a person who does not exist at all, or forging an
In practical morality, and in its practical effects,
acceptance.

is

step.

It is

line of division

ing

there

none.

is

Traders sometimes do not even take the trouble

beggar to write his name on their bills, but they invent
The case of traders dealing with a number of small country

to get a

one.

connections affords facilities for such practices.
establishing a good character for their bills.

They begin by
Their business

Their connections gradually extend all over
gradually increases.
The banker, satisfied with the regularity of the
the country.
account, cannot take the trouble of sending down to enquire as
to

the acceptor of every

bill.

The

circle gradually enlarges

morning the whole affair blows up. The ingenuity sometimes exercised by traders in carrying out such a

until

some

system
It

is

is

fine

absolutely marvellous.
in times of speculation

Accommodation Paper is particularly

in

great

rife.

commodities that

In a great failure of the

when large importations are required, and it is expected
that prices will rise very high, every corn merchant wishes to
purchase as much as possible. But if no sales have taken place

harvest,

there can be no real trade

bills.
They therefore proceed to
manufacture them in order to extract funds from bankers to
No banker in his senses would actually advance
speculate with.
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them to speculate with, with his eyes open. Nevertheless, they must have the funds from the bankers, and this
they do by means of cross acceptances, whidi they go and discount with their bankers.
They then perhaps buy a certain
amount of corn, or any other goods, and many bankers will
for

money

discount their bills with the collateral security of the Bill of
Lading. And this they may repeat many times over, till the

In the
created is something astonishing.
there was a great demand for shipping, and there
was an enormous amount of accommodation billn manufactured
quantity

of

Crimean

War

credit

by the Liverpool shipowners and discounted all over the kingdom.
The results were frightfully disastrous.
The insurmountable objection, therefore, to this species of
paper, is the dangerous and boundless facility it affords for raising
for speculative purposes.
And there is much reason to
fear that this pernicious system prevails to a much greater extent

money

The Legislature has imposed
is generally
supposed.
bounds upon the issue of Notes by banks, but there is much
greater reason that some attempt should be made to curb the
extravagant magnitude to which this detestable practice has been

than

The Bank of England is strictly forbidden to issue
developed.
a single
6 note of accommodation paper, and is it to be tolerated
that

any

set of adventurers

may

set afloat

many hundred

thou-

sand pounds' worth of their accommodation paper ?
To deal however legislatively with Accommodation Paper,
is the most perplexing commercial problem of the
The
day.
difficulty consists in
Bill.

determining what is really an Accommodation
Bill is defined to be a Bill to which the

An Accommodation

acceptor, drawer, or indorser, as the case

name, without consideration,

for the

may be, has put his
purpose of benefiting or ac-

commodating some other party, who

when due. But the whole
The consideration may be

is to provide for the bill
turns
on the consideration.
difficulty
of many sorts, and does not
by any

means denote a sale of goods at the time. Moreover, a bill may
be an Accommodation Bill at its creation, but if any consi derabe given during the period of
An Accommodation Bill.

tion

its

currency

it

ceases to be

Moreover the consideration may be of many aorta

if

A

ON ACCOMMODATION

17 S

BILLS.

draws a bill upon B, who accepts it for A's accommodation, for
the express purpose of enabling him to go to the Bank and get
money for it, that is a pure Accommodation Bill, and manifestly
fraudulent.

But

time on A, and

if

B

draws an exactly similar bill at the same
it for the accommodation of B, then

A accepts

neither of the Bills are

Accommodation

Bills

;

but both are

a good consideration.
given
This perhaps mb,y seem somewhat strange to an unlearned
it is nevertheless
reader
In Rolfe v.
firmly established law.
for

:

A

Caslon (2 H. Blackstone p. 571)
and B being desirous to
accommodate each other, each drew a bill upon the other, and
accepted one in return, the two bills being precisely alike, in the
neither party having
date, sum of money, and times of payment
any effects of the other in his hands. The Court were clearly

of opinion that the two bills were mutual engagements constituting on each part a Debt, the one being a consideration of the

This doctrine was repeated and confirmed in Cowley v.
Dunlop (7 T.R. 565) in which GROSE, J. said the instant thebilla
were exchanged each was indebted to the other in the sum which
was the amount of their respective acceptances, for the counter
acceptances were a good consideration to found a Debt upon
In the case of a single accommodation
either side respectively.
acceptance there is no debt to the acceptor the Debt accrues only

other.

;

by payment of the money.

The

acceptor,

quh acceptor can

his acceptance imports the admission of a
to another, and when he has paid as acceptor, if

never be a Creditor

:

Debt from him
he paid for any other person in consequence of any request from
that other, he becomes a creditor, not on the face of the bill, but
by a contract collateral to the bill When two persons exchange
acceptances, each

becomes the debtor of the other upon his ac-

But when a man accepts without consideration, he
cepted bills.
is never a creditor of the person for whom he accepts till he pays :
from that payment arises the Debt, but when the acceptance was
exchanged, the debt arises from these acceptances. This doctrine
was repeated and confirmed in subsequent cases when it was

adopted by the whole Court of King's Bench.
Stated in the above form, no doubt, the doctrine

somewhat

startling to

some

:

may

appea*

but when we consider the principle
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and not the accidental circumstance that the persons who may
do it are insolvent, the difficulty disappears. It is just what
no means unusual for
happens every day in banking. It is by
banker
banker does

the customer of a

If the

note.

to
so,

ask him to discount his promissory
and gives him a Beposit, or Credit,

It is preNotes, this is an exchange of securities.
the other case,
Supposing that the holders of
cisely the same in
these bills are enabled to purchase goods with them, they may be

or his

own

cannot do so then the re-exchange
paid off at maturity : if they
of the securities is the mutual payment of each Debt, precisely in

manner as when two bankers exchange notes
when a merchant pays his own acceptance to a banker
The two contracts are extinguished.
banker's notea
the same

On

the

TRANSFORMATION of TEMPORARY CREDIT

:

or as

in the

mto

PERMANENT CAPITAL.

We have

now to give an example of the use of Credit
of which we have not seen
surprise our readers, and
the slightest notice any where else.
19.

which

may

"
Sixteen hundred years ago Diophantus said
Defect multiThat
is
existence"
x
.
into
So also
defect gives
plied
Roman Law said " Qui obligatione liberator videtur cepisse
"
The Release of
as Von Savigny and all the Civilians
quid;

=+

say"

1*

an equal amount of Money.
Thus in Commercial Algebra a Release from a Debt is in

a Debt

is in all

cases the Gift of

cases absolutely equivalent to a

Payment

cordance with the principle that
to

+

x

in

is

all

in etrict ac-

Money,

always equivalent

x +.

When it is published to the world that the Bank of England
has a paid up Capital of a14,OOQ,000, and that the various Joint
Stock Banks of London have paid up Capitals of these magnitudes

London and Westminster Bank
Union Bank
London Joint Stock Bank
London and County Bank
.

,

.

,

2,000,000
1,200,000
1,200,000
10000*000

EOW

JOINT-STOCK BAKES INCBEASE THEIH CAPITAL.
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and many others of lesser amount, most persons except those
very few who are conversant with the mechanism of banking,
believe that these Banks have those sums paid up in hard money.
This however is a complete delusion. These banks never
had anything like these sums paid up in money. Of course it is
utterly impossible for any one to tell how much was ever paid

up

in

money

:

but we believe

we

are safe in saying that not the

sums was ever paid up in money. At least half
these gigantic sums of so called paid up Capital are nothing more
than the BANK'S own CREDIT turned into CAPITAL.
In order to understand how this was done, we must explain
how the Capital of the Bank of England was increased in 1697.
The first subscription of ^1,200,000 was paid up in money,
In 1696 the Bank
which was all advanced to Government.
fell
a
and
its
to
discount
of 20 per cent.
Notes
stopped payment,
In order to restore public Credit, Parliament in 1697 determined
But no part of the increased
to increase the Capital of the Bank,
In pursuance of this Act
Capital was paid up in Money.
^800,000 were paid in Exchequer tallies, and ^200,000 in the
Bank's own depreciated notes which were taken at their full
value in cash.
Thus at the first augmentation of Capital,

half of these

200,000 of the CAPITAL consisted of its own Depreciated Notes
And the Bank was authorised to issue an amount ol

or CREDIT.

Notes equal to the amount of this increase of Capital.
Precisely the same thing was done by the Bank of Scotland.
In 1727 it increased its Capital. The subscription was paid up
partly in the Bank's
this,

own

notes.

An

but the Directors justly answered

outcry was made against
"
But the objectors do

consider this point, for the payments are many of them
and bank notes are justly reckoned the same as
specie when paid in on a call of stock, because, when paid in, it
LESSENS the DEMAND on the Bank."

not at

all

made

in specie,

'

Thus
Debt

the Directors clearly understood that the Release of a
in all respects equivalent to the Payment of Money. The
had issued its Notes. They were obligations, and the

is

Bank
Bank was debtor to

the holders of them.

When

the subscription

was opened the subscriber might either pay Money, or release the
bunk from its Debts^ and the two operations w^re absolutely
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equivalent; and hence

we

every fresh Increase of

see that at

Capital, a certain quantity of the
is turned into permanent Capital.

Bank's

own Temporary

Credit

Thus the Parliament of England and the Directors of the
Bank of Scotland from their own practical Commercial instinct,
Release of a Debt as equivalent to a
the doctrines of
strictly in accordance with

treated the

Money

:

Payment

in

Roman Law,

and the principles of Algebra.
Such are the methods by which the Capital of a Bank which
but the Capital of a Bank which
issues Notes may be increased
;

similar means.
The
make advances by creatSuppose that the Bank wishes to inand its customers wish to subscribe. They
Money, or give the Bank a cheque on their
exactly the same thing as paying the Bank

does not issue Notes

may be
we have

essence of Banking,
ing Credits, or Deposits.
crease its

may

either

account.
in

its

own

Capital,
pay in

This

is

Notes.

released then

It

is

increased

by

seen, is to

the release of a

becomes increase of

Debt

which the Capital of all Joint Stock Banks

:

and that Debt

This

Capital.
is

is

the

way

in

increased.

when large public loans are contracted for, a very
them is always created by means of Credit. The
of
large portion
customers of a Bank wish to subscribe to a loan : and they
bring
it a batch of bills to discount.
They draw Cheques upon the
Credits, or Deposits, created on the discount of these bills.
Similarly

These Cheques

may be

tractors at their bankers,

paid into the Credit of the great conand transferred an indefinite numbe* of

times, without ever being required to be discharged in
may in fact be discharged by being cancelled

they

Credits.

money :

against other
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VII.

THE THEORY OF THE EXCHANGES

1 . AKT " Exchange * in commerce is where a person pays his
Creditor by transferring to him a Debt due to himself from some-

one

else.

Thus the ordinary case of a person paying a debt by means
"
of a Bank Note or
Cheque, is an exchange." It is what is called
Jtfovatio or Delegatio in Eoman Law.

Two
sixpence.

The fare ia
passengers are travelling in an omnibus.
One passenger pays the conductor a shilling. The

conductor is then indebted to him in sixpence. The other passenger taa a sixpence in his hand ready to pay his fere. The conductor, by a nod, tells him to give the sixpence to the first passenger. By this means the conductor's debt is paid without the

trouble of the second passenger handing his sixpence to the conductor, and the conductor then handing it to the first passenger
as payment of the Debt due to him. The whole transaction is an

"

Exchange."
Three parties and two Debts, are thus necessary to an excnange. We shall show presently, that it is very common to have
four parties. The "Jllxclranges " is that^ branch ol Banking which-,
,treatjpjf^e^r^nission and settlement of Debts between Different
places by Paper Documents, and the exchange of the money of
one cotm&y'forlGBaT'pF another. They are merely an exempli,
ftcatlon of tne Doctrines of Coinage and Credit which have
already been explained.

2.

value

When the

coins of one country are carried to another their
by their weight and fineness as bullion.

is estimated solely

Though

the natives of the country
association of ideas, see in

habit and

it
it

belonged to, from long
a certain denomination.
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and

may

receive

it

at its nominal value long after

has

it

lost

it*.

a foreigner sees in it nothing hut so much bullion.
legal weight,
When a person takes the coin of one country to another,
and purchases the coin of that country with it, he is said to exthat the coinage of two countries is of
change it. Now suppose
both
that
and
metal
the same
coinages are at their full weight and
fineness

:

then

if either

of

them be taken aw the standard which

may be called A, then the number of units, or parts of a unit
of the coinage of the other, which may be called B, which consame quantity of pure metal, is called the Par
the country A and the country B.
Thus
between
of Exchange
if the legal standard of France and England were gold, and the

tains precisely the

Pound be taken

as the standard unit of England, the

number

of the standard units of the French coinage which contain preas the English pound would be the Par
cisely as much pure gold
of

There

Exchange between England and France.

as possible one-fourth more pure gold
twenty franc piece, called a Napoleon.

is

as nearly

in a Sovereign than in a

Therefore we might say
Exchange between England and Prance.
The French Exchanges however are expressed in francs, which is

that 1 -25 is the gold Par o

Hence if the Sovereign contained exactly onemore gold than the Napoleon, we should say that 25" was
the Par of Exchange.
I the English coinage of sovereigns became worn, clipped, and
degraded, they would not exchange for so many francs as they
would do if they were of full weight: an English sovereign
might perhaps only exchange for 22 francs and this would be
a silver coin.
fourth

;

called &fall in the foreign exchanges : or if an
English
were bound to pay his creditor in Paris 2,500 francs,
have to give more than jlOO to purchase them, and the

would be said
amount of that

to

be so

muck per

cent,

merchant
he would
exchange

against England, by the

difference.

evident that this adverse state of the
exchange would
continue BO long as the English coinage remained
depreciated :
but that if it were restored to its legal standard, that restoration
It is

would be itself sufficient to restore the
exchange to
Hence we see that if any country maintains its

its

usual rate.

coinage of full

weight and purity, a Depreciation of the Coinage of England
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produces an apparently adverse state of the
that a reform of the English Coinage is sufficient by
restore them to their proper state.

necessarily

changeSj and
itself to

It is also

evident that a Depreciation of

debasement of

tlie

Coinage,

by

a

produce exactly the same effects.
the Coinage of both countries was equally

its purity, will

It is also clear that if

degraded, the Rate of Exchange between them would not be
altered, and that the Eate would vary just in proportion as one

was more or less degraded than the other.
"When the Coinage of a country has become depreciated
either from wear and tear, or a debasement of the standard, the
is said sometimes to be a fall in the Foreign Exchanges and sometimes a rise in the Foreign Exchanges^ and it

consequence

well to fix clearly what these expressions mean, as it might
seem that they are contradictory, when they are not so. They
only refer to two different methods of estimating the Coinage.
When a Depreciated Coinage is said to produce a FALL in
the Foreign Exchanges, it means that a given amount of Home
Coinage will purchase a LESS amount of Foreign Coin.
When a Depreciated Coinage is said to produce a RISE in the
Foreign Exchanges it means that a GREATER quantity of Home
Coinage is required to purchase a given amount of Foreign

is

Coin.

A

clear understanding of these expressions will prevent any
confusion arising when they are used indiscriminately, as they
often, are, in discussions on the Exchanges.
It is also evident that there can be no fixed Par of Exchange
between two countries which do not employ the same metal as
because their market values are constantly
fcheir legal standard
causes
from
quite beyond the reach of any law : and it
varying
is no more possible to have a fixed price of one in terms of the
:

other, than to

for wheat or any other
must also apply to two
and the other silver, as the

have a fixed legal price

The very same

rule

commodity.
countries, one of which uses gold,
measure of value. The only correct mode of expressing it is,
therefore, to say that such is the usual Eate of Exchange between
them.

Although when the Coinage

is

in a depreciated state, the
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exchange will be apparently adverse with these countries which
maintain their Coinage in its standard state, it ia quite clear that
the exchange founded upon the commercial operations of the
two countries may bo above, below, or at Par and it ia very
:

easy to discover its true state.

The Rate

of Exchange which ariaes out of the state of the

the Rate which arises
Coinage is called the Nominal Exchange
out of the commercial operations of the country is called the Real
;

Exchange.

To take an example.
2,521 francs for

Coinage

ia

Suppose the Exchange on Paris is
100 in gold at the Mint Price or when the
:

at its full legal weight..

Then suppose

that in conse-

quence of the Depreciation of the Coinage, the Market Price

of

4 3*. per oz. then the Market Price of
gold bullion rises to
^100 is 1 06 11 5. 7^d. Now suppose the Exchange on Paris
106 Us. 7|d
is 23-80, or 100 will purchase 2,880 francs, then
:

would be able to purchase 2,586*36 franca. But as the real Par
at the Mint Price is 2,521 it in evident that the difference between these two sums ia the extent to which the Real Exchange
London, We can also ace to what extent the
is in favour o
ia
100 at the above exchange will
Exchange
depressed, becauao
,

purchase 2,380 franca, whereas they ought to purchase 2,536' 63
if they were of full weight
and the difference between these two
:

sums shows the extent by which the Nominal Exchange is depressed.
Hence we have the following rule
Find the Market Price of the swm in London compared to the
Mint Price : multiply the Market Price so found
the Eate oj

%

then if the result be equal to the Par of Exchange
he Exchange is at par : and if there he a difference, the Exjliange is favourable or adverse, according as the di/erence w

Exchange

:

ibove or below the par.

And

the depression of the Exchange caused by the Depreciof the Coinage, is the difference between the sum so
Bxpressed in the Mint and Market Prices multiplied by the Kate

ation

of Exchange.
In the excellent state

in

which our Coinage now

is,

the

question of the Nominal Exchange, so far as regards this country,
i* of little
importance ; but it is essential as regards several
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which use an inconvertible and depreciated

foreign countries

Paper Currency.

On

We

the

Nature of an EXCHANGE.

now show how the example of the nature of an
"
Exchange we began with is exemplified in practice. Suppose
two cities, London and Edinburgh. Suppose a trader A in London
3.

will

"

B

Edinburgh for a certain sum : suppose
Edinburgh is debtor to A' in London for
an equal sum. Then, in order to pay their debts, A would have
to send the money to B
and B' would have to send an equal
sum to A', thus causing two separate transmissions of bullion
between London and Edinburgh, at some expense for freight and

is

debtor to a trader

in

also that a trader B' in

:

insurance.

Now

this settlement of debts

may

be greatly

facilitated if

A

London goes and pays his debt to A', and buys from A' the
debt due to him from B', and sends this debt by post to B in
Edinburgh. B then goes to B' and demands payment from him
of his debt due to A.
Thus it is clear that the whole business

in

has been settled by the transmission o the debt, instead of by
the transmission of twice the amount in bullion, and each debtor
has paid the debt to the creditor in the same town.
The whole transaction is called an " Exchange
clear that there

must be a debtor and a

"
;

and

it is

creditor in each city.

In the case given there are four parties but it may be done by
from
in London has a debt due to
three parties.
Suppose
:

Mm

A

owes B an equal sum. To
him an order on B, and the
accounts between the parties are adjusted without any trans-

B

in Edinburgh, but at the same time
pay his debt to B' he has only to give

/

mission of bullion.

When

London and Edinburgh are equal,
be
discharged by means of such an exchange, withthey may
The exchanges are then said to be at
out sending any specie.
PAR.
Supposing, however, that the debts are unequal^ and Edinthe debts between

all

burgh wishes
oeive,

it ia

to send

more money to London than it has to redemand for bills is greater than tk

clear that the

TUB
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and as every one would rather send a bill than cash, as
cheaper to do BO, those who had to send money would bid
against each other for the bills in tho market as for any merchandise, and the price of them would rise, as a premium would
have to be paid for a bill on London.
London is the great centre of commerce. It is the seat of
Government to which the revenue in remitted from all parts of

supply

:

It is

the country : the gnuit families from fill partn of the country go
to reside there, and their incomes munt bo remitted to them there
:

always a much greater quantity of money neeking
to flow from the country to London than tho contrary
conseia
in
tho
on
I'jorulon
for
bills
demand
country
greater
quentlythe

hence there

is

:

and, therefore, inland bill upon London are
;
always at a premium,
If a peraoa wants
This premium is computed by time.

than the supply

on London ha muat pay U. per cent, or four
This is willed the Time Fur of Exchange,
between Edinburgh and Ixmdon. Then*, in a ftimilar premium
on bills, or par of Exchange between all other towns in the coun-

a

bill at eight

days* interest.

try

on London.

This

is called

Inland exchange.

of the country upon London
favour of London, and against tho country.

The exchange

observed that
those

who

i

said to be in

But

it

must be

only \iniavoursble to the bw/tir* of bills, or
wish to send money. It is equally favourable to tho
it

sellers of bills or

IB

thoe who hare

to rec.iv

money.

appears from this that when in any place tho demand lor
Mils is greater than the supply, th
Exchanges are advene to
It

has more money to pay than, to receive

that place, because

it

when

greater than the

the supply

favourable to

it,

is

because

On

,

it

has more

:

demand, the Exchanges axe

money

to receive than to

FOREIGN EXOHANGB*

4. The principle of Foreign Exchange is exactly iha same as
of Inland Exchange,
But tiaere is somewhat more complication in the detail, on account of the different moneys of dif-

tiiat

ferent countries,

La

Exchange between two foreigu places and of

different

ON
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EXCHANGE*

is always taken as fixed, and the
variable
reckoned
in
the
Exchange
quantities of the money of
fche other
The former is called the faced or certain.
given for it.

moneys, the money of one place
is

price,

and

the latter the variable or uncertain price.

Thus between London and
the

Exchange
given for it.

is

Paris the

is

thejixed price and
in francs and cents

sum

reckoned in the variable

On the contrary, between London and Spain the Exchange is
always reckoned by the variable sum in pence given for the fixed
dollar of exchange.

When a certain place is taken as a centre, if the fixed price
the money of that place it is said to receive the variable price:
on the contrary when the money of that place is the variable
is

price, it is said to give the variable price.
Thus at any time London receives from Paris so

and cents

for the

and London

l sterling;

many

francs

gives Spain so

many

pence for the dollar.
In the quotation of the Rates of Exchange it is usual to omit
the fixed price, and name only the variable price, and then that
is

called the Rate or Course of Exchange.

According to Totems Modern Cambist the following are the
the principal
present Rates of Exchange between London and
Foreign cities

London

Italy

from
for

and stivers
20-43 Imperial marks and pfennigs

Amsterdam
G-ermany
France

receives

11 -19 Florins

.

.

SO Francs or

.

lire

and

.

1.

1

cents,

Belgium
Switzerland

[25'

10'35 Florins and kreuzers

Austria

London
Lisbon
Spain
Gibraltar

53|
50J

gives to

pence sterling for

.

1

Milreis,

1

Hard

1

Silver rouble.

dollar.

,

Petersburg
Bio Janeiro

St.

New York

.

Calcutta

.

1 Milreis.
1 II. S. dollar.

23

rupee.
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The above are the Mint Par Rates but in Austria, Italy,
and the United States, these liatea are deranged by the Paper
Money of each country at the present moment the Exchange on
i
and on New York
Italy is about 29*50 : on Austria about 1*50
about 45*.
Now if the Exchange of London on Paris is against London,
:

:

:

or the

demand
it ia

Bupply,

in

London

for billa

clear that tho

on

'Paris in greater

sterling will

than the

purchase fewer

francs,

Hence between London and Paris when tho exchange ia adverse
to London the Rates of Exchanges will fall below par.
On the contrary, when the* Exchange IB favourable to London,
that

IB

the supply greater than

the.

demand, the Rate of Exchange

will rine about par.

And

the

tiatno

placcw ./row winch

in

manifestly true with riwpeet to
receive* the variable price.

all

other

London

But if tho Exchange between London and Hpaiu is against
London, or the demand in London for bills on Spain is greater
than the supply, then London will have to give ttwre pence to
purchase the Spanish dollar.

Hence between London and Spain, when the Exchange
London, tho Rate of Exchange will rise above par,
On the contrary, when the Exchange ifl favourable to London,
aha will havo to give/lwr pence to purchase the Spanish dollar,
and consequently tho Rate of Exchange will fall below par.
And the mime is manifestly true with respect to all other
places to whinh London gives the variable price.
j Hence when the Exchange between London and any other
varies from par, we must always consider whether London
is.

against

jjpketj

the variable price to, or receives it from, that place,
interests of the buyers and nellers of bills are always
If th Rate of Exchange is favourable to th
one, it
opposite.

lpive
**

The

is

The buyers of bills are also
equally adverse to the other.
and the sellers are also called drawers,

called remitters,

On

the LIMITS of the VARIATIONS of the

5. Supposing that while the

placesmy London and Para

EXOHANGB.

Exchange between any two
4s in a state of

equilibrium.

LIMITS OF THE EXCHANGES.
that

is,

when the demand and supply
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of bills in each city

is

exactly equal, so that they would each have to receive arid send
the same sum, it should happen that from any cause whatever,
no matter what, there should be a desire on any particular day

send more money from one side than it has to receive.
Suppose more money has to be sent from London than it has
to receive
then those merchants who want to remit money from
London will strive to buy bills on Paris in the London market.
to

:

But

as the demand is greater than the supply, a competition will
spring up to buy the bills which are in the market, and hence
the price of them will rise. It is their duty to place the bullion

own expense and risk, and consequently, they
would rather give somewhat more for a bill than its par price,
to save themselves that expense.
But they will not give more

in Paris at their

than the cost of transmitting the bullion itself, because, if the
Thus
price rose higher than that, they would send the money.
when the Exchange in London rises against London, or in the
case of Paris, falls below par, it shows that London wishes to
send to Paris more than it has to receive, and the exchange is
said to be against London : but it is clear that it cannot continue at a greater rate against London than the cost of transHence this is manifestly a superior limit to
mitting bullion.

the variation of the Real Exchange.
But the reverse case may also happen.

London on Paris may exceed
them will therefore manifestly fall.

in

cost of transmitting bullion will
the price will not fall.

We thus see that the

But

be an

state of the

the cross remittances of

money

The supply of

the demand.

bills

The

price of
for similar reasons, the

inferior limit

below which

Exchanges arising out

of

a simple example of the
with the limitation that the

is

general law of supply and demand :
variation in the Rates of Exchange cannot exceed a certain
definite

sum, namely, twice the cost of sending bullion from one

place to the other.

These Limits of the Rate of Exchange are called

when

the Exchanges reach them, bullion
expected to flow in, or out, as the case may be.
It is to be observed, however, that these limita

points, because

specie

may

be

of the
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variations of the

Exchange, or Specie points only apply to

to long periods.
payable at once, and
and for bills which have some time to
fluctuations* in the

may produce

During short

bills

periods,

run, temporary causes

Exchanges greatly exceeding

chese limits.

On

the Hffedtf of a,n liiGonvertiMc*
on the For&ign

Paper Currency

.

Q We

must now consider

the, effect of
Paper Money, or
Paper Currency* on the* Foreign Exchanges
and the Market Price of bullion. So long UB Paper is conK

an

Inconvertible

vertible, that

payment of

IH,

it

so long

at Bight,

a discount, because,

held

it

while

if

IIH

the holder of

it is

it

it ha,s

very clear that
to

foil

it

power

would immediately go and demand gold for it.
IH in circulation, the power of convertibility
it

boconuw, in

all

at

a discount, every person who

it

away, then

demand

to

cannot circulate

reHjiedn,

equivalent;

But
is

to

if

taken

a new

m

gold and Hilvor, and iin value will be
standard, just an much
affected by hho Manic principles, ix by tlici HO!O question of the
of

(quantity

it

in

circulation,

compared

to the

oj>eratioris

it

.

old HyHtem of attempting to fix the price of
gold
silver relatively to each other, fhetv WIIH no powi^r of con-

Under thu
and

into the other minilnr to the
vertibility of one
eonvertibility of
If ftilver fell txi a dineount UH compared with gold, no
the note.
to have, their wlvar
person could dumuxul an a right
exchanged
for gold
conwquently the inovitablo rewtit of a conaiderable
H change in their
in the quantity of eifhor metal wn
:

change

vnhn,

inarkot

Thun in 17**H, gold rowo to H-l. if purchased
now if, HJ leaking l.y analogy, tho silver coin

with fli/fW bullion

:

had bean convertible
arisen, iiny

holder of

it,

into golti, the diilerenee nuver could have-

moro than a bunk

not**,

ccnvortihla at the will of the

conk! oirouluto at n diwount.

Now

Paper, whtin inHiinl an a tmb.Htantiv Coinage, follows
rultm: if only th initial quantity of it ii
tho
wtaotly
ii, no greater (pmutity than would havo
if
It

eonftrtibb into nfwoto,

it

will

cuiitJuutii

to ciraulmte $t
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INCONVERTIBLE PAPEB CURRENCY.

par value ; but if these issues be continued, and if it be de
prived of the natural corrector of an over-issue, viz. payment on
demand, and it is maintained in circulation, exactly the same result

its

follows as attends an excessive issue of silver

Now

the silver coin

may

fall

it falls

to a discount.

to a discount from two circum-

be coined with too great profuseness,
the excessive quantity of it will diminish its value, even though
the coin be of full weight : or if the silver coin be suffered to
stances

:

either if silver

into a degraded state by clipping and wearing, so that it
does not contain the full legal weight of bullion, it then becomes

fall

The apparent result in figures will be just the
depreciated.
same in either case : guineas will rise to 24s. or 30s. But as
and is, from its qualities, a recognised
not correct to apply the term depreciation
to it as long as the coin contains its full legal weight of bullion.
But the case is different with Paper : it is only received on

silver has general value,

measure of value,

it is

account of bearing a promise to pay a certain quantity of bullion
on the face of it : and if it is not able to fulfil that promise it is
depreciated.

Now

if,

for the public convenience,

it is

deemed advisable

to

Paper Money, or an Inconvertible Paper Currency, the

issue

of maintainhlg its currency at par is by limiting its
do not mean by this by limiting its quantity
quantity.
to an absolute fixed amount, but by devising some means

only

way

We

it shall not be issued than
if it
If more than this be issued, it
gold.
the same result as attends an excessive issue

whereby a greater quantity of
were convertible
will

into

be followed by

a discount, which in this case is deprenecessary consequences of a Depreciated
Currency will follow, viz, the Market Price (or Paper Price) of
bullion will rise above the Mint Price and the Foreign Ex-

of

silver, it will fall to

ciation:

and

the

changes will fall.
Now if such a state of things happens, the proper remedy is
to diminish the quantity of the Paper in circulation until the

Market Price of bullion

is

reduced to the level of the Mint Price.

power of demanding five sovereigns be taken away from
the holder of a &5 note, still if he can purchase bullion with it in
If the

the market to the

amount

of fiv

sovereigns,

it

is

of course
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proof that the Note is current at par and the limitation need
not proceed beyond that.
But if this be not done the next best
:

thing is to allow all persons to receive the notes at whatever
value they choose to put upon them : and to let them make a
difference, if they choose, between the prices of articles when
If this be allowed no very great inpaid in gold or in paper.
convenience will take place in the internal trade of the country.
It is entirely by adopting judicious measures to limit the quantity
of notes in circulation that the Bank of France has preserved its

notes at par although they are inconvertible.
But suppose that the law makes it a crime to

make a

dif-

and gold and a punishable offence to give
twenty pounds in gold for twenty-five pounds in paper -what
will be the consequence ?
Exactly the same as we have seen
the
silver
and
when
gold coins were improperly rated,
happen
ference between paper

the one which was underrated disappeared from circulation. This
has happened both in the case of gold coin and silver coin.
Now
when Paper Money is issued in too great abundance, and has a
tendency to overflow the channel of circulation, its natural effect
is

to raise prices

when paid

in

it.

If people

were free in

their

transactions, they would gradually make a difference in price between payments in paper and payments in bullion : but if the

owners of the coin are prevented by law from receiving more
for it than the same nominal sum in paper,
they will do exactly
the same thing as is invariably done when in a metallic
currency,
part is depreciated
hoard or export it.

and part

At

all

is

of full

events

it

weightthey

will disappear

will either

from circu-

As

the gold gradually disappears and Paper issues
multiply, people begin to estimate all prices by the Paper price,
and the Paper ends by finally displacing the entire gold Coinage.

lation.

The

convertibility of the Coin into the legal amount of
the test of the depreciation of the Metallic
Currency ;
so the convertibility of the Note into Coin is the test of the de-

bullion

is

When Paper becomes the standard of
Currency the Market Price of bullion means the Price of it paid
in Paper Money, or the Paper Price of it, and it is clear that if
the Paper Price of bujlion rises above the Mint Price it is the
proof and the measure of the Depreciation of the Paper Currency.
preciation of the Note.

INCONVERTIBLE PAPER CURRENCY.
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the Currency of a country becomes redundant,

to say when prices are raised so much higher in one
country than in its neighbours, that the value of money sensibly
diminishes, the natural corrective for such a state of things is to
is

fciiat

take a certain portion of it out of circulation, so that by diminishWhen people
ing the quantity of it its value may be raised.

same quantity of gold will not purchase an equal
amount of commodities in this country as they will in another,
their own natural instincts will lead them to purchase commoclities abroad where they are cheap, and bring them for sale here
where they are dear. The natural instincts of trade will, there-

find that the

produce an equilibrium in value in the currency of neighbouring countries.
When the Currency of a country consists partly of paper and
fore,

and silver, it is quite clear that only the metallic
can be exported in payment of foreign commodities.
The paper portion of it, which has no value abroad, must remain
If the issues of paper be continued so as to prevent
at home.
partly of gold

portion of

it

the Currency from recovering its value, the process of the exportation of the metallic portion will go on until it is entirely
If this be the case, the only method of restoring the
exhausted.

par value

by diminishing the quantity of the
by the enhancement of the value
of the whole Currency.
Some persons used to maintain that as
the gold goes out, paper should be issued to supply the vacuum
But it requires little sagacity to see
until the gold comes back.
Currency to

its

is

paper, until the drain is stopped

that if that be done

tj&jxddj&2t^^

it is totally exhausted, and the
only
is to raise its value at home, which
back
again
way
can be done only by removing the plethora of paper.
We have seen that with bullion, the Rate of Exchange can
never continue very long above or below the cost of .transmitting
bullion : but the Nominal Exchange can vary to any amount

drain will not cease until
to bring

it

according to the Depreciation of the Coinage.
effect follows an excessive issue of Paper Money

any amount of Depreciation.

And

The very same
;

and

it

may fall

just as the rise of the
of
bullion
above
the
Price
Mint
Price
shews the Deprecia*
Paper
to
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same thing will manifestly cause a fall
Exchange below the limits of the Keal Exchange.

tion of the Paper, so the

of the Foreign

On EXCHANGE

OPERATIONS.

7. Exchange operations consist in buying, selling, import log
" Bullion
and exporting bullion, called
Operations," and buying
"
and selling Bills, called Banking Operations."
The calculations necessary to ascertain the profit and loss on

such operations are given at length in various technical works
on the subject, to which we must refer any of our readers who
Our object only is to
are practically concerned in such* matters.

examine the general causes which produce these movements
of bullion which so sorely vex the banking and commercial
world.

both sorts

Exchange operations o

may

be either direct or

they may take place directly between the two
countries, or the final operations may be effected through die
medium of one or more intermediate countries.

indirect

We

:

that

is

have observed that for

5he variations of the

payable at sight the limits of
cannot
exceed the cost of transExchanges
bills

mitting bullion, which are called the specie points, becaxxse when
they are reached, bullion may be expected to flow in or out.

m

When

the bills however have a considerable time, such
months or more, to run, before they are payable, causes
may operate which may produce temporary fluctuations of
These are
the exchange considerably beyond these limits.
three

chiefly

The necessity that the holders

1.

them, even

have

to realise

their

own position.
The doubtful

at

of these long dated bills

a considerable

sacrifice, to

may

maintain

position of the acceptors, or the general discredit of the place they are drawn upon.
3. The differing relative values of die precious metals which
2.

are the standards of

payment

at each place.

Now it
respective Bates of Discount at each place.
may very often happen that from these combined causes, it may
be considerably more profitable to possess bullion at one place
4.

The

'

OR UXCHAKGE OPEBATIOKFS*
at another.

Whenever

1

#1

this is the case,

Exchange operators
the
profit.
CBEATK
bills
such
a
draw
upon
They
They
place.
upon
their
correspondents, discount their bills, and remit the proceeds
bullion from

t

fco

meet

their drafts

It

to

used

one

when

place to another for the sake of

due.

be the dogma of many commercial writers tlxat
is
to discharge a previous state of indebtedexported
only
ness, and that, consequently, a drain of bullion comes to a natural

end when
grievous

fc

But this is a most
discharged.
of
difference
profit in jiqssessmg
The^sufficient
the
places witt cause a fabrication of bills

the indebtedness

error.

two

is

for

'

without any previous Indebtedness

:

"

of course This will continue as
"long as tins possibility of
profit exists. Consequently unless this profit is destroyed, the

drain of bullion

will not cease.

The

effectual

way

of annihilating
""""*"

5^2^-SSSi^SSEir*^''^*"
^^^sSLi^^^l^S^^E^
It is

manifest that in such operations, the difference of profit
the two places must exceed twice the cost of transmitting
biillion, because in such cases, the cost of transmitting bullion
both, ways will fall on those who
originate them.
IBetween countries in which there are no restraints on trade,

between

the

exchanges will never vary much except on some sudden
:
but there are countries with which, owing to the
prohibitive laws which infest their commercial codes, the exchanges are permanently unfavourable, because they will take
nothing but bullion for their commodities, Eussia is one of these
coujQ tries, and hence if not modified .by other circumstances, bills
upon Russia would always be at a premium but here again the
effect of trafficking steps in, which always has a tendency to
equalise prices. The merchant (as we may call him) who deals
in "bills acts upon the same principles as the dealer in any other
commodities : he buys them where they are cheapest, and sells

emergency

:

them where

they are dearest. Hence he will try to buy up
cheaper in other exchanges, or debt markets, and.
sell them, in the London debt market. On the other hand from
the course of trade between England and Italy, the debt which
Italy owes to England is usually greater than the contrary :
hence Italian bills will usually be at a discount, or cheap, in the

Russian

bills
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bill merchant buys them tip
cheap
some other market Paris for instance
where they may be at a premium. By these means the price of
bills is raised where they are cheapest and depressed where they
and the general result will be to melt all the
are dearest

London debt market.
here, and sends them

So the

to

:

between separate countries into one general result, so
that the exchanges will not be favourable with one country and
adverse with another, but they will be generally adverse or

differences

favourable with

all

i

,

the rest of the world,
j

Supposing, however, a merchant has to remit money to Paris,
while the exchange with Paris is unfavourable to England, he

may
it

possibly discover a

than by buying a

bill

I

',

more advantageous way of remitting
Thus for instance,
on Paris directly.

while bills on Paris are at a

premium

in

London, those on Hammay be at a disbill on Hamburg

burg may be at a discount, and bills on Paris
count in Hamburg. So if the merchant buys a

it to his agent there, and directs him to purchase a
on Paris with the proceeds, he may be able to discharge Ma
debt in Paris at a less sum than he would have to pay for a bill
This circuitous way of settling his debt
on Paris in London.

and sends
bill

involves additional charges for brokerage, commission, postage,
but the effect of it is still further to equalise the exchanges
(fee.,

London

and

This circuitous
method is called the Arbitration of Exchanges and the sum which
between

all

other

countries.

^

is

given in

London

for the ultimate price it realises in Paris is
When only three places are used in

called its Arbitrated Price.

such an operation it is called Simple Arbitration.
When more
than three are employed, it is called Compound Arbitration. The
practical rules for working out these results will be found in any
technical book on the subject.
But it is very evident that the

quicker, safer, and cheaper the communication between countries
becomes, the less room will there be for such operations, because
the Limits of the variations of the real exchanges, which are the

margin which renders such transactions possible, will constantly
diminish.

The

scale on which these indirect operations of
exchange ia
on is immense, and peculiarly affects the London exThere is no exchange between places to and from
change.

carried

v

.
;
.

THE
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remittances have not constantly to be made. Hence, when
places trade, their accounts must be settled by means of

upon some third recognised centre. London is the bankcentre of the world. From the enormous exports of England
to all
quarters of the globe, remittances have to be made to
-Condon from every part of the world. There is, therefore, a
constant demand for bills upon London to discharge
incurred for these commodities. Hence although the

may

send

to

bear a higher

those upon

One

exporters

goods to different countries, yet if they can
London, their bills will be sure to find some pur-

their

draw upon
chasers somewhere
London

the debts

be remitted to England. Hence bills upon
price, and meet with a readier sale than

other places.

country

A

may

import from another

B

less

than she

exports, and consequently a debt is due from A to B, Also B
exports to another country C more than she imports and consequently a debt is due from C to B. and A may discharge its
:

to B by transferring to it its claim against C.
As many countries trade with one another between

debt

there

is

which

no

drafts upon

exchange, their claims are mutually adjusted by
London, the commercial centre. Hence the London

most important in the world, and requires the
to be paid to it.
There are Arbitrated prices of bullion in the same way as
there are Arbitrated rates of exchange3 but we need not enter
'into them here.

exchange

is the

greatest attention

On
8*
which

the

"^"e niust

REAL or COMMEKCIAL EXCHANGE,

now

consider the Real or Commercial Exchange,

arises out of the transactions between this and other

countries. As the British Islands do not produce the precious
metals to any extent worth considering, they are only to be
obtained in this country by importation, and we must now
various sources from which they come, and the
different causes that produce an inflow or outflow of them.
They are to be treated in every other respect like any otfeer

consider the

o
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obtained by the same means an any
foreign commodity, and are
other one which we require for domestic consumption, which ia
not a native product.

The

trade in

bullion

may be

divided into two distinct

one where it is carried on directly with the
countries in which gold and silver are native products, and the
other with those countries which do not produce it, but which,

branches:

the

our own, have no means of supplying themselves with it
except by foreign commerce.
-Before the discoveries
I. With bullion-producing countries.

like

in California and Australia the chief bullion-producing countries
were Mexico and Peru. We need not specify others because
the same principle applies to them all, and to describe them all
would rather belong to a work on commerce generally. British
merchants have establishments, or correspondents, in these
countries, to whom they consign their goods, and their agents

exchange them for bullion brought down by the natives, and
which is collected in large quantities, and in former times, before
the invention of steam navigation, used to be brought home by
men-of-war for the sake of security. In these countries bullion
treated exactly like any other commodity, such as tea, or
wool, or wine, or timber, and British goods of all kinds are exported to them for the express purpose of being exchanged for

is

bullion to be remitted home.

The

limits of this exportation are

precisely similar to the limits of the exportation of goods to any
It is clear that by the time the bullion reaches
other country.
this country, it

ought

to

be

sufficient to

cover the original price

of the goods, and all the charges on them on their way out, as
well as the agent's commission there, the charges for freight,
insurance, and commission for bringing it home, and a fair
mercantile profit over and above all these expenses.
Unless it
does that, the commerce is not profitable.
The purchase of

bullion

then in

these

countries is a very simple affair,

requires no further notice.
IL With countries which

do

not produce

bullion.

and

The

causes which produce an inflow or outflow of bullion, between
this and other countries like it which do not
produce bullion,
4ie much more intricate.
Taking this country as the centre,

THE SEVEN CAUSES WHICH AFFECT THE EXCHANGE.

we may
i&

consider that the transmission of bullion to or from

influenced
1

.

2.
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by the SEVEN

The balance

By
By
By

it

following causes

of payments to be

made

to or

by

it.

the state of the Foreign Exchanges.
the state of the Currency.'

4.
remittances made to this country, as the commercial
centre of the world, to meet payments due to other countries.
5. By the political
security of this and neighbouring countries.

6. By the state of the Money Market, or the comparative
Kates of Interest in this and neighbouring countries.
7. By the free or prohibitive commercial tariffs of this and

foreign countries, as they permit or forbid our manufactures to
be imported into them.

There

SEVEN different causes which act upon the
bullion, and we see at once what a complicated

are, then,

movements of

subject the Foreign Exchanges is, because these seven different
causes may be acting in all sorts of different ways, in conjunction
or opposition ; and of course it requires an intimate knowledge
of commercial affairs at any particular time to know how they

do operate. The inveterate error of mercantile opinion for a
long time was, that there is only one cause which causes an
export of bullion, namely a balance of payments to be made.
It appears that the simplest way of arriving at an accurate

knowledge of the subject is to consider that the dealings between
nation and nation are only made up of the aggregate of dealings
between individuals of the nations, and we have only to consider
the variety of methods in which an individual merchant may
trade to have a comprehensive idea of the commerce of the
nation.

1,000 of goods to
Suppose a merchant of London sends
Bordeaux by the time they arrive there the mere addition of
would probably have raised
freight, insurance, and other charges,
their cost of production, or the expense of placing them there
But as the merchant would never have sent them
to ifil,050.
to that market, unless he expected to realise a good profit, we
may assume that the market is favourable and that they sell for
l 500, and he would probably draw against his agent for
:

f

o2
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1,000. His correspondent at Bordeaux, instead of remitting
the money to London, would prefer in ordinary circumstances to
invest the proceeds of the goods in some native product, which
The chief native product
in London.
would fetch a
of

good price
is wine

that country

:

so the agent

would invest the proceeds

charges for freight, commission,
it to England.
This wine
send
<fec., in Bordeaux wine, and
would probably be sold at a considerable profit in the English

of the goods, after deducting

all

arid after
:
deducting all
say it would fetch ^2,000
the charges of every description on the cargoes both ways, the
In this case it is
difference would be the merchant's profit.

market,

quite clear that no bullion would pass between the countries,
therefore there would be no question of exchanges.

and

The London merchant's agent at Bordeaux would be governed
by several considerations as to whether he would remit specie or
wine to London, and he would be giiided chiefly by the state of
the wine markets both at Bordeaux and London. For
supposing
the goods to be sold at a good profit at Bordeaux, he must next consider the price of the wine at Bordeaux, and also what it
might

be expected to fetch in London. If some great disaster had
happened to the vines so that there was a fail are of the crops,
the price of wine at Bordeaux might rule excessively
but
high
at the same time there
might be a largo stock of wine in London,
;

and

the price might not be unusually high : so that if he were
purchase wine at Bordeaux, and send it to London, it might
be a loss. In such a case as this, if there were no other

to

native product to send, he would find it more
advantageous to
specie, whatever the goods would sell for, and then the
exchange would be in favour of London ; but before the London
merchant could reckon his profits he would have to deduct th

remit

freight, insurance, &c., on the specie.
It must be observed however that the

which we have taken, wine,

is

example of the product
not a very good one to illustrate the

principle, because wine is an article which may be kept for several
years before it is used and the merchant tnigl it import the wine,
:

even though

it

would not pay at existing

prices, in the expectation that in process of time the
price of it would rise in consequence of the scarcity. An example of a product which re-
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quired immediate consumption, would have been a better illustration.

If

we suppose

Bordeaux had but one native product

that

the chances of finding the markets, both at Bordeaux and
London, in a favourable state for importing produce instead of

wine

But if it had other
would be increased of findand the chances would evidently
ing articles to suit the market
be multiplied according to the number and variety of its products.
Hence we see the great importance of having as great a variety
.as
possible in a market, because the more articles there are, the
specie,

would be limited

product?, such as olive

to that single article.

oil,

the chances
;

more chances there are that commercial indebtedness

may be

settled

by products rather than by specie.
Whether the transaction was profitable or not to the London
merchant would entirely depend on the amount of specie he

and if he had purchased
England cheap, and there was a
he might realise high prices there,
which might leave him a good profit. It would be very improbable that he could realise so much profit on that single operation
So
as in the double one of exporting goods and importing wine.
that the import of the specie would be less profitable to him^and
received after deducting

all

charges

:

the goods he sent out from
scarcity of them at Bordeaux,

the nation at large, than the import of the wine.
The reasons which caused the export of specie from Bordeaux,
and the import of it into England, in this case, are very plain ;
^

the native products at
they were the scarcity and dearness of
Bordeaux, and the abundant supply of them already in the
London market. Hence we gather that THE SCARCITY AND DEAR-!
NESS OF NATIVE PRODUCTS

IS

AN INFALLIBLE CAUSE OF THE EXPORT!

on the contrary, an already existing!
abundant supply of products both domestic and foreign is at
certain cause of its import into a country
just as people flock
market.
and
to buy in a well stocked
cheap
The exchange being in favour of a country means nothing
more than that bullion has to be remitted to it. In the case
OF SPECIE FROM

A COUNTRY

:

;

above described, the exchange at Bordeaux would be in favour
of London but this simple case is as good as a thousand to
shew the extreme and dangerous fallacy of drawing any con:
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elusion as to the advantage of the trade to England,

from the

favourable to her, and an
simple fact of the exchange being
inflow of bullion taking place.
The example given above is of the simplest description, and

a merchant of eminence, who has correspondents in several
different parts of the world, might easily multiply these opera-

many markets

tions so as to trade with

before the returns of

Thus instead of having the wine
his cargo were brought home.
sent home from Bordeaux, his correspondent might find it more
it there.
profitable to send it to Buenos Ayres, and dispose of
chief native product of that place is hides, and we may
suppose that his correspondent there might invest the proceeds
of the cargo of wine in hides, which there might be a favourable

The

When the cargo
opportunity of selling in the West Indies.
arrived in the West Indies, instead of remitting the proceeds
directly home, it might very well happen that, owing to a
scarcity of corn at

home,

it

might be very high there and cheap

in Canada, so he would invest the proceeds of the hides in sugar,
and despatch that to Canada, where the merchant's correspondent

there

would dispose

of

it,

and purchase corn, which he would

send to England.
In the case just described,
distinct operations,

and, as

we observe that there are
we may suppose that there

five
is

a

upon each of them, by the time the returns for the goods,
which originally cost ^1000, are brought to England, it may
very well be, that the corn, which forms the ultimate payment
of them, may be several times as valuable as the original
cargo :
and as the charges on each operation are deducted before inprofit

.

the proceeds in other articles, it is clear that the
merchant's profit upon the whole ip exactly the difference in
value between the articles last purchased and sent home and
vesting

the original cargo, after deducting all the
expenses of sending
home the last cargo : and it is also seen that no specie has been

from one country to the other in the whole course of die
extended operation.
There will be no difficulty in considering the reverse case
in which the operation is commenced from the
foreign

sent

country.

Suppose the starting point

is

New

York.

The

staple producti
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A

of America are breadstuffs and provisions.
merchant of
New York sends a cargo of corn to Liverpool, and his corre-

spondent there will endeavour to invest the proceeds of that in
British goods, if he finds the state of the markets in
England

New York will make snch an operation profitable. Suppose
the price of corn is very high here, and British goods are also
very high here, and very low in America, it is clear that
and

nothing but specie will be sent. In cases where a great and
unexpected dearth of corn occurs in England, and its price rises
enormously high, the infallible result is to cause a great drain of
specie for the time being, because our necessity for food is much
more pressing and immediate than their necessity or capability
of consuming our cotton or woollen goods.
And the only way to

arrest such

a drain

is to

make

effect

such a reduction in the price of

more profitable to export goods than
And we shall see in the next chapter that it was this
specie.
precise object which the Bank Act of 1844 was intended to

British goods as to

it

effect.

The varieties of trading described are sufficient to suggest
the following rules regarding the inflow or outflow of bullion.
I. The cause of bullion
being imported is either when the
of
low
in
is
so
price
goods
England and so high in the foreign
market that foreigners are tempted to send here to buy, or
English merchants are tempted to export.
II. The cause of bullion being exported from England is
that there is some great and pressing demand for some article in
this country, and other commodities are so scarce and dear that
they cannot be exported with a profit : or that the article is
required in such great quantities that the foreigner cannot con-

sume our goods, which we would prefer to send in payment, fast
and so specie must be sent and the greater the
enough
01'
difference in price the greater will be the djain of bullion
:

;

:

that other markets are already overstocked with our products,
which are depressed below their usual market value there.

This

is

stance

failure

what

we

is

meant by overtrading

:

and from

this

circum-

see that

of the crops in this country, so as to cause a famine
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price,

the

demand

for corn is so

Immediate and urgent that

it

and it is then of the
of specie
necessarily causes a drain
the
that
prices of other comconsequence
;

greatest possible
modities should be as low as possible, to enable them to be sent
in payment of the necessary supplies of food, and prevent such a

drain of bullion as

may

disturb the whole monetary system of

the country.

Overtrading, and a failure of the cereal crops of this country
The most
are each of them sure causes of a dram of bullion.
disastrous event for the

commerce of

this

these circumstances happen concurrently.

The monetary

of disaster.

criwis of

country
It is like

when both
a springtide

is

1847 was brought on by

several years of overtrading followed by successive failures
the staple support of the people of England and Ireland.

On

the

RATE OF DISCOUNT as

affecting the

io

EXCHANGES*

9 We

have now to treat of a cause of the movement of
which has acquired an importance in modern times far
in fact it is more important
exceeding what it ever did before
than any other, except a depreciated Paper Currency, viz. a
DISCOUNT v between two
DffljBJBfi<^^
countries.
Formerly when the comimmicatiorPwas slow and
expensive between different places, before the days of railroads

bullion

:

and steamers, a considerable difference might exist in the Kates
of Discoxint in two places, without causing a movement of bullion

&om

one place to another. But that is not possible now.
The
communication between places is so rapid now, that directly the
difference

between the Rates of Discount in any two places

is

more

than sufficient to pay for the expense of sending the bullion, an
immediate flow of bullion commences from one place to another.

And

this is in

exac^accordance with the usual mercantile principle
if the difference of price

which operates in every other case, that
of the same article in any two markets
to

repay the cost of sending

sent;

and

this

movement

in price continues.

Now

it

is more than
from one to the other,

sufficient
it

will be

will continue as long as the difference
if the Rate of Discount in London

8 per cent,, and that in Paris

k

is

6 per cent., the simple meaning

'

VOBEIGH LOANS AND BEHITTANCES.
of that is that gold may be bought for 3 per cent, in London a&d
But the expense of sending it from
sold at 6 per cent, in Paris.
one to the other does not exceed J per cent. ; consequently, it
leaves

2J per

cent, profit

on the operation.

The natural conse-

quence immediately follows, gold flies from London to Paris, and
the drain will not cease until the Eates of Discount are brought
within a certain degree of equality*
It used to be the common
delusion of mercantile men that gold was only sent to pay a
balance arising from the sale of goods, and that it must cease of
itself whenever these payments were made.
But this is a pro-

found delusion.
is

When

supposed above,

London

the Rates of Discount differ so much as
between London and Paris, persons in

upon their correspondents in Paris for the
express purpose of selling them for bullion, which they then remit to Paris, and which they can sell again for 6 per cent. And
fabricate bills

quite evident that this drain will not cease so long as the
difference in the Eates of Discount is maintained.
Moreover

it is

merchants in Paris immediately send over their bills to be discounted in London, and have the cash remitted to them. Now
the only way of arresting such a drain is to equalise the Rate of
Discount in the two places. These simple facts are a perfectly

who complain of the variations
Bank of England, and suppose

conclusive answer to those writers

of the Eate of Discount

by

the

is possible to maintain a uniform Eate.
Consequently
present day, it is the imperative duty of the Bank of
England to keep a steady watch upon the Eates of Discount in

that

it

at the

neighbouring countries, and to follow those variations so as to
prevent its being profitable to export bullion from this country.

On

FOREIGN LOANS, SECUKITIES, and BEMITTANCE
affecting the EXCHANGES.

10. Besides

a

the state of national indebtedness, arising out of

commercial operations, there are other causes which seriously
affect the Exchanges.
Formerly England, being more abundant
in money and material resources than men, used to subsidise
foreign powers to a great extent

:

and the method of transmitting

j

]

1
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a loan to

sncli

tlie

best advantage to the remitting country IB an

and delicacy. An actual and
operation of considerable nicety
sudden withdrawal of a very large amount of bullion Irom a
commercial country would cause the most disastrous consequences
so many engagements had to be met at a fixed time.

when

When

such necessities arise the operation is effected by Bills of
These events however occur but rarely, and are not

Exchange.

the ordinary operations of banking, and therefore to give an
account of how they are effected would be beyond the limits of

work.

this

If

any readers

desire to see practical

examples

of

such operations we may refer them to our Principles of Economical Philosophy and Theory and Practice of Banking, where

some are given, especially the most gigantic one ever effected,
the payment of the indemnity by France.
Public Securities however of all sorts, Bonds of Commercial
Companies now form a regular article of import and export
between various countries, and affect the Exchanges exactly like
any other merchandise : but as these all pass through the Post
Office, and not through the Custom House, it is impossible to
have any record of their quantity and consequently the subject
of the Exchanges is a hopeless puzzle to any persons who only
:

to the official returns of merchandise published by the
Board of Trade.
There is, lastly, to be considered the sums required by renidents abroad for their expenditure.
The drafts of the great
English and Russian families on their bankers at home, affect the
exchanges, exactly in the same manner as any other drafts.

look

On

Moneta/ry

and Political Convulsions as influencing
the Exchanges.

1L As an

immediate consequence of the preceding principles
follows that a political or monetary convulsion in
any country
will immediately turn the
Exchanges in favour of that country,

it

if

such an event

Paper Currency.

is

not prevented by the issue of an Inconvertible
reason is plain: any political or monetary

The

convulsion is attended

by a

great destruction of CEEDIT.

Thus
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Credit, while it existed, performed tlie functions of Money : but
as soon as it is destroyed, there is an intense demand for Money
to

fill

the void.

Money

rises

enormously in value.

Multitudes

of persons are obliged to sell their goods at a sacrifice.
The consequence is that Money, having risen greatly in value, both with

Goods and Debts, an immense quantity will flow in
from neighbouring countries. Thus in 1799 there was a great
commercial crisis at Hamburg. The Eate of Discount rose to 15
In
per cent. That immediately drained bullion from England.
1825 there was a great commercial crisis in England. For a
respect to

considerable period the bank, by making extravagant issues at a
low Rate of Discount, had turned the Foreign Exchanges against

the country.
But no sooner did the crisis occur in December,
than the Foreign Exchanges immediately turned in favour of it.

Exactly the same thing happened in 1847. No sooner had the
crisis in that year
fairly set in than the Exchanges turned in
favour of the country.

And numerous

other examples might be

cited if necessary.

On

the

Means of Correcting an Adverse Exchange.

12. The preceding paragraphs shew upon what complicated
causes those great movements of bullion depend which produce
such important consequences. There are three great Economic
Quantities,

changed,

all

PRODUCTS, BULLION and DEBTS,

all seeking to be ex*
flowing from where they are cheaper to where they

are dearer.

But all this vast superstructure of CREDIT this mighty mass
of exchangeable Property is based upon GOLD BULLION. Different methods of doing business require different quantities of
bullion : but however perfect and refined the system may be,

we must come

at last to a, basis of bullion, as its

moderator and

therefore, the bullion be suffered to

ebb away too
whole superstructure is endangered, and then ensues
one of those dreadful calamities, a Monetary Crisis.
We have endeavoured to explain the different causes which
produce an adverse exchange, so that if one takes pkce the
proper corrective may be applied. If it be caused by & de-

regulator.

rapidly, the

If,
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predated Currency, there

Currency to

its

proper

is

no cure but a restoration of

thfc

state.

When however it arises from a balance of indebtedness from
commercial transactions there are but two methods of correcting
of produce and A RISK IN THE RATE OP DISCOUNT.
it, an export
It used to "be a doctrine ofien asserted that

an adverse ex-

an inducement to export, on account of the
premium at which bills could be sold. What truth there was
in this doctrine can only be known to those actually engaged in
change was in

itself

But a very much more certain means of prois a lowering of their price.
We shall
more fully in the next chapter.

such operations.

ducing an export of goods
enter into this

We have observed that a difference in the Eate of Discount
between any two countries more than sufficient to pay for the
transmission of bullion, will produce a flow of bullion from one
to the other.
But as all the cost of transmission both ways falls
on the operator, the difference requires to be more considerable
than might appear at first sight. And if they are three months
bills, the profit reaped will be only one-fourth of the apparent
difference.
Thus Mr. Goschen says there must be a difference of
1

2 per cent, between London and Paris, before the operation of
sending gold over from France, for the sake only of the higher
And between other continental cities, of
interest, will pay.
course, the difference

But whatever the

may be much greater.
difference may be the method

is absolutely
Directly the Eate,^^^
people cease
to export bullion from here, and the continental bankers and
brokers increase their demand for English bills.
And as the

certain.

I

rises, the demand will increase, until at last the price reaches
the specie point, and gold begins to flow in : and as the Rat
rises more, more powerful will be the attraction, until at last the

Eate

necessary equilibrium

is

restored between bullion

and Credit

.

OW THE BANK ACT OE

CHAPTER

1844.

VIII.

ON THE BANK CHARTER ACT OF

L WE

shall

limits allow us

the
to
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1$44.

now endeavour
1st.

to explain as clearly as our
The" Causes which led to the enactment of

Bank Charter Act of 1844 2ndly. The Objects intended
be effected by that Act; Brdly. The Mechanism devised for
;

effecting those objects.

"When the Bank of England was founded it lent all its
and was allowed to issue an exactly

Capital to Government,
equal amount of Notes.

On

several subsequent

occasions

its

Capital was increased, and at the same time it was allowed to
issue an equal amount of Notes.
Thus for a considerable time
its power of issuing Notes was strictly limited to the amount of
its Capital, and it was provided that if the Directors issued
Notes exceeding the amount of their Capital they should be
liable in their private capacity.
Afterwards they were released from this limitation, and they were allowed to issue Notes
to any amount they pleased, provided always that they were
payable in specie on demand.
2. In 1797 the Bank suspended payments in cash, from
But during the war,
causes which we need not detail here.
being endowed with the power of issuing any quantity of Notes

they pleased, they gave countenance to very wild speculations,
and at the same time an immense number of country banks

The natural result of this was
started issuing torrents of Notes.
a heavy Depreciation of the Paper Currency.
In February

4 105.,
1810, the Market, or Paper, Price of gold had risen to
and the Foreign Exchanges had fallen to a similar extent.
Guineas commonly passed for a ^1 note and 6s. or 7s.
This state of matters caused such a derangement of commerce
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who came to the
by the excessive issues of
Notes.
They said that the true value of the Paper was to be
estimated by the Market or Paper Price of gold, and the state
fchat

the Bullion Committee was appointed,

resolution that this effect -was caused

In former times a high price of
of the Foreign Exchanges.
bullion and an adverse state of the Exchanges, had compelled
the Directors to reduce their issues to counteract the drain of

and to preserve their own safety. Since the restriction
not followed the same principles, as they did not feel
had
they
Nevertheless they ought to observe the
the inconvenience.
same rules as before the restriction, and to continue to regulate
their issues by the Market Price of bullion, and the state of the

guineas,

Foreign Exchanges.
proposals had been made of remedying the evil by a
compulsory limitation of the Bank's power o issuing Notes.
But the Committee entirely discountenanced the pkn of im-

Some

posing a numerical

limit

on the Bank's

issues,

because the

accessary quantity could never be fixed : and such a course
might very much aggravate the severity of a temporary pressure.

A

very important distinction however was to be observed
between a demand for gold for domestic purposes, sometimes
great and sudden, and caused by a temporary failure of con-

and a drain arising from the unfavourable state of the
Foreign Exchanges that a judicious increase of accommodation
was the proper remedy for the former phenomenon: but a diminution of its issiies the correct course to adopt in the latter*
The Eeport emphatically declared that the mere numerical
amount of notes in circulation at any time WEB no criterion
whatever of their being excessive the only sure criterion was
to be found in the Price of gold bullion and the state of the
fidence,

:

:

Exchanges.
3. The House of Commons, however, rejected the Eeport of
the Committee

:

and the Bank being freed from

all restraint, still

further increased its issues, which became still more depreciated f
until in August 1813, the price of gold bullion rose to
6 10%

and the real value of the note was about 14s. 2d.
In 1814-15-16 an immense number of
country banks failed,
which reduced the Paper Currency to about one-half: and the

DOCTKINES

m

2O7

isis.

of tMs was that in October 1816 the Paper Price of gold
B 18s. Bd. Thus tlie truth of the principles of

laad

fallen to

Hie

Bullion Eeport was clearly proved.

The Bank Note was now
in November 1816, the Bank

so nearly brought to par, tliat;
gave notice of their intention.

'to pay off all notes dated before the 1st of January 1812 and
in April 1817, all their notes dated before the 1st of January
:

But in April 1817 a drain of gold began: the Bank took no
measures to stop it the Paper Piice of gold began to rise and
:

tlae Foreign Exchange to fall. In January 1819, the Paper
JPrice of gold was J4 3s., and the Exchange on Paris 23*50 : the
Bank would have been very soon drained of all its gold and an
:

.Act was passed in April 1819
any payments in gold whatever.

The

4.

Parliament

and

in

:

forbidding the

Bank

to

make

Bullion Report had been contumeliously rejected by
but it had been vehemently discussed by the press,

1819

it

had

entirely converted tlie

mercantile world*

Tlie

evidence given in its favour in 1819 was just as strong,
as it had been adverse in 1810 and among other persons, it
converted Peel, the chairman of the Commons' Committee im
:

1819, who

said in his speech that there was no test of the excess
deficiency of tlie notes but a comparison with the price of gold.
JEEe also resisted the imposition of a limit on the issues of "tb.e

or

Bank

as a very unwise position, because there were occasio
what was called a run on the Bank might be arrested

injurious effects by an increase of its issues.

It was, therefore
any specific limitation of issues to &
fought into operation at any period how remote so ever.
An Act was passed in 1819, commonly called Peel's Act,

^impossible

&

to prescribe

tObat the Acts in force for

continued

till

the 1st

restraining cash

May

1823,

payments should "be

when they were

finally

to>

During the intervening period they might pay in bars
ingots of gold bullion of 60 oz. at certain prices : after tibe

cease.

or

1st

was

of

May

1823, they were to pay in gold coin as usual.

This

Act which has been so much talked about : but it
jaever came into operation at all. In 1821 the Directors Slaving
aectxmulated a large amount of treasure procured an Act by
Peel's
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which they were allowed

May

to

resume cash payments on the

lit

1821.

from the Bank, which took
5. In 1824 a rapid drain began
no measures to stop it; this went on all through 1824 and 1825,
when the bullion which was above 18 millions in January 1824

was reduced to little over one million
monetary

by

the

in

December 1 825.

A great

took place in this month, which was only arrested
making very liberal issues of notes to support solvent

crisis

Bank

houses.

6. In 1827 the Bank was at last convinced of the truth of
the principles of the Bullion Eeport and endeavoured to adopt
**
them. The plan it devised was this To keep their securities "
their cash and bullion at one-half
as nearly equal as possible
of their securities and consequently equal to one-third of their
" liabilities."
But on several occasions the bullion had
:

:

fallen

There were very severe
and
but
in the spring of 1888
in
1886
1887,
monetary pressures
the Bank was again got into its normal position,
But about the
end of 1838 another period of disorganisation commenced at
shewn by the following figures
fco

about one-fifth instead of one-third.

9,794,000
8,330,000
7,047,000
6,580,000
4,456,000
4,117,000
2,087,000

The Bank was thus rapidly drifting into
bankruptcy and
was only saved from stopping payment
by negotiating foreign
loans at Paris and
Hamburg to the amount of 8,500,000.
;

There being shewn to be
something radically defective in
the management of the Bank led to the
appointment of a Committee of the House of Commons in
1840, which condemned tfa
principle upon which the Directors professed to act, but nothing
could be done, as the Charter of the Bank did not
expire till 1844
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1844.

7. In the meantime an influential sect of Currency writers
whom were Colonel Torrens,

fcad arisen, the most prominent of

Lord

Overstone, Mr.

Norman, and

others.

They maintained the

following principles1.

That Bank Notes,

i.e.

the Promises of bankers to

"

money on demand, alone are Currency,''' and that
of Paper Credit are Currency.

pay

no other forms

2. That if Banks are permitted to issue Notes they ought to
"be only exactly equal in amount to what the specie would have
!>een if there were no Notes.
3. That
any excess of Notes above the specie they displace
is a Depreciation of the Currency.
Lord Overstone observed in his evidence before the Committee of the House of Commons in 1840 that it was a funda-

mental

vice of the principle devised

by the Directors in 1832 to

cjarry out the doctrines of the Bullion Report, that the gold
xnight all leave the country without causing any diminution of

tfae amount of Notes in the hands of the public
"that this assertion was completely verified in 1839.
:

we have seen

8. The above-named writers being of great influence, converted Sir Robert Peel to their views, and Ms Bank Act of 1844
"was expressly devised for the purpose of carrying these principles
into effect : and the machinery adopted was as follows
The Bank was divided into two Departments: the Issue
apartment, and the Banking Department.
Directors were to transfer to the Issue Department
Securities to the value of 14,000,000, of which the debt due by
and also so much of the
fclie public to the Bank was to be a part
and
and
silver
bullion
as
should
not be required for
coin
gold
gold
the banking department. The Issue Department was then to
deliver over to the Banking Department an amount o Notes
exactly equal to the Securities, Coin, and Bullion so deposited
"with them. The Banking Department was forbidden, to issue
:

Notes to any person whatever,

or

except in exchange for other Nates,
such as they received from the Issue Department in, terms of

the Act
No Banks

or private bankers- were allowed to commence
after' the 6th May 1844 : and if any ceased to

issuing bank notes

THE ELEMENTS OF BANKING.
Notes after that date, the Bank might be authorised by the
In Council to increase the amount of Securities in the

Grown

Department to two-thirds of the Notes so withdrawn from
Since 1844 several private bankers have ceased
business and in terms of the Act the Bank's power of
Notes on securities has been increased to 3615,000,000.

circulation.

;

Consequently its total power of issuing Notes is now limited to..
15^000,000 plus the amount of bullion held by the Issue Department.
It was
supposed that these provisions ensured that the Quantity
of Notes in circulation, i.e. in the hands of the
public , would be
exactly equal to what a metallic Currency would have been, and

that the outflow of bullion

would by its own natural operation,
withdrawing Notes from the public
Having made these provisions, the framers
of the Act supposed that
they had taken out of the hands of the
Bank all power of
mismanaging the Currency, and that they
manage the banking department at their own discretion.
To say that the amount of Notes should
only be equal to
a Metallic
Currency would have been, is a very intelligible
and as we have observed, several Banks have been
proposition
constructed on that
But no banks constructed on this
principle.
have the mechanical
to an equal amount.

effect of

;

ever did, or
by

any possibility could do, banJcing business
Every time that a Bank discounts a bill it is a violation of the
The Banks constructed on
Currency Principle."
the Currency
Principle were pure Banks of Deposit
they never
did any discount business :
they did nothing but exchange Credit
for specie and
specie for Credit; and if the Bank of
England
were
to discount, &ere is no reason
why it should not
be zttxmstroeted on this
principle..
pnnciple^

for

profit.

:

Bat

to suppose

thai;

the

Bank Act
nor In

really does

carry out this
! * is <*ident
16^000 of Notes issued against the Public Debt
ttd Securities are a direct violation
of the

TT**
0*fe
How

did

^f

&e Bank

mailifeSt

-

** fet Place

Currency Principle."
Aese securities?
By purchase. Now
y of &ese securities is in circulation, and the
obtain

tmm
1

Is it not

of

dear Aat these

Currency

to
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be true that these 15 millions of Notes are not a
"
"
Currency Principle then the very same argument would show that the -whole National Deht might be coined
into Notes, and then there would be no more Paper in circulation
than under a purely Metallic Currency
Certainly it is an
excellent plan for every one to buy the "Funds with their cash,
and then to be allowed to have it too in the form of Notes
This was exactly John Law's principle, and if we may coin the
If

?

violation of

it

tlbe

!

!

Funds into money we may just as well coin the land into money.
But this does not show the full extent of the error of those
who think that the Bank Act enforces the " Currency Principle."
The Banking Department does business like any other bank. It
purchases or discounts Bills of Exchange by creating Credit in
that it increases its liabilities in another form besides
its books
;

This Credit

Notes.

is

equally in excess of the Metallic Cur-

rency.

Therefore
the

that

it is

quite clear that those

Bank Act

really

who

carries out the

seriously maintain

Currency Principle

must maintain this proposition
Twice 15 millions -I- an indefinite number of millions=15
millions.

"
In Banks constructed on the " Currency Principle the Credit
is always exactly equal in quantity to the money de-

created

But how does this matter stand
posited and kept in the bank.
To test this we need only take any one
in regard to the Bank ?
of its published returns at random. On the 27th March 1873,
it

appears that the Credit created by the
61,021,187, and the specie held by the

^23,886,372 or about 2-6
that the

must

also

As
fchat

to I.

Bank amounted
Bank amounted

If therefore it

to

be maintained

"
is constructed on the
Currency Principle
be maintained that 2*6 are equal to 1.

Bank

to

"

it

a matter of pure arithmetic, therefore, it is perfectly clear
"
Bank Act completely fails to carry out the " Principle

the

was intended to enforce. In feet the iramers of the Act had a
THEORY, and they passed an Act: but they never took the
the Act corresponds with the
slightest pains to ascertain whether

it

Theory.

Q The
m

a withexpressed purpose of the Act was to cause
- 2
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drawal of Notes from circulation, Le. from the public, exactly
the Bank in
equal in quantity to the gold withdrawn from
"
"
and it was
strict accordance with the
Currency Principle
this
the
if
Directors
duty, the "meneglected
supposed that
;

chanical
is

now
No

1847.

"

action of the Act would compel

be seen

to

how

this expectation

was

them

to fulfil

It

it.

fulfilled.

occasion arose for testing the powers of the Act till April
The well-known disasters of 1846 caused a steady drain

Bank to commence in 1846. But the Bank
made no alteration in the Rate of Discount till 1847, when the
bullion was below 14 millions, and the bank raised its discount

of bullion from the

Having lost another million in a fortnight it raised dis
4 per cent. But it made no further alteration till it
had lost three millions more, and then it raised its discount to 5
Here we have the mime inveterate error committed by
per cent.
the Bank as on so many previous occasions -an immense drain
of bullion, and none but the most feeble and inefficient means
But this pressure is an excellent example to
taken to stop it.
to 3^-.

count

to

test the alleged

2nd

:

How

We

:

the

by its self-acting principles, could compel them
The following figures speak for themselves
Act,

shall

now

Bank was

inclined to act on the principle.
Supposing they were disinclined to do so, how far the

1st

gee

" mechanical " action of the Act.

to

do

so

CAUSE OF THE FAILURE OF THE ACT*
These -figures show the utter

futility of the
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idea that, as the

bullion diminished, the Act conld compel a reduction of notes in
the hands of the public, for the notes in circulation were within

an insignificant trine as large in amount when the bullion was
9,867,000, as when it was
16,366,000.
Consequently,
nothing could be a more total and complete failure of the Act of
1844, on the very first occasion its services were required.
Lord Overstone complained to the Committee of 1840 that

only

the principle laid down by the Directors for managing the Bank
in 1832, provided no security that Notes should be withdrawn
from circulation as the gold was withdrawn from the Bank : and

was the precise purpose of the Act of 1844 to compel the
withdrawal of Notes from the public exactly in the same degree

it

was withdrawn from the Bank and yet the foregoing
show that the Bank Act failed on the very point it was
expected to effect; aad that it provided no effectual check
whatever against mismanagement on the part of the Bank.

as gold

:

figures

?
From this very simple cirframers of the Act supposed that there is only
of extracting gold from the Bank, namely, by means of

Whence
cumstance.

ONE way
its Notes

did this failure arise

The

and that if people want gold they must bring in
and
Notes,
consequently, that as the gold comes out, Notes must
go

;

in.

But as a matter of simple banking business, there are TWO
methods of extracting gold from the Bank namely by Notes
and CHEQUES. Those persons who have Credit in its books may
go and present CHEQUES, and thus draw out every ounce of gold
from the banking department, without a single Bank Note being
withdrawn from the public.
In fact instead of withdrawing the notes from the public, as
was intended by the Act, the Directors threw the whole effect of
And that happened in
the drain of gold on their own reserves.
The pu^HgJbas.^TWp methods of extra9|ing,^oM,fim
this way.
th^JSanking Department, namely by Nates ^U3hsj]jies : but the
Banking Department has only ONE mettod^Of^S^wting gold
from the Issue Department, namely, its Notes in reserve. And
when the Banking Department felt a drain on its gold, it had to
Issue Departreplenish it by obtaining a fresh supply from the
:

t
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meat, at the same time giving up an exactly equal amaunt of
And thus the whole drain fell on its own reserves3 withNotes.

withdrawing a Note from the public.
of extracting gold from
legislation can prevent this power
And thus is explained the comthe Bank by means of Cheques.
" mechanical " action of the Act to
compel
plete failure of the
u
The
the Directors to carry out the
Currency Principle."
Directors were able to commit, and actually did commit, the very
same error as they had done before the Act which Lord Over-

out;

No

had truly said was the fundamental vice of the Bank prin1832 and it was powerless to prevent them.
And this simple fact completely upsets the whole theory of

stone

ciple of

the Act.

^ The

fact is that there are two leaks to the ship.

The framers

Act could only perceive one and they only provided
against one s and they were utterly astonished to find the ship
rapidly sinking from the other leak they had forgotten.^
10. Now as the Act notoriously and manifestly failed in this
most important point, which it was supposed to have rendered
so secure, and which was fully and candidly admitted
by Sir
Kobert Peel, it becomes a natural inquiry to ask why it failed.
The reply to this is that the Act failed because it aimed at the
of the

wrong mark

:

altogether.

It wholly

missed the true point in the

case.

In former times

it

was a mercantile dogma that the Exchanges

could only be against the country in consequence of
indebted to other countries. Nothing can be more

its

being

striking than

the vicious circle in which the Commercial witnesses
argued
before the Bullion Committee of 1810.
They maintained with

unflinching perseverance that the Exchangee could only be
adverse because the country was indebted : and as the
Exchanges

were adverse, they maintained that the
country must be indebted
(without the slightest inquiry into the fact) because the exchanges

were adverse.

However the Bullion Committee completely disproved this
Commercial dogma and they demonstrated beyond
dispute that
the depreciated Paper
Currency was the cause of the Exchanges
being apparmtty adverse s but that when this depreciated Paper
:

MEW

PRINCIPLE OF THE CURRENCY*

*

Currency was reduced to its true value in gold, the Exchanges
were in reality in favour of the country.

The Commercial

witnesses maintained that

when

the

in-

debtedness was paid off, the drain of bullion would cease of itself.
But the Bullion Committee proved that with a Paper

Currency

so

depreciated as

Bank Notes then

we're,

the drain

would not cease until all the specie in circulation had left the
country which was amply verified in England at that period,
and has been fully verified in many countries since.
^/
The Bullion Committee thus shewed that there are two causes I
;

of a drain

of bullion

1st,

the indebtedness of the country :l

2nd, a depreciated Paper Currency.
But in our Theory and Practice of Banking

f

published in
a THIRD cause of a drain of Bullion^
first

1856, we shewed that there is
and an adverse Exchange, which, however it might be knowa
among commercial men, had never yet, that we have seen, found
its way into any commercial book whatever, and most certainly
had never been brought prominently before the public in
Currency discussions, as a cause of an adverse Exchange, wholly
irrespective of any indebtedness of the country, or of the state of

the Paper Currency.

The

principle

is

/

this

That when the Rate of Discount "between any two places differs
by more than sufficient to pay the cost of transmitting bullion from!
one place to the other, bullion will flow
lower to where it is higher.

from where discount

esl

f

We

have fully explained this principle in the preceding
Hence
the explanation here.
chapter, so that we need not repeat
if such a state of things arises, the Bank must, as an indispensable
measure to preserve its own security, raise its Rate of Discount
so as to destroy these profits ; and so arrest the drain, which is
of the Rates of Discount in
exclusively caused by the difference
the two places.

Now when

bullion dealers fabricate Bills for the purpose of

\

causes no increase of
buying gold for exportation, this practice
the Bank Notes in circulation : on the contrary, they are not

wanted
it steals

:

it is gold that is demanded and taken for export, and
Also if
out of the country noiselessly and unobserved.

j
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in tibia
country will perversely maintain the Rate of Discount lower here than in neighbouring countries, and, therefore^
lower than the natural Bate, persons in foreign countries send
their debts or securities over here for sale, and the
proceeds are
remitted abroad.
an export
this
causes
practice
Consequently
of gold without
Of all
diminishing the Notes in circulation.
of property Debts are the most
The
easily transportable.
charges on the transmission of gold even, are
compared to

heavy
any amount can be
transmitted from one
country to another at the mere expense of
the
Consequently if the Americans can only get ^85
per cent, for their Debts in their own country, and they can get
96 per cent, in England, of course,
they will send them here in
This was eminently and noto quantities for realisation.
rlously the case in 1839 when the Bank of England kept its Kate
so
perversely below the natural Rate, and it was the cause which
the drain of bullion to so
alarming an extent. \/ Hence
we
that besides the causes
universally known for a
of bullion;the indebtedness of the
country and a dethose

on the transmission of Debts.

Debts

to

7

predated Paper Currency

whose
recognised f

namelya^j^

Now this

;

^i^is^^^i^^^^^^^p^^^

nnporfpa^

principle

was not understood at the time the Bank
in. our work on
Banking (1856)

Act of 1844 was passed: and

we

_

this *fi a fundamental
principle of the Currency
IMPROPERLY LOW RATE OF DISCOUNT IS IN ITS PKACTICAL
EFFECTS, A BEPBECIATIGN OF THE CURRENCY.
that the
only true method of striking at
^
tiiis
fa- gold is
by BAISIH<J the RATE OF DISCOUNT : and
that the true
power of governing and controlling Credit,
or the Paper
Currency, is by carefully ADJUSTING THE RATE OF
BT THE STATE OF THE POEEIGN
EXCHANGES, AND THE
OF THE BCLLIOK IN THE
*

AM

We

The

fact is ttet buffion dealers
are the natural

and tiuy are
constantly on fce watch to
they

enemies of
take

anv

cm of ihe weakness of bankers, if
they .sell gold
dthy waat MB gold,' K* for *be purpose of th*

NIW
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Commerce of the country, as other traders do, but for
the express purpose of sending it to be sold in other countries
where it has a higher value. They act exactly as people would
internal

do with corn dealers

wheat

at half the price

if

they were so foolish as to

was

sell

their

neighbouring markets.
If the farmers were to keep selling their wheat at 405. a quarter
in England, while the price was 80s. in Paris, of course corD
dealers

it

selling at in

would buy up the wheat

in

England and export

it

to

France.

Now the weak point in the Act of 1 844 is that it takes no
notice of this grand principle : it takes no precaution that the
Directors of the Bank of England shall recognise it, and counterOn

the contrary it leaves them in full power to repeat
committed error of causing a depreciation of the
Currency from an unnaturally low Rate of Discount. And
thus the fundamental vice of the Bank Act of 1844 is exactly
the same as Lord Overstone said was the fundamental vice of

act

it.

their

oft

Bank principle of 1882. The whole of the gold may be
drawn out of the Bank without withdrawing a single Note from
circulation, i.e. from, the hands of the public.
11. This principle was extremely little understood in 1856,
when our work was published but its truth was soon signally
verified and acknowledged to be true by the most competent
authorities.
After the great crisis of 1857, a Committee of the
House of Commons was appointed to investigate its causes, and
Mr. Norman, a Director of the Bank of England, and one of the
most prominent and influential advocates of the " Currency
"
Principle and of the Bank Act of 1844 was asked

the

;

Q, 3529. Is it not principally by raising the Rate of Interest
you check the amount of discounts which may be demanded]

that

you? Yes: we have found, contrary to what would have been]
anticipated that the power we possess, and which we exercise,]
of raising the Rate of Discount, keeps the demand upon us!
There are other restrictions
within manageable dimensions.
of

,

which are

we

less

important.

find in general, is

The Rate we charge

for our Discounts,

a sufficient check.

In 1861 Mr. Goschen published his Theory of the Foreign
Exchanges, in it he says-
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" The
the

of
efficacy of that corrective

an unfavourable

of

Exchanges, on which we have been

dilating (Le. raising the
thoroughly tested by late

Rate of Discount) has been most
events.
Every advance in the Bank Bate of Discount has been
a turn of the Exchanges in favour of England, and
followed

by

vice

versa,

as soon as the Rate

Exchanges became

It is quite needless to

this principle

:

its

of Interest was lowered, the

less favourable."

truth

quote any more evidence in favour of
is now as universally admitted by all

competent persons as the Newtonian

Law

of Gravity*

It in the

acknowledged principle upon which the Bank of England is now
managed after our work was published in 1856, the Usury
Laws in France were modified in order to enable the Bank of
France to adopt it : and in fact it is now adopted by every Bank
:

in the world.

In former times when the only communication between
was by means of sailing shlpn and common

different countries

roads,

and therefore very

principle,

thyugh actually

slow, expensive,
true,

and uncertain,

could seldom be

called

this

into

because the cost and delay in the trannport of gold would
far exceed any profit to be made out of the difference in the

action,-

Rates of Discount, iu quiet times. It was like some mechanical
force, which actually exists, but which IB overpowered and

prevented from producing any visible effect, in consequence of
friction.
But it did act in times of commercial crisis, when the

Eate of Discount became extreme.
took place at

Hamburg:

In 1799 enormous failures

discount rone to 15 per cent., and this

drew gold away from England.
But in modern times, since communications have been so
much accelerated and cheapened, even ainee the Act of 1844, by
means of railroads and steamers, this friction, as we may call it,
has been immensely diminished
and this great principle is

rate immediately

:

called into action with

a much

less

difference

between the Rates
would probably
it can now go

of Discount than at any former period.
Bullion
have taken ten days to go from London to Paris :

m ten hours, and at probably the tenth part

of the expense.

A

difference of 2 per cent, between the Bates of Discount in London
and Paris will now draw buUion from one place to the other.

'
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the Causes which compelled the Sv&pen&imi of the
Bank Act
1847, 1857, and 1866.

m

12. The monetary pressure which we mentioned above
away at the time, but another much more severe came on
the Autumn, which ended in a monetary panic and on th.e
November 1847, the Government authorised the Bank to
;

a^fc

the limits allowed by the Act of 1844, if they considered
necessary to do so to restore commercial confidence. Tills

Bi&spension of the Act was perfectly successful and on two
Bimilar occasions in 1857 and 1866 a similar course was followed
"with similar results. We have given a full narrative of th,e
course of events preceding these panics in our Theory and
-irvactice of Banking^ to which we must refer those who clesiire
ifiall information on the
We must now only examine
subject.
tKe reasons which made this course necessary, and why it wsts
successful.
*
Ever since the enormous development of the Credit system.
:

of

commerce

in

modem

times, great commercial failures

have

periodically recurred, producing the most widespread distress ;
^rjici there have been two conflicting Theories as to what the action
of the Bank ought to be in a Monetary Crisis.
1. -One Theory maintains that in such a Crisis, the Book
e&Lcnald liberally expand its issues, to support Commercial Credit.
THIs Theory may be called the EXPANSIVE Theory.
-

2. The other Theory maintains that in such a Crisis the Bap.fe
siLOiild rigorously restrict its issues to their usual amount, or
oiren contract them. This Theory may be called the BESTSICTIVJE,

Tiieory, \f
Both these Theories have been tried in practice, and discnssedi
the
most eminent authorities, and we may succinctly examine
ty
tOae

results.
first great monetary Crisis in modern times took place in
TMs great
after the termination of the seven years' war,

The
JLZ63,

occurred at Hamburg and Amsterdam, where tiie
"
Currency Principle was in full operation, and where there "was
no Banking Credit whatever, except what represented specie. Tlie
&iilures began at Amsterdam among the principal merchants
clissaster
*c
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The Bank had no power

to assist

them

:

and the resources of the

Hearing that the Amsterdam
merchants to fail, the Hamthe
to
allow
determined
had
bankers
the
to
in
wrote
them
bankers
greatest alarm to say that if
burg

private bankers

were exhausted.

would instantly suspend
they did not support the merchants, they
their own payments.
By the time the letter reached Amsterdam,
General failure followed
the merchants had already stopped.
at Hamburg, where no business was transacted for some time,
but for ready money. The failures were equally general throughout Germany. The Crisis extended to England, and Smith sayn
that the Bank made advances to merchants to the amount of a
million.
n

Currency Principle was no protection
whatever against a Monetary Crisis: and on this occasion the
Bank acted on the EXPANSIVE Theory.

Thus we

see that the

;

In 1772 the severest Monetary Crisis since the South Sea
scheme took place. On this occasion again the Bank came forward to support Commercial Credit.
In 1782 our unhappy war with America was ended, and the
usual results of the termination of a great contest took place.
The Bank had greatly extended its issues and a very alarming
:

drain of specie took place, which at one time threatened to oblige
them to stop payment. The Directors, however, considered
that if they could only restrain their issues for a short period, the
returns in specie in payment of the exports would soon set in in a

more rapid manner than they went out. They determined, therefore, to make no communication to Government, but for the present to contract their issues .UNTIL THE EXCHANGES TURNED IN

The Bank felt the greatest alarm in May, 1788.
make any advances to Government on the
loan of that year but they did not make any demand for
payment of their own advances, which were between 9 and 10
millions.
They continued this policy up to October, when at

THEIR FAVOUR.

They then

refused to
:

length the drain had ceased from the country, and money had
begun to flow in from abroad. At length in the Autumn when the
favourable signs began to appear, they advanced freely to Govern-

ment on the

loan, although at that time the cash in the

Bank wae
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lower tlian at the time they felt the greatest alarm. It
then reduced to ^473,000.
The doctrine then stated by Mr. Bosanquet that guided the
was this. That while a drain of specie was going on

be contracted as much as possible: but that
had begun to give signs of ceasing, and turn"the other way, it was then safe to extend their issues freely.
s policy had been entirely successful, and the Credit of the
was saved.
issues should

as the tide

After the peace of 1782 the commercial energies of the
were greatly developed : to carry on this increased coma greatly enlarged Currency was necessary : and as the

Bank prevented solid Banks being founded intradesmen started up in every part of -the country

of the

,

notes.
Burke says that when he came to England in
there were not 12 bankers out of London : in 1792 there

about 400

:

the great majority being grocers, tailors,
In the autumn of 1792 very

and petty shopkeepers.

In
failures took place in Europe and America.
1798, the general alarm was greatly increased by the
Some great failures
progress of the IVencli Revolution.
occurred in London in February ; and soon the panic spread to
,

o

1<X> stopped payment, and 200 were much
pressure in London was intense: and this
produced a demand on the Bank for support and dis-

Of these

"banks.

The

But the Bank being .thoroughly alarmed, resolved
ooio-tract

its

The

.

to

multiplied with frightful
Government urged the Bank to come forward to

issues:

bankruptcies

but they resolutely declined.
In the meantime the most alarming news came from ScotThe public Banks were quite unable, with due regard to
own safety, to support the private bankers and commerce.
CTx^less they received immediate assistance from Government,
general failure would ensue. When universal Mlure seemed
ent, Sir John Sinclair remembered the precedent of 1697,
the public distress was allayed by an issue of Exchequer
Committee of the House of Commons was appointed,
lh.0 reported that the midden discredit of so lao^e an amount of
Credit,

A

TWE ELEMENTS OF BANKING.
had produced a most inconvenient deficiency In
Medium and that unless a Circulating Medium.
was provided, a general stoppage must take place.
They
recommended that Exchequer Bills to the amount of j5,000,000

bankers' notes

the Circulating

:

should be issued under the directions of a board of Commissioners
20.
50, and
appointed for the purpose, in sums of 100,
No sooner was the Act passed than the Committee set to

A large

sum, ^70,000, was at once set down to Manand Glasgow on the strength of the Exchequer bills,
which were not yet issued. This unexpected supply, coming so
much earlier than was expected, operated like magic, and had a
I
greater effect in restoring Credit than ten times the Bum would
have had at a later period.
When the whole business was concluded, a report was
work.

Chester

,

!

i

presented to the Treasury.' It stated that the knowledge that
loans might be had, operated in many instances to prevent them
being required. The applications granted were 238, and the

The whole sum advanced was
the
assisted
two
of
became bankrupt all
repaid
only
parties
the others were ultimately solvent, and in many instances

sum advanced was ^3,855,624.
:

:

possessed of great property.
was repaid before it was due,
punctuality.

A

and

considerable part of the sum
all the rest with the utmost

the transaction

Affc^al^^

left

a

^Afi,fiyernm^of4,848.
Contemporary writers aTTBS^^^^s to the extraordinary
produced. Macpherson says that the very intimation of
the intention of the Legislature to support the merchants operated
like a charm over the whole country, and in a groat degree
superseded the necessity of relief by an almost instantaneous
effects

restoration of confidence.

Sir Francis

Baring concurs in

this

view, and adduces the remarkable success of the measure as an
argument to show the mistaken policy of the Bank. After
careful deliberation, the Bullion Eeport warmly approved of it :

censured the proceedings of the

Bank

:

and

especially cite

it

as

an illustration of the principle they laid down, that an enlarged
accommodation is the true remedy for that occasional failure of
confidence to which our system of Paper Credit is unavoidably
exposed.
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This occasion, therefore, is a most important example of the
EXPANSIVE Theory in a monetary panic.

beneficial effects of tiie

Towards the end of 1794 the Exchanges began to fall
rapidly, and in May, 1795, were so low that it was profitable to
While, however, the Exchanges were so
export bullion.
adverse the issues of the Bank were immensely extended. After
some time however the Directors became alarmed and took the
most rigorous measures to contract them. In April 1796 the
Exchanges became favourable, and they continued so till February 1797.

The

*

excessive contraction of its issues

by the Bank caused

commerce, and a meeting of
bankers and merchants was held to devise some means of relief.

the greatest inconvenience to

The

failures among the cxranfery bankers in 1793 had caused an
immense diminution of the country issues, and Thornton says
that in the last three months of 1796 the issues of the bank were
no higher than they had been in 1782, with an amount of commerce many times larger than in that year. As the public could
not get Notes, they made a steady and continuous demand for
and although ike Exchanges were favourable to the
guineas
country and gold was coming in from abroad, there was a severe
drain on the Bank for gold. Political circumstances added to
the alarm, and about the middle of February a stoppage of
country banks became general. The panic reached London, and
:

a general run began upon the bankers. Before this the Directors
had used the most violent efforts to contract their issues. In
five weeks they had reduced them by nearly
2,000,000. On
the 21st January they were
10,550,830, and on the 21st

But even this gave
8,640,250.
idea of the curtailment of mercantile accommodation

February they were

:

no true
for the

private bankers were obliged for their own security to follow
the example of the Bank. In order to meet their payments,
persons were obliged to sell their stock of all descriptions at an
enormous sacrifice. The 3 per cents, fell to 51 1

Saturday the 25th February 1797, the specie in the Bank
reduced to
1,272,000 with the drain becoming severer
now felt that they could hold out
Directors
The
hour.
fvery

On

Tras

no longer : and on Sunday a Cabinet Council was held^ and an
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Order in Council was issued directing the Bank to mispend pay*
ments in cash until the sense of Parliament could be taken on the

Monday the 27th, tho cash hiung then
the Bank suspended payments in cash, and

Accordingly on

subject.

reduced to a2l,086,170,
did not resume them partially till 1816, arid completely till 1821.
But immediately this was dono, they enlarged their accommowithin a week they increased thdr issues by
dation
liberally

:

A meeting of 4,000
relief was very great.
millions,
merchants and. traders agreed to support tho Credit of the Notes.
The most eminent authorities afterwards severely ceiwured
the management of the Bank. Thornton said that the excessive
contraction of Notes had shaken public credit of all descriptions,
and had caused an unusually severe demand for gumean that
the Bank ought to have extended its issues to upply the places
of the Country Notes which were discredited. Boyd was dearly
of opinion that the excessive restriction of No tea was the chief
cause of the forced sale and depreciation of the public securities.
two

and the

:

In 1810 the Governor of tho Bank said that after the experience

of the policy of restriction, many of the Directors repented of
the measure and the Bullion Committee explicitly condemned
the policy of the Bank both in 1793 and 1707.
Nothing in short could be more unhappy than their regulation
of their issues. When the Exchanges were violently adverse,
so that it was very profitable to export gold, they enlarged them
to an extravagant extent: and when tluj Exchanges were extremely favourable, so that gold was flowing in, they contracted
them with merciless severity* The issues which wore j^l4,000 000
when the Exchanges were against the country wore reduced to
a8,640,250 when they had been for several months eminently
:

?

favourable.

The

entire

concurrence of the evidence shews that
"*"

.*.

"*""

severe demandTorgold.

AnSnowwir^^
when

practical results of the

two

policies

;

commercial and banking Credit WEB on the verge of
universal ruin it was saved and restored
by the BIFJ^TSIVE
Theory in 1793: in 1797 the RISTEIOTIVI Theory was carried
out to the bitter end, AND THE RESULT WAS TUB STAPPAOX Of THE

BANK.

all

THE

CKIBIS OF 1825.

A

consideration of all these circumstances Induced th
Bullion Committee to condemn the BESTKICTIVE Theory in tlie

most emphatic terms

: and all the
greatest mercantile authorities
of the period, including Peel himself in 1819,
entirely concurred

in these doctrines

:

and he said that no limitation of the Banfe^

issue could ever be prescribed at

any period however
That period however came in 1844.
The next great crisis was in 1825. Ever since the beginning
of 1824 there had been a continual drain of bullion which
Bank took no means to stop. It fell from 13| millions In
March 1824, steadily and continuously to barely 3 millions In
November 1825, when every one felt a crisis to be impeadingrThe papers discussed the policy of the Bank, and it
generally expected that it would rigorously contract its issues.
The panic began on Monday the 12th December 1825, with the
fall of Pole, Thornton and Co., one of the
principal City banks,
which drew down with them forty country banks. A general
ran began upon all the city bankers. For three days the Bank
pursued a policy of the most severe restriction. Mr. Huskisson
said that during 48 hours it was impossible to convert into

power of
remote.

money, to any extent, the best securities- of the Govemment.
Exchequer Bills, Bank Stock, Bast India Stock, as well as tike
public Funds, were, unsaleable. At last when universal stoppage
was imminent^ the Bank completely reversed its policy.
Wednesday, the 14th, it discounted with the utmost profuse-ness.
Mr. Harman said " We lent by every possible means, and in

On

we took in stock as
we purchased Exchequer bills: we made advances en
Exchequer bills we not only discounted outright, but we macie
advances on deposit of bills of exchange to an immense amount :
in short by every possible means consistent with the safety of
the Bank, and we were not, on some occasions, ovemice ; seeing
the dreadful state the public were in we rendered every
modes we had never adopted before

:

security:

:

*

power." Between Wednesday and Saturday
the IJank issued ^5,000,000 in Notes, and sent down to the
found*
country a large box of 1 notes, which they accidentally
TMs bold policy was crowned with the most complete succes? r
assistance in our

Q
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the panic
over.

was stayed almost immediately, and by Saturday was

The circumstances of

this crisis are

the most complete and

triumphant example of the truth of the principles of the Bullion
and signally vindicate
:
Beport, and of the EXPANSIVE Theory
the wisdom of Peel in 1819, when he refused to adopt the

numerical limit on th
Theory, and impose a
he
which
and
again protested against in 1888.
issues,
The next crisis was in 1837 : but the Bank foreseeing it,
the most liberal issues to
anticipated it, and made

RESTEICTIVE

Bank's

|

"^judiciously
ihouses which

thus adopting the EXPANSIVE
occurred than a severe monemore
"Theory
good time, nothing
was
which
tary pressure,
prevented from deepening into a crisis
entirely by the judicious conduct of the Bank.
Up to this period Sir Eobert Peel had passed through two
required

it.

By

in

phases of opinion with regard to the Currency Question.
comparatively a young man he had formed one of that

When
famous

l note and 1$. were
majority which had voted that a
exactly
1 note and 7s. : or that 21 is equal to 27.
In 1819 he
equal to a

completely adopted the doctrines of the Bullion Report and became a disciple of the school of Horner, Htiskisson, Thornton,
and Ricardo. But in 1840 a new school of
Currency Theorists
had arisen of whom the most distinguished were Mr. Jones

Loyd, now Lord Overstone, Colonel Torrens, Mr. Norman and
others.
These influential persons saw that notwithstanding the
undoubted truth of the doctrines of the Bullion
Report, there
was some incurable vice in the
management of the Bank of
England, which had, beyond all dispute, greatly conduced to
prepare the way for the great commercial crisis of 1825 by its
extravagant over-issues of Notes.
They found that the Bank
was totally unable to manage itself on the
principles it professed
to be guided
by.
They traced the original source of all Commercial crises to the excessive issues of Notes
banks.

by

They
"
"
adopted the definition of Currency as being Money and Bank
Notes only payable to bearer on
demand, to the exclusion of all
other forms of Paper Credit : and
they maintained that the only
teme principle of
issuing Notes was that when Notes were

Tim GUISES OF
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AND

1857-
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they should be exactly equal in amount to wliat the specie would
if there were no Notes.
v These doctrines being strenuously urged by a number of able

be

and

completely converted Sir Robert Peel,
entered on the third phase of opinion with respect to

influential persons,

who now

the Currency Question, and by the Bank Act of 1844 he en-

deavoured

to give effect to these doctrines.
now to adopt

Peel therefore determined

the RESTRICTIVE
Theory, and to impose by law, what eveiy eminent authority of
former times including himself had solemnly condemned a
numerical limit on the issues of the Bank.
~/

The Bank Act was

passed amid general applause, but as said

I

above, on the very first occasion on which its powers were tested
in April 1847, it completely failed to compel the Directors to

I

carry out its principles, and one-third of its bullion ebbed away,
without any appreciable diminution of the amount of its Notes in
circulation.

But

in October

1847 a far severer

Bank made immense advances

crisis

took place.

The

and houses to prevent them from stopping payment. But numerous Banks and
Commercial Houses did stop payment, and the resources of the
Bank were exhausted. At last after repeated deputations to the
Grovernment to obtain a relaxation of the Act^ and with the
stoppage of the whole commercial world imminent, the Governto other banks

ment authorised the Bamk_io-issae-Notes at discretion. And
No
what was the result ? The panjg^jraeiakei^^
sooner was it known that Notes might be had if necessary, than
the want of them ceased. The whole issue of Notes in' conse-rf
quence of this letter was only ^400,000 and the legal limits of I
the Act were not exceeded.
|
Thus on this occasion again, the RESTRICTIVE Theory wholly |
failed : and the EXPANSIVE Theory saved the country and was 1
the only means of saving the Bank itself from stopping pay-

1

xnent.

The next great crisis was in November 1857, which was far
more severe, as regards the Bank itself, than that of 1847. On
the 12th November 1857 the Bank closed its doors with the sum
of
274,95S in gold and 41,106 in silver!
68,085 in Notes :
:

a 2

\
;

/

/
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sum

Such were the resources of the
on the 18th
Truly said the
Governor it must entirely have ceased discounting, which would
have brought an immediate run upon it The bankers' balances
being a total

Bank

of ^387,144.

to begin business with

!

alone were
5,458,000. It is easy to see that the Bank could
not have kept its doors open for an hour.
On the evening of the 12th the Government sent a letter to
the Bank, authorising them to issue Notes at their discretion,
but not at a less rate than 10 per cent. ; and next morning as
before, the panic

Thus on

had passed away.

this occasion again, the

KESTKICTIVE Theory wholly

and the EXPANSIVE Theory saved the country : and was
the only means of saving the Batik itself from stopping payfailed

:

ment.

was in 1866, which was still more
no
Unfortunately,
investigation was held respecting it,
so that there is no reliable account of its circumstances.
On the
10th of May there was a general run upon all the London banks,
It was said, but we cannot say with what truth, that one great
Bank alone paid away 2,000,000 in six hours. After banking
hours it became known that the great discount house of Overend,
Gurney and Co. had stopped with liabilities exceeding ten millions
the most stupendous failure that had ever taken place in the
The result of such a catastrophe was easily foreseen not
city.
another bank could have survived the next day
and that eventhe
Government
the
Bank
authorised
to
issue at dising
again

The next

great crisis

severe.

:

:

cretion,

at not

less

than 10

per cent

The Bank advanced

days: but the panic passed away,
Thus again the RESTRICTIVE Theory wholly failed: the
EXPANSIVE Theory saved the country : and was the only means

^12,255,000 in

of saving the

five

Bank

itself as well as

every other bank from stopping

payment.

Thus we

Peers expectations. He
from the Bank, and
a
numerical
limit
ou
ifcs
imposed rigorous
powers of issue, under
the hope that he had prevented the recurrence of panics.
But
the panics recurred with precisely the same
regularity as before :
took

md

away

see the entire failure of

the power of unlimited issues

therefore in this sense too the

Act has

feiled

:

and whan

THE HESTRICTIVE THEO&Y ALWAYS FAILS IN A
monetary

crises

do occur,

incompetent to deal with
It has been seen that
the

Bank Act

CBISIS.

decisively proved that

it is

it is
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wholly

them.
it is

carries out the

a complete delusion to suppose that
Currency Principle." It might be

a

"
supposed perhaps, that if it did really carry out the
Currency
"
it
General
Principle
might prevent panics arising.
experience
however entirely negatives this view. In 1764 the most severe
Crisis which had occurred up to that time, took
Amsterdam and Hamburg, where the banks were

Monetary
at

constructed on the " Currency Principle."
decisive example of this took place at

A

A

similar

power

in 1857.

and the
"
constructed on the " Currency Principle
had no

Monetary

Bank being

Hamburg

place
really

to issue

Crisis took place there as

Notes to support Credit.

The

here,

Magistrates were

obliged to issue city bonds to support the Credit of the merchants :
exactly as the Government had issued Exchequer bills in

England in 1793. Here also the EESTRICTIVE Theory wholly
failed, and it was found necessary to adopt the EXPANSIVE Theory
to avert universal failure.

"

This disaster took place where the " Currency Principle
was in full force another instance that it is no protection
;

against panics.

The experience

of every country exactly confirms the exAt Turin the bank was constructed on
of
England.
perience
some principle of limitation : but in 1857 it was found necessary
to suspend its constitution, and allow it to issue Notes to support
Credit.

The very same
Austria, in North
all constructed on

I&
thing was conspicuously proved in 1873.
Germany, and in America, the Banks were
some analogous principle of limitation of their

But in the severe monetary panic in each of these
was found necessary to suspend their constitutions,
and authorise them to issue at discretion to support commercial
issues.

countries, it

Credit.

Thus universally throughout the world, it is proved by
abundant experience, that the Eestrictive Theory cannot be
maintained after a monetary panic has reached a certain degree
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and that it is absolutely necessary to adopt the
EXPANSIVE Theory to avert universal failure.
18. The supporters of the Act of 1844 assert that it is the
with the principles of the
complement of, and in strict accordance
Act of 1819, and the Bullion Report. But such statements are

of intensity:

and the following are the
between them

utterly incorrect :
differences of principle

fundamental

Bullion Report declares that the mere numerical
I. The
amount of Notes in circulation, at any time, is no criterion

whether they are excessive or not.
The Theory of the framers of the Act

is

that the Notee in

be exactly equal in quantity to what the gold
and that any excess of
there were no Notes

circulation should

coin would be if
Notes above that quantity is a depreciation of the Currency.
Is this principle of the supporters of the Act in accordance
:

with the principle of the Bullion Report ?
II. The Bullion Report declares, and the supporters of the
Act of 1819 maintained, that the sole test of the depredation of
the Paper Currency is to be found in the Price of Gold Bullion
and the state of the Foreign Exchanges.
Ricardo says " The issuers of Paper Money should regulate
solely by the price of bullion, and never by the
of
their
The quantity can never
quantity
paper in circulation.
be too great or too little, while it preserves the same value as the

their issues

standard.'

1

According to the supporters of the Act of 1844, the true
whether the Notes do or do not exceed in
quantity the

criterion is

gold they displace.
Is tlie doctrine

of the supporters of the Act of 1844 in
accordance with the doctrine of the Bullion
Report and the
framers of the Act of 1819 ?

IE. It was proposed to the Bullion Committee to
impose a
on the issues of the Bank to curb their
powers of
mismanagement. The Bullion Report expressly condemns any
positive limitation of its issues: and Peel in 1819 and in
1838,
ftdly concurred in this condemnation.
positive limit

The Bank Act of 1844

expressly limits the issues of the Bank,
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Does the Bank Act of 1844 coincide with the principles of
the Bullion
Report and the doctrines of Peel in 1819 and 18BS ?
TV. The Bullion Report, after discussing the most important
Monetary Crises which had occurred up to that time, expressly
condemns the RESTRICTIVE Theory in a Monetary Panic, ancM
says that it may lead to universal ruin : and recommends
EXPANSIVE Theory.
The Bank Act enacts the RESTRICTIVE Theory by Law : and
prevents the EXPANSIVE Theory from being adopted.
Does the Bank Act of 1844 agree with the doctrines of the
Bullion Report, and of Peel in 1819 and 1 833, on this point ?
Peel in introducing his measure of 1844 said we must never
again have such discreditable occasions as 1825, 1836, and 1839 :
but since 1844 we have had 1847, 1857, and 1866. On each of
these occasions the RESTRICTIVE Theory was enacted by law :
arid on each occasion the Government was obliged to come forward and authorise the Bank to break the Law to abandon the
RESTRICTIVE Theory, and adopt the EXPANSIVE Theory, as the
only method of averting ruin.
that the
Experience, therefore, has indisputably proved
Bullion Report was framed with truer wisdom and scientific
the Bank
knowledge of the Principles of Paper Currency than
f

"

:

Act

of

1844.

The only

deficiency in the

Report was that

it

failed to point out the proper means for carrying its principles
But
into effect so as to maintain Paper on a par with gold.

we

means of controlling
supplied this defect by
the Paper Currency is by adjusting the RATE of DISCOUNT by
in the Bank.
Foreign Exchanges and the state of the Bullion
shewing that the trne

Examination of

the

Arguments
the

Bank

alleged for

maintaining

Act.

shewn that the Bank Act has
THEORY and PRACTICE. It has been
completely
ff
C4
Currency
shewn that it is based on a Definition of the word
Im
to
which any Mercantile Lawyer would at once pronounce
of Currency which
erroneous that it professes to adopt a Theory

14.

It has

now been

failed both in

clearly

I
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that if the Directors chooise they
quite as easily under the Act as before it,
"
and that the pretended " mechanical action of the Act wholly
that the Act was expressly
so
from
failed to prevent them
doing
it

has entirely failed to enforce

can mismanage the

Bank

framed with the expectation that it would prevent commercial
and hitherto
in doing so
panics, and that it has wholly failed
as
before
same
the
with
and
recurred
have
regularity
panics
furthermore, although the Act is in no sense whatever the cause
:

I

or original source of these crises, yet when they do occur, and
they reach a certain degree of intensity, the operation of the

by visibly limiting the means of assistance, deepens a severe
imonetary pressure into a panic, which can only be allayed by

lAct,
its

suspension,

and a

violation of its principles.

Bank Act has completely
and in regard to these things its credit and reputation is
It is therefore necessary to examine
utterly dead and gone.
fairly the arguments alleged in its favour, and the reasons urged
why it should still be maintained.
The supporters of the Act, allowing that it has failed in some
respects, yet allege that the Directors having committed the same
mischievous errors as they had done before it, it arrested their mismanagement much sooner than would otherwise have been the
case
and that when the panic did occxir, it was only through
the Act that the Bank had six millions of gold to meet the
and that by this means the convertibility of the Note was
crisis
In every one of these respects the

failed

:

:

:

secured.

So far as regards the
there

is

much

at that date

truth

shewed

crisis of

1847,

it

must be admitted

that

force in this argument.
The Directors
that they had not yet acquired the true

and

of Banking, and it must be conceded that it was
owing to the Act that they were checked in their

principles
entirely

mistaken policy while there was

still

six millions of gold in the

Bank.

But the same ground of censure did not apply to the crisis
In the interval between 1847 and 1867, the Directors
really grasped the true method of controlling the Paper Currency
by means of the Rate of Discount. The truth of this principle
was probably more quickly enforced on their attention by the

of 1857.

THE BANK ACT MUST BE SUSPENDED IN A
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CRISIS.

by the Act than it would otherwise "have been.
has never been alleged that the Commercial Crisis of 185?
was in any way due to the Act. But it is a matter of positive

limitation imposed

'

It

certainty that since that date the Bank has fully recognised and
adopted the principle of governing the Paper Currency by means
of the Rate of Discount.
The same rule has been adopted by
the Bank of France, and this is now the recognised principle by

which every Bank is managed. Certainly since 1857 there has
been nothing to blame in the general management of the Bank.
Granting every merit that can fairly be due to the Act, that it
has compelled the recognition and adoption of this principle some
years earlier than it otherwise would have been, it may be said
that the

good
have

it

Act has now

The

can do.

for the last

Directors

now

has done

all

the

perfectly understand,

and

fulfilled its purpose.

It

Bank with the greatest
therefore
Having
accomplished this
has done its work, and has ceased to be

19 years conducted the

success on sound principles.

Act
and its operation at other most important times being
proved to be injurious by the most overwhelming evidence, it
may now be safely and advantageously repealed so far at least

great purpose, the

necessary

:

as regards the limitation of its power of issue.
for the expediency of this change is this

Under

the present system

some Source with

the

And

the reason

of Commercial Credit, there must be

Power of issuing undoubted

Credit to support

1
Commercial Houses in times of Monetary Panic.
has been conclusively shewn in the preceding remarks, that

solvent
It
it is

entirely futile to expect that Commercial Crises can be preand that they occur with precisely the same violence
;

vented

where there is a purefy
Hence the illusions in this

in places
else.

Metallic Currency as anywhere
respect, on which the Act was

founded, are now completely vanished.
In all cases, houses which are clearly insolvent should not be

supported
hesitation.

:

they ought to be compelled to stop without any
To support such houses is a fraud upon their

But under our complicated system of commerce, the
and
connected with others, that no one can tell how far any house,
creditors.

Credit of even the most solvent houses is so inter-twined

even of the highest name,

is solvent.

Consequently every

one. ia
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affected

by

really solvent,

which

is

Many houses which are
have their assets locked up in some form
Under Buch circumstances it
convertible.

this universal discredit.

may

not readily

universal ruin, that there
absolutely indispensable, to prevent
the
with
be
source
some
should
power of issuing undoubted
And there are
Credit to houses which can prove their solvency.

is

but two sources from which such Credit can be issued, th
Grovernment and the Bank of England.
In 1793 the Bank resolutely refused to support Commercial
Credit, and the Government was obliged to assist solvent houses
with Exchequer bills, and this saved the commercial community
from ruin. In 1797 the Bank alo refused to support commerce,

After the stoppage, howresult was its own stoppage.
largely extended its issues, and commerce waft relieved.
In every commercial crisis since 1797, however sternly the

and the
ever,

it

Bank has adopted

the RESTBICTIVJS

Theory

at

first, it

has

ulti-

mately been driven to abandon it, and adopt the EXPANSIVE
Theory. In 1825, while the Bank persisted in the RESTRICTIVE

Theory, some eminent bankers stopped payment with assets
worth 405. in the pound.
Two days afterwards the Bank
changed its policy, and issued notes with the most profuse liberIf the Bank had adopted this
ality, and the panic vanished.

and assisted those bankers who were really
would have been saved from stopping payment*
The very same principle was decisively proved in 1847, 1857,
and 1866 the RESTRICTIVE Theory was in those years enforced
by Law. But no Government could maintain the Act and th
RESTRICTIVE Theory to the bitter end, and face the
consequences
principle at

first,

solvent, they

:

of producing universal ruin in ptureuanee of a
Theory which aH
the most distinguished authorities had
condemned,

unanimously
proved by the unanimous opinion
of the most eminent commercial
authorities, and the clear experience of 100 years that the RESTRICTIVE Theory in a commercial crisis is a fatal delusion : and thafc
It is therefore
irrefragably

ONLTwaj^j.vert and
35311635^
-th

none

allag

if "ia to give

who

can

time' allowing ad

Universal
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THE BAJO: ACT CAUSES PANICS.

tiiat this is the ONLY means of separating the sound from
unsound, and averting general ruin by preserving the former.
-As a matter of fact it is perfectly well known to all bankers that
excessive restriction of Credit produces and causes a run for

Sir William Forbes, in his interesting Memoirs of a Banking
" These
proceedings which
says of the crisis of 1793
hostilities were the signal for a check
of
a
risk
foreboded
~fc>^Iously
all over the kingdom : and that check led
a demand on bankers for the money deposited
men."
them, in order to supply the wants of mercantile

:mercantile Credit

consequence

to

the

The

Bullion Report expressly attributes the stoppage of
1797 to the merciless restriction of Credit.
TTI 1857 discounts had ceased at tie various banks and a
run was commencing upon them when the Treasury
came : this allayed the panic and stopped the run.
In 1866 matters were a great deal worse. In consequence
tJae restriction on Credit, a most severe and general run took
in

o:E

on

all

the London bankers.

The sum paid away during

but
panic can probably never be known,
iabulous.

And tMs general run upon

it

was something

the bankers was

caused and produced by the excessive restriction of
<mused by &e Bank Act.
!Ehe result of such an Act was most distinctly predicted by
Thornton, one of the joint authors of the Bullion Report*
Ills treatise on the Paper Credit of Great Britain published in

X-SO2. He says
*<
Two kinds of

error on the subject of the affairs of the Bank
Some political persons have
been
have
ojf England
prevalent.
assumed it to be a principle, that in proportion as the gold of the
!E&a.xik lessens, its paper, or, as is sometimes said, its loans (for the
the one has been confounded with that of. the other)
It has been already shewn, THAT A
to be reduced.

OF THIS SORT, IF STRICTLY FOLLOWED UP, WOULD LEAD TO
FAILURE."
The Bank Act o 1 844 was constructed on this precise prin-

and Thornton's prediction has been strictly Terified.
of absolute demonstration
Seeing then that it is a matter

thai
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that there must be some source
indispensably necessary
to support solvent houaes in
Credit
solid
to
issue
the
having
power
it only remains to consider whether that source
Panics,
Monetary
it

is

should be the Government, or the Bank
reasons shew that

it

ought

to

and very convincing
be the Bank rather than the Govern-

ment.

Such a duty

is

They must issue a

quite out of the usual line of the Government.
Special Commission to investigate the solvency

who ask for assistance. Such a Commission
would never be appointed until matters had become very severe,
and much suffering would be caused by the unnecessary delay.
But such a thing is the ordinary and every day business of
the Bank.
The merchant simply goes in the ordinary way of
business to the Directors, satisfies them of his solvency, gives
them the necessary security, and receives the asBitanee without

of those merchants

delay.

These considerations as well as others which might be adduced,
that the proper source to have this power is the Bank of
England, and not the Government.
Some persons however might suppose that such an issue of

shew

notes might turn the Foreign Exchanges against the
It
country.
was formerly supposed, and the idea pervaded Sir Robert Peel's
speech, that the Foreign Exchanges are mainly influenced by the
numerical amount of Notes issued.
But in modern times it has

been proved that the

an

KATE^^

infinitely

more
of

,

be a new discovery since Sir
for there is not a trace of this principle
e said to

Robert Peel's speech
to be found in it
nor did any of the practical men of business
who supported the Act ever shew that they appreciated the importance of this principle. In former times certainly, when there
were multitudes of Banks issuing torrents of Notes, these Notea
:

:

lowered the Rate of Discount, and drove the bullion out of the
But under the modern system when these issites have
country.
been happily suppressed, all
danger on this score has vanished :
and under present circumstances no issues are excessive which do
not lower the Eate of Discount

The

doctrine laid

down

in the

BuUioa Report and by

all

the
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most eminent authorities of that period, was, that the true
criterion of the proper quantity of Paper Currency was not its
numerical amount, but the state of the Foreign Exchanges and
the Market Price of Gold Bullion.
This doctrine was true so
far as it

went

:

but unfortunately it was incomplete : the Comdown the Eule for carrying this principle into

mittee never laid

The principal method thought of until after Peel's time,
was simply diminishing the numerical amount of the Notes. It
is true that raising the Rate of Discount:
M was_y,cJiCiied,,a4iic3!ng
effect.

the subsidiary
j^^^^^^^fiatijig-a.draiii^. but10 little .was, its.
true-*-"<jLnmortance understood that it was ''''not
even mentioned
"
"
by
_--_

__^

'*'

'**St

Peel.

< "'"'

'

"

'"'

"

*''"""''"'

'

r.-tr-.xiiflK""*^*''"""""''*''"'

BuTm^o^T^eor?/ and

,

'

Practice of Banking

we shewed

fjythe plainest arguments that it is THE TRUE KEYSTONE OF THE
THEORY OF THE BULLION EEPORT, and it is now proved by conclusive experience that it is THE TRUE SUPREME POWER OF CON-J

TROLLING THE EXCHANGES AND THE PAPER CURRENCY, and
other methods are insignificant compared to
Directors

may
Some

they

it.

And

since the

now

thoroughly understand and act upon this principle,
be entrusted with unlimited powers of issue.

able authorities however are o opinion that the Act
should be maintained, as it strengthens the hands of the Directors
in carrying out this principle, and enforcing the rule.
That

without the Act commercial pressure upon them might sometimes be too strong to resist. Whatever force there may be in
this

argument,

it

will

be found that the other arguments com-

pletely outweigh it : and in fact such an argument naturally
leads us to consider the constitution of the Directorate itself.

By a remarkable custom professional bankers are excluded
from the Directorate of the Bank, which is exclusively composed of merchants. It has long been recognised that Commercial Credit and Banking Credit are of two distinct natures

and in many respects conflicting and antagonistic.

The same

persons should not carry on both kinds of business: great
bankers should not be merchants, and great merchants should
The DUTY of a banker frequently conflicts
not be bankers.

A

antagonistic to, the INTEREST of a merchant.
is to keep himself always in a position to meet
his liabilities on demand : and when there is a pressure upon

with, and

is

banker's duty

-

w
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his duty to raise the price of his money.
But the
merchant always is to get accommodation as cheap
Hence as the Directors emanate exclusively from
as possible.

him

it

is

INTEREST of a

the Commercial body, the INTEREST of the

body from which

they come, has been frequently opposed to their DUTY as
And formerly it cannot be denied, that
Directors of the Bank.
their sympathy for the body to which they belonged has inter-

with their proper course of action as Directors
Bank, and has been the cause of many errors.

fered

of the

The whole principles of the subject have now been brought
If therefore the Directors
to strictly scientific demonstration.
find themselves unable to withstand Commercial pressure, and
fulfil their undoubted duty, it would seem to raise the question
whether some modification of the constitution of the Directorate
might not be desirable, and whether a certain portion of
them at least, should not be unconnected with commerce, as
There are very good reasons why they
private bankers are.
should not be exclusively taken from the Commercial body.
The overwhelming weight of practical considerations

is in

favour of restoring the Bank to its original condition, and
abolishing the separation of the departments : which, as has been

shewn, was intended to carry out a particular Theory, but which
wholly fails to do. For while times are quiet, or even during

it

ji

moderately severe monetary pressure, the Act

abeyance

:

it

is

entirely inoperative.

is

But when a

wholly
real

in

com-

and it totally fails to prevent these
was expected to do and when the Crisis has deepened
beyond a certain degree of intensity, then the Act springs into
action with deadly effect.
It prevents by Law the only course
being adopted which the unvarying experience of 100 years haa
shewn to be indispensable to avert a panic, namely, a timely
and liberal assistance to solvent houses: then follows wild
panic and if the Act were rigorously maintained, then universal

mercial crisis takes place
as

it

:

ruin.

the

The true object of the Act is to insure the convertibility of
Bank Note. But the principle of the Act, or the machinery

devised for that purpose, is merely a means to that end, and il
has been proved to be defective.
better means of attaining

A
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the object of the Act; has been ascertained and demonstrated to
be true by the strictest scientific reasoning, as well as
by

abundant experience, since the passing of the Act, which is
acknowledged to be efficacious and, therefore, the Act is no
The necessity for passing the Act was a deep
longer necessary.
discredit to the Directors of the Bank.
It was a declaration
that they were not 'competent to manage their own business.
:

But now

that they have shewn that they are
perfectly able to do
no longer necessary. It may be sometimes necessary to
put a patient into a strait waistcoat: but when the patient is
perfectly recovered and is restored to his right mind, the strait
waistcoat may be removed
especially as it is found that under
so

it is

certain

circumstances the strait

Ihs patient, but scatters death

waistcoat not

and destruction

all

only strangle

around
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CHAPTEB

IX.

ON THE BUSINESS OF BANKING.
1. WE have seen in a former chapter that from the time the
word " Banker " was first used it meant a person who bought
Money by means of his Credit, or Promise to pay an equal sum
either on demand, or at some future time.
In the business of

the Exchanges, those are termed " banking operations " which
" Banker "
consist in
and
Bills.

buying

A

selling

also

buys

other Debts such as Bills of

Exchange by means of his own
Hence the business of a
Credit, by creating fresh Debts.
merchant is to buy and sell commodities with Money and Debts
the essential- business of a " Banker " is to
buy Money and Debts,
" Banker " ia
therefore essentially
by creating other Debts. A
a dealer in Debts, or Credit though he sometimes adds other
:

:

species of

s

monetary business to this.
In modern practice a Banker may stand in four relations
Customer
1.

*

2.

As
As

3.

4.

As
As

him of Money or Debts.
BAILEE of his Money and
Securities for Money and Convertible

the PURCHASER from
his

AGENT

Valuable Securities,
Securities

to

;

or TRUSTEE, or
i.e.

these are termed

the
his

Banking

Securities.

PAWNEE of the same.
WAREHOUSEMAN for plate,

specie, jewels, deeds, &c.,

not being Banking Securities.

The Duties, Eights, and Liabilities between a banker and
his customer are separate and distinct in all these
relations, and

we must now

exjdain them.

BELATIOH 01 A BANKER TO HIS CUSTOMEK.
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a Banker to his Customer as the
Purchaser from him of Money or Debts.

the relation of

2. The first of these cases is the ordinary one where a
customer opens an account with a banker by means of paying
in

money

the

In this

to his account.

Property in the

Money

the

to

case,

the customer cedes

banker,

and receives

in

exchange the Right or Property to demand an equal sum when
he may require it. The transaction is a Sale or an Exchange
of Money for a Debt.
The Money placed with the banker is
not a Depositum bufc a Mutuum.
The banker and his customer
stand in the

common law

also part of the

relation of

his customer that the latter

may

called a Credit or a Debt, to

Right of Action

Debtor and Creditor.

It

is

fundamental contract between the banker and

may

circulate

transfer this

Eight or Property

>

he pleases, and this
exactly in the same way as Money
any one

else

itself.

The banker

therefore has bought this

money

:

he has acquired

the entire Property in it, and he may do what he pleases with it.
He may trade with it in any way he pleases, and his customer

He has voluntarily
has no legal ground of complaint against him.
in
received
and
his
with
exchange for it the Right
money
parted
demand an equivalent sum

to

:

and

if

when he

does

so,

his

unfortunately unable to pay it, the customer is only
a proportion o the banker's property rateably
to
receive
entitled

banker

is

with other creditors.
Therefore the common phrase when a man says he has so
"
"
money at his banker's is incorrect. He has no money

much

at his banker's,

money which

he has nothing but a Right of action to demand
recorded in his banker's books, and which is

is

called a Deposit.
If a customer makes his will bequeathing "all his ready
"
" "
" "
the sum standing at
all his moneys
all his Debts
money

books has been held by mimeroui
these designations.
under
Equity
The relation between banker and customer being simply that
Debtor and Creditor ? if a customer were to leave a balance OB
B

MB

credit in his banker's

decisions in

of

to pass
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Ms bankers hands

for six years without operating on it, tha
would take effect, and he might if he chow

Statute of Limitations
refuse to

it.

pay

the simplest case of an account between banker and
is called a Drawing or Current Account
and
customer

This

is

Trading customers however usually keep a different kind of
an account with their banker. They sell their goods and take a
As this bill is not convenient for
bill at 8 months for thorn.
trading purposes, they take it to their banker and offer it to him
If he thinks it a good debt which will be paid at
for sale.
he
maturity
buys it from his customer. He writes down to the

amount of the bill and
same time he debits his account with the sum he agrees

Credit of his customer's account the full
at the

to receive as profit.

the advance

the

it is

When

the profit

called DISCOUNT.

is

retained at the time of

The discount

Is,

therefore,

between the price of tho bill and the amount.
a banker buys a bill in this manner he is said to dis-

difference

When
count

it.

When

a banker discounts a

bill

for a customer or buys a

a complete sale of the Debt. The
banker first makes his customer indorse it, that is write his name
on the back of it. By this indorsement the customer, though he

Debt which

is

due

to him,

it is

has sold the Debt to the banker, remains a security for its due
And if the acceptor or principal debtor does not pay

payment.

when

the bill

it

becomes due, the banker has the right to charge
amount of the bill, provided he gives him

his customer with the

immediate notice of dishonour.
When a banker discounts a bill, the entire Property in
passes to him, just as we have seen above, the entire Property
the

it
in,

money paid in by his customers passes to him. The bill
him just as much as any other chattels he possesses.

belongs to

He may
termed

:

sell

and

it

if

m

if he pleases, or re-discount it,
it
he becomes bankrupt, the entire Property in

again

is
it

passes to his assignees.
It is of great importance to observe the true nature of the
transaction.

In the loose language in which Economical subwhen a banker
a loan on the

jects are usually treated it is commonly said that
discounts a bill for a customer, he makes him
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of the bill. This, however, is a complete misconception
the nature of the transaction and it can easily be shewn to
:

the banker merely made a loan to his customer on the
of the bill, it would be the customer's duty to repay the

I

so.

at the time fixed, just as in all other loans it is the duty
the person receiving the money to repay it. But when a
discounts a bill it is wholly different.
He does not seek
^e ^payment of the money from his own customer, but he demands
payment of the debt from the acceptor of the bill, and if it is duly

lpa.Id, his customer never hears of or sees the

bill again.

It is

in the event of the

non-payment of the bill by the acceptor
"fell at he comes back
upon his own customer. If he made a loan
*o ids customer on the security of the bill, he would give the
t>ill back to his customer when he was repaid; but he never

oaaly

cloes
t3ie

when

so

assignees

clo so

it is

duly paid. In snch a case the Property in
with the customer, and pass to his

would remain

bill

in the event of his bankruptcy : whereas it does not
the Property of the banker, and the assignees of the

it is

;

GTL&tomer have no right to
The transaction is in

it.

an exchange of Debts. The
tame, by creating a Debt
in liis customer's favour, payable on demand.
It may seem to some to be mere logomachy to distinguish betrw een a discount as a sale and as a- loan on the security of a bill :
it*
is however nothing of the kind the two transactions are
reality

iDaaaker buys a Debt payable

at

a future

:

essentially distinct, and involve distinct legal consequences to
aull parties, of the most important nature, civil, as well as
GirlxmiiaL
As a matter of fact the whole difficulty in understanding
fclao nature of banking arises from the circumstance that those
"wlio have written on it were not sufficiently acquainted with the
eleroientary principles of Mercantile Law. A debt is, as we have
tames pointed out, a saleable

Commodity or Merchandise,
The banker buys this
or a Chattel, like any other.
Clxattel or G-oods, or Merchandise from his own customer, at a
it to the acceptor at a higher price just as
price, and sells
other retail dealer buys goods at a lower price from one

several
G-oods,

lower

,

and

sells

them

at a higher price to another.

B 2

And these
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he makes a profit by buy.
goods are Capital to the trader because
in the same way the Debts which
themand
Exactly
selling
ing
the banker has bought and keeps in his portfolio, are Capital to
him, because he makes M profit by buying and selling them.

And
it,

he buys these Goods by creating a Debt in exchange for
which he charges exactly the same as if it were cash,

for

consequently his

Credit

is

Capital to him, just as if

it

were

money.
In these cases, therefore, which

tiro

the simplest, the banker

does not stand in any fiduciary relation to his customer.
They
are independent exchangers, or buyers and sellers, of Money and
Debts.

On

the relation of

a B(3mker

to hia

Customer as his
and BANKING

AGENT or TRUSTEE, or BAILEE of SFBIOIK
SECURITIES*

3. Besides, however, the simplest and most ordinary relation
between bankers and their customers, as exchangers of Money
and Debts, bankers do undertake trusts, and enter into fiduciary
relations with their customers.

are specifically directed

some

by

They receive Bums of money which

their customers to

be appropriated

as well an securities, and other valuable
such
as
Stock, Shares, &c. to receive the dividends, on
Property,
behalf of their customers: they receive Bills of
on

to

special purpose

:

Exchange

behalf of their customers, and collect them for their customers
exactly in the same manner as they do for themselves : and are

answerable to them for any loss incurred through any
negligence
in not complying with the known
Bills of
usages of commerce.

Exchange, Stock, Shares, Exchequer

Bills, &c.,

are called Banking

Securities.

In

such

cases

as this the

Securities does not pass to the

Property In

Banker

these

Taluable

he is the mere AGENT,
TRUSTEE, or BAILEE of his customer, and he has to obey his
specific instructions in each case, and if he approprkted them to
his own use it would be criminal*
Moreover in the event of hii
bankruptcy, the Property in such things would manifestly not
pass to his assignees*

:
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The temptation to a banker to use for his own benefit, the
Valuable Securities entrusted to his care, is so great in times of
commercial pressure that it is enacted by the
Larceny Act 24 &
25 Viet (1861) c. 96, s. 75
" As to Frauds
by Agents, Bankers or Factors
75. "Whosoever hairing been entrusted, either

solely

or

jointly with any other person, as a Banker, Merchant, Broker,
Attorney or other Agent, with any Money, or Security for the
to
payment of money with any direction in

writing
apply pay
or Security or any Part thereof respectively, or the Proceeds or any part of the proceeds of such
Security for any purpose or to any person specified in such

or deliver such

Money

direction, shall in violation of good faith, and contrary to the
terms of such direction in any wise convert to his own use or
benefit, or the use or benefit of any person other than the

person by

whom
or

he shall have been so entrusted, such
or

Money

f

part thereof respectively :
and whosoever having been intrusted either solely or jointly
with any other person as a Banker, Merchant, Broker, Attorney,

Security

Proceeds,

any

or other Agent with any Chattel or Valuable Security or any
power of attorney for the sale or transfer of any share or interest
in any Public Stock or Fund whether of the United Kingdom,
or any Part thereof, or of any Foreign State, or in any Stock or
Fund of any Body Corporate, Company, or Society, for safe
custody, or for any special purpose without any authority to sell,
negotiate, transfer, or pledge, shall in violation of good faith, and
contrary to the object or purpose for which such Chattel, Security, or Power of Attorney shall have been intrusted to him ?
sell, negotiate, transfer, pledge, or in any manner convert to his

own
the

use or benefit, or the use or benefit of any person other than
whom he shall have been so intrusted, such

person by

Chattel or Security, or the Proceeds of the same, or any part
thereof, or the share or interest in the Stock or Fund to which

such Power of Attorney shall relate, or any part thereof, shall be
guilty of a misdemeanour, and being convicted thereof shall be
liable at the discretion of the Court, to be kept in penal servitude

any term not exceeding seven years, and not less than thre
to be imprisoned for any term not exceeding two
years, or

for
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or without hard labour,
years, with

and with or without

solitary

confinement."

On

the Relation of

a BanJcer

PAWNEES of BANKING

to his

Customer as

SEOITRITIJSS.

4* In the first of the relations between the banker and his
customer above described, the banker was the absolute purchaser
of the Money and Securities of his customer, so that he might
do what he pleased with them : in the second he was merely his
customer's Agent, and it m highly penal for him to appropriate
relation
to his own use any of his customer's securities.

A

between these two is frequently created in which Securities are
the absolute Property
deposited by a customer with a banker
but ho obtains a loan, or
in them remains with the customer
:

:

advance of money from his banker on their security : which
when he pays off, the Ml Property and Possession of his SeThe banker thus becomes the PAWcurities reverts to himself.

NEE of his customer's
certain

them
and abstruse questions
;

securities,

and while he

is

so he acquires

Eights over them, though not exactly a Property in
and it is out of such cases as these that the most difficult
arise between

bankers and their customers.

has always been the custom that if a banker makes a loan
to a customer on the security of bills &c.
deposited with him, he
has the right to repledge, or sell so much of these securities as is
It

And this custom is expressly
necessary to satisfy his own claim.
sanctioned in the same clause as lias been already quotedIt says that nothing in the section shall restrain
any banker
" from
selling, transferring or otherwise disposing of any Se-

curities or Effects in his possession

any Lien, Claim, or Demand

upon which he shall have
him by Law so to do,

entitling

unless such Sale, Transfer, or other Disposal shall extend to a
greater number or part of such Securities or Effects than shall be
requisite for satisfying such Lien, Claim, or Demand."
This principle has always been held to apply when a banker

makes a loan on the pledge of these securities. It is also held to
apply when a customer having an ordinary account with hw
banker haa overdrawn it, and become indebted to him
the
:

lias

a lien or a right

deposited with
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AS

to

retain all

Mm by his customers.

banking

But he has no lien against a customer for a
of
account upon valuable
chest of plate deposited
property, such as a
with, him for safe
custody, not in his capacity of banker,
And if a customer being indebted to his banker on an
overdrawn account, brings fresh securities to him, and directs

him
no

to appropriate

lien

upon them

them

to

some specific purpose, the banker lias
He must either fulfil Ms express

for his debt.

instructions, or return the securities to his customer.

Nor has he any lien upon securities which his customer may
deposit with him merely in his character as Trustee. Even
though the customer may have fraudulently obtained an advance
on them from the banker, the Trust will override the lien.
But a banker's Hen on securities which come Into his "bands
witliout being appropriated to any specific purpose, or entrusted
to Him for safe custody, or the like, is so strong that it applies to
Bills or Notes payable to bearer, to Exchequer Bills winch
by delivery, even though the customer were not the real owner
of them, and had no

right to pledge them.
Questions o great nicety frequently occur between bankers
and their customers and in the event of the IjfflLfariiptcy of
eitHer or both of them, their assignees, respecting the Property
;

of

"bills

the hands of their bankers for
placed by customers in

various purposes.
hands of
It is very common for customers to place in the
the
for
in
business
receive
purpose
bills
their bankers the
they

of

collection.
file

This is very convenient for the customer. By placing
bin in the hands of his banker he frees himself from all anxiety
and trouble regarding its loss, or presentation for payment. The
it for paybanker is bound as his customer's Agent to present
soon as it
as
customer's
ment, and place the amount to his

occurs
if he fails to do so and any loss
make
must
he
good the loss
of
the
trade,
of
usages
bis neglect
to Ms customer.
to note down the
For the sake of convenience, it is usual
account
customer's
the
im
the
on
day,
proper
amount of such bills
is paid.

And
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Hence
a column a short of" or before the column for cash.
" short " and the banker is said
these bills are said to be entered
" short."
to hold such bills
In

The entry
he has such

is

a mere

bills

memorandum

remind the banker that
on a certain day.
and the
his customer's credit
to

to collect for his customer,

The sum

:
is in no way placed to
" held short " are the exclusive
property of his customer,

bills

which he

is

entitled to

demand back

at

any time previous

to his

bankruptcy.

As

the banker has acquired no Property in them, in the case
in entitled to demand them back

of his bankruptcy, the customer

immediately.
But in the case of the customer's bankruptcy, the banker
must not deliver up his short bills to him, as all his Property has
vested in his assignees,
As " short " bills are not the Property of the banker he would
be indictable if he used them for his own profit.

London bankers
bankers.

act as Agents

Therefore they are in

and

correspondctitt* for country
many cases, as regards country

customers, the agents of an agent.

A

country customer frequently requires his banker to perform some duty for him which can only be done by Ms London
agent and perhaps sometimes that can only be done by that
:

London agent employing

In those successive
a foreign agent.
agencies losses may happen quite innocently in the course of
'trade.
But in all such cases the country banker is liable to his

customer because

it

was he who chose the agent who made

the loss ; or he chose the agent who chose the agent who made
the loss.
Therefore it was the country banker's conduct that
led to the loss, and he must bear it, so far as
regards his own

customer, and then have recourse against his own agent.
Hence in all cases when a banker undertakes to get payment
of a bill, or anything else, for
he is liable to him, if

any party,
through him or his agents.
If a banker takes GOODS as a
security for an advance, he
ought to satisfy himself that his customer is entitled to them :
ibr by common law the real owner will be able to recover
them,
any

loss occurs

or their value from him, if
unlawfully pledged.

have no "currency."

That

10

thej
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sometimes takes a POLICY of LIFE INSURANCE as a

In such a case he should give notice to the
p,curity for a debt.
office of the assignment : as in the event of his customer's bankruptcy, the policy would vest in his assignees.
It is a well established principle that a debt due to a trader,
though assigned by him, is in his order and disposition in the

event of his bankruptcy, even though the instrument of the debt
has been delivered over, unless notice of the assignment has been

duly given.

He must

also

debtor holds

it it

have actual possession of the policy as if the
would pass to his assignees.
Policies of Life Insurance are most undesirable securities for
a banker to hold as he may become liable to pay the premium
for a long series of years, and may thus make a loss.
But more undesirable still if possible, are SHARES in public
companies. To complete his right to them, he must have them
transferred to himself, and thus become liable for calls, and even
;

;

A

banker,
worse, in the event of the failure of the company.
therefore, should never make advances on shares, except of companies o a very high standing for instead of buying a security
:

he

very probably find he has bought a liability.
DOCK WARRANTS and BILLS of LADING are Negotiable Instru-

may

and being duly indorsed the Property in the goods they
represent passes by the simple delivery of the instrument,
so as to empower the holder to obtain possession of them.
A banker sometimes takes a deposit of TITLE DEEDS, by way
In all such cases he should have a written
of equitable mortgage.
memorandum stating distinctly the purpose for which the deposit
for it is laid down that in doubtful cases, where there is
is made

ments

;

:

no memorandum, the Court leans against considering the deposit
aa a security for antecedent debts.

On

the Relation of

WAKEHOUSEMAN of

a Banker

to his

Customer a$

his plate, jewels, specie, deeds, &c.

5. Besides buying money and securities from their customers
in the way of banking business, bankers also receive from their
customers chests of plate, jewels, specie, deeds, and policies, of alJ

THE ELEMENTS OF BANKING.
of safe custody in their strong rooms.

sorts for tiui sake

capacity they act simply as

WAREHOUSEMEN

In

thin

for their customers,

and no Property of any description passes to them in the goods
these deposits for balances
deposited and they have no lien over
due to them from their customers on their accounts.
are only placed with them on trust, the
And as these
:

goods

Statute of Limitations does not apply, for the Statute never
It is said that several London bankers
operates against a Trust,

have plate and jewels deposited with them by the refugees in the
French revolution. The real owners perhaps perished in the
revolution, and their heirs have never claimed their valuables.

On a
6.
is

Banker's LIEN on his Customer's Securities.

A banker's general

Lien

is

part of the

Law Merchant,

and

judicially noticed as such.

A banker has a general Lien over all securities deposited with
Mm by Ms customer as a banker, for debts due to him by his
customer without any specific appropriation.
But he has no Lien over securities placed in his hands for a
If he receives securities in such a way he unspecial purpose.
dertakes to do

is requested : and such an undertaking
with the notion of a Lien.

what he

is quite inconsistent

If a banker takes

a security payable at a future day, his Lien
For taking the security payable at a distant day, is
payment pro t&mpore, and an extinction of the debt and no new
debt arises until default is made in payment of the new security,
is

gone.

:

The BAKKHOTTCY of a Customer*
7. Efeeetly a customer becomes bankrupt, he
dead : and he has lost all power to deal with his

k gone to his Creditors.

is

commercially

property, which

Consequently a banker may receive money on a bankrupt
account^ because he does so as trustee for the
Creditors; but he must not
to his
pay away any

money

:

tha Creditors,

and

if

ha does

so,

he

will

have

to refund it to
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any security he "holds for any debt to which
he is the trustee of the Creditors

specially appropriated, but
for any excess.
it is

If a

banker pays any of his customer's cheques after he has

notice of his having committed an act of bankruptcy, he will
have to refund the money and will not be allowed to
for

prove

the

amount

On

the APPBOPEIATION of PAYMENTS.

8, If a customer keeps several accounts with a banker, and
indebted to him, he has a right to say to which of them any
money he pays in shall be appropriated. But if he makes a payis

ment

banker has the right to appropriate it to
and may take reasonable time to determine

generally, the

which he

pleases,

which.
072,

Barildng INSTBUMENTS of CBEDIT.

9, A banker buys Money and Securities from his customers,
and gives them in exchange for it his own Credit. This Credit
or Debt is expressed either in the form of an entry in his books
called a Deposit, or the banker may give him a written document in various forms, such as a Bank Note, Deposit Beceipt, a
Draft on his correspondents, Circular Notes, and Letters of
Credit.

By the Common Law of England any person may issue his
Promissory Note in any form payable to bearer on demand ;
payable to order or at sight, or after demand or at any cer;

;

tain event

:

and

for

any amount.

In the middle of the last century a considerable number of
bankers issued their Notes for small sums such as five or ten
1.
But by a Statute in 1775 all persona
and for
were forbidden to issue Notes payable to bearer on demand for
and by a Statute in 1777 a similar prohibition was
1
less than
enacted against all Notes under 55.

shillings,

;

the 7 & 8 Viet. (1844) c. 32. ss. 10, 11, 12, no person
a party to an Obligation payable to bearer on debecome
may
mand in any part of the United Kingdom : except those banker*

By
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who were

lawfully issuing their

own Notes on

the 6th

May

1844.

A
c.

83,
"

Bank Note
s.

is

defined

A

by Statute 17

18 Viet (1.864)

11 to be

Any

bill ? draft,

or note (other, than notes of the

Bank of

England) which uhall bo issued by any banker, or tho agent of
any banker, for the payment of money to the boater cm demand,
and any bill, draft, or note so issued, which shall entitle, or be
intended to entitle tho bearer or holder thereof, without indorsement, or without any further, or other indorHemont than may be
thereon at the time of issuing it, to the payment of any mim of

money on demand, whether the same filial be HO exf >reased or
not, in whatever form and by whomsoever such bill, draft, or
note shall be drawn or made.
The following estahlighmontH only may issue obligations
payable to bearer on demand in England1. The Bank of England,
I

1'

2.

own

Private banking firms which were lawfully iHsuing their
May 184.4, and which have not become

notes on the 6th of

bankrupt, or discontinued such issue since that date.
3. Joint Stock Banks formed under tho 7 (TOO. IV. (1826)
c. 46 issuing their own notes at a distance not IOHH than 65 miles

from London.

Tender of payment

in

country bunk

note**

i

good

XSvon if a banker tender
objected to on that account.
notes which are afterwards dishonoured

if

not

MB own

If country bank notes be. taken in payment of gocxli at the
time of the sale, and as part of the contract, HO that no debt is

and without indorsement, the vendor takes them at his
and has no remedy against the transferor if the banker
fails, before he has obtained payment of them.
But if the transferor knew at the time he offered the notes ia
payment that the banker had failed, he ia liable,
But if the notes be taken, not at the time of the exchange, but in
payment of a pre-existing debt, however nhort n period has
elapsed between the creation of tihe debt and the tender of the
notes, if the transferee present the notes within
time* and
find that 'the banker has failed* and
diihoaour
due
o
give

created,

own

risk,

'

ON CHEQUES.
to

the transferor, be

may demand payment

of

Ms

debt.

H

a customer
pays into his account with Ms "banter tb.e
notes of another
banker, for which his banker gives him either
credit in account or a
deposit receipt : and if the banker on duly
finds that the banker wlio
presenting the notes for
issued

them has

failed

:

payment
and if he gives due notice of dishonotue

he may cancel the credit.
demanding payment of the notes he
credit in account with "die banker who issued the notes that is
5
equivalent to payment, and he is liable to his customer, if tbo
other banker fails.

to his customer,

But

if

m

instead of

If one person changes

a bank note as a, favour for another*
on duly presenting the note for payment he finds that tlie
banker has failed, and if he gives due notice of dishonour, lie

and

if

m&y

demand back

his money.

On

A banker invariably

1O.

CHEQUES.
buys Money and Securities from his
TMs Credit is

customer by creating a Credit in his favour.
termed a Deposit.

By

the custom of bankers the contract between

a baiifcer

amd

his customer having an ordinary drawing or current account with
or to any one else
him, is to pay on demand, either to

Mm

whom

to

may

assign them, whatever funds lie
have at his customer's credit, within a reasonable time after li
lias

the customer

may

received them, and to accept

Ms

customer's bilk

e

to tka*

amount.

By the

custom of bankers possession of funds is. equivalent
and admission of funds is a legal acceptance of a

to acceptance,

cheque drawn, by a customer.
verbal promise to pay, or a

A

collateral writing promisinjg
any mark such as initials placed on a dieq^ze, fefa.
well understood meaning of which is a promise to pay, is a legal
of his customer.
acceptance by a banker having funds
A cheque is payment unless dishonoured, and tender of payment by cheque is good unless objected to on that account.
When a customer has placed securities in the handa of

to pay, or
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banker, and is allowed to draw against them in a certain well
understood way, the banker cannot change the well xmderstootl
course of dealing, and dishonour his customer's cheques without
giving

him

notice.

A

banker who pays a cheque must cancel it by crossing out
the drawer's signature under a penalty of 50,
Paid Cheques are the property of tho dniwerH, who

may

demand

any time

unless thoy be overdrafts, for
then the banker has a right of action on them.
If a banker cancels the drawer's signature to a cheque, and
if

thorn back

at.

;

before actual payment he discovert* any reason

not pay

it,

why he

should

he may withhold payment,

But if the money be actually paid over to the presenter of
the cheque, even, in mistake, the property in the money is gone
from the banker, and he cannot retake it.
"
Cheques are within the
Summary procedure on Bills of
Exchange Act," 19 and 20 Viet, (18511) c. ti7 : arid may be taken
in execution.

If a Cheque payable to order bear an indorsement
purporting
be that of the Payee, the banker is not bound to inquire into
its genuineness
and an indorsement by procuration is within
to

:

meaning of the Act.
A cheque is the assignment of a c/t0#6~tV*-act'0n, and when
communicated or notified to the banker by the holder is a com-

the

plete assignment of the fund.
If a cheque be notified to the banker,

and the drawer

diea

paid the holder is entitled to payment.
If a banker pays a cheque with a
forged signature the

losa

before

fells

it is

on him.

So

the body of the cheque be written by his customer, and
by another person, so as to be payable for a.
larger sum than originally drawn, and the banker not detecting
the alteration pays it, he must bear the loss of the excess.
if

fraudulently altered

But

if

the customer authorises another person to write the

body of the cheque, and that person fraudulently alters the
cheque so as to make it payable for a larger sum than authorised, and so iihe body of the cheque is all in the same handwriting the banker will not be Kable.
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ON CHEQITES,
If a banker
pays

a cheque under circumstances which are

evidently suspicions he must bear the loss.
banker must pay his customer's cheques strictly in the
order in which
they are notified, communicated, or presented to

A

him for payment.
He must debit his customer's account with cheques on the
day they are notified to him or paid, and not on the day they
are drawn.

Sums paid by a banker extinguish the debts created by
sums paid to him in strict chronological order.
I
a banker having funds of his customer wrongfully dishonours his cheque, or bill made payable at the bank, so that the
customer suffers damage, he has an action against the banker for
such damage.

But such

special damage must be laid and proved.
If the customer becomes bankrupt in consequence of the
wrongful dishonour of his cheque his assignees have an action

against the banker.
The holder of the cheque or bill

may

sue the banker on the

instrument.

A
its

cheque may be presented any time within six years of
date to charge the banker; and the drawer if the banker

fails.

The transferee of an overdue cheque is not subject to the
equities of the transferor, as the transferee of an overdue bill.
If a customer has an account of a fiduciary nature, such as
Trustee, Executor, or otherwise, a banker may not refuse to pay
his cheques because he may believe that the customer intends to

apply the funds in a breach of trust.
Anci he will not be liable to the

cestuigue, trust if

he

is

not

privy to the breach of trust.
But if he acts in concert, agreement, and collusion with his
customer in committing the breach of trust : and especially if he

by it as by his customer paying a debt of
him by means of cheques on the trast account, lie

obtains some benefit
his

own

to

must replace the trust fund.

The
applying

Statute of Limitations does not apply to a banker
a trust fund.

mis-

.
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A

Credit in account, or Deposit, If taken instead of money,,

is

good payment.

banker supplies his customers with cheques with a crossin
blank
printed on them, the customer before he issues the
ing
This being
cheque, may write the words "pay cash" on it.
If a

done before the cheque Is issued, nullifies the crossing, and the
banker may pay cash across the counter.
If a banker either at the request of a customer, or when a
" mark n
cheque is presented by the holder or his agent, place a

upon
will

it,

as

by

his initials, signifying that the cheque

"
"
be paid, such mark

is

Is good, and
a legal acceptance of the cheque by

the banker.

If a banking company has several branches, each with its own
customers and accounts, each branch is considered an Independent
bank for the purpose of receiving and transmitting notice.

Each branch must collect its own cheques and bills, and time
be enlarged so as to permit it to collect them through its

will not

head

office.

a person change a cheque as a favour for another

If

the cheque be duly presented and dishonoured, he
notice of dishonour and recover the money.

A LETTER

of CREDIT

is

;

and

may

if

give

a written request addressed by one

person to another requesting the latter to give credit to a person

named

in

it.

If the request be unconditional it is termed an OPEN CREDIT.
If the request be on the condition that bills of lading be

deposited as collateral security it is termed a DOCUMENT CREDIT,
MARGINAL letter of credit is one by which a person named

A

in the

credit

margin guarantees to another person that ho shall receive
from or have his bills accepted by a third person.

The holder of a banker's
ment of them from himself,

circular letters

as well as

may demand

pay-

from his correspondents

abroad.

But he

is

not bound to cash them unless they are returned to

or he receives an indemnity,,

ON BANKING INYESTMENTS,

On Eamkmg

Investments.

U. Though a banker is bound theoretically to repay
one of Ms customers
instantly on demand, yet -as no man
ever would spend aH his
money if it were in his own possession,
but would keep a store of
it
and
hen
it,

spend

gradually

^

w

he keeps it at his banker's, he will not be
likely to require it all
at once, bnt will
keep a store of it there, just as he would
done if he Ixad kept it at home : and the banker is able to
with it in a variety of ways, if he takes care to

keep by

meet any demand his customers are likely to
The different methods in which a banker trades

sufficient to

on him.

money left with him by his customers depend very
the class of Ms customers and their
occupations and

the

on.

He must adapt
in.
such a way as may be most suitable for the class of
he has to deal with, so that he may never fail for an
to
meet any demand. If his customers are chiefly country gentlemen, whose rents are remitted regularly, and who

business of the locality he lives
in

only for family expenditure, he may calculate pretty
on the demand likely to be made on him, and he may
his funds on -more distant securities than are proper to

Such

cases.

are chiefly country bankers in agric-olfcmml

and those at the West end of London.
But when a banker does business in a trading
who are in constant want of their money3 and whose
much more frequent and unexpected, he must adopt a very
He must then have his
different line of business.
invested
reach at a very short notice, and he ought to have
to
in such property as he can re- sell on a very short
;
a
meet any unexpected pressure on him. The business of

banker will chiefly consist in discounting bills of
'is of a distinct nature from that of lending money on
must now consider the various methods

We

bankers trade : they are
2.
tes*
11.

By
By

discounting bills of exchange.

advancing to their customers on
with or without collateral security*
S

tibeir

own

.in

THE ELEMENTS OF BAN KIN*

4.
I

I

5.

By means of Cash Credits or overdrawn accounts.
By lending money on mortgage.
By purchasing public securities, such aa Stock or

bills.

On

Discounting Bills of EoocJumge.

We

have already fully explained the nature and meaning
12.
of discounting bills <> exchange : here, therefore, we have only
to make some practical observations on the subject.
an abundant supply of good bills were always to be had,
no doubt, the most eligible of banking investment^ for
are
?
they
their date is fixed, and the banker always knows when his
If

He charges the profit at the
will come back to him.
time of the advance, arid he gains it whether the ctiHtomer draws
out the money or not : and in a large bank it must often happen

money

that drawers, acceptors, and payees, are all customers of the
same bank, so that when the drawer has his account credited
bill, atid gives a cheque on his account,
must
many
happen that the cheque finds its way to
some one who is a cuBtomer of the same batik, and, therefore, the
bank has reaped a profit by creating a credit which is simply
And the same results
transferred from one account to another.
take place much more frequently by means of the system of
clearing explained presently, by which all the batiks that join in
If it should
it, are, in fact, but ono great banking institution.
happen that a customer of one of the clearing banks gives a
cheque to the customer of another the chances are that some
customer of that other bank gives a cheque to the customer of
the first, and these claims are simply readjusted to the several
The more perfect the
accounts without any demand lor coin.

with the proceeds of the
in

cases

it

;

coin will be required.
Consequently
greater part of banking profits are now made simply by
creating Credits, and these Credits are paid not in oash, but by

the less
jtelearing system,

/lexchanging them for other Credits.
'
When a banker discounts a bill for a customer he buys it, or
ptirehases it, out and out from him and acquires all his customer's
to

itj

that

is

of bringing an action against ail the partiea to

ON DISCOUNTING BELLS Of EXCHANGE,
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and also of reselling it again if he pleases, or rediscounting itj
and this is one of the great advantages of discounting bills, that
it,

if

is an unusual
pressure for cash on the banker, he can
the bill he has bought.
have observed that discount is more profitable than

there

resell

We

and the

profit rapidly increases the higher discount is.
consideration
will shew this.
very slight
Suppose a money
lender advances money at 50 per cent, interest.
He would ad-

interest,

A

vance his customer 100, and at the end of the year receive his
100 back, together with the 50. His profits therefore would
be
50 per cent. But suppose he discounts a bill for
100 at

50 per cent. He would only actually advance
50 and at the
end of the year he would receive 100 ; consequently he would
make a profit of 100 per cent.

The following table shews the difference in
by way of Interest and Discount.
Table showing the profits per cent, and per
and Discount.

profit in trading

annum

at Interest

The system of discounting bills is intended to be the sale of
bond fide debts for work done, or for property actually transferred
from one party to another, and there is nothing that requires
more sleepless vigilance on the part of the banker than to take

THE ELEMENTS OF
he buys are genuine and not fictitious. When
bills are offered for sale, he ought to know whose debt it is that
he is buying, and he ought to be able to form some conjecture
care tliat the debts

as to the course of dealing between the parties, which could give
Bills should not only be among traders, but
rise to the bill.

We

of trade.
will speak
only according to a particular course
:
and
these
first
the
in
debts
of real
may arise in a number
place
First between traders in tibe same business,
traders in different species of business,
between
and, secondly,
but yet for work done. If we take the case of manufactured or

of different ways.

imported

goods,

there

are

usually three

they pass

through1 From the manufacturer or importer to the wholesale dealer
2. From the wholesale dealer to the retail dealer.
.

8.

From

the retail dealer to the consumer.

transfer of Property may give rise to a bill : but of
these the first two are by far the most eligible, and are most

Bach

peculiarly suitable for a banker to

buy

:

the third should only be

purchased with great caution, and but rarely

There are other cases of good trade

bills,

.

when one

business

requires the supply of different productions, such as a builder
requires wood, lead, slates, bricks, and other materials.

Hence a bill o a wood merchant, or a lead merchant, on a
would be a very natural proceeding, and apparently a
So if a builder fits up premises for a shopproper trade bill.
keeper or merchant, a bill for the work done is a legitimate trade
builder,

bill.

All these

bills therefor

follow the natural course of trade

:

and carry the appearance on them of being genuine.
But if a banker sees bills drawn against the natural stream of
Thus a bill
trade, it should instantly rouse his suspicions.
drawn by a wholesale dealer upon a manufacturer, or by a retail
dealer on a wholesale dealer, would be contrary to the natural
course of trade, and should arouse suspicion.
A bill drawn by
a lead merchant on a builder would be proper on the face of it,
if there were nothing to excite suspicion : but a bill of a builder
on a lead merchant would be suspicious, unless it were satisfacBills o persona doing the same trade
torily explained,
oftiher are suspicious on tibe face of them.
Thus a bill of

ON DISCOUNTING BILLS OF EXCHANGE.
one manufacturer upon another in the same business, or between
one wholesale dealer and another, are evidently
besuspicions,

cause there

is

no usual course of dealing between them.

Besides
are chiefly generated in speculative times, when commodities change hands repeatedly on speculation that the
prices
will rise.
Bankers should be particularly on their guard
against

such

bills

buying

bills

drawn against

price in times o

A banker is
his

own

articles

which are at an extravagant

speculation.

primd facie influenced by the respectability

customer,

who

is

the drawer or indorser of the

bill.

cf

He

ought however to acquire specific information regarding the
persons upon whom his customers are in the habit of drawing,
and satisfy himself that they are likely to be genuine bills. And
this vigilance should never be relaxed in
any case whatever.

We

hold

it

to

be utterly contrary to

all

sound banking to take

bills

merely on the supposed respectability of the customer. But we
believe it to be far too common a practice to look merely to the
customer's account.
Customers begin by getting the character
of being respectable they bring perhaps good bills at first
and
keep good balances : and their bilk are punctually met. This
regularity and punctuality are very apt to throw a banker off

He thinks his customer a most respectable man doing a
:
all the bills are taken to be trade bills. By and
business
good
by
the customer applies for an increased discount limit, on account of

his guard.

his flourishing business.
commodate so promising
his balances diminish,

but

The banker is only too happy to aca customer. His discounts swell and
still

his bills are well met.

the time comes, perhaps when the banker thinks it
contract some of his accounts, and this may be one

However
prudent to
which, he

and then, perhaps he makes the
i
that
axe
no sur Ii persons at all as the
there
pleasant discovery,
acceptors, and that the funds for meeting all these bills have been
thinks

it

expedient to reduce

got from himself 1
Such cases as these are not unlikely to happen when London
houses supply small country tradesmen and draw upon them.

When

a

man

has established a good character,

it is

impossible to

i but
require information about every bill before it is discounted
we do not hesitate to say, that it is of the first importance that a
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banker should be constantly probing his customer's accounts, and
draw upon. It was wittily
get information of the persons they
"
said by some one (Lord Halifax we believe)
thajjnagjra. this

This
of banking.
Ate

is

eminently true

A banker should be the most auspicious of mortals

should have implicit faith in no roan.

and rascality which
fictitious and forged

is

it

to

:

of villainy

by means of accommodation and
would exceed belief, if such disclosures

practised

bills

were made public.
bankers to allow

The amount

However it is contrary to the policy of
be known how they are robbed and cheated,

Their interest covers a multitude of sins.

If criminals were pronecuted according to their merits the calendar would swell up to
a frightful extent. There is, probably, no class of persons who

committed BO frequently as bankers, and arc necessithem go unrepressed and unpunished. And there is
reason to fear that such things are encouraged by the too easy
If bankers laid out
faith reposed in their customers by bankers.
more expenditure in the " Intelligence department," we believe
it would be amply repaid, and many would have been cut short
in a career of crime, of accumulated robberies, which generally
see felonies

tated to let

terminate in disaster to the bank.

As
count

it is

contrary to all sound principles of banking to dison the customer's respectability, as appearing

bills solely

from his account, so any customer should be regarded with suspicion who is not ready and willing to communicate information
If he will not do so, how can he
to his banker about his affairs.

Some
expect him to give him assistance in the day of trouble ?
customers however are mightily indignant if their banker will
not discount their bills on the strength of their names, without

regard to the acceptor. But as such a practice is contrary to
sound banking, so it will invariably be found that these are not
desirable customers to have, and it would be well for a banker
quietly to shake off his connection with them, as in the long run,
they will probably bring him more loss than profit.

So much

for discounting bills of exchange,

A

which

consists oi

banker however may
buying debts, and not lending money.
not always be able to find a sufficient quantity of eligible debts
to buy, to absorb all his disposable funds, or he may not choose
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to employ them all in that way
and some of
want a loan on security, who have no bills to
:

his customers

may
The banker

sell.

takes his customer's promissory note for the sum payable, at the
date agreed upon, and. also a deposit of the convertible security as
He does not advance on the goods or security itself
collateral.

a pawnbroker but on the personal
of
his
customer, and the securities are only to be reobligation
sorted to In case of the failure of his customer to pay his debt.
that is the business of

These convertible

securities are chiefly Public Stock,

Bank Stock ?

India bonds, Shares in commercial companies, Dock Warrants,
Bills of Lading.
Whenever he takes any of these as collateral
security, he ought to have a power of sale
case he fails to discharge his obligation.

they

from his customer in

These

loans,

though

may be sometimes made

desirable advances

to respectable customers, are not
for a banker to make, and he should be chary

them too much, for they frequently are demanded
from the borrower having locked up too much of his funds in an
unavailable form. There is then the danger of the obligations not
being paid at maturity, and then come* requests for renewals, and
the banker is either driven to the unpleasant necessity of realis-

in encouraging

ing the security, or else having his temporary advance converted
into a dead loan.

who

seek for such advances habitually are most probably speculating in joint stock companies' shares. They buy
up shares on speculation, which they hope will advance in price :

Persons

they then wish to pledge the shares they have already bought to
purchase more then perhaps a turn in the market comes, and
:

the value of the securities goes down rapidly : they are unable
to pay their note : and the banker may perhaps have to realise

During the railway mania of 1845, a number of banks, called Exchange banks, were founded expressly on
this principle of making advances on joint stock companies'
the shares at a loss.

But they were all ruined, and
shares, especially railway shares.
some of them, we believe, suffered frightful losses from the
in the value of railway stock.
objection to such transactions in a banking point of view
that the promissory notes of these persons and their securities

great

fall

The

is

are not available to the banker in case

he

is

pressed for money.
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Moreover they aro barren, isolated transactions, which lead to
account promotes commerce, and
nothing whereas a discount
of the customer increases.
business
as
the
more
profitable
grows
There is also a very important point to be considered in the
shares of many companies which are offered as collateral security,
the deeds of the companies, no property in the shares
that
:

by

passes, except

their books.

the registration of the name of the holder in
while the customer ia in good circumstances
:
but if he becomes bankrupt, the banker

may be no danger
not entitled to retain the shares against the other creditors.

there
is

by

Now

If

the bankrupt is the registered owner of the shares, his creditors
are entitled to them : hence if the banker means to complete his

he must have himself registered an the owner of the
and
shares,
thereby becomes a partner in a multitude of joint
Then
stock companies, of whose condition he can know nothing.
that instead of
perhaps, calls are made, and the banker finds
buying a security, he has bought a liability, and he must pay up
security,

the calls or forfeit the shares.

All such advances, therefore, should be made very sparingly,
and only with such surplus cash as the banker may not be able
to employ in buying good bills
and they should only be made
to such persons as he believes to be perfectly safe without the
No banker would make such an advance
deposit of the security.
if he really believed that lie would be obliged to realise the
;

make
security to repay himself, as such proceedings will always
a soreness between himself and his customer, who will be averse
property sold at a sacrifice as he may call it,
Advances on Dock Warrants and other similar securities, are
also liable to many similar objections, and should be very
sparingly done, as they subject a banker to much trouble beyond
the line of his proper business, and are indications of weakness in
a customer.
Some customers will expect to have loans upon
leasehold or freehold property left as security
but these are

to seeing his

;

most objectionable as

collateral security.

The process

of realising

freehold property is so long, uncertain, and tedious that it is perIn fact we
fectly unavailable to a banker in case of necessity.
believe the best rule in all cases of loans with collateral security,
(except in such instances as public stock) ia to avoid, as much a,f

ADVANCES*
possible,

making them

to

any one who

is
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not perfectly gocxi

without them.

The objection to cash credits on the part of London bankers
exactly similar to that against advances on mortgage, that in
time of pressure it is
very difficult to call up the advances, and
the securities are not
But if cash credits
generally realisable.
are objectionable, still more are
purchases of foreign securities,
such as stock in foreign
Several of the joint stock
railways.
is

banks which failed in 1857 and 1866 sinned
grievously in

this

respect of locking up their funds in foreign securities.
If
temporary loans on real property are objectionable as
Becurities to city
bankers, much more so are mortgages, which
are intended
by their nature to last for years. Such transactions
are, therefore, chiefly confined to country bankers, and those at

the west end of London, whose connections lie more
among the
landed than the commercial interest, and who are not liable to

be

called

upon so suddenly for cash.
Besides these operations, all of which are founded upon per-

sonal liability
all of which contain personal obligations to pay
sums of money and are therefore dealings in " currency "

fixed

bankers usually invest part of their funds in public securities,
which are supposed to be more readily convertible into cash than
others.
Public securities are of two descriptions the one
"
Currency, or Securities for money," such as Exchequer bills
the other " property, or convertible securities," such as the
Funds the former being an engagement on the part of the Exchequer to pay a certain sum of money, like any other bill and
:

;

the latter being no engagement to repay any fixed sum at all,
but only a fixed rent, or sum, for its use.
Each description of public securities has its advantages and

The interest on the Funds will be found, in the
disadvantages.
to
be
higher than those on other descriptions of public
long run,
But there is this serious consideration, that the value
securities.
when any public crisis
sell their stock, they may sustain
to
wish
bankers
and
comes;
crisis of 1847, when
very great loss. In the week of the great
to sell stock to provide for contingencies, the
had
banks
many
losses were immense when they bought in again, to replace i&\

of these stocks is very fluctuating, and
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and this danger is greatly aggravated by tho Bank Act of 1844.
Another disadvantage regarding stock is, that all transactions of
bankers must become known, as they have to transfer it.
Exchequer bills have this advantage, that a banker can deal in

them without
chequer

bills

its

known

being

being

like

to

any one but the broker.

Ex-

any other promissory notes, an engage-

ment of the government

pay a

to

definite

sum of money,

it is

not probable that the banker can ever lose so much on them a&
on stock. In order to prevent Exchequer bilk falling to a
discount, they always bear interest, and, in consequence of this,
usually at a

are

market rate of

them

is

premium

interest,

usually raised.

:

and when by the change

in the

a discount, the interest upon
From the circumstance of their greater

they

fall to

steadiness in value the profit of investing in
less than that from stock.

Exchequer

bills is

Bankers collect money from those who have it to spare, and
advance it, or its equivalent, to those who require it.
They

may

sometimes themselves be in a similar predicament. Somemay have more by them than they have employment
sometimes from unusual demands, they may be in want of

times they
for

:

There is a class of personR who undertake this equalising process the bill brokers.
They go the
round of the bankers every morning, and borrow from those
temporary advances.

who have to lend, and lend to those who want to borrow.
At the present day, the principle of association has been
developed to a much greater degree than ever it was before
:

eompanies are formed for

all

mariner of purposes.

When

these

companies apply to open an account with a banker, it will
be found that they want accommodation. But a
banker should never accommodate a company of whose affairs
he can know very little : he should
only grant accommodation
on the personal liability of the Directors. He should
require
from them a joint and several note,
payable on demand, reserving
generally

his right against the

company, only as a collateral security. If
anything goes wrong with the company, he has an immediate
remedy against the Directors, Whereas if the company goes
into the

winding up Court, it will be a long time before hit
daim can be settled and then there may be some technical
The contributors may say that the Directors had no
SbjectioiL
5

CLEARING SYSTEM.

draw

right to

bills

by the

constitution of the

company

;

or that

exceeded their power and then he may have
to contest his claim through several different courts bringing
they

may have

:

him nothing but vexation and
O-TI

anxiety.

the CLEARING- SYSTEM.

13. Suppose that any number of the customers of the same
transactions amongst themselves, and give each
other cheques on their accounts.
Then, if the receivers of
the cheques do not actually draw out the money,
any amount
of transactions may be carried on
by simple transfers of
Credit from one account to the other without a single piece of

bank have

The Clearing system is a device by
required.
the banks which join in it are formed into one huge

money being
which

all

banking institution for the purpose of transferring Credits from
one bank to another, just in the same way as Credits are transferred within the

same bank.

The

Clearing System arose in this way.
Every London
banker has every morning claims against most of his neighbours
and of course most of his neighbours have claims against him.
;

used to be the custom for every banker, the first thing in the
morning to send out a number of clerks to collect the claims he

It

had against his neighbours, who of course were obliged to keep
cash or notes to meet them.
The metropolis is portioned out
"
into districts called
walks," and each clerk had to collect all the
These claims are called
bills, cheques, &c. within his walk.
banker's charges, and were paid in Bank Notes, in some cases by
cheques drawn upon the Bank of England. This clumsy and
barbarous method of settling banker's charges caused a great

Bank Notes. Every banker had to keep by him a
amount of bank notes to meet the charges of all his
It was stated in evidence before the House of
neighbours.
Commons that one Bank alone, was obliged to keep ^150,000 in
Notes for this sole purpose and if this bank alone was obEged
to keep this quantity of notes for this unprofitable purpose, what
must have been the total amount wasted in this manner by all

waste of

sufficient

:

the banks

?

About 1775 the inconvenience

of sending out to collect these
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number of the

city bankers to organise an exchange
similar
on
a
plan to that already practised by
among themselves,
the Edinburgh banks.
They engaged a room in which their
clerks met and exchanged their mutual claims against each other,

charges led a

and paid only the balance in cash, or bank notes. The Bullion
Eeport says that in 1810 there were 46 bankers who cleared;
and that the average amount of cheques, bills, &c. which passed
through the Clearing House every clay was about 4,700,000,
and that

all

the balances on this account were settled by about

220,000 in Bank Notes. In 1854 tho Joint Stock Banks were
admitted to the clearing house, and in 1864 the Bank of England.
The mode of doing business is as follows The bills and
cheques which each banker holds on tho other clearing banks are
sorted in separate parcels, and at 10 '30 a clerk from each bank
arrives at the Clearing House.
He delivers to each of the other
clerks the obligations he has against his house, and receives from
each clerk the obligations due from Ids own.
When thee
obligations are interchanged, each clerk returns to his own bank.

The same

process

is

to decide

whether

it

Each bank has till 4'45
repeated at 2 "SO.
will honour the drafts upon it : if it does

not return any drafts upon

it before that hour it IB held to have
on them to the clearing house. At 445 the
business closes and the accounts are made up : and so admirable
is the
system that not a single Bank Note or sovereign is required

made

itself liable

for the settlement of the claims.

Each clearing bank keeps an account at the Bank of
England,
and the Inspector of the Clearing house also
keeps one. Printed
lists of the
clearing banks are made out for each bank, with its
own name at the head, and the others are placed in a column in
On the left side of the names is a
alphabetical order below it.
column neaded " Debtors," and on the
right side a column
headed " Creditors." The clerk of the
house then makes

clearing
the accounts between each bank, arid the
difference only is
entered in the balance sheet,
according as it is debtor or creditor,

up

A

balance is then struck between the debtor and creditor
columns, and the paper delivered to the clerk, who takes it back
to his own bant.
The balance then is not paid to, or received
from, the other bankers as formerly, but it is settled with the
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clearing house,

which keeps an account

The accounts

England.

are settled
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itself at

the

by means of a

Bank

cheque appropriated to the purpose, called
are of two colours, white and green: white,
bank has to pay a
^^^^^''^j&BADi^ house greenj when

They

...

;

has to

of

species of

~i^lmcQomjt

f

By

it

this admirable system,

tmiictions to the amount of many millions daily are transferred
from one bank to another, without the use of a single Bank Note
or coin.
In the course of last year Credits to an amount exceeding ^6,000,000,000 were thus interchanged between the clearing
banks.

In most country towns of any
changes

size

a similar system of ex-

organised, and the differences settled by a draft upon
and in 1860 a clearing establishment was instituted in

is

London:
London for country bankers.

All these institutions have the

tendency to constitute, as it were, all the banks in the kingdom
into one vast banking institution, and to transform the monetary
business of the country, into mere transfers of Credit, without
the UK! of Bank Notes and coin,

*
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CHAPTER

X.

BILLS OF KXCHAN0K ACT, 1882,

^
'

& E ^ enacted by the Queen's moat Excellent
Majesty, by and
witn the advice and consent of the Lords
Spiritual and Temporal,
and Commons, in this present Parliament
assembled, and by the
authority of the same, as follows :

PART

I.

PRELIMINAftY.
1.

This Act

may

1882,
2.

be cited as the Bills of
Exchange Acty

Jn this Act, unless the context otherwise
requires,

_

"Acceptance "means an acceptance completed
by

deli-

very or notification.

"

^^n

"

inolu^ es

9

01

??to claim and
"

BffiEeP^TnoIutrea' a

get off*

of persons whether incorporated or not who carry on the business of
banking.
Bankrupt" includes any person whose estate is vested
in
or assignee under the law for
the time
^trustee

,,

lody

being in force relating to bankruptcy.
ptrBon in poSfiKWlBion of

" Bill w

"

means

bill

'

of

exchange^ aad

note

"

means

pro-

missory note.
"

Delivery

means transfer of
possession, actual or confrom one person, to another.
means the payee or indorsee of a bill or
not

structive,

"Holder
who is. in
.

U,,

'

to beargp..

possession of

it,

or the bearer thereof.
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"

f*

means an

IndOTSgaent

indorsement completed b|

delivery.,

M

IssueJ^jaaeans the first denary, ..&f a^tsU^or^jgiAt^-complete in form to a person who takes it as a holder.
"Person" includes a body of persons whether incor-

porated or not.
u Written"

and "writing" include*

includes printed,

print.

PABT

II.

BILLS OF EXCHANGE,

Form and
3. (1.)

A

of

bill

Interpretation.

exchange

is

an unconditional order

In

writing, addressed by one person to another, signed by the person giving it, requiring the person to whom it is addressed to

pay on demand or

at a fixed or

certain in

to or to the order of

money

a specified person, or to

bearer.

An instrument

which does not comply with these conwhich orders any act to be done in addition to the
payment of money, is not a bill of exchange.
to pay out of a paxgal^^
(3.) An order
jSIffijffi
&6C13QJW' but an unqualified order to pay, coupled with (a) an indication of a particular
fund out of which the drawee is to reimburse himself or a par(2.)

ditions, or

ticular account to

ment

be debited with the amount, or (b) a

of the transaction

which gives

state-

rise to the bill, is unc/on-

ttionaL

A biU is not invalid

by reason

That it is not dated
That it does not specify the value given, or that any value
;

(c)

has been given therefor ;
it does not specify the place where

That

the place where

it is

payable.

it is

drawn

or

M

;
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An

4. (1.)

inland bill

is

a

bill

which

or on the face of

is

it

purports to be (a) botli drawn and payable within the British
Islands, or (5) drawn within the British Inlands upon some person
resident therein.

Any

other

bill is

a foreign

bill.

For the purposes of this Act u British Islands* mean any
Britain and Ireland, the
part of the United Kingdom of Great
islands of Man, Guernsey, Jersey, Aldorney, and Sark, and the
9

islands adjacent to

any of thorn being part of the dominions

of

Her Majesty.
Unless the contrary appear on the face of the
may treat it as an inland bill

(2.)

holder

A

5. (1.)

the drawer

;

bill

or

it

may be drawn
may be. drawn

bill the

payable

to,

or to the order

payable

to,

or to the order of

of,
f

the drawee.
(2.)

Where

in a bill drawer

L son, or where the drawee

a

and drawee are the same

per-

person or a person not
f 'having capacity to contract, the holder may treat the instrument,
I at his option, either as a bill of exchange or as a promissory note,
is

fictitious

6. (1.) The drawee must bo named or otherwise indicated
in a bill with reasonable certainty.

(2.)

A bill

may be

addressed to two or more drawees whether

are partners or not, but an order addressed to two^drjsSQ^
I they
or to twoj>r jmore^ drawees in Bucconiuion jsjifXt

la^^alternative

la

t

bill

7. (L) Where a bill is riot payable to bearer, the payee
must be named or otherwise indicated therein with reasonable
certainty.
I

(2.)

jointly,
Jfcwo,

or

A

may be made payable to two or more payees
may be made payable in the alternative to one of
one or some of several payees. A bill may also be

or

bill

it

office for the time being.
the payee is a fictitious or non-existing person
the bill may be treated as payable to bearer,
8. (1.) When a bill contains wordi prohibiting transfer, or

(made payable to the holder rf an
(3.)

Where

licating an intention that it should not be transferable,
as between the parties thereto, but is not negotiable.

it is

ilid

(2.)

A negotiable

bill

may be payable

either to order or to
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(3.)

A bill is payable to bearer

which

is
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expressed to te so
an indorse-

payable, or on which the only or last indorsement is
ment in blank,

A

bill is payable to order which is expressed to be so
(4.)
payable, or which is expressed to be payable to a particular person, and does not contain words prohibiting transfer or indicating
an intention that it should not be transferable.

(5.) Where a bill, either originally or by indorsement, is
expressed to be payable to the order of a specified person^ and^
not to him or^his^order^ itj.s _neyert|ieless."'payable""to him or, his

order at his option.
*

0r^TTJ*Ke sum payable by a

the

a

meaning of

this Act,

although

bill is

it is

a

sum

certain within

required to be paid

JLO) With interest;
(5) By stated instalments
(c) By stated instalments, with a
;

in

provision that upon default
of
the whole shall become
instalment
payment
any

due

;

(d) According to an indicated rate of exchange or according
to a rate of exchange to be ascertained as directed by
the bill
the sum payable i/s expressed in words and also
and there is a discrepancy between the two, the sum
denoted by the words is the amount payable.
a bill is expressed to be payable with interest,
(3.) Where
unless the instrument otherwise provides, interest runs from
(2.)

Where

in figures,

the date of the

bill,

jfj;h^

ancilva

thereof.

'""^Wl (1.)
(a)

A bill is payable on demand

Which

is

expressed to be payable on demand, or at sight,

or on presentation ; or
which no time for payment is expressed.
In
(5)
(2.)

Where a

bill is

accepted or indorsed

when

it is

overdue*

as regards the acceptor who so accepts, or any indorser
who so indorses it, be deemed a bill payable on demand.
bill is payable at a determinable future time within
11.

it shall,

A

the meaning of this Act which

is

T

expressed to be payable
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(1.)

At

(2.)

On

a fixed period after date or sigM.
or at a fixed period after the occurrence of a specified
event which is certain to happen, though the time of happening

may be

uncertain.

An

instrument expressed to be payable on a contingency
|
is not a bill, and the happening of the event does not cure the
Jtlefeck
12.

Where a

expressed to be payable at a fixed period
where the acceptance of a bill

bill

after date is issued undated, or
I

I

payable at a fixed period after sight is undated, any holder may
insert therein the true date of issue or acceptance, and the bill

be payable accordingly.
Provided that (1) where the holder in good faith and by
mistake inserts a wrong date, and (2) in every case where a

Ishall

wrong date is inserted, if the bill subsequently comes into the
hands of a holder in due course the bill shall not be avoided
thereby, but shall operate and be payable as if the date so inserted
had been the true date.
13. (1.) Where a bill or an acceptance or any indorsement on
a bill is dated, the date shall, unless the contrary be proved, be
deemed to be the true date of the drawing, acceptance, or

indorsement, as the case may be.
bill is not invalid by reason
(2.)
only that
or post-dated, or that it bears date on a Sunday.

A

it is

ante-dated

Where a bill is not payable on demand the day on which
due is determined as follows :
(1.) Three days, called days of grace, are, in every case where

14.
it falls

the bill itself does not otherwise provide, added to the time of
payment as fixed by the bill, and the bill is due and payable on

the last day of grace

(a)

Provided that

the last day of grace falls on Sunday, Christmas
Day, Good Friday, or a day appointed by Royal
proclamation as a public fast or thanksgiving day,

the bill

is,

except in the case hereinafter provided

due and payable on the preceding business day ;
When the last day of grace is a bank holiday (other than
Christmas Day or Good Friday) under the Bank
Holidays Act* 1871, and Acts amending or extending
for,

(V)

:

When

BILLS OS EXCHANGE ACT,
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or when the last day of grace is a Sunday and
the second day of grace is a Bank Holiday, the bill is
due and payable on the succeeding business day.
it,

Where a

(2.)

payable at a fixed period after date, after
happening o a specified event, the time of
determined by excluding theday firom which the time
bill is

sight, or after the

payment

is

isjfeliegixL^
(3.)

Where a

bill is

payable at

the day of ^payment^
a fixed period after sight, the

time begins to run from the date of the acceptance
be accepted, and from the date of noting or protest

if

the bill

the bill
be noted or protested for non-acceptance, or for non-delivery.
" month " in a bill means calendar month.
(4.) The term
if

The drawer of a bill and any indorser may insert therein
name of a person to whom the holder may resort in case of

15.

the

need, that is to say, in case the bill is dishonoured by nonSuch person is called the referee^
acceptance or non-payment.
in case of need.
^fcEe~f eferee

18.
therein

It is in the option of the holder to resort* to
in case of need or not as he may tMnt fit.

The drawer of a bill, and any
an express stipulation

(1.) Negativing or limiting his
(2.)

Waiving

own

as regards himself

indorser,

liability to

some or

all

may

insert

the holder

:

of the holder's

duties.

17. (1.)

The

acceptance of a bill is the signification

by the

drawee of his assent to the order of the drawer.
(2.)

An

acceptance

is

invalid unless

it

complies with the

following conditions, namely :
(a) It must be written on the bill and be signed by the
drawee. The mere signature of the drawee without
additional words is sufficient ;
(#) It

18.

must not express that the drawee will perform his
promise by any other means than the payment of money.

A bill may be accepted

:

(1.) Before it has been signed .by the drawer, or while otherwise incomplete :
(2.)

When

it is

overdue, or after

previous refusal to accept, or

it

has been dishonoured by

by non-payment:
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When

(8.)

a

"bill

payable after sight

dishonoured by non-

la

and the drawee subsequently accepts it, the holder,
acceptance,
o any different agreement, is entitled to hare
absence
In the
the bill accepted as of the date of first presentment to the
drawee for acceptance*
19. (1.)

An

la either

acceptance

(a) general or (b) qualified.

assents without qualification to the
(2.) A general acceptance
A qualified acceptance in express terms
order of the drawer.
Taries the effect of the bill aa

O* L
'

drawn.

In particular an acceptance

which

is qualified

to say,
(a) conditional, that is

is

which makes payment by the

acceptor dependent on the fulfilment of a condition
therein stated;
to pay part
(b) partial, that is to say f an, acceptance
only of
the amount for which the bill in drawn ;

aa acceptance

(c) local, that is to say,

to

pay only

at

a

parti-

cular specified place :
An acceptance to pay at a particular place is a general acceptance, unless it expressly states that the bill is to be paid there only

and not elsewhere

:

(d) qualified as to time

^/

20.
is

a
'

:

acceptance of some one or
not of all.

(e) the

more of the

drawees, but

Where

a simple signature on a blank stamped
paper
the
by
signer in order that it may be converted into
operates as a prirn& facie authority to fill it up as a com-

(1.)

delivered
bill, it

plete bill for any amount the stamp will cover, using the signature for that of the drawer, or the
acceptor, or an

indorser; and,
in like manner, when a bill is
wanting in any material particular,.
the person in possession of it has a
primft iacie authority to fill
he thinks fit.
up the omission in

any way

(2.)

In order that any such instrument

when completed may

be enforceable against any person who became a
party thereto
prior to its completion, it must be filled up within a reasonable
time, and strictly in accordance with the
authority
fo ^
question of
Provided that if any such inrtrauumt after
completion ii negotiated to a holder in 'due course it stall be
valid nud effectual for
,
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purposes In his hands, and he may enforce it as if It had been
up within a reasonable time and strictly In accordance with

filled

''

the authority given.
21. (1.) Every contract

on a bill, whether it be the drawer's,
the acceptor's, or an indorsees, is incomplete and revocable, until
delivery of the instrument in order to give effect thereto,
Provided that where an acceptance is written on a bill, and
the drawee gives notice to or according to the directions of the
person entitled to the bill that he lias accepted it, the acceptance
then becomes complete and Irrevocable.
(2.) As between immediate parties, and as regards a remote
party other than a holder in due course, the delivery
(a) in order to

be

effectual

must be made

either

by or under

the authority of the party drawing, accepting, or indorsing, as the case may be :

may be shown

(5)

to

have been conditional or for a special

purpose only 5 and not for the purpose of transferring
the property in the bill.

But

If

the bill be in the hands of a holder In due course a

valid delivery of the bill by all parties prior to him so as to
make them liable to him Is conclusively presumed.
bill is no longer in the possession of a party
signed It as drawer, acceptor, or indorser, a valid and
unconditional delivery by him is presumed until the contrary is

Where a

(&.)

who has
proved,

Capacity and Authority of Parties*
22. (1.) Capacity to Incur liability as a party to a bill is cowith capacity to contract-

sxterisive

Provided that nothing In this section shall enable a corporation to
bill

make

unless it

Itself liable as
Is

drawer, acceptor, or indorser of a
do under the law for the

to it so to

competent
time being in force relating to corporations.
or indorsed by an infant, minor,
(2.) Where a bill is drawn
or corporation having no capacity or power to Incur liability on a
bill,

the drawing or indorsement entities the holder to receive paythereto,
bill* and to enforce it against any other party

ment of the
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Of

No

person is liable as drawer, indorser, or acceptor of a
has not signed it as such : Provided that
in a trade or assumed name,
(1.) Where a person signs a bill
he is liable thereon as if he had signed it in his own name :
name of a firm is equivalent to t&e
(2.) The signature of the
23.

who

bill

signature by the person ao signing of the
liable as partners in that firm.

names

of all persons

24. Subject to the provisions of this Act, where a signature
bill is forged or placed thereon without the authority of the

on a

person whose signature it purports to be, the forged or unauthorised signature is wholly inoperative, and no right to retain
the bill or to give a discharge therefor or to enforce payment
thereof against any party thereto can be acquired through or
under that signature, unless the party against whom it is sought
to retain or enforce payment of the bill
up the forgery or want of authority.

is

precluded from setting

Provided that nothing in this section shall affect the ratificaof an unauthorised signature not amounting to a forgery.

jjion

A

25.
signature by procuration operates as notice that the
agent has but a limited authority to sign, and the principal is
only bound by such signature if the agent in ao Bigning was
acting within the actual limits o bin authority.
26. (1.) Where a person signs a bill as drawer, indorser, or
acceptor, and adds words to his signature, indicating that he signs
for or on behalf of a principal, or in a
representative character,
* he is not
personally liable thereon ; but the ni^re addition to his
signature of words describing him as an agent, or as filling a reImresentative character, does not exempt him from personal

liability.

In determining whether a signature on a biU is that of
the principal or that of the agent
by whose hand it is written,
the construction most favourable to the
validity of the instrument shall be adopted.
(2.)

The Consideration for a BflL
27. (1.) Valuable consideration for a biU

(a)

Any consideration sufficient

may be constituted

to support a simple contract \
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debt or liability.
Such a debt or
deemed
valuable consideration whether the
liability
bill is payable on demand or at a future time.

(b)

antecedent
is

Where

(2.)

holder

and

is

value has at any time been given for a bill the
to be a holder for value as regards the acceptor

deemed

the bill who became parties prior to such time.
the holder of a bill has a lien on it, arising either
contract or by implication of law, he is deemed to be a

all parties to

(3.)

from

Where

holder for value to the extent of the

An

sum

lor

which he has a

lien.

a person who
has signed a bill as drawer, acceptor, or indorser, without
receiving value therefor, and for the purpose of lending his
28. (1.)

name

accommodation party to a

bill is

some other person.
accommodation party is liable on the bill to a holder
(2.)
and it is immaterial whether, when such holder took
for value
the bill, he knew such party to be an accommodation party or not.
29. (1.) A holder in due course is a holder who has taken a
the face of it, under the following
bill, complete and regular on
to

An
;

namely

conditions,

(a) That he became the holder of it before it was overdue,
and without notice that it had been previously dishonoured, if such was the fact ;
in good faith and for value, and
(5) That he took the bill
that at the time the bill was negotiated to him he
had no notice of any defect in the title of the person

who

is

negotiated

it.

the title of a person who negotiates a bill
(2.) In particular
defective within the meaning of this Act when he obtained

or the acceptance thereof, by fraud, duress, or force and
unlawful means, or for an illegal consideration, or
other
or
fear,
when he negotiates it in breach of faith, or under such circumthe

bill,

stances as
(3.)
title to

amount

to

a

fraud.

A

holder (whether for value or not), who derives his
a bill through a holder in due course, and who is not

himself a party to any fraud or illegality affecting it, has all the
course as regards the acceptor and
rights of that holder in due
all

parties to the

biU prior to that holder.
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Every party whose signature appears on a bill is
deemed to have become a party thereto for value.
IB primil facie deemed to be a
(2.) Every holder of a bill
holder in due course but if in an action on a bill it is admitted
80. (1.)

pnniti facie

;

or proved that the acceptance, issue, or subsequent negotiation
of the bill is affected with fraud, duress, or fttrce and fear, or

i illegality, the burden of proof is shifted, unless and until the
I holder proves that, subsequent to the alleged fraud or illegality,
V ralue has in good faith been given for the bill.
Negotiation of
31. (1.)

A bill

IB

person to another in
the holder of the
(2.)

(8.)

negotiated

.Bills.

when

it

is

transferred from one

such a manner as to constitute the transferee

bill.

A bill paj^h^^
A bill payablejgj^^
very
te

holder of a

bill

.

payable

to his

order transfers

for value without indorsing it, the transfer gives the transferee
such title as the transferor had in the bill, and the transferee

it
|

\

I

in addition acquires the right to

1

transferor,

;

I

j,

.,

*

|

I

in

have the indorsement of the

(5.) Where any person is under obligation to indorse a bill
a representative capacity, he may indorse the bill in such

terms as to negative personal liability,
82. An indorsement in order to operate as a negotiation
fcxust comply with the following conditions, namely :
(1.) It

must be written on the

the indorser.

The

and be signed by
of
on the bill,
indorser
the
simple signature
bill itself

without additional words, is sufficient,
An indorsement written on an allonge, or on a " copy " of a
"
"
bill issued or negotiated in a
are
copies
country where
is
to
deemed
be
written
on
the
bill
itself.
recognised,
(2.) It must be an indorsement of the entire bill.
partial

A

indorsement, that is to say, an indorsement which purports to
transfer to the indorsee a part only of the amount
payable, or
'which purports to transfer the bill 'to two or more indoraeei
severally, does not operate as a negotiation

of the bill
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(8.) Where a bill is payable to tlie order of two or more
payees or indorsees who are not partners all must indorse, unless
the one indorsing has
authority to indorse for the othera.

(4) Where, in a bill payable to order, the payee or indorsee
wrongly designated, or his name is mis-spelt, he may indorse
the bill as therein described, adding, if he think fit, his proper

is

signature.

Where

(5.)

which

it

more indorsements on a bill,
have been made in the order in

there arc two or

each indorsement

is

deemed

appears on the

bill,

to

until the contrary is proved,

An

indorsement may be made in blank or special.
(6.)
may also contain terms making it restrictive.
33.

Where a

condition
indorsee

purports to be indorsed conditionally, the
disregarded by the payer, and payment to the
valid whether the condition has been fulfilled or not.
bill

may be

is

34. (1.) An indorsement in blank specifies
a bill so indorsed becomes payable to bearer*
(2.)

to

A

special

indorsement

whose order, the
(8.)

It

The

bill is to

specifies the

no indorsee, and

person to

whom,

or

be payable.

provisions of this

Act

relating to

a payee apply

with the necessary modifications to an indorsee mider a
indorsement.

special,

(4.) When a bill has been indorsed in blank, any holder may
convert the blank indorsement into a special indorsement by
writing above the indorser's signature a direction to pay the bill

some other person.
35. (1.) An indorsement is restrictive which prohibits the
further negotiation of the bill or which expresses that it is a

to or to the order of himself or

to deal with the bill as thereby directed and not
a transfer of the ownership thereof, as, for example, if a bill be
"
indorsed " Pay D. only," or
Pay D. for the account of X.,*' or
"
D. or order for collection."

mere authority

Pay

(2.)

A restrictive indorsement gives the indorsee the right to
and

any party thereto that

his

indorser could have sued, but gives him no power to transfer
him to do so.
rights as indorsee unless it expressly authorises

Ms

receive

(3.)

payment of the

Where a

transfer, all

bill

restrictive

to sue

indorsement

authorises

farther

subsequent indorsees take the bill with the same
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rights

and subject

same

to the

liabilities as

under the restrictive indorsement.
86. (1.) Where a bill is negotiable in

its

the

first

origin

it

indorsee

continues

be negotiable until it has been (a) restrictively indorsed 01
(5) discharged by payment or otherwise.
overdue bill is negotiated, it can only be
(2.) Whore an

to

subject to any defect of title affecting it at its
thenceforward no person who takes it can acquire
and
maturity,
or give a better title than that which the petBon from whom he

negotiated

took

it

had.

A

bill payable on demand is deemed to be overdue
within the meaning and for the purposes, of this section, when
it appears on the face of it to have been in circulation for an

(8.)

What is an unreasonable length
unreasonable length o time.
of time lor this purpose is a question of fact,
(4.) Except where an indorsement bears date alter the
i

\

,

*

ji

(

[

<

\

i
!

j

\l
J',||!

j!

r

jl

bill, every negotiation IB prim& facie deemed to
have been effected before the bill was overdue.
has been dishonoured
(5.) Where a bill which is not overdue
any person who takes it with notice of the dishonour takes it

maturity of the

I
{

subject to any defect of

title

attaching thereto at the time of

dishonour, but nothing in this sub-section shall affect the rights
of a holder in due course.
87. Where a bill is negotiated back to the drawer, or to a
prior indorser or to the acceptor, such party may, subject to the
provisions of this Act, re-iamie and further negotiate the bill,
but he is not entitled to enforce payment of the bill against any
intervening party to whom he was previously liable.

38.

(1.)

(2.)

The

rights

and powers of the holder of a

lie may sue on the bill in his own name
Where he is a holder in due course, he

from any defect of

free

title

bill

are as

:

holds the

bill

of prior parties, as well as from mere

personal defences available to prior parties

and may enforce payment against

all

among

parties

themselves,
on ihe

liable

biU:
(8.)
bo

Where

his

title is

defective (a) if

he negotiates the

bill

a holder in due course, that holder obtains a good and complete
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the bill.

and

him
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he obtains payment of the bill the
a valid discharge for

(5) if

in due course gets

General duties of the Holder.
39. (1).

acceptance
ment.

is

Where a

bill is

payable after sight, presentment for

necessary in order to fix the maturity of the instru-

that it shall be pre(2.) Where a bill expressly stipulates
sented for acceptance, or where a bill is drawn payable elsewhere
than at the residence or place of business of the drawee, it must
be presented for acceptance before it can be presented for

payment.
(3.) In no other case
in order to render liable

is

presentment for acceptance necessary
to the bill.

any party

(4.) Where the holder of a bill, drawn payable elsewhere
than at the place of business or residence of the drawee, has not
time, with the exercise of reasonable diligence, to present the
bill for acceptance before presenting it for payment on the day

that it falls due, the delay caused by presenting the bill for
acceptance before presenting it for payment is excused, and does
not discharge the drawer and indorsera

40. (1.) Subject to the provisions of this Act, when a bill
payable after sight is negotiated, the holder must either present it
for acceptance or negotiate it within
(2.) If

he do not do

so,

a reasonable time.

the drawer and

all

indorsers prior to

that holder are discharged.
(8,)

In determining what

is

a reasonable time within the

meaning of this section, regard shall be had to the nature of
the bill, the usage of trade with respect to similar bills, and the
facts of the particular case.

A

bill is duly presented for acceptance
41. (1.)
in
accordance
with the following rules :
presented

(a)

The presentment must be made by or on

which

is

behalf of the

holder to the drawee or to some person authorised to
a reasonaccept or refuse acceptance on his behalf at
able hour on a business day and before the bill

overdue

:

is
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Where a

($)

bill is

addressed to two or more drawees, who

are not partners, presentment
all, -unless

presentment

Where

(<?)

must be made

one has authority to accept

may be made

the drawee

is

to

him only

dead, presentment

his personal representative

to

them

for all, then

:

may be made

to

:

Where the drawee is bankrupt, presentment may be
made to him or to Ma trustee
Where authorised by agreement or usage, a presentment

(d)

:

(0)

through the post-office
(2.)

and a

is sufficient.

Presentment in accordance with these rules is excused,
may be treated as dishonoured by non-acceptance

bill

(a)

Where

the drawee

is

dead or bankrupt, or

is

a

fictitious

person or a person, not having capacity to contract by
bill:

Where,

(b)

(|)f
!

bill,

exercise of reasonable diligence, such
:

Where

although the presentment has been irregular,
acceptance lias been refused on some other ground.

':

(8.)

after the

presentment cannot be effected

I

The

fact that the holder has reason to believe that the

on presentment,

will

be dishonoured does not excuse pre-

sentment.
42. (1.) When a bill is duly presented for acceptance and is
not accepted within the customary time, the person presenting it
must treat it as dinhonoured by non-acceptance. If he do not,

the holder shall lose his right of recourse against the drawer and
indorsers.

48. (1.)

A bill is dishonoured by

(a)

When

(#)

When

non-acceptance-

it is duly
presented for acceptance, and such an
acceptance as is prescribed by this Act Is refused or
cannot be obtained ; or

is

presentment for acceptance
not accepted.

is

excused and the

bill

dis*
(2.) Subject to the proYisioBS of this Act, when a bill is
honoured by non-acceptance, an immediate right of recourse
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against the drawer and indorsers accrues to the holder,
presentment for payment is necessary.

44. (1.)

The holder

acceptance, and

if

treat the bill

may

and no

of a bill may refuse to take a qualified
he does not obtain an unqualified acceptance
as dishonoured by non-acceptance.

Where a qualified acceptance is taken, and the drawer
or an indorser has not expressly or impliedly authorised the
holder to take a qualified acceptance, or does not subsequently
(2.)

assent thereto, such drawer or indorser is discharged from his
liability on the bill.

The

provisions of this sub-section do not apply to a partial
Where a foreign
acceptance whereof due notice has been given.
bill has been accepted as to part, it must be protested as to the
balance.
(B.) When the drawer or indorser of a bill receives notice of
a qualified acceptance, and does not within a reasonable time

express his dissent to the holder, he shall be
assented thereto.

deemed

to

have

45. Subject to the provisions of this Act, a bill must be duly
presented for payment. If it be not so presented, the drawer

and indorsers

A bill

shall

be discharged.

duly presented for payment which is presented in
accordance with the following rules :
(1.) Where the bill is not payable on aemand, presentment
is

must be made on the day

Where

it falls

due.

payable on demand, then, subject to
(2.)
the provisions of this Act, presentment must be made within a
reasonable time after its issue in order to render the drawer
liable,

the bill

is

and within a reasonable time after

its

indorsement in

order to render the indorser liable,

had

In determining what
to the nature of tha

similar bills,

and the

is

a reasonable time, regard shall be
the usage of trade with regard to

bill,

facto of the particular case.

must be made by the holder or by some
(3.) Presentment
receive
to
authorised
payment on his behalf at a reasonperson
able hour on a business day, at the proper place as hereinafter
as payer, or
defined, either to. the person designated by the bill
to

some person authorised

to

pay or refuse payment on his

!
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/

'

\

behalf,

I

if,

with the exercise of reasonable diligence, such person

can there be found.

i
,

;

I

(4.)

I

(a)

,

A bill is presented at the
Where a

proper place

:

place of payment is specified in the bill and the

s

bill is there

',

|

(ft)

Where no

(c)

Where no

'
l

i

bill is
j,

,

||

i

>

.

il

:

place of payment is specified, but the addresa
of the drawee or acceptor is given in the bill, and the

!

I

presented

there presented

:

place of payment is specified and no addresa
given, and the bill is presented at the drawee's or
acceptor's place of business if known, and if not, at

his ordinary residence if known
In
any other case, if presented to the drawee or acceptor
(d)
wherever he can be found, or if presented at his last
:

I 1
1

^
i

!
i,

known

place of business or residence.

(5.) Where a bill is presented at the proper place, and after
the exercise of reasonable diligence, no person authorised to pay
or refuse payment can be found there, no further presentment

drawee or acceptor is required.
(6.) Where a bill is drawn upon or accepted by two or more
persons who are not partners, and no place of payment is
specified, presentment must be made to them all.
(7.) Where the drawee or acceptor of a bill is dead, and no

to the

s

;|

j

.

j

j

*

!

1

-I

!

presentment must be made to a
such there be, and with the exercise of
reasonable diligence he can be found.
(8.) Where authorised by agreement or usage, a presentment
place of

|3

,

j

|

|

is sufficient.

46. (1.) Delay in making presentment for payment is ex~
cused when the delay is caused by circumstances beyond the

i/
*,

/I

ts

is specified,

through the post-office

*

,

payment

personal representative, if

j

control of the holder, and not imputable to his default, misconduct, or negligence. When the cause of delay ceases to

,'

i
'

must be made with reasonable diligence.
Presentment for payment is dispensed with

operate, presentment

;

*
i

n

ij
|

(2.)

(a)

I

after the exercise of reasonable diligence preaentment, as required by this Act, cannot be effected :

Where,

**

f

|
i.H

The

fact that the holder

has reason to believe that the

bill
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on presentment, be dishonoured, does not dispense with

the necessity for presentment

:

(c)

Where the drawee is a fictitious person
As regards the drawer, where the drawee

(d)

As

:

(#)

or acceptor is
not bound, as between himself and the drawer, to
accept or pay the bill, and the drawer has no reason to
believe that the bill would be paid if presented :

regards an indorser, where the bill was accepted
or made for the accommodation of that indorser, and
he has no reason to expect that the bill would be paid
if

(e)

By

presented :
waiver of presentment, expressed or implied.

47. (1.)

A bill is

dishonoured by non-payment (a) when

it

duly presented for payment and payment is refused or cannot
be obtained, or (b) when presentment is excused and the bill is
overdue and unpaid.

is

of this Act, when a bill is
(2.) Subject to the provisions
dishonoured by non-payment, an immediate right of recourse
against the drawer and indorsers accrues to the holder.
48. Subject to the provisions of this Act, when a bill has been
dishonoured by non-acceptance or by non-payment, notice of
dishonour must be given to the drawer and each indorser, and
to whom such notice is not given is disthat
Provided
charged ;
(1.) Where a bill is dishonoured by non-acceptance, and
notice of dishonour is not given, the rights of a holder in due

any drawer or indorser

course subsequent to the omission shall not be prejudiced

by the

omission.
(2.)

Where a

bill is

notice of dishonour

is

dishonoured by non-acceptance, and due
it shall not be necessary to give

given,

notice of a subsequent dishonour by non-payment unless the bill
shall in fjhe meantime have been accepted.
49. Notice of dishonour in order to be valid and effectual

must be given in accordance with the following rules
must be given by or on behalf of the holder,
(1.) The notice
or by or on behalf of an indorser who, at the time of giving
it is himself liable on the bilL
:

t

THE TOBMBOTS OF BANKING.
(2.)

m his

''

may be given by any agent either
name of any party entitled to give

Notice of dishonour

own name

or in the

whether that party be his principal or not.
Where the notice is given by or on behalf of the holder,
it enures for the benefit of all subsequent holders and all prior
the party to whom
indorsers, who have a right of recourse against

notice,

(3.)

]

''

it is

the benefit of the holder and all indoraers subsequent to the
party to whom notice is given.

|

be given in writing or by personal com(5.) The notice may
munication, and may be given in any terms which sufficiently
that the bill has been dishonoured
identify the bill and intimate

|
ill

!J!

by non-acceptance

\\
;

given.

Is given by or on behalf of an indorser
(4,) Where notice
entitled to give notice as herem-before provided, it enures tor

\

(6.)

j

indorser

I

The
is,

or non-payment.

return of a dishonoured bill to the drawer or an

in point of form,

deemed a

sufficient notice of dis~

honour.

1

*
,'

(7.)

A written notice need

'

written notice

A

misdescription of the bill shall not vitiate
the notice unless the party to whom the notice is given is in fact
misled thereby.

communication.
<

4

J

j
1

not bo signed, and an insufficient
validated by verbal

may be supplemented and

(8.)

Where

person, it may
in that behalf.
(9.)

Whore

giving notice

notice of dishonour

be given

is

required to be given to any

either to the party himself, or to his agent

is dead, and the party
the notice must be given to a personal
such there be, and with the exercise of reason-

the drawer or indorser

knows

representative, if

it,

able diligence he can be found.
(10.) Where the drawer or indorser

is

bankrupt, notice

may

be given either to the party himself or to the trustee.
(11) Where there are two or more drawers or indorsers who
are not partners, notice must be given to each of them, unless
one of them has authority to receive such notice for the others.
dis(12.) The notice may be given as soon as the bill is
honoured and must be given within a reasonable time thereafter.
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to
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absence of special circumstances notice
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is

not deemed

have been given within a reasonable time, unless
(a)

Where

the person giving and the person to receive notice
same place, the notice is given or sent off
in time to reach the latter on the day after the disreside in the

honour of the
(b)

bill

:

Where

the person giving and the person to receive notice
reside in different places, the notice is sent off on the

day after the dishonour of the bill, if there be a post
a convenient hour on that day, and if there be no
such post on that day, then by the next post thereafter.

at

Where a bill when dishonoured is in the hands of an
he
may either himself give notice to the parties liable on
agent,
the bill, or he may give notice to his principal. If he give notice
to his principal, he must do so within the same time as if he
were the holder, and the principal upon receipt; of such notice
has himself the same time for giving notice as if the agent had
(13.)

been an independent holder.
(14.) Where a party to a bill receives due notice of dishonour, he has after the receipt of such notice the same period
of time for giving notice to antecedent parties that the holder has
after the dishonour.
(15.) Where a notice of dishonour is duly addressed and
is deemed to have given due notice of disposted, the sender
honour, notwithstanding any miscarriage by the post-office.

50. (1.) Delay in giving notice of dishonour

is

excused where

caused by circumstances beyond the control of the
not imputable to his dei'ault, misconduct,
party giving notice, and
When
the
cause of delay ceases to operate, the
or negligence.
notice must be given with reasonable diligence.
the delay

is

is dispensed with
(2.) Notice of dishonour

(a)

When,

after the exercise of reasonable diligence, notice

as required by this Act cannot be given to or does not
reach the drawer or indorser sought to be charged :
(b)

By

waiver express or implied notice of dishonour may
be waived before the time of giving notice has arrived,
:

or after the omission to give due notice

:
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(c)

As regards

the drawer, in the following cases,
namely,
(1) where drawer and drawee are the same person, (2)
where the drawee is a fictitious person or a person not

having capacity to contract, (S) where the drawer

is

the person to whom the bill is presented for payment,
(4) where the drawee or acceptor is as between himself

and the drawer under no obligation to accept or
bill, (5) where the drawer has countermanded

pay the

payment
(d!)

:

As regards

the indorser, in the following cases, namely,
(1) where the drawee is a fictitious person or a person
not having capacity to contract and the indorser was

aware of the fact at the time he indorsed the bill, (2)
where the indorser is the person to whom the bill is
presented for payment, (3) where the bill was accepted
or made for his accommodation.

Where an

inland bill has been dishonoured, it may,
be noted for non-acceptance or non-payment, as the case may be but it shall not be necessary to note
or protest any such bill in order to preserve the recourse against
the drawer or indorser.
51. (1.)

if

the holder think

fit }

;

(2.) Where a foreign bill, appearing on the face of it to be
such, has been dishonoured by non-acceptance, it must be duly

protested for non-acceptance, and

not been

where such a

bill,

which has

dishonoured by non-acceptance, is dishonoured by non-payment, it must be duly protested for nonpayment. If it be not so protested, the drawer and indorsera
are discharged.
Where a bill does not appear on the face of
it to be a foreign bill,
protest thereof in case of dishonour is
previously

unnecessary.

A

bill which has been
(8.)
protested for non-acceptance may
be subsequently protested for non- payment,
(4,) Subject to the provisions of this Act, when a bill in
noted or protested, it must be noted on the day of ifcg dishonour.
When a bill has been duly noted, the protest may be subse-

quently extended as of the date of the noting*
(5.) Where the acceptor of a bill becomes bankrupt or Insolvent or suspends
payment before it matures** the holder maj
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(6.)

to

be protested

for better security against the

must be protested &t the place where It
Provided that

:
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A bill
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(a)

bill
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When

Is dis-

presented through the past- office, and
by post dishonoured, it may be protested at
the place to which it IE returned and on the day of its
return if received during business hours, and if not

a

bill

is

returned

received during business hours, then not later than
the next business day :

{*)

When a biH drawn

or
payable at the place of business

some person other than the drawee,, has
been dishonoured by non-acceptance, it must be protested for non-payment at the place where it Is exfor
pressed to be payable, and no further presentment
payment to, or demand on, the drawee is necessary.
residence of

(7.)

A protest must contain

stlgned by

the notary

making

it,

a copy of the bill, and must be
and must specify

(a) The person at whose request the
(&) The

bill is protested :
cause or reason for
the
protest,
the demand made,- and the answer

place and date of

protesting the

bill,

given, if any, or the feet that the drawee or acceptor

could not be found.
or is wrongly detained
(8.) Where a bill is lost or destroyed,
be made on a
to
hold
entitled
fe-cxoi the person
It, protest may

or written, particulars thereoC
with
(9.) Protest is dispensed

oojpy

by any circumstance which
with notice of dishonour. Delay In noting or
when the delay is caused by circumstance!
j>ro-fcestang is excused
of the holder, and not Imputable to Ms de~^
control
the
"foojromd
of
y ceases j
feL-olt, misconduct, or negligence. When the cause
with
or
noted
protested
zeaaonabk^
operate, the bill must be

wx>"old

dispense'

'

;

to

ctlllgence.
52. (1.)

When 4 bill is accepted generally, presentment fee
not necessary in order to render the acceptor liable,
of a qualified acceptance presentment
^2.) When by the terms

pay ment

is
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acceptor, in the absence of an express
not discharged by the omission to
is
that
to
effect,
stipulation
on
the day that it matures.
for
bill
the
payment
present

payment is required, the

for

render the acceptor of
(3.) In order to
necessary to protest
to

it,

a

bill liable it is not

or that notice of dishonour should be given

him.

Where

(4.)

the holder of a bill presents

Khali exhibit the bill to the

person from

for payment, he
he demands pay-

it

whom

ment, and when a bill is paid the holder shall forthwith deliver
up to the party paying it.

it

IA abilities

53. (1.)

A. till,

of

itself,

of Parties.

does not operate as an assignment

of funds in the hands of the drawee available for the
thereof,

by

this

payment
and the drawee of a bill who does not accept as required
Act in not liable on the instrument. This sub-section

shall not

extend to Scotland.

(2.) In Scotland, where the drawee of a bill has in his hands
funds available for the payment thereof, the bill operates as an

assignment of the sum for which it is drawn in favour of the
^holder, from the time when the bill is presented to the drawee.
54. The acceptor of a bill, by accepting it
(1.)

Engages that he

acceptance
(2.)

Is

will

pay

it

according to the tenor of his

:

precluded from denying to a holder in due course

:

The existence of

the drawer, the genuineness of his signahis capacity and authority to draw the bill ;
(5) In the case of a bill payable to drawer's order, the then
capacity of the drawer to indorse, but not the genuine-

(a)

ture,

and

ness or validity of his indorsement ;
(c) In the case of a bill payable to the order of a third per-

payee and hia then capacity
but not the genuineness or validity of hia

son, the existence of the
to indorse,

indorsement.
55.

(I.)

The drawer

of a bill

by drawing

it

(a) Engages that on due presentment it shall be accepted and
paid according to its taior, and that if it be dis-
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honoured he will compensate the holder or any indorsei
who is compelled to pay it, provided that the requisite
proceedings on dishonour be duly taken;
(#) Is precluded from denying to a holder in due course the
existence of the payee and his then
capacity to indorse.
(2.)

The

indor>er of a bill

by indorsing

it

(a) Engages that on due presentment

it shall be
accepted
and paid according to its tenor, and that if it be dishonoured he will compensate the holder or a subsequent indorser who is compelled to pay it, provided
that the requisite proceedings on dishonour be duly

taken

;

(b) Is precluded

from denying

to a holder in

due course the

genuineness and regularity in all respects of the
drawer's signature and all previous indorsements ;
(c) Is precluded from denying to his immediate or a subsequent indorsee that the bill was at the time of his

indorsement a valid and subsisting
had then a good title thereto.

Where a person

56.

acceptor,
holder in

bill,

and that he

signs a bill otherwise than as

he thereby incurs the
due course.

liabilities

drawer or

of an indorser to a

Where a

57.

which

shall

follows

:

bill is dishonoured, the measure of damages,
be deemed to be liquidated damages, shall be as

The holder may recover from any party liable on the
and the drawer who has been compelled to pay the bill may
recover from the acceptor, and an indorser who has been compelled to pay the bill may recover from the acceptor or from the
drawer, or from a prior indorser
(1.)

bill,

(a) The amount of the bill :
(b) Interest thereon from the time of presentment for pay-

ment

bill is payable on demand, and from the
of
the bill in any other case
maturity
(o) The expenses of noting, or, when protest is necessary
and the protest has been extended, the expenses o

if

the

:

protest.
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a bill which has been dishonoured abroad,
(2.) In the case of
in lieu of the above damages, the holder may recover from the

drawer or an indorser, and the drawer or an indorser who has
been compelled to pay the bill may recover from any party liable
to him the amount of the re-exchange with interest thereon
until the time of

payment.
this Act interest

be recovered an damages,
be
withheld wholly or in
such interest may, if justice require it,
bill
is expressed to be payable with interest
a
and
where
part,
at a given rate, interest as damages may or may not be given at

Where by

(8.)

the same rate as Interest proper.
58. (1.) Where the holder of a
tiates it

feror
I

by

by

bill

delivery without indorsing

delivery."
transferor

A

(2.)

may

by delivery

is

payable to bearer negohe is called a " trans-

it,

riot

liable

on the

instru-

ment.

A

transferor by delivery who negotiator a bill thereby
(8.)
warrants to his immediate transferee, being a holder for value,
that the bill is what it purports to be, that he has a right to
transfer
fact

it,

and that at the time of transfer he

which renders

it

is

not aware of any

valueless.

Discharge of

JBttt.

A

bill is discharged by payment in due course by
59. (1.)
or on behalf of the drawee or acceptor.

"

Payment

in

due course

"

means payment made

at or

after the maturity of the bill to the holder thereof in
good faith and without notice that his title to the bill
is defective.

(2.)

a

bill is

Subject to the provisions hereinafter contained, when
by the drawer or an indoraer it is not discharged ;

paid

but
(a)

Where a

payable to, or to the order of? a third
paid by the drawer, the drawer may enforce
payment thereof against the acceptor, but may not

party

bill

is

re-issue the bill;
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Where a

bill is paid
by an indorser, or where a bill payable to drawer's order is
paid by the drawer, the
party paying it is remitted to his former rights as

regards the acceptor or antecedent parties, and he may,
ii he think
strike out his own and
fit,

subsequent

indorsements, and again negotiate the

bill.

(8.) Where an accommodation bill is paid in due course by
the party accommodated, the bill is
discharged.
60. When a bill payable to order on demand is drawn on a

banker, and the banker on whom it is drawn pays the bill in
good faith and in the ordinary course of business, it is not incumbent on the banker to show that the indorsement of the

payee or any subsequent indorsement was made by or under the
authority of the person whose indorsement it purports to be,
land the banker is deemed to have paid the bill in due course,

1

I

/{.although such indorsement has been forged or

made without

{authority.
61. When the acceptor of a bill is or becomes the holder
of it at or after its maturity, in his own right, the bill is dis-

charged.
62. (1.)

\

When

the holder of a bill at or after

its

maturity

absolutely and unconditionally renounces his rights against the
acceptor, the bill is discharged.

The

renunciation must be in writing, unless the bill

is deli-

vered up to the acceptor.
(2.) The liabilities of any party to a bill may in like manner
be renounced by the holder before, at, or after its maturity ; but

nothing in this section shall affect the rights of a holder in due
course without notice of the renunciation.
63. (1.) Where a bill is intentionally cancelled by the holder
his agent, and the cancellation is apparent thereon, the bill is
|r

I

I
I
,

lischarged.

In like matter any party liable on a bill may be disCharged by the intentional cancellation of his signature by the
In such case any indorser who would have
polder or his agent.
1

(2.)

|ad a right of recourse against the party whose signature
eanceiled,
(3.)

is also

A

is

discharged.
cancellation made -unintentionally, or under a mistake,
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|

or without the authority of the holder, is inoperative ; but where
any signature thereon appeare to have been cancelled,
the burden of proof lies on the party who alleges that the can-

|

cellation

|
1|

rl

,
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was made

or under a

unintentionally,

mistake,

or

without authority.

Where a

64. (1.)

|

without the assent of

bill
all

or acceptance is
parties liable

materially altered
bill, the bill is

on the

avoided except as against a party who has himself made, authorised, or assented to the alteration, and subsequent mdorsers :

Provided

that,

Where a

bill

has been materially altered, but the alteration
not apparent, and the bill is in the hands of a holder in due
course, such holder may avail himself of the bill as if it had not

is

been altered, arid

may

enforce

payment of

it

according to

its

original tenor.
(2.) In

namely, any

particular the following alterations are material,
alteration of the date, the sum payable, the time of

payment, the place of payment, and, where a bill has been
accepted generally, the addition of a place of payment without
the acceptor's assent.

Acceptance and Pai/ment for Honour.
65. (1.) Where a bill of exchange has been
protested for
dishonour by non-acceptance, or protested for better
security,
and is not overdue, any person, not being a party
already liable
thereon, may, with the consent of the holder, intervene and
accept the bill suprk protest, for the honour of any party liable
thereon, or for the
bill is

(2.)

sum

honour of the person

for

whose account the

drawn.

for

A

bill

which

An

(3.)
valid must

may be
it is

accepted for honour for part only of the
drawn.

acceptance for honour suprii protest in order to be

(a) be written on the bill, and indicate that
ance for honour :
(5)

be signed by the acceptor

(4) Where an acceptance

for

for

it is

an accept-

honour.

honour does not expressly
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state for

whose honour

it is

made,

it is

deemed

to

be an accept-

ance for the honour of the drawer.

Where a

bill payable after sight is accepted fox honour,!
calculated from the date of the noting for non I
|
acceptance, and not from the date of the acceptance for honour, f
66. (1.) The acceptor for honour of a bill by accepting it

(5.)

its

is

maturity

engages that he will, on due presentment, pay the bill according
to the tenor of his acceptance, if it is not paid by the drawee,
it

provided

has been duly presented for payment, and protested

and that he receives notice of these facts.
acceptor for honour is liable to the holder and to
the bill subsequent to the party for whose honour

for non-payment,

The

all

(2.)
parties to

he has accepted.
67. (1.) Where a dishonoured bill has been accepted for
honour supr& protest, or contains a reference in case of need, it
must be protested for non-payment before it is presented for
payment to the acceptor for honour or referee in case of need.
(2.) Where the address of the acceptor for honour is in the
same place where the bill is protested for non-payment, the bill
must be presented to him not later than the day following its
maturity and where the address of the acceptor for honour is
in some place other than the place where is was protested for
non-payment, the bill must be forwarded not later than the day
;

maturity for presentment to him.
in presentment or non-presentment* is excused
(8.) Delay
by any circumstance which would excuse delay in presentment
following

for

its

payment or non-presentment

for

payment.
dishonoured by the acceptor
for honour it must be protested for non-payment by him.
68. (1.) Where a bill has been protested for non-payment,
(4.)

When

a

bill

of exchange

is

any person may intervene and pay it supr& protest for the honour
of any party liable thereon, or for the honour of the person for
whose account the bill is drawn.
two or more persons offer to pay a bill for the
(2.) Where
honour of different parties, the person whose payment will
discharge most parties to the bill shall have the preference.
(3.) Payment for honour suprk protest, in order to operate
as such and not as a mere voluntary payment, must be atteated

"
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by a notarial act of honour, which may be appended to the
protest or form an extension of it.
honour must be founded on a
(4.) The notarial act of
declaration

I

made by

the payer for honour, or his agent in that

behalf, declaring his intention to
for whose honour he pays.

pay the

bill for

honour, and

Where a bill has been paid for honour, all parties sub*to
the party for whose honour it is paid are discharged,
sequent
but the payer for honour is subrogated for, and succeed* to both
(5.)

the rights and duties

honour he pays and

of,

the holder, as regards the party for whose
that party.

all parties liable* to

(6.) The payer for, honour, on paying to the holder the
amount of the bill and the notarial expense*) incidental to its
dishonour, is entitled to receive both the bill itself and the protest.

If the holder

do not on demand deliver them up, he

shall

be liable to the payer for honour in damages.
(7.) Where the holder of a bill refuses to receive payment
supr& protest, he shall lose his right of recourse against any party

who would have been

discharged by such payment*
Lost Instruments.

89. Where a bill has been lost before it is overdue, the person
who was the holder of it may apply to the drawer to give him

another

bill

required to*

of the same tenor, giving security to the drawer

indemnify him

all

if

persons whatever in case
be found again.

against
the bill alleged to have been lost shall
If the drawer on. request as aforesaid refuses to give such
duplicate bill, he may be compelled to do so.
70. In any action or proceeding upon a bill, the court or a
judge may order that the loss of the instrument shall not be set

up, provided an indemnity be given to the satisfaction of the
court or judge against the claims of any other person upon the

instrument in question.

BUI

Where a

in

a

Set,

in a set, each part of the set
and
to the other parts,
a
reference
containing
being numbered,

71. (1.)

bill is

drawn

the whole of the parts constitute one biU,
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(2.)

Where

the holder of a set indorses two or

to different persons,

he

more

parts

on every such part, and every
liable on the. part he has himself

is liable

indorser subsequent to him is
indorsed as if the said parts were separate bills.
(8.) Where two or more parts of a set are negotiated to
different holders in due course, the holder whose title first

accrues
bill

;

is

as between such holders

deemed the true owner of the

but nothing in this sub-section

shall affect the rights of a

person who in due course accepts or pays the part
to him.

first

presented

(4.) The acceptance may be written on any part, and it must
be written on one part only.
If the drawee accepts more than one part, and such accepted

parts get into the hands of different holders in due course,
liable on every such part as if it were a separate bill.

he

is

(5.) When the acceptor of a bill drawn in a set pays it
without requiring the part bearing his acceptance to be delivered
up to him, and that part at maturity is outstanding in the hands

of a holder in due course, he is liable to the holder thereof.
(6.) Subject to the preceding rules, where any one part of a I
bill drawn in a set is discharged by payment or otherwise, the I

whole

bill is discharged.

Conflict

of Laws.

72. Where a bill drawn in one country is negotiated, accepted,
or payable in another, the rights, duties, and liabilities of the
as follows
parties thereto are determined
:

The

validity of a bill as regards requisites in form is
(1.)
determined by the law of the place of issue, and the validity as

regards requisites in form of the supervening contracts, such
as acceptance, or indorsement, or acceptance supr& protest,
is determined by the law of the place where such contract was

made:
Provided that
(a)

Where a

bill is issued

out of the United

Kingdom

it ia

not invalid by reason only that it is not stamped in
accordance with the law of the place of issue
:
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(b)

Where

a

issued out of the United

bill,

Kingdom,

con*

forms, as regards requisites in form, to the law of the
United Kingdom, It may, for the purpose of enforcing

payment

thereof,

who

be treated as valid as between

negotiate, hold, or become parties to

persons
the United Kingdom.

all

it in

to tho provisions of this Act, the interpretation
(2.) Subject
of the drawing, indontement, acceptance, or acceptance supr&
law of the place where
protest of a bill is determined by the
is made.
Provided that where an inland

such contract

bill is

indorsed in a foreign

country the indorsement shall, as regards the payer, be interpreted according to the law of the United Kingdom.
(3.) The duties of the holder with respect to presentment
acceptance or payment and the necessity for or sufficiency of
a protest or notice of dishonour, or otherwise, are determined by
the law of the place where the act is done or the bill is disfor

honoured.
(4.) Where a bill is drawn out of but payable in the United
Kingdom and the sum payable is not expressed in the currency
of the United Kingdom, the amount ahull, in the absence of some

express stipulation, be calculated according to the rate of exchange for sight drafts at the place of payment on the day the
bill is
f

payable.

(5.)

Where

a bill

is

drawn

another, the due date thereof

of the place where

it is

is

and is payable in
determined according to the law

in one country

payable.

PART
CHEQUES OH
73. A cheque
on demand.

is

TSL

A

BANKEK.

a bill of exchange drawa on a banker payable

Except as otherwise provided in this Part, the provisions of
Act applicable to a bill of exchange payable OB demand
apply to a cheque.

tibia
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not presented for payment within a
issue, and the drawer or the person on

(1.)

is

reasonable time of its
whose account it is drawn had the right at the time of such presentment as between him and the banker to have the cheque paid
and suffers actual damage through the delay," he is discharged
the extent of such damage, that is to say, to the extent to
which such drawer or person is a creditor of such banker to a
larger amount than he would have been had such cheque been
to

paid.
(2.) In determining what is a reasonable time regard shall
be had to the nature of the instrument, the usage of trade and
of bankers, and the facts of the particular case.
(3.)

The holder of such cheque

as to

which such drawer or

discharged shall be a creditor, in lieu of such drawer
or person, of such banker to the extent of such discharge, and
person

is

amount from him.
The duty and authority of a banker to pay a cheque
drawn on him by his customer are determined by
entitled to recover the

75.

(1.)

Countermand of payment:

(2). Notice o

the customer's death.

Crossed Cheques.

Where

a cheque bears across its face an addition of
76. (1.)
"
and company " or any abbreviation thereof
(a) the words

between two parallel transverse lines, either with or
"
without the words " not negotiable ; or
(d) two

parallel

transverse

lines

simply,

either

with or

without the words " not negotiable,"

that addition constitutes a crossing,

and the cheque

is

crossed

generally.

Where a cheque bears across its face an addition of
name of a banker, either with or without the words ** not

(2.)

the

negotiable," that addition constitutes a crossing,
is crossed specially and to that banker.
77. (1.)

the drawer.

A cheque

may

and the cheque

be crossed generally or specially by
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(2.)

Where a cheque

generally or specially.
(8.) Where a cheque
cross

it

uncrossed, the holder

is

is

may

cross

crossed generally, the holder

it

may

specially.

Where a cheque is crossed generally or specially, the
"
may add the words not negotiable."
is crossed specially, the banker to whom
(5.) Where a cheque

(4.)

holder

it is

crossed

again cross

may

it

specially to another

banker

foi

collection.

(6.)
rally, is

Where an uncrossed

cheque, or a cheque crossed gene-

sent to a banker for collection,

he may cross

it

specially

to himself.

A

78.
crossing authorised by thie Act is a material part
of the cheque; it shall not be lawful for any person to obliterate or, except aa authorised by this Act, to acid to or alter
the crossing.

79. (1.) Where a cheque is crossed specially to more than
one banker, except when crossed to an agent for collection being
a banker, the banker on whom it ia drawn nhali refuse payment
thereof.
1

(2.) Where the banker on whom a cheque
so crossed nevertheless pays the same, or pays a
is

I

1
''*

drawn which

is

cheque crossed
than
a
if crossed specially
to
otherwise
or
banker,
generally
otherwise than to the banker to whom it is crossed, or his agent

!

for collection being a banker,

the cheque for

any

loss

he

he

is liable

may

sustain

to the true

owing

owner

of

to the cheque

having been so paid :
Provided that where a cheque is presented for payment
which does not at the time of presentment appear to be crossed,
or to have

had a

crossing

which has been obliterated, or

to

have

been added to or altered otherwise than as authorised by this
Act, the banker paying the cheque in good faith and without
negligence shall not be responsible or incur any liability, nor
I

shall the payment be questioned by reason of the cheque having
been crossed, cwr of the crossing having been obliterated or having
been added to or altered otherwise than as authorised by thif
Act, and of payment having been made otherwise than to a

{

(
|
,

j'<
1

fj
f
1

,

banker or to the banker to

;

1',

i

whom the cheque
*

is

or was crossed,

BILLS
or

his agent

to

may

for

03?

KXOHANOT AOT?

collection

BOS

1882

being a banker,

as

the

case

be.

banker on whom a crossed cheque is
without negligence pays it, if crossed
and
good
if crossed specially, to the banker to
and
a
to
banker,
generally,

Where

80.

drawn

the

faith

in

whom it is crossed, or his agent for collection being a banker,
the banker paying the cheque, and, if the cheque has come into
the hands of the payee, the drawer, shall respectively be entitled
to the same rights and be placed in the same position as if
had been made to the true owner
of the
cheque

payment

thereof.

81.
it the

Where a

which bears on
person takes a crossed cheque
shall not have and shall not

words " not negotiable," he

be capable of giving a better

title to

the cheque than that which

the person from whom he took it had.
82. Where a banker in good faith and without negligence
for a customer of a cheque crossed generally
receives

payment

or specially to himself, and the customer has no title or a
defective title thereto, the banker shall not incur any liability
to the true owner of the cheque by reason only of having received
Biich

payment.

PART

IV.

PROMISSORY NOTES.

A promissory

note is an unconditional promise in
the maker.,
one
person to another signed by
writing made by
d
or
xe
on
to
demai^tjK^ j^fi
pay,
engaging
determinable^iture,.
83. (1.)

>>

time, a

sum

certain in

money, to,oFToTiE^

person or to bearer.
form of a note payable to maker's
(2.) An instrument in the
the
within
a
note
not
is
order
meaning of this section unless and
until it is indorsed
(3.)

also a

A

note

is

by the maker.
not invalid by reason only

that

it

with authority to
pledge of collateral security

dispose thereoi

contains
sell

or

ELEMENTS OF BANKING.
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A

(4.)

note which

is,

or on the lace of

made and payable within

both
note.

other note

Any

84.

A

is

it
purports to be,
tho British Islands is an inland

a foreign note,
is inchoate and

promissory note

delivery thereof to the payee or bearer.
85. (1.)
promissory note may be

A

makers, and they

may be

liable

incomplete

made by two

until

or more

thereon jointly, or jointly and

severally, according to its tenor.
(2.)

Where

a note runs u

by two or more persons

it Is

I

"

and is signed
promise to pay
to be their joint and several

deemed

note.

88. (1.)
it

Where

must be presented

a note payable on demand has been indorsed,
for payment within a reasonable time of the

indorsement.

If it be not BO presented the indorscr is discharged,
determining what is a reasonable time, regard shall
be had to the nature of the instrument, the uage of trade, and
(2.) In

the facts of the particular case.
(8.) Where a note payable on

demand

in

negotiated,

it is

not deemed to be overdue, for the purpose of affecting the holder
with defects of title of which he had no notice, by reason, that
it
appears that a, reasonable time for presenting it for payment
has elapsed since its issue.
87. (1.) Where a
promissory note is in the body of it made

payable at a particular place, it must be presented for payment
at that place in order to render the maker liable.
In any other
case,

the

presentment for payment

maker
(2.)

is

not necessary in order to render

liable.

Presentment

for

necessary in order to render

is

payment

the iudorser of a note liable.
(8.)

Where a

note

is

in the

body of

it

made payable

at a

particular place, presentment at that place is necessary in order

when a place of payment is
by way of memorandum only, presentment at that
place is sufficient to render the indorser liable, but a presentment
to the maker elsewhere, if sufficient in other respects, shall also

to

render an indorser liable; but

indicated

suffice.

88.
(1.)

The maker of a promissory
Engages that he will pay

note by making it

it

according to

Its

tenor;
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from denying to a holder

in
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due course the

existence of the payee and his then capacity to indorse.
89. (1.) Subject to the provisions in this Part, and except a&
this
section provided, the provisions of this Act relating to
by
bills of exchange apply, with the necessary modifications, topromissory notes.
(2.) In applying those provisions the maker of a note shall be
deemed to correspond with the acceptor of a bill, and the first

deemed to correspond with the drawer
of an accepted bill payable to drawer's order.
(3.) The following provisions as to bills do not apply to

indorser of a note shall be

notes

;

namely, provisions relating to

(a) Presentment for acceptance

;

(#) Acceptance;
(c)

Acceptance suprti protest

(d) Bills in a
(4.)

Where a

;

set.

foreign note is dishonoured, protest thereof is

unnecessary.

PAET

V.

SUPPLEMENTARY.
90.

A thing is

deemed

to

meaning of this Act, where it
it is done negligently or not.

be done
is

in

good

faith,

within the

in fact done honestly,

whether

Where, by this Act, any instrument or writing is
be signed by any person, it is not necessary that he
should sign it with his own hand, but it is sufficient if his signature is written thereon by some other person by or under his
91. (1.)

required to

authority.
this Act, any
(2.) In the case of a corporation, where, by
instrument or writing is required to be signed, it is sufficient if
the instrument or writing be sealed with the corporate seal
But nothing in this section shall be construed as requiring

the bill or note of a corporation to be under seal.

x
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92.

this Act, the

Where, by

time limited for doing any act

or

less than three days, in reckoning time non-business
thing
are
excluded.
clays
"
for the purposes of this Act mean
Non-business
is

days"

Sunday, Good Friday, Christmas Day
A bank holiday under the Bank Holiday*

(a)

;

(b)

Acts amending

A day appointed

(c)

Act, 1871, or

it;

by Koyal proclamation

as a public faat

or thanksgiving day.

Any
93.

other day is a business day.
For the purposes of this Act, where a

bill

or note

ia

required to be protested within a specified time or before Borne
further proceeding is taken, it ia sufficient that the bill han been

noted for protest before the expiration of the specified time or
the taking of the proceeding and the formal
protest may be
extended at any time thereafter as of the date of the
;

noting.
a dishonoured bill or note IB authorised or
required
protested, and the services of a notary cannot U*. obtained

Where

94.

to be
at the place where the

bill is dishonoured,
any^ houneholder or
substantial resi^ent^of ^ the
place may, in the 'prSmw^oF fwo
witnSss^gfve a certificaftefUgned
the disthem,

by

honour of the
as

if it

bill,

and the

were a formal protest of the

The form given

attesting

certificate shall in all
respects operate

in Schedule

bill.

Act may be used with
necessary modifications, and if used shall be sufficient,
95.. The
provisions of this Act as to oroiaed cheques shall
apply to a warrant for payment of dividend.
96.

I.

to this

The enactments mentioned

in the second schedule to thin
hereby repealed as from the commencement of this Act
to the extent in that schedule mentioned.
Provided that such
repeal shall not affect anything done or
suffered, or any right, title, or interest
acquired or accrued before

Act

are

the commencement of this
Act,

or

any legal proceeding or remedy

in respect of
any such thing, right,
97. (1.)

The rules in

title,

or interest,

bankruptcy relating to bills of excliange,
promissory notes, and cheques, shall continue to
apply thereto
notwithstanding anything in this Act contained-

BILLS OF EXCHANGE ACT, 1882.
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(2.) The rules of common law, including the law merchant,
save in so far as they are inconsistent with the express
provisions
of this Act, shall continue to
apply to bills of exchange, pro-

missory notes, and cheques.
(3.) Nothing in this
shall affect

(a)

The

(6)

The

(c)

The

Act or

any repeal

effected thereby

provisions of the Stamp Act, 1870, or Acts amending it, or any law or enactment for the time being in
force relating to the

revenue :

provisions of the Companies Act, 1862, or Acts
amending it, or any Act relating to joint stock banks

or companies

(d)

in

:

provisions of any Act relating to or confirming the
privileges of the Bank of England or the Bank of
Ireland respectively :
validity of any usage relating to dividend warrants,
or the indorsements thereof.

The

98. Nothing in this Act or in any repeal effected thereby
extend or restrict or in any way alter or affect the law and

shall

practice in Scotland in regard to summary diligence.
99. Where any act or document refers to any enactment re-

pealed

by

Act or document shall be construed, and
referred to the corresponding provisions oi

this Act, the

shall operate, as if
this Act.

it

100. In any judicial proceeding in Scotland, any fact relating to a bill of exchange, bank cheque, or promissory note,
which is relevant to any question of liability thereon, may be
proved by parole evidence : Provided that this enactment sliall

not in any

who

way

affect

the existing law and practice whereby the

according to the tenor of any bill of exchange,
bank cheque, or promissory note, debtor to the holder in the
amount thereof may be required, as a condition of obtaining a
sist o
diligence, or suspension of a charge, or threatened charge,

party

is,

make such consignation, or to find such caution as the court
or judge before whom the cause is depending may require.
This section shall not apply to any case where the bill of

to

exchange, bank cheque, or "promissory note has undergone the
sexennial prescription.

I
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SCHEDULE 1
Form

of protest

Know

men

which may be used when the services
notary cannot be obtained.

of a

in the
A. B. [householder], of
United Kingdom, at the request of
C. D.j there being no notary public available, did on the
at
demand payment [or
188
day of
acceptance] of the bill of exchange h Grounder written from
E. f\ to which demand he mad answer [state answer, if any],
all

that

county of

1,

,

in the

t

wherefore

I

now,

in the presence

of 0.

//.

and

J. 111, do protest

the said bill of exchange.

(Signed)

.4.

B.
/itnessea.

bill

N.B. The
and all that

bill itself
ia

should be annexed, or a copy of the

written thereon should be underwritten.
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